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The introduction of an entirely new family cf Mark Levinson amplifiers seldom occurs. Mark Levinson products are not introduced on a "
annual schedule, or according to the perceiied needs of a marketing department. Rather, Mark Levinson products are introduced when
painstaking research and development ray off in the form of products which greatly improve upon what was previously possible.

For full details please contact: -
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Uriir 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Pork Road,
High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3BG
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Change is
sweeping
through the
BBC to realise
John Birt's
'clear vision' of
the new digital
age. But what
has become of
Radio 3?

•The Campaign To
Preserve Radio 3,
16 Bayle Court, The
Ravi,', Folkestone,
Kállt CT20 1S.V.
For acopy of
Extending Clioice in
the Digital Age, send
acheque for ,C5
(payable to BBC
Worldwide Lid) to
The BBC Shop, PO
Box IQX, or call in
to any BBC shop.
E-MAIL
You Cult

contact us via
e-mail on
101574.223(a
mnnpusensecom
Please specify
'HiFi News' in
the subject field of
your message

major reorganisation at the
BBC, to be phased in by
April 1997, will increase
efficiency by 'streamlining management
structures and eliminating duplication',
doing away with separate television and
radio
divisions
and
separating
broadcasting from production activities.
The new organisation has six major
components. A single division, BBC
Production, will be responsible for all
in-house creation of programmes,
including radio, television and
multimedia. BBC Broadcast will
schedule and commission services for
audiences at home and abroad; BBC
News will be responsible for all news
and current affairs services; BBC
Worldwide will be responsible for
generating commercial income at
home and abroad, and for the World
Service; BBC Resources will 'provide
the facilities and expertise' to support
programme-makers and broadcasters;
and the Corporate Centre will 'provide
key strategic services to the BBC as a
whole'.
The changes will be overseen by
the Director General, John Bin, who
has accepted the BBC governors'
invitation to stay in the job for
another four years. BBC chairman
Sir Christopher Bland paid tribute
to Mr Bin's `outstanding qualities as
he has steered the Corporation
through the many changes of recent
years, and has set out aclear vision
for the future.'
Mr Bin's ' clear vision' is expressed
in the 70- plus pages of Extending
Choice in the Digital Age*. In the
longer term, ' the new structure will
provide the BBC with a more
efficient base' from which to develop
the plans outlined in this document.
These plans include extended
television channels with programme
options alongside the continuing
schedules, a24-hour television news
service, digital radio services via
DAB) with ' CD-quality sound',
more chances to see regional
programmes and more local news,

and interactive education services.
In in addition to these services
(available to licence-payers, once they
have equipped with the necessary
digital black box), there will be
`themed commercial channels for
those prepared to pay extra'.
Although Extending Choice in the
Digital Age does mention music in
passing, the pressure group The
Campaign to Preserve Radio 3* will
take little comfort from the tenor of
this new manifesto. The Campaign
represents the Radio 3listeners who
object to the brutal changes already
made by the Birt regime via the head
of Radio 3, Nicholas Kenyon. What
the campaigners ( and, I believe,
almost everybody who ever listened
to pre- Kenyon Radio 3) want to
hear is music, uninterrupted by
excessive chat. ' Let the music speak
for itself as the composer intended',
say the Campaigners.
The Campaign, which got under
way last August and now has
around 2000 supporters, just wants
Radio 3to be the way ir was before.
The arrival of former pop DJ Paul
Gambaccini, brought over from
Classic FM last autumn to be the
main morning presenter, was the last
straw for many. Gambaccini's
contract has not been renewed and
he leaves the station in September.
But campaign organiser Ian Gordon
wonders 'who will take his place?'.
Ihave to add that my own pet
Radio 3hate is the loathsome playing
of music behind speech, as if neither
speech nor music was interesting
enough on its own. (Isay this in the
full awareness that some campaigner
for the preservation of HiFi News will
say that colours behind text are just
as bad!) Iremember an interesting
talk about Ravel being crassly
destroyed by the Bolero booming
away. More recently, the playing of
ECM recordings while Richard Cdok
was talking about them had a
particularly mind-numbing effect! So
just who does like the `new' Radio 3?

AUDIO NOTE: AN APOLOGY
In his otherwise enthusiastic review of the Audio Note Co nquest amplifiers [July, pp18-19J,
Ken Kessler stated that the problem which arose — and which was sorted out with
commendable speed by Audio Note — was due to ` an at sembly fault'. We are assured by
Audio Note, and accept, that the failure was the result fdamage in transit, prior to the
units reaching Ken Kessler, for which Audio Note could not be held in any way responsible.
Ken also reported that the front panel of one amplifier was held on by Blu-Tack. What
Ken did not know was that this had been applied by our photographer. It is amatter of no
small irony that this was the first time in years that we ha d photographed aproduct before
it was sent to Ken for review. We wholly accept that Audio Note would not under any
circumstances use Blu-Tack on its production line.
We would like to apologise to Audio Note for the inacc uracies and are pleased to set the
record straight.
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The Krell Playback System KPS 20i sets anew standard in digital playback. The
KPS 20i is the reference standard integrated transport/digital processor that betters the
performance of separates.With balanced DACs, fully
discrete output stages and atrue high-end
line level stage, the 20i brings
the highest degree of musical
integrity to CD playback.The
Krell Playback System is also
available in transport only
(KPS 20t) and full remote
control integrated
transport/processor versions
(KPS 20i/1). Requiring no preamplifier,
the KPS 20i/I and KAS2monobloc
power amplifier (200 watt pure Class A)
partnership creates anew simplicity in attaining the
ultimate in high-end performance.The Playback System is now joined by the KPS 30i
ahigh-quality integrated CD transport and convertor.
Krell amplifiers are known as the finest solid-state designs in the world. Krell
amplifiers gave afirst taste of the true high-end to for many UK music-lovers.Those
exciting early days of pure, unlimited Class A power are revisited in the range of
definitive KSA Class A stereo power amplifiers.
This range—products of intense development—offers unique
answers to the common problems of sonically superior Class A
amplification namely, massive heat build-up and mains power
consumption. Krell's Sustained Plateau Biasing, from the Audio
Standard KAS Series amps gives five bias levels, switched as the
amplifier constantly monitors the input. Pure Class A operation is
maintained regardless of output. Auto biasing and
Auto DC Offset circuit automatically
calibrate the amplifiers. Massive
power supplies guarantee
outstandingly dynamic
musical delivery. Krell low
impedance drive
capability is legendary,
with the peerless KSA-300s
100111111111

capable of delivering astaggering
2,400 watt continuous power into a

1ohm load. KSA amplifiers are available in a
range of powers from 50 to 300 watt output via
100 and 200 watt (
KSA-100 and KSA-200).The KSA-50s will undoubtedly set
new standards of high-value performance partnered by the KRC-3 Remote
Controlled Line Stage Preamplifier.
The Krell KRC-HR High Resolution Remote Controlled Preamplifier offers
uncompromised audiophile sound with ease of operation. Digital logic circuits
operate gold-contact relays for positive switching with absolute signal integrity.
Power supply and gain stages are refinements of classic Krell Class A
complimentary circuits with extraordinary levels of transparency and resolution.
In anticipation of the forthcoming Krell Home Cinema Director anew range of AV
amplifiers has been launched including an integrated two-channel 150 watt amplifier
(the KAV 300i) and arange of 100 watt per channel multi-channel amplifiers (the
KAV 500/3, /4and /
5) the 2,3 and 4-channel amplifiers can be extended with an
optional add-on channel (the KAV 500 Rail).
Q
o

A commitment to excellence, unsurpassed build quality, ageless elegance and
reference quality sound—reasons Absolute Sounds has backed the Krell brand
over the years. Our experience in system
building and matching is unrivalled and
now extends into the new world

AS

of high-end Home Cinema.
Our dealers understand
the Krell philosophy and
can demonstrate this

Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road
London SW20 ODE
Telephone

0181-947 5047

Facsimile

0181-879 7962

fel
MOM SOUNDS
HOME (1111.11A
SOUND AND INN
!KIM 1HE WHITS

equipment at its best.
Discover where Krell
components can work for
you—contact Absolute Sounds.

views
fascinated me — any my son and
grandson — ever since.
Peter Binns, Wilts

THREE HEADS ARE BETTER...?

My son's
friends were
initially
disparaging
:valves,
wooden
cabinet!)
but soon
quietened
down upon
the arrival
of the music

RITE OF PASSAGE
Dear Sir, As along-time lover of
music and the means of
reproducing it (I've owned apair of
Spendor BC1s for 20 years), I felt
it was time my 14 year old son
found out there was ameans of
making music beyond the allconquering ' midi-system'. Iwas
given aQuad FM tuner (circa
1968) and afriend (Nigel Pearson
of Loricraft power supply fame)
constructed apower
supply/decoder unit.
A Wharfedale ` Linton' amplifier
(shades of Leak under the lid) was
extracted from afriend who had
succumbed to a ` midi'. A pair of
original AR7s turned up in alocal
shop for £ 30, so they were soon
hooked up by relatively ' modern'
39 strand cable. The only other
concession for the present day was
asecond hand (but little used)
cassette deck. My son's friends
were initially disparaging (valves,
wooden cabinets!) but soon
quietened down upon the arrival of
the music. It's good to see at least
some of the next generation finding
out what we've all known for years!
M Miles, Oxfordshire

BUTTERFLY INTELLECT
Dear Sir, Iam by no means an
expert, my entomology was learnt
as aschool boy collecting butterflies
55 years ago! But Iam sure that Mr
Williams is right [`Views Too', May
'96] — the 'moth' in question is a
butterfly of the family
Nymphalidae, most probably a
Pearl-bordered Fritillary or aSmall
Pearl — difficult to tell apart. They
used to be fairly common in the
South of England, but now Ido not
know.
Igave up butterflies as ahobby
about the same time that Iacquired
my first records (78 shellacs), and
placed apair of headphones in the
soundbox of the acoustic
gramophone. The phones were
plugged into apre-war radio, and,
lo and behold, the magic of
electronic sound which has
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Dear Sir, Irecently purchased a
three-head tape deck system.
Initially Ithought the deck had a
fault. Recording on atape that had
been previously recorded on, when
starting Record/Play a 'glitch' of
music was retained at the beginning
of recordings.
At this point Ireturned the deck
to the supplier, suggesting the fault
was caused by the tape mechanism
starting before the erase oscillator
started. Iwas given a ' top of the
range' replacement of the same
manufacturer. This again had the
same characteristic. With

either Radio 3through aNaim
NAT 01 (Avondaled) or vinyl. So
you can see, Ihave forsaken the
comparative safety of dealer service
warranty cover, and placed my trust
in the likes of Les Wolstenhome
and Russ Andrews. Iam entirely
happy with the system and Iam
again quite content to forget the
hardware and just listen to music.
No more need to shell out more
cash, except on vinyl, unless I
decide to upgrade the Marantz
CD75 CD player.
But... Isaw apair of RATA
Torlyte Spendor BC1/SP I ' s

speaker stands on special offer from
Russ Andrews and, at the Buxton
show, bit the bullet, took achance,
and bought them. Iknow that
Torlyte is probably the most undercooperation from the supplier and a rated hi-fi ancillary product on the
telephone call from the
market, but my own speaker stands
manufacturer it was established
were expensive, and Ithought the
that all three-head systems are of
purchase could well be frivolous.
this nature.
Anyway, Idumped the speakers
This being due to slack taken up
on the new stands and turned on
of the tape and the position of the
the radio. Martin Colloms'
heads on athree-head system.
description of the Black Pearl
Inow only use new tapes to
speaker cable came to mind — I
record on, or completely wipe clean
was underwhelmed. Everything was
old used ones.
much quieter yet transparent. The
Iwould appreciate any
volume needed at least another
comments on this matter.
couple of notches, and Isat back
D Lambert, Essex
realising that for the first time in
my system the speaker cones were
I'VE SEEN THE TORLYTE
being allowed to interpret the signal
Dear Sir, Ihave listened to music
exactly as they were designed to.
for well over 30 years, bought my
They were now virtually isolated
first decent system from the sale
from the floor. Ihave always rated
proceeds of acar exchange, and
Spendors, but Iknow their
lived with this quite happily, give or
limitations (well, Ithought Idid)
take the occasional tweak (getting
but now these speakers had been
an ADC26 cartridge tracking at
elevated well beyond my
0.75 of agram is abit of a
expectations: no overhang,
challenge).
absolutely silent backgrounds from
The upgrade to my present
which the music evolves as if from
system was the result of aserious
within avacuum.
misjudgement — allowing my
Anyone with an appropriate box
eldest son to have his 18th birthday
speaker should give this ago before
party at home, resulting in blown
considering any other upgrade, but
speaker units; not adisaster but
don't do it if you like to read when
upgrading the Spendor BC Is for
you are listening to music, if you do
SPIs exposed faults in the system.
or upset the synergy, and the
spending started.
Since then Ihave gradually
progressed, with the usual
frustrations, to my present system;
Linn, Ekos, Troika, Avondale
power supply (exchanged from
Lingo — no contest), on Mana
Reference/Torlyte support (no joke
— but you need aseparate music
room or adivorce), Avondale six
pack power supply Naim NAC
42.5 pre-amp (Avondaled) feeding
apair of Meridian 605's actively
connected to the Spendor SP 1's
modified by RATA, on high spec
speaker stands lead filled (weigh a
ton), with Kimber cable
throughout. Most of my listening is

not like the thought of electrostatics
with balls, if you still want to hang
on to all those badly recorded LPs
and CDs, or if you cannot afford to
take the risk of exposing some
nasties in your system, or if you are
an ostrich.
Ken Clark, Gloucestershire

DRAWING ABLANK
Dear Sir, Though Iam wary of
passing comment on the letter from
Mr T Marsden [' Views', April ' 96],
Ifeel compelled to make the
following points.
My initial plea to tweakers in
['Views', July '95] was for them to
listen under careful, properly
controlled conditions before
reporting any positive claims. Mr
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critical acclaim.
"...KEF's best yet, showing that musicalitv and neutral
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two or three times the price..."
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fundamental inner balance, one
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li- h N.
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"...This speaker has adegree of slain and overall

balance can result from the high tech and deeply

The experience

truthful to the programme input..."
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READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries. Letters
seeking advice
will be answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but we
regret that we are
unable to answer
questions on
buying specific
items of hi-fi. We
cannot answer
queries over the
telephone.

Marsden seems to have missed this
point, but still felt the urge to
describe the benefits of paper under
furniture, as if he'd confirmed some
startling discovery at the frontiers of
audio science.
Imight add that he misses a
further point about the specific
nature of Peter Belt's claims. In this
instance, the paper sheets being
listened to must be blank. Printed
paper just will not do — and Mr
Belt is commendably consistent in
this regard, urging us all to take
great care with those nasty printed
LP covers, printed CDs and lyric
sheets in the proximity of our hi-fis.
Irather hoped Mr Marsden would
have ' proved' this particular oddity
but, alas, no.
If Mr Marsden has any other
candles of truth and light with
which to explore the dark
borderlands of this peculiar world
of hi-fi, please let him carry them
safely.
R Ward, London
BLACKHEAD
Dear Sir, Ithought music reviews
were boring until Iread Johnny
Black. Then — wow, Wittgenstein,
eat your cat! As long as there's a
keyhole in reality, then the Great
Wall of China isn't just apostempirical artefact. And — hey! —
would you believe that passion, not
reality, is the answer to the
superman-idiot schism in the
creative psyche? You bet, and Bob
Dylan knew it as sure as Bergman is
the flip side of Woody Allen. Don't
forget — Elvis was an actor, and if
you don't honour the machine it
turns round and bites you. And
Chet Baker — his favourite colour
was Violet. One last thought —
even if you can't walk twice into the
same river, who says cognition is
the key to goodness? Get it? Yeah...
beat me, post-impressionist daddy.
Andy Evans, London
TUNER FRIENDLY
Dear Sir, What happened to the
Tuner section of your Good HiFi
Guide? It has been missing for
months.
A Varlaam, London
Space considerations obliged us to omit
the tuners section, but in any case we
have not recently had any new tuners to
add! We hope to rectify this situation
soon — Ed
APRIL 1ST COMES LATE...
Dear Sir, Bach lovers who are not in
receipt of European audio visual
media may be unaware of an
unbelievable German discovery so
far unreported by the insular UK
classical music press.
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This refers to primitive
recordings of the old master
actually playing aclavichord and
scratched onto smoked glass with a
rosethorn. Sadly the rose variety is
unknown, although the carbon
deposits are certain to be from
Austrian oak, widely used for
curing herrings at the time.
Transducing such delicate material
to modern audio equipment results
in considerable distortion to the
extent that the actual music is not
discernible, but enthusiasts will
thrill to the knowledge that the
great man is responsible for some of
the noise.
Truly arelic to be treasured by
future generations as an early
example of technology overcoming
art.
H Haines, Sunderland
DVD AND CONQUER
Dear Sir, Iwould like to suggest an
additional format for DVD which is
suitable for music videos: that is,
one with uncompressed noncinema sound.
Iam essentially ahi-fi purist but
Iwould like to see all songs
accompanied by avideo. Perhaps
with the advent of digital television
this will happen and radio will
become obsolete.
Ido not advocate the use of
quadraphonic sound because 1990s
popular music generally fails to
impress me, so the vast majority of
good songs are recorded in stereo.
(I do not have room for four, let
alone six speakers anyway.)
Subsequent to my previous letter
['Views', June 96] Inow intend to
replace my Pioneer A8 amplifier
with the Audiolab 8000C/8000P
combination.
JR Tydeman, Coventry
MAIN SHEET
Dear Sir, I'm writing in connection
with Ben Duncan's recent pieces on
mains supplies [' Black Box', Nov
'95 - May ' 96].
If one is in the position of having
one's own generating set, do the
problems he has described still
affect the system? Ihave often
thought that to have aprivate
supply solely for hi-fi would be
nice. (A private supply can mean
anything from asmall portable
generator on wheels to a
sophisticated high grade set.)
Currently my mains supply
appears to be relatively clean being
in arural domestic area. The only
click Iget is when Iturn off a
fluorescent light, but Iknow Ben
was discussing far more
problematic matters than just clicks
from switches.
G Lanham, Somerset

The
Hi- Fi Show
Special Preview Issue!

Plus

free admission
voucher

NEXT
MONTH
With afull preview of The Hi Fi
Show, the September issue also
contains your free admission voucher,
saving you the £ 3.50 admission
charge. And September's cover
features the stunning Bow CD player
from Denmark, but there are also
scoop tests on the latest Micromega
Stage CD series and Sony's CDPXE900E player, with its revolutionary
transport mechanism, and the DPA
Enlightenment two-box player.
Analogue hi-fi features in reviews on a
bunch of five moving-coil cartridges,
Slate Audio's turntable
transformations, and the complete
Lumley Reference system based on
the monster Stratosphere turntable.
Amplifier tests cover NAD, Myryad
and Sonneteer, while speaker tests
include the latest from Spendor and
the new American ER electrostatic.
Kicking off asparkling music section is
an interview with Carlo Rizzi, music
director of Welsh National Opera.
Don't miss HiFi News & Record
Review, September issue, on sale
Friday 2August.
The hi-fi event of the year, The Hi Fi
Show gives you achance to see and
hear new products on display from
literally hundreds of hi-fi brands
ranging from Arcam to Naim, Krell to
Quad, Conrad-Johnson to Wilson
Benesch. The Show is open to the
public for the weekend of
September 14- 15th at the
Ramada Hotel, Heathrow,
London. Admission is £ 3.50, but will
be free to purchasers of HiFi News &
Record Review's September issue.

"Beautiful' comes close to
describing the 'Gakuon',
'na furor even closer.. The last
time Ihad goose bumps this
big was at a concert, not in
front of a hi-fi."

The Concitit. ror at £ 1,599
is a stereo amplifier
utilising one 300B per
channel, giving an output
of 2 x 8 watts.
The O. lest at £ 2,750
is a twin monoblock
amplifier utilising one 300B
per channel, giving an
output of 2 x 9 watts.

Sorcerer's
Apprentice

Ken Kessler
Hi Fi News & Record Review
Mizh,c 1993

The legerdary '() Ite'dieti' amplifier is capable of extracting the very
best from, recorded works and critics alike. In Audiophile Magazine in
March 1991 Jonathan Kettle, wrote:
"The quality of crispness, enunciation and body to the sound
was a combination that generated effortless lucidity aid
clarity.., the performance had me spellbound in disbelief"

The Conquest at £4,450
is a twin monDblock
amplifier utilising two
300B's per channel, giving
an OUbllt of 2 x 18 watts.

With this heritage in mind, Audio Note
are proud to introduce our new Compact Range'.
The Conqueror, Quest ek Conquest (
illustrated,'.
All share the same styling aesthetic, and all feature the
'renowned' 300B direct heated triode in single ended pure
'c ass A configuration. The audio circuitry in each is simplicity
itself, with direct signal paths, and of course, all are hand-wiredl.

"I play the violin and piano,
and think that of all the bits
of hi-fi that I've owned over
the years, this is the nearest
in terms of sounding like a
musical irstrument."
John McLaren
Hi Fi News & Record Review

PURE MAGIC, PURE MUSIC, PURE AUDIO NOTE

October 1993

Music s Finest Conductor
Audio Note ( UK) Ltd, Unit C, Peacock Industrial Estate, 125-1 27 Davigdor Road Hove, East Sussex BN3 1SG
Tel: +44 (0)1273 220511
Fax: +44 (0)1273 731498
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M ERIDIAN ADDS 20- BIT DAC
A

stand-alone digital- to- analogue converter
in Meridian's 500 series, the 566 (£ 995)
includes a new Delta- Sigma true 20- bit
digital- to- analogue converter based on an IC
developed specially by Crystal Semiconductor in
consultation with Meridian. In combination with
low-jitter clocking, this is said to set new standards
for transparency, sound stage and dynamics.
A full 20-bit dynamic range is claimed, with
linearity better than -96dBFS. Jitter for 44.1kHz
sampling is typically 1ps RMS. Digital inputs
In apresentation to the US hi-fi press at HiFi 96, New York, Meridian
include AES/EBU and Toslink optical as well
previewed its revolutionary 800 Series, set for launch later this year. Meridian's
as three phonos, and all accept signals of up to
goal is ' the highest-quality sound, in afuture-proof, flexible, upgradeable
20-bit precision, and sampling frequencies of
format'. The Meridian Reference 800 CD Machine uses ahalf-height computer
32kHz-48kHz. Balanced (XLR) and unbalanced
drive, and with room for an optional second drive and the ability to run up to
(phono) outputs are provided. High- quality
six external drives, can also be aCD-ROM reader, or CD-ROM changer, or to
construction includes the use of apartitioned
read/write to hard-disk. Audio data is recovered from the disc asynchronously, in
four-layer PCB and precision capacitors. There
blocks (rather than in real time); data then goes into memory, and is clocked for
is an on-board microprocessor with non-volatile
output. All electronics are modular, and are installed as required computer-style
memory, and Comms capability provides full
in the backplane of the chassis. The 861 series surround DSP processor/control
system integration with other Meridian 500
unit will also be launched. [See KK's New York show report, page 541
series components. Contact Meridian Audio Ltd,

MERIDIAN 800 SERIES

01480 432 948.

CASTLE COMPACT
IS HERE TO TAY

R

eplacing
the
well-known
Durham 900 model, the Castle
Tay loudspeaker is the latest in
long line of compact speakers from
CA. Drive units and tooled parts as
well as cabinets for the Tay are
made ' in-house' by Castle. Reflexloaded by aforward-facing port, the
Tay has a 130mm bass/midrange
unit with injection-moulded cone,
rubber surround and 30mm hightemperature voice-coil wound on
Kapton, with avented pole-piece. Built on Castle's
new diecast chassis, the Ferro-fluid cooled tweeter uses a
newly-developed polyamidelaminated 25mm soft dome,
acoustically loaded by ashort horn formed on the front
plate. The cabinet is built in 18mm MDF, with achoice
of nine real-wood veneer finishes. Dimensions are
420x190x240mm (hwd). Sensitivity is 87dB/W at lm,
with anominal 8ohm impedance and amaximum power
handling of 120W. Contact 01756 795333.

NEW REFERENCE
SPEAKERS

A

coustic
Energy
has
announced new ' Series II'
versions of its AEI and AE2
Reference Series speakers. Both
models have been acoustically re-engineered, and the
new versions reflect much of the work done in
developing the Signature Series versions. The changes
are said to have resulted in a3dB increase in efficiency
and improved bass response. Development of the
crossover and internal wiring has provided a fuller,
smoother and more polished sound, with improved
transparency, dynamics and power handling. The AEI
Series II and AE2 Series 11 are both available in achoice
of Black Satin, Rosewood and Piano Black finishes, with
prices starting at £795 and £ 1095 respectively.
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LIGHT WIRELESS
HEADPHONES
Philex of North West London
has launched awireless remote
headphone. using an open-back
design to keep weight down to
200g including batteries. The
SLR- 100 headphone uses FM
technology to transmit the
audio signal. The mainspowered base unit contains the
FM transmitter and also
recharges the two rechargeable
AAA cells used in the
headphone. P;ice is £ 49.95.
Contact 0181 202 1717.

GRADO BACK IN UK

G

rado's UK
distributor
Goldring
Products, has
announced the
launch of the
Grado Prestige Black
cartridge.
This £49 entry-level model uses
Grado's ` Optimised Transmission Line'
cantilever technology and aspeciallydesigned elliptical diamond. Reduced
tip mass is said to allow afrequency
response to 50kHz. Contact 01284
701101.

AIWA's new £ 30m factory at
Newbridge. Gwent. was opened by
HRH The Prince of Wales on 5
June. The current workforce of
900 is expected to expand to
1100 in the near future. Aiwa's
original Welsh factory, three miles
away at Crumlin. was
opened in 1980.
AUDIO T has taken
over the business formerly
run by Reading Hi-Fr
Centre at 4 Queens Walk,
Broad Street Mall. Reading. The
store, which brings the total number
of Audio Tbranches to eight, now
carries Mission. Cyrus. Linn, Nairn,
KEF. Aiwa. Marantz. Onkyo,
Mordaunt-Short and many other
brands. Telephone 0118 958 5463.
BADA, the British Audio Dealer
Association, has named its
youngest-ever chairman for the year
commencing July 1996. He is Paul

Hobson of Moorgate Acoustics.
Sheffield. whc is 29.
KEF's 30B active subwoofer now
has a baby brother ( both pictured).
With a single 250mm bass unit
powered by a 70W amplifier, the
KEF 20B retails at £ 349. Contact
01622 672261.
CHICHESTER Hi Fi
customers with service
queries following the
store's closure should
contact BADA on 0171
2276 4044. BADA benefits apply
for purchases made during
Chichester Hi-Fi's membership.
ROKSAN, now part of Verity
Group. has moved to Stonehill,
Huntingdon PE18 6ED. Tel 01480
431 577, fax 01480 432 777.
SEVENOAKS Sound & Vision has
added a new franchised store
at Kingston-upon-Thames. Surrey.
Telephone 0181 547 0717.

I

DENON
PHONES
IN UK
Long established
in other
territories, Denon
headphones are
now on sale in
the UK, with
models to cover
every application
from personal
stereo use up to
studio monitoring.
Seven available
so far start with
the AH C33
(£25.99), an Inear type for
Walkman use:
closed- back types
start with the AHD210 (£44.99),
progressing
through AH D350,
550 and 650
(164.99. £ 94.99
and £ 129.99) to
the top model AHD950 (£ 149.95).
Contact UK
distributor Hayden
Laboratories on
01753 888 447.

MORE THULE
ELECTRONICS

THE
BUXTON
SHOW

D

anish separates maker Thule
has added four new models
to its range. Based on the Philips
CDM12.4 mechanism, the Thule
CD100 CD player (£ 899) uses
a Crystal Semiconductor DAC
and offers a fully balanced
output. Next comes Thule's
remote-control fully-balanced
integrated amplifier, the 100W/ch
IA1OOR (£999). Designed with
short signal paths and zero overall
feedback, the IA1OOR also
features DNM slit foil capacitors
in the power supply stage. Power
delivery into 4 ohms is 160W/ch,
with a peak current of ± 40A.
Like the IA1 00R, the PR200
remote- control
pre- amplifier
(£749) has five line inputs, two
tape inputs (with monitor on
Tape 2) and the option of afully-

balanced m-c/m-m phono stage
(£200 extra). Outputs are
balanced (XLR) and unbalanced
(phono). Finally, the PA200
monoblock power amplifiers
(£949 each) offer 320W into 4
ohms with apeak current swing
of ± 60A. Coming later this year
will be a 120W stereo power
amplifier and an RDS-capable
tuner. Contact UK distributor
Virtual Reality, 01277 227 355.

AUDIO INNOVATIONS R&D GOES
TO RICHER GROUP
()Rowing the development of the Audio Innovations Alto system
for exclusive sale through Richer Sounds stores, the Richer associated
company Audio Partnership has now taken full control of Audio
Innovations' research and development, with key staff Richard Stockley,
Guy Sergeant and Chris Jones now directly employed. Production
remains at Weymouth. Distribution for the UK is exclusively by Richer
Sounds, while Audio Partnership will be responsible for export sales.

GOLDMUND REFERENCE ANNIVERSARY DECK

C

elebrating 15 years since the launch of its
Reference turntable and arm, Goldmund of
Switzerland has announced that it will build a '
ven
limited' number of Reference Anniversary turntables and T3F Anniversary tonearms. The original
Reference was itself said to be limited to a
production run of 300. Of the new series,
Goldmund says: ` By their utmost rarity, they will
immediately become collectors' items of extreme
value.' Call Digital Trading SA, +41 22 923 05 65.

by

CHRIS

BEECHING

W

ell, winter came and %vent,
only to reappear as Icrawled
out of the M6 traffic through
Stafford and up over the Moors
towards Buxton and what is perhaps
the UK's best-loved ' home-grown'
hi-fi show.
As it's now based in the Palace
Hotel atop the town, the show's
atmosphere is much more relaxed
and unhurried. Starting at the end
of the audio alphabet,
Zouch
Audio sported a range of AVI
equipment, aRestek CD player and
Chord
amps playing through
Spendor
speakers.
Reference
International had the usual range
of Lumley gear including the
Stratosphere turntable. Spectra
Dynamics included a ` feelaround'
table of tactile goodies made from a
variety of compounds, supported by
a Holfi CD player and amplifier.
Restek had acomplete system in situ
including the Fantasy amplifier (from
the new Charisma range) and the
new Concret top-loading CD player.
RMS was feeding its Revelation
speakers through apair of Art Audio
Maestros and a modified Marantz
CD63 player. Associated company

EVENTS • EVENTS • EVENTS • EVENTS
7-10 SEPTEMBER British Music Fair,
Earls Court, London. Contact 01442 215435.
12-15 SEPTEMBER The Hi Fi Show. Ramada
Hotel, London Heathrow Airport, sponsored by
Fi News & Record Review. Trade only, 12th and
Hi13th, open to the public 14th and 15th.
Contact Janet Belton, 0181 686 2599
24-29 SEPTEMBER Live 96 electronics
exhibition. Earls Court, London, organised by
Blenheim Exhibitions. Contact 0181 742 2828
19-23 SEPTEMBER SIM Show 96, International
Multimedia Show at the Milan Fairground, Milan,
Italy. Contact ( 0)2 481 5541.
19-23 SEPTEMBER TOP Audio high-end show,
Quark Hotel, Milan, Italy.
25-29 SEPTEMBER Euro Hi Fi, Messe Essen
Exhibition Ground, Essen, Germany. organised
by The High End Society Marketing GmbH,
Wuppertal. Contact 0202 70 20 22.
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CUMBERLAND
HOTEL SHOW
CANCELLED
Sound & Vision London.
the breakaway hi-fi show first
held last year at the Cumberland
Hotel, London, and timed to
coincide with the Live consumer
electronics show at Earls Court,
will not be held again this year.

7clfries setting up the Stratosphere

AUGUST 1996
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Avondale showed what could be
done with Naim amps and played
them with amodified Linn through
the smaller RMS speakers. Art
Audio and its Conductor series of
products had perhaps the warmest
room, and using a Nottingham
Analogue turntable and RMS
speakers managed to set many pairs
of feet tapping. The Trichord
Genesis CD player was also on form
and challenged LP with avengeance.
Esoterica offered LP software by

Snow on the Palace:
and this was midApril!

the bin- load. Rogers also hit the
valve-lover with its new amplifiers,
and showed a wide range of
speakers. Cheshire Music used
ATC speakers and AVI electronics
in avery relaxed room. New kid on
the block was the AVI Neutron
speaker.
Audusa, anewcomer to the Show
gave the public the chance to hear
the Electrostatic Research model III
hybrid panel/subwoofer combination
driven by Sumo amplification.
Falcon Acoustics pampered the
DIYer with awhole range of drive
units and techno-info.
EAR/Yoshino had its
usual
range
of
EAR
equipment, and an 'oldie-butgoodie' in the form of an
ancient Philips CD player
which made unusually good
music.
Klipsch speakers
completed the ensemble.
John
Shearne
offered
impressive sounds from his
'Phase' series of amplifiers,
notable as always for their
immaculately- finished front
panels.
GT Audio made music with the
Croft Epoch Elite pre-amp playing
through aGT-restored Radford STA
15. Hi-Fi Studios showed awide
range of products, and kept alarge
audience well entertained. Philip
Dooley showed what could be done
with Musical Fidelity pre-/power
combinations (in the best possible
taste!) using B&W speakers and the
Thorens CD player.
Doug Brady showed the Wilson
Benesch turntable, Chord amps and
Audio Physic speakers with Tripos
stands with connecting cables from
Sonic Link. Chantry Audio and
Hi- Q Sound had a Copland CD
player, Pink Triangle turntable
goodies from Ortofon and SME on
offer too.
Falcon Acoustics and Epos had
a good range of speakers, and
sported Stands Unique stands as well
as a wide range of accessories.
GATE
(
Glass
Audio
Tube
Engineering) had its own range of
amplifiers using Chelmer valves as
standard. Opus 3 showed its
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GATE's mouthwatering display
of glassware

concrete speakers and Pentacone
had
its
new
amplifiers
on
demonstration, coupled with a
Continuo turntable and the Cantus
parallel-tracking tonearm.
Serious Kit and Audio Note
shared adjacent rooms. On show
were a number of Audio Note
amplifiers revealing all the internals:
now Iknow why they're so heavy!
Audio Synthesis had a remotecontrolled Passion 8 pre-amp and
the DAX-2, which received avery
good response at the Show.
Russ Andrews had anumber of
surprises, not least his daughter
Rohan washing CDs for all to see,
and then hear. The other equipment
(to listen to rather than watch)
verged on the antique with offerings
from Quad ( 33, 22, and a pair of
IIs), a Garrard 301 turntable and
newer pair of ESL- 63s.
Audiophile International offered
a large range of aural delights in
software form, including the Classic
Records RCAs and other vinyl
including second-hand. Avondale
had a ` garage clearout' with ahuge
range of old, secondhand and notnecessarily-working gear for the
tinkerer, DIYer or collector.
Wollaton Audio had a good
range of Sheffield Lab CDs, XL0
cables and the Monarchy DIP which
has recently had good reviews. A
new development was the Peak
Transistor Analyser which can tell
you exactly how your transistor is
performing, whether or not you
know which pin is which.
Moving on, Manticore had a
range of turntable upgrades and
improvements. JayTees also had a
large range of records on offer, and
was doing brisk business, as was
Underground Records. I think
more record software was bought
and sold here than at any other
show. Farnell, the catalogue people
were also there touting their latest
multi-page cornucopia of goodies.
Stands Unique had its new range
on show, including aneat cable-tidy.
Woodside Electronics and its
amplifiers were auditioning through
the range of Klipsch speakers
brought
by
Midland
Audio
Exchange. These certainly were
captivating, and the dynamic range
they were capable of was huge, even
from the modestly- sized ' conventional' box designs.
Lynwood
Electronics
had
excellent results with its amplifiers
and multi-drive-unit tower speakers.
Esoteric Audio Imports showed
the Electrocompaniet range to good
effect with impressive stands from
Aurum
Audio
suporting
the
Electrocompaniet Qube speaker.

Nottingham
Analogue
and
Loricraft both featured turntableonly demonstrations, the former
showing the heaviest turntable I
think I've ever seen, the latter
demonstrating the latest in record
cleaning machines. Martin Bastin
was there too, with a minimalist
system. His Garrard turntable with
the ' Bastin bearing' was doing
sterling service, showing just how
good a design the original is.
Resolution Speakers were also in
evidence in the same room,
displaying their open-baffle designs
to critical acclaim. Sound By
Design had its new Quasar turntable
on audition; this too went down very
well with the public. MAF, besides
having stands all around the Show,
also had aroom, and played Mirage
speakers to good effect.
Bravura had the latest version of
its corner horns, using Lowther drive
units. Here the sound was effortless
and dynamic, though the sheer size
of the cabinets might cause
problems. Nevertheless it still amazes
me what can be achieved with horns
and low-powered amplifiers.
Aanvil Audio had an interesting
display featuring the Yamamura
Churchill cables and Tripos stands
linking the LFD DAC3 and
Meracus transport into the Adyton
amp and Audio Physic speakers.
All in all, the Show remains one
of the happiest events in the
calendar. The showgoers ranged
from ' still in nappies' to ` about due
for atelegram from the Queen', but
all seemed to be having fun.
The bottom line must be `Was it
enjoyable, and would Igo again?'
The answer, as borne out by the
large attendance this year, must be
`Yes' on both counts.

John Shearne's upmarket rack system'
included the latest Phase series amplification

Tel: ( 0181) 892 7613

422 Richmond Road
East Twickenham
Middlesex, TW1 2EB

Fax: ( 0181) 892 7749

II REAMS tam ir OM k
:
MICROMEGA STAGE 4

COPLAND CDA 288

KRELL KPS 30i

AUDIOLAB 8000 S

COPLAND CSA 14

KRELL KAU 300i

SONUS FABER CONCERTINO

MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 20SE

MARTIN LOGAN 513

Total Price for System £ 1,840
Deposit £840.00
Balance £ 1,000.00
10 monthly payments of £ 100.00
Total charge for credit

Total Price £5,100.00
Deposit £ 2,100.00
Balance £3,000.00
24 monthly payments of £ 125.00
Total charge for credit

Total Price £ 11,400
Deposit £5,100
Balance £6,300
36 monthly payments of £ 175.00
Total charge for credit

Subject to status

Subject to status

Subject to status

OTHER ESSENTIAL INFORMATION

Opening Times
Mon- Sat 10am-5.30pm. Thurs 10am-7pm
How to get to us
We are within easy access of the M25, M3, Ml, M.1 and the A205 South Circular Road. Our location is on the Twickenham side
of the Richmond Bridge, in the vicinity of the late Richmond Ice Rink. For advice on local parking please call.
The nearest Tube and Railway is Richmond and we are about 15 minutes walking distance away.
The area is also served by an excellent bus network.
Finance
We can offer 0% and low cost finance subject to status and the fulfilment of certain criteria.
Credit Cards
We accept all the major credit cards.
Personal Oversee° Orders
We welcome these and are able to quote competilvely on shipping

JUST SOME OF THE OTHER BRANDS
THAT WE CARRY
Arcam, Aura, Aucio Lab, Audio Innovations, Audio Research,
Alphason, Atacama, Audio Alchemy, Audio Quest, B&W,
B&O, Beyer, Bose, Copland, Cable, Talk, Chord Company,
Castle Denon, Jack s, Krell, KEF, Meridian, Musical, Fidelity,
Marantz, Microniega, Michell, Mitsubishi, Musicwave, Mission,
Martin Logan, Monitor, Audio, Nakamichi, NAD, Pioneer,
Project, Quad, OED, Ratel, Sony, Bonus Faber, Sound Style,
Stands Unique, Senheiser, Stax, Theta, Thorens, Tannoy, TOI,
Totem, Target, Transparent, Wilson, Von Den Nul, Yamaha

technology
thereby very briefly halving the
audio
bandwidth.
Another
technique is to use amemory buffer
to build abridge over brief gaps in
the sound where interpolation fails.
A good interpolator will smooth any
sharp edges at the ends of the
bridge.
The next and final stage is muting,
where the player just goes silent until
it is reading good bits again.
CD-ROM data discs are pressed
exactly like music CDs on the same
different mode and interpolates or presses, and with whatever release
agents, in whatever quantity, the
guesses. This may produce audible
errors. But do not take this as proof factory uses. The CD-ROM player
that any slight contamination of a or drive uses no interpolation.
Comon sense tells why. You cannot
disc will produce uncorrected
ay anything enough times and
errors and audible effects. Error have a computer guessing at how
it becomes immutable truth,
many zeros follow your bank
correction is very robust.
even though there is no
Error correction works in two balance. There is an optional third
evidence in support. And it always
stages, C 1and C2. Each uses parity layer of error correction written into
helps if a magazine will obligingly
check bits on the disc to detect the CD-ROM standard. But it is
publish aPR claim as if it were fact.
often not used because the extra
errors and then correct them. The
Russ Andrews Audio Accessories
recently put out apress release for a detector does sums which should redundancy bits recorded on the
give known answers. If the answers disc reduce the overall useful
hi-fi cleaning kit costing just under
are wrong, it means the bits coming capacity by around 10%. And the
£20. There is nothing new in kits
off the disc are corrupted. The next high quality of CD pressing now
for cleaning CDs. But this one is
step is to correct the errors using makes it unnecessary.
different. It is claimed to 'transform
The bottom line, then, is that
extra or redundant bits which are
the performance of your CD-based
read from slightly different parts of cleaning a music disc to reduce the
hi-fi system'.
the disc surface. This is why you amount of error correction it needs,
How so? According to Russ
can drill asmall clean hole through will make no difference to the sound.
Andrews, ' It has been widely
How many new discs are so
aCD and hear no distortion. But a
recognised for some time that all
slightly longer hair-thin scratch can contaminated with grease that they
CDs, when bought, have a thin
drive the player into interpolation?
wreck the disc.
coating of silicone mould release
The Cl decoder detects and Anyone with apersonal computer can
agent on them'. This coating
answer this question for themselves
corrects random digital errors
disrupts laser read-out, says
caused by bad signal-to-noise, poor by counting the number of times they
Andrews, and the disruption 'brings
optics and surface contamination. If see garbage on screen when playing a
into operation low level error
silicone mould release grease were a brand new CD-ROM.
correction', which gives ' very
Philips, together with Sony, set
problem (along with the more likely
audible' effects. But ' once cleaned,
the Red Book standard for CD
grease from finger marks) this is
CDs will lose their splashy treble
audio. Says Jacques Heemskerk,
where it would strike.
and hardened tones'.
Standardisation Manager for optical
Once the Cl decoder has done
A hi-fi trade magazine has
its work, and delivered abit stream discs at Philips in Eindhoven, ' You
already obligingly published these
cannot in any way relate random
which is free from random errors,
claims, verbatim, in its news pages,
the C2 decoder takes over and errors to audio quality'.
without any balancing comment.
Bob Lowe is on the technical
corrects burst errors. These are
So I asked Russ Andrews for
service team at PDO's CD pressing
blocks of errors caused by localised
some evidence of the ' widely
plant in Blackburn. He reminds that
disc defects, like specks of dust.
recognised' fact that 'all CDs' have
The aim of the two decoder no legitimate CD plant which
this greasy contamination when
new, and error correction causes a processes is to give bit- by- bit adheres to the Red Book licence, can
accuracy, so that the decoded signal release any disc which, for whatever
string of ' very audible' problems
is a 100% replica of the original reason, comes anywhere near the
such as ' splashy treble and
signal. The Red Book standard for fault level that will drive aplayer past
hardened tones'.
CD defines the layout of the bits on its ability to correct errors.
Andrews now admits
Told that there is now a £ 20
the disc. Different manufacturers
that he has no direct
transformed. What people think they
hear is their own business. What
matters is the factual difference
between error detection/correction
and interpolation.
Error correction is just what it
says. Errors are corrected, like
changing a typing mistake on a
word processor before printing out
the text. If EC works to full effect
there is no effect on the sound. If
EC does not work to full effect the
player moves into a completely

Do CD
cleaning
systems
work? And
if so, how?

5

evidence
of
contamination and can
cite nothing to read on
the
subject.
Nevertheless, he believes
that error correction spoils
the sound by 'repeating the last
significant bit which fills gaps with
the last piece of information'.
There is nothing to be gained
from a subjective debate on
whether someone who has just
spent £20 on abottle of polish, and
dutifully polished 150 CDs, does or
does
not
hear
the
sound
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may handle the decoding process in
slightly different ways, but the
target end result is the same, 100%
bit accuracy.
It is thus wrong to suggest that
error correction causes audible
effects. It is only if error correction
fails, and there is less than 100%
reconstruction, that the audio
player goes onto the next stage,
which is interpolation. Different
manufacturers handle this in very
different ways, but one technique is
to halve the number of samples
used to decode a bad patch,

polish which removes the grease
which plants like PDO is now being
accused of leaving on all their
pressed discs, Bob Lowe has a
simple message: ' What's not
broken, you cannot fix'.
And as this column goes to press,
Russ Andrews has conceded that he
was wrong to blame error
correction for the audio benefits
claimed for the CD cleaner. He
says he will now have to look for
another explanation for what he
maintains is a ' large change' in the
sound.
Barry Fox
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Stonehill, Huntingdon, PE18 6ED, England. Telephone: +44 (0) 1480-431577 Fax: +44 (0) 1480-432777
Email: info@roksan.co.uk

COMPETITION

OVER £2000 WORTH
OF MICROMEGA AND
NORDOST'S FINEST

- 4et-igei

This month's exclusive competition features two prizes consisting of Micromega
components and Nordost cables.
The first prize is acomplete Micromega M:nitun system, comprising
CD player, Tuner, Amp and Micromega MS- 1speakers. The
Micromega Minium CD uses aPhilips CDM 12.2 mechanism and
Philips Bitstream DAC. It offers the highly useful feature of phase
inversion, virtually unheard of except in high-end components. The
Minium Amp offers 40W rated power and features full overload
protection. Inputs include amoving-magnet phono stage. The
Minium Tuner is an FM-only device offering 20 presets with the
high sensitivity and selectivity necessary to capture distant stations
quietly. The MS- 1speakers use high quality 'Jifa woofers and
SEAS soft-dome tweeters.
Normally retailing for agrand total of apprnximately £ 1300, this
prize system will come complete with Microraega-approved Nordost cables: two
sets of 1m Black Knight interconnects
each) and a4.5m pair of Flatline

(
co.c5

Gold speaker cables (worth £38.25).
If you don't win this system, don't despair.. There is asecond prize this month
consisting of Micromega's Stage 4 CD player_ With its CDM12
mechanism, 128-times over-sampling and single ended DAC, this
unit is the prestigious entry level introduction to the sophisticated
Stage line of components which allow simple, modular upgrading.
Normally retailing for approximately £600, the Stage 4 in our
competition comes complete with a 1m pair of Nordost's high
quality Blue Angel interconnects worth £79.95.
HOW TO ENTER: To win these superb prizes-, just answer the
questions and send your completed entry form to: Micramega
Competition, Hi-fi News & Record Review, Link House Magazines,
Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, to arilve by the
closing date of Friday 30 August 1996.
RULES. I) This competition is open to UK r,
r', only. All entririi must be oa the entry town provided No other
correspondence should be enclosed with the entry form. 2) 'Mere will be no cast or other altternatives to the prie, offered.
'Ile winners will be the first coffee entries opened. 3) Employees of Link House Magazines and Micromcga and Nordost
and their agen“ will not be eligible to enter. 4) Entries must be received by first post on Fridgy 30 August 10%, when
judging will be carried out. The Editor's decision will bc final and binding. No correspondence will be entered into
regarding the competition. I) The prizewinners will be notified I, ro, and the ,esults will be published in the November
IV% HiFi News Ce Reconl Review 6) Enoy fonos received

•'

THE QUESTIONS

3.

II

4.

Name

d) 40W

4. Which of these best describes the Minium Tuner?
a) AM only
b) FM only
c) AM and FM
d) RDS

AUGUST 1996

H

2.

2. What kind of Nordost interconnects come with the competition
prize Stage 4?
a) Black Knight
b) Blue Angel
c) Blue Heaven
d) Red Down
3. The Minium Amp offers what rated power?
a) 100W
b) 50W
c) 60W

THE ANSWERS
1.

1. The Minium system consists of which components?
a) turntable and amp
b) amp, CD player, speakers
c) CD player, amp, double tapedeck
d) amp, tuner, CD player, speakers
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property of Link House Magazinv, Ltd.

Address
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two of these for review; what luxury!
I can vouch for their increased
effectiveness and fidelity when used
in pairs. (The two Terras cost a
further £3500 each).
In accord with some pioneering
work directed by Laurie Fincham at

AND
Can Audio Physic's Medea reach
celestial heights while the Terra subwoofer
plumbs the depths?

by MARTIN

A

udio Physic is a relative
newcomer to the German
hi-fi
scene
where
its
reputation is based on highly
successful designs such as the Step
[HFNIRR, Nov ' 94], the Tempo,
[Oct ' 95] and the Spark [June ' 96].
The £21,000 Medea loudspeaker is
the company's advanced technology
flagship, with the build, finish, size
and price all placing it firmly in the
luxury audiophile class.
The Medea is abig floor-standing
speaker with a slim front profile
presented in amodem architectural
form. The single massive grounding
spike at the front works in
conjunction with the heavy polished
granite plinth, offset to the rear of
the enclosure. There are no grilles.
Slab sided in satin black, the front
and rear faces are in a pale grey
figured wood material, both hard
wearing and non-resonant. Called
'Pinewood' it's a structural high
density composite made from wood
and phenolic resin.
The Medea stands 1.17m tall and
comes in two parts — there's the
main section for the bass, the
vibration
isolated
upper
unit

COLLOMS

The low
bass breathed
easily, and
on cathedral
organ the
subs were
quite the most
atmospheric
Ihave yet
heard

to other flat radiators, the Manger
operates using a straightforward
moving coil motor; arelatively easy
amplifier load.
If well designed, the technology
promises a pure sound, free from
errors in phase, time or radiation
pattern. In terms of audible rewards
it promises accurate stereo as well as
ahighly natural character [see box].
The Medea is a two-way system
and uses three Manger drivers in the
head unit, one forward facing and
one on each side. This pattern is
repeated with the bass units which
are placed just below, high up in the
bass enclosure.
Make
no
mistake,
the
specifications are impressive. Each
Medea weighs a total of 87kg and
comes with aremote crossover built
in amatching box, the latter isolated
on a tripod of gold-plated brass
cones. Rated at 4 ohms nominal

operating over the entire range from
upper bass to the highest reaches of
the treble, and this carries the unique
drivers made by Manger.

SUPPLIER

Embodying
a
loudspeaker
designer's dream, the Manger driver
is intended to cover almost the entire
audible range from 100Hz to 20kHz,
using asingle flat element, achieved
without any crossover networks and
the accompanying discontinuities

Aanvil Audio,
Woodvale,
Heath Road,
Woo!pit,
Bury St Edmunds
IP30 9RU
Tel: 01359
240 687
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occurring between multiple drivers
in aconventional system. In contrast

KEF on the audible benefits of
extreme low frequency extension
(and with an acknowledgement to
the years of perseverance and
lobbying by G. Holliman) the Terra
is designed to operate down to
10Hz. This is sub- audible, but is
nevertheless capable of filling out the
structure of audio waveforms, so
aiding the perception of natural
timbres (even on a solo violin, as
KEF has demonstrated.)
In particular Terra has a simple,
non-resonant character right down
to its 5Hz designed limit, the
intention being to avoid any
perception of boominess so common
with subwoofer systems.
While Medea works well down
to 25Hz, the addition of a
Terra is considered worthwhile;
we found the acoustic join to be
'seamless' when the combination
had been property installed in my
studio by the system's designer
(Joachim Gerhard).
The Terra cabinet is shaped to fit
into acorner and is designed to go
behind the main stereo speakers.
They're certainly large, but once
installed were not quite as intrusive
as I'd feared. Electrically the Terras
are easy to install and set up; they
have their own onboard 300W power
amplifiers and will easily meet the
THX specification at 30Hz. A pair
in room will deliver 110dB over the
listening space from 30Hz upwards.
Of roughly triangular profile, the
Terra is 67cm across by 47 per side
and stands 76cm high on its spike
feet, each weighing in at 40kg.

TECHNOLOGY
The Medea has those three, virtually
full-range Manger drivers. Some of
the more interesting enclosure details
concern the labyrinthine damping
within the upper chamber and the
deliberate arrangement of the side
drivers whose output augments the
falling response of the axial unit over
the last octave. This also helps to
shape the overall energy response.
On the other hand, such additional

impedance, it will accept up to
400W
per
channel
of peak
programme power (200W for an 8
ohm amplifier) and ahigh sensitivity
of 91dB/W (8 ohm watt) is given. A
very wide frequency response is units may well complicate the output
described, with tight - 3dB rolloff of the main driver, in terms of phase,
points (based on the power response)
amplitude and directivity, this in
of 21Hz to 24kHz while the - 6dB
partial contradiction of the acoustic
limits are a very low 16Hz in the
ideals expressed for asingle Manger
bass (so who needs a subwoofer?)
driver.
and 36kHz in the high, high treble.
Both enclosures of the
Despite this, the Medea is often
Medea are superbly braced,
sold with amatching, state of the art damped
and
stereo subwoofer system, the Audio mechanically loaded.
Physic Terra. We had not one, but
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Bonded triple layer panels, stress
laminates and ceramic tiles are all
part of the equation here, and the
result is impressive. The crossover
to the bass section is first order, a
single high quality polypropylene
capacitor rolling the output off below
120Hz.
Bass is delivered at ahigh dynamic
range by the three high power
220mm cast frame drivers, fitted
with rigid fibre-bonded cones and
long- throw, high ` Q' suspensions.
These load an upper chamber
leading to a small labyrinth. Below
this there's a larger volume, an
overall 50 litres, again braced and
sub-divided, reflex tuned to 20Hz by
a pair of very long ducted ports,
30cm deep by 6.6cm diameter.
Damping is so high
that

he port output is more of a
bandpass, deliberately overdamped
at 20Hz to match the intended room
alignment.
Crossover for the Medea bass is
damped second order, and employs
one of the new wide bandwidth, low
loss ribbon-wound inductors. Rolloff
rate is user adjustable via the second
order section and provides auseful
tone control for ' warmth' in the
lower mid range, 150-300Hz. Special
cables are provide to link the biwire
crossover
to
the
speaker, Teflon Litz for
the bass and a special
7
OFC — asilk insulated
r)
twisted pair by Bé
Yamamura for the
)
mid-treble.
Great attention to
--S"\
audiophile detail is evident
V

7%/c, -...,,,,c
4

441

throughout this creation.
The Terra's sealed box design uses
a pair of very long throw, 260mm
cast frame bass units, their response
controlled and shaped with the aid
of velocity feedback (sensing input
current to the woofers). The
enclosure is massively built and
braced and totally inert. Input is
at speaker level, tapped off the
main feed, and is both stereo
and mono capable, balanced
at 600 ohms, via 4mm
sockets. No hum or pops
result during connection or
use, the balanced mode
allowing for simple phase
inversion
where
appropriate for a given
installation.
Terra
bandwidth is defined at
10Hz (- 3dB) boundary matched, up to
switchable settings of
80Hz, 61Hz, 40Hz
and 31Hz, plus
control of level for
matching ancillary
speaker
sensitivities from
78 to 98dB/W
and for the

room gain. Two auxiliary preset
controls can shape the response for
two further parameters described as
room construction or ' stiffness' and
room ' size'.
Corner or wall
placement is advised to aid clean
coupling to the nearest boundaries
and thus maximise efficiency and
dynamic range.

SOUND QUALITY
As befits a system of this calibre,
some
tasty
ancillaries
were
assembled, always bearing in mind
the serious demands made by the
Medea loading. Analogue replay was
via the Linn LP12-Lingo, Naim Aro,
van den Hul GLA 1V feeding a
Conrad-Johnson PV12. Digital replay
included the Pioneer D-05 high
sampling RDAT, a Krell KPS20i/1
CD player (with on board volume
control) the Marantz CD15, an
Accuphase DP7OV and aWadia 16.
Power amplifiers included the
Meridian 605 (which was clearly not
up to this heavy loading), apair of
Naim NAP250s, aKrell KSA-200S
and finally a Krell KAS -2. Cable
choice gravitated towards low
resistance types with an ` open
character' — Siltech silver ribbon
performed well in this application.
Comparison speakers included the
Wilson
System
V,
with
my
recollection of the Wilson Grand
SLA/VIM in my room still firm. The
Quad 63 also proved useful.
Those Terra subwoofers did make
asubtle but important contribution
to the Medea which already enjoys
avery good bass response if judged
by normal standards. The subs often
can't
be
heard
directly but
nevertheless they deliver an improved
sense of foundation and ambience;
if you like, they put back the ' floor'
of the reproduced sound field, and
you only miss them when they're out
of circuit. In this system the low bass
breathed easily, and on cathedral
organ they were quite the most
atmospheric Ihave yet heard. You
feel the weight and presence of the
building itself. Most other bass
systems are rendered somewhat
colored and boomy by comparison.
Audio Physic's suggested use of a
pair of subs, corner mounted and
properly boundary matched, was
most successful in my room; the bass
being quick, even and going
satisfyingly deep.
Driving the Medea was clearly a
problem. Lesser amplifiers sounded
as if the stuffing had been knocked
out of them and any valve designs
were out of the question. Ascending
the scale Iended up with the Krell
KAS-2 which is not improbable
considering the overall cost of the
Medea system.
The KAS -2 took hold of the
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Medea, improving its dynamic
properties which hitherto had been
rather muted, as well as imparting
some grip and slam to the mid bass.
Without avery lusty power amplifier,
you could easily get the wrong idea
about this speaker.
First impressions were fascinating:
it didn't sound quite like any other
speaker, nor did it conform to aUK
preconception that many German
speakers tend to be rather bright.
The Medea was very well balanced,
and in several respects sounded like
aQuad 63. There was asubstantially

hard to master it. Often there was a
great sense of ambience, of a free
sound field with realistic scale and
power.
Very
good
ancillary
equipment is required to show this
speaker at its best — every link,
spike, cone or cable has asignificant
influence. At its best it is rewarding;
high-end quality is areality with the
Medea. However when all's said and

The
augmented
reach into the
low bass was
truly state of
the art

done Ihave to admit that Iwasn't
wholly convinced. There was much
on offer for our aural satisfaction,
not least that fabulous bass, and
much of the time the stereo sound
natural
tonal
quality
and
a stage was well focused, deep and
smoothness
and
absence
of detailed. But at the same time, the
'crossover' effects in the upper mid speaker often sounded reticent. The
range. Cone ' cry' or diaphragm
Quad can also sound laid back
breakup coloration was quite absent.
compared with many moving- coil
The treble was generally good, clean speakers, correctly so due to its lower
in the upper range though not quite
energy storage, but Medea couldn't
as open as the very best 25mm
match either the transient attack or
domes. Like the Quad there was also
the subtle microdynamics of that
a `phaseless', coherent character; also venerable electrostatic. In addition,
the overall integration improved with more complex material didn't work
distance, so larger rooms are
so well with the Medea as simple
preferable. The Medea's directional
solo or quartet passages. That fine
properties imparted greater than low-level detail and depth faded to
expected loudness at larger listening some degree when the going got
distances, which is also true of the tough. While it remained smooth at
Quad 63; the usual inverse square high sound levels, avoiding glare or
law for loudness reduction with hardness, the clarity of the sound
distance is not followed here.
seemed to be affected by the
The Manger driver technology has
some marvellous qualities and Ican

programme content. A single spoken
voice such as the reader on the

understand why the designers of
both the special driver and the
Medea system have persevered so

Chesky Brothers Soldier's Tale by
Stravinsky can sound strikingly
realistic and ' present'. Conversely, a

LOOK BACK IN MANGER
The Manger driver was first prototyped
over 20 years ago by Professor
Manger ( the founder and chief
designer of Audio Physic was
Manger's pupil). The driver has seen
painstaking development lift its
sensitivity from anon-commercial sub
75dB/W to the present practical
value in the mid 85-87dB range. This
has entailed agenerous helping of
high force neodymium magnet
technology and this goes some way
towards explaining the very high price
of asingle drive unit.
Manger's concept was to sidestep the awkward combination of
effects in a conventional cone driver,
pistonic at lower frequencies and operating
through bending or flexing at higher
frequencies. At some point in the upper
frequency range the output from a cone
drops away requiring another smaller drive
unit to take over for the treble, this
involving a crossover network to combine
the two. Further complications ensue.
Manger calculated that if a light flat
diaphragm could be devised, one which was
stiff across its diameter for good coupling of
sound energy but which was also very well
damped, it could be driven by a moving-coil
with pure bending over its whole range.
The two key aspects concemed the quality
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of the damping. It had to be resistive,
namely independent of frequency. If
so, the bending equations showed
that the effective radiating area would
reduce smoothly with increasing
frequency, with two vital results,
namely anatural, flat frequency
response and — ideal behaviour of a
sound radiator — an effective
acoustic size matched to the
wavelength of the frequency being
radiated.
At lower frequencies almost all the
190mm diameter of the Medea
Manger drivers is active. At 800Hz
the whole diaphragm is energised
[illustration 11, while by 15kHz only the central
50mm region does the work [ illustration 2].
One of the goals was a near perfect
impulse response, free from break-up
discontinuities, together with fine time
alignment over the working range.
No wonder so much effort has been put
into this unique design.
The Manger driver is realised as a shallow
precision machined alloy plate employing a
number of compact high energy neodymium
magnets. A patented two-section voice coil
aids linearity; the four connecting wires of
beryllium copper are led out over the front of
the diaphragm and should be guarded from
damage.

complex orchestral score could also
sound dulled, even murky. The high
quality of a single percussion
transient from Medea contrasted
with the less articulate, even boxy
rendering of applause from a large
audience.
While these speakers could play
really
loud
with
the
right
amplification, you were inescapably
led to the view that some of the
drama and dynamie attack was
absent from the reproduction here.
To get drama and involvement on
rock the Medea has to be played at
higher than usual levels.
In an absolute sense the Medea
times well. Its phase and time
performance was very good if taken
as a single aspect, yet that lack of
insight into higher level dynamics
together with the variable clarity
according to programme complexity,
appeared to blunt the subjective
appreciation of timing and rhythm.
On critical rock material, the rhythm
performance wasn't up to the
standard set in in the other areas of
sound quality. Here judgement was
highly
personal
and
serious
purchasers should satisfy themselves
on this aspect.

CONCLUSION
Here is adistinguished
loudspeaker
system offering
an exceptional
finish,
build
quality
and
excellent presentation,
showing
exceptional attention to design detail.
The listening tests
confirmed
that
many of these details
were instrumental in
reaching the final level
of performance the
speaker attained. As it
stands,
the
bass
performance was very
good while the addition of
the Terra imparted a
breathtaking sense of scale
and depth, both richness
and perspectives being subtly
improved. The augmented
reach into the low bass was
truly state of the art.
Medea delivered spacious
stereo with a fundamentally
neutral, creamy, midrange free
from glare, hardness, tweeter
nasality or disconcerting energy
jumps. It will play loudly with
seemingly little effort, though abig
hearted amplifier is needed to
accomplish this feat. For many, the
easy smooth sound that results
primarily from the unique Manger
driver will be sufficient justification
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for ownership, imparting some of the
qualities of a good electrostatic.

AUDIO PHYSIC MEDEA 81 TERRA

LAB REPORT
MEDEA
a good sound from the Manger was
A nominal axial
hard work for the designer. It's not
rating for
sensitivity is a
particularly even, especially off axis,
moderate 86dBIW
and this and the delayed output from
though its partially
the side drivers was felt to dilute
omni-directional
stereo
focus
and
perspective
character gives
mildly higher
information.
It
didn't
sound
listening room
particularly well timed, dynamic or
levels than this
rhythmic, and a certain 'clouding' —
suggests. However
an almost boxy masking — could be
the amplifier
loading is severe
heard in the lower midrange
down to 3.2 ohms
especially on louder, more complex
at 90Hz and is
material.
Here
the
subjective
typically 4 ohms.
transparency was felt to decrease
Genuinely high
powered, 4 ohm
with programme difficulty. In my
rated amplifiers
view, these are significant flaws and
are essential with
will require careful assessment by an
a high current
intending purchaser.
capability; low
resistance speaker
As regards the Audio Physic Terra
cable is also
subwoofer, there is much to admire
mandatory for
especially when used as a stereo pair.
::orinal runs.
Easy to install with versatile matching
Above the bass
range the
it goes very deep and is quite free
impedance
from any boom or overhang. They
improves to 6
really can recreate both the crispness
ohms, almost
and the shimmering weight of
purely resistive.
Powerful amplifiers
orchestral bass drum. Used in pairs,
in the range 50 to
room resonance modes appear to be
400W are
reduced. Distortion, coloration and
suggested.
dynamic range were all first class; it
Maximum in-room
sound levels of 106
is one of the few designs which does
to 109dBA can be
not detract from the performance
expected.
of a top class main system.
Due to the
If this is what you have to pay
additional side firing
dnikys the published
for a really clean, fast, musical
responses are
subwoofer then so be it. Terra is
approximate,
an audiophile product and
especially in the
comes firmly recommended. 4- range 200-800Hz
¡Fig 11. A
reasonable capture
of the axial semianechoic response
is shown with the
useful contributions
of the bass and
sub added in.
The output
rises afew dB
from 200Hz
to 2kHz and
the:: levels
out, meeting
+3dB limits
3kHz to
16kHz,
Conversely it did seem that getting

albeit with an
intrinsically ragged
nature. Dips in
output are present
at 2.5kHz and
750Hz due to
residual modes. The
range below 500Hz
is in practice
supplemented by the
'power' contribution
of the two side
radiators.
It was clear that
the bending
behaviour of the
Manger Unit is less
than perfect and
that there will be
some associated
subjective effects.
Over most of
the range the
Medea was
substantially low in
distortion, indeed
for the upper range,
2kHz to 20kHz,
the results were
excellent. There was
some concern about
the 150 to lkHz
range where the
Manger driver
works the hardest.
For example, at a
realistic 93dB
sound level at
400Hz the second
harmonic distortion
lay in the - 10dB
region, with third
at 3%. These
represent audible
levels of harmonic
and
intennodulation
distortion about a
factor of 10 (20dB)
higher than for an
equivalent pistonic
moving-coil driver
in this range. The
implications are a
loss of clarity and
dynamics.
With the
dominant second
harmonic content
the distortion is like
soft overload for an
SE amplifier, a
smooth thickening
of texture rather
than rattle or glare.
Generating the
Test results

off axis family of
responses ¡Fig 21
involves an
additional
contribution from
the side units for
the 30° and 45°
angles. Sonie
cancellations are
inevitable and may
be seen in the offaxis graphs. In
context these were
not very uniform.
Some loss of stereo
focus and image
homogeneity ,was to
be expected and this
was in fact
confirmed on
audition.
At 25° the
output fell 6dB by
10kHz, notching at
15kHz. At 30°
laterally the treble
loss was increased
with the notch now
at 8kHz. By 45°
the notch had
dropped to 6kHz
and the side units
didn't seem:: to give
as nuich support as
expected at higher
frequencies.
Even without the
sub, the bass was
very extended,
typically -3dB at
33Hz, and -6dB at
25Hz with the
response gently
tapered below 45Hz
to allow for natural
room gain.
Looking at the
room averaged
response [Fig 31
some of the axial
features remained,
such as the dip at
750Hz related to a
diaphragm gode
which also appears
on the impedance
trace. Clearly the
damping function
does not fully
control the
diaphragm. Given
the floor standing
position the upper
bass was smooth
enough while the
bass extension was

Audio Physic Medea & Terra

Dimensions (
hwd, mm)
Medea
1170x240x500
Terra (corner shaped)
730x670x470
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
50 - 400W
Recommended placement
Floor standing, free space
Frequency response
within 3dB ( 2m)
30Hz - 20kHzt
Bass frequency rolloff (-6dB) at 1m
25Hz
Bass frequency extension (
Terra)
(typical in room)
20Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at 1m
86dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
108dBA
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
3.2/4 ohms/difficult
Forward response uniformity
average
Typical price per pair (
inc VAT)
Medea
£21,000
Terra
£7000
tsee text

Fig I. Audio Pliv.o,
response on axis (with low frequency crossover
responses and newfield correction)
rile C .1.1.0.115
treat.

nel

1.1411, It Ill 801
411••11.*.
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Fig 2. Audio Physic Medea: response family
at 2m, axial (solid trace), 15° vertical
(dotted), 30° lateral (short dash), 45° lateral
(long dash)

Fig 3. Audio Physic MedealTerra: room
averaged response (top) dotted = with
subwoofer; impedance versus frequency
(below)

Fig 4. Audio Physic Medea: MLSSA
waterfall of energy decay, 0. 2:::s rise time
very good. Above
!kHz the Medea
did show a smooth
energy output.
Energytime
responses were
confused by the
additional driver
outputs. Evidently
the signature for a
single driver was
pretty good.
The early decay
5dBldiv waterfall
graph showed a
quite good result
and the upper
frequency ripples
did decay well after
1.5 milliseconds.
The decay
response was
unexceptional for
the 10dBldivision
waterfall, especially
considering that this
was for a single
diaphragm full
range transducer.
Iwould have
expected better order
and faster decay at
this price.

TERRA
Terra distortion was
respectably low
while the response
extended to 20Hz
at high power and
10Hz at a
substantial level.
The rolloff filter
settings agreed with
those given in the
specification,
although choosing
the lowest cutoff did
impart an overall
level reduction of
5dB.
Luckily, user
adjustment of the
sub volume was all
that was necessary
to compensate.
This was an
excellent
performance but
unfortunately one
that can't fully
show the fast
transient
performance and
low coloration of
this well engineered
design.
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FOR TWO
The XTC CDT-1LE and CD- 1are
a new transport and DAC duo from British
digital favourite Orelle
by DAVID BERRIMAN

ir

he XTC CDT-1LE transport
and CD- 1DAC are two new
items from the Orelle stable.
Fanfared as `XTC by Orelle', these

are pitched in the market at ahigher
price and employ higher quality
components (
eg, Vishay resistors),
more costly circuits and vibration
management techniques.
Both transport and DAC are
mounted in an anodised aluminium
chassis which is both non-magnetic
and mechanically self-damping,
bringing about further claimed sonic
gains. Front panels are available
either in brushed or gloss anodised
finishes. The review pair were in
beautifully polished black.

TECHNOLOGY
Lifting off the CDT1-LE lid revealed
the now discontinued Philips CDM4 swing-arm laser transport. XTC
chose this mechanism for its sound
quality, having tried others and
found them wanting. The company
has bought a large batch, which is
why the CDM-4 is designated LE
for ' limited edition'. When the
mechanisms have run out, that will
be it. By then they hope to have
licked problems with any possible
replacements. Much of the CDT- 1

between the crystal and the chips it
drives. Thus the various stages are
fed with clock pulses in star fashion
and, as they are buffered, interaction
between the many digital circuits is
minimised.
Digital output from the transport
is via an isolating pulse transformer.
To connect the transport to the
DAC, XTC provide a high-grade
cable, asolid silver wire twisted pair
with PTFE insulation and in an
outer screen which is connected to
signal earth, plus one of the twisted
pair, at the transport end only (which
is wile the cable is marked as
directional). It works very well, so at
least there's no need to purchase an
extra, costly, digital interconnect.
In the DAC-I sit two mains
transformers on asingle power PCB,
along with (as in the with the CDT
1LE) an LC mains filter to fend off
RF interference. In both transport
and DAC the filter capacitors are

toroidal powers the analogue stages.
Extensive power supply regulation is
used to avoid interaction: Icounted
at least 11 regulators on the PCB.
Phono, BNC and TOSLINK optical
inputs are provided; signals from the
transport enter here for processing
by
the
Yamaha
YM3623B
acquisition chip (with auto switching
between sampling rates). After 18bit eight times oversampling and
filtering in the Yamaha YM3434
chip, the (by now) very high
frequency signals are processed by
an Analogue Devices 18-bit AD1864
multi-bit DAC.

grounded to the case, which is not
earthed directly to the mains earth
(to avoid digital and RF hash
problems). This results in a tiny

LE transport is taken up by aheavily
modified Philips board, with up-rated
power supplies and a small custom
output board adjacent to the BNC
SPDIF output socket. This contains
the SPDIF signal chip (a7220 with

trickle of 240V mains voltage to the
case. Not life-threatening as it stands
— but enough current to give amild
but alarming shock and send sparks
to phono plug signal returns when
plugging these in and out. (Ididn't
much like this, wondering what
would happen if a capacitor's
insulation were to break down with
the case unearthed.)

disused filter section, also chosen for
its sound quality). On this board is
acrystal clock with digital switch to
speed the pulse rise time, coupled to
fast buffer gates which interface

The tingle is cured in production
by a 1OnF capacitor between the
case and the mains earth, though of
course the case is still not earthed
directly. Ichecked this myself with
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a second
DAC-1 sample and can
confirm the 240V ' tingle' was
cured. Not earthing the outer
case is allowable, within CE
rules, provided that insulation and
construction meet certain strict
requirements.
The low AC supply voltages are
fed to separate rectifiers and
smoothing capacitors on the main
PCB.
A
small
conventional
transformer powers the digital
circuits, whilst a large 120VA

SUPPLIER
Orelle
Unit 12,
1-Mex House,
6 Wadsworth Rd,
Petivale,
Middlesex
UB6 7,71.
Tel: 0181
810 9388

It's a hybrid MOSFET/bipolar
DAC, with trim pots on the PCB for
adjusting the Most Significant Bit for
minimum low level distortion. The
DAC works on ± 5V for the digital
and ± 12V for the analogue sections
and is costly to manufacture, but
XTC feels it provides the dynamic,
detailed (but not sterile) sound
desired. Its current outputs (left and
right channels) are fed to aceramiccased OP44F IC which performs
current to voltage conversion (or I/V)
DC coupled to avoid capacitors in
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the
signal path,
but with servos to maintain a
DC offset close to zero.
This is followed by passive LC low
pass filtering which XTC insists is
better than using feedback around
an active circuit. From here, left and
right signals are fed with no further
processing ( to avoid any degradation)
direct to the output sockets. A small
penalty is the slightly higher than
usual output impedance (around 600
ohms). A sensor IC and relay detect
any DC at the output and
disconnect the outputs from the op
amps in case of afault condition.

SOUND QUALITY
It was obvious fairly quickly that the
XTC transport and DAC are
something special. Their sound is
musically analytical yet clean and
smooth ( exactly as claimed), with
plenty of warmth and body. This is
no coldly analytical or sterile
combination. Rhythmically they are
excellent. Like the Audio Alchemy
Digital Decoding Engine V 3, when
partnered with agood transport (this
also uses an Analogue Devices multibit DAC, the 20-bit AD1862), the
XTC pair keeps all the musical
strands separated even during the
busiest tracks.
Extreme treble on the XTC is
delightful, revealing subtle nuances
(of brushed cymbals and string tone,
for example), yet is never edgy or
harsh to the ears. An example is Joni
Mitchell's ' Blue' — difficult to
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reproduce without aharsh edge on
vinyl or CD, yet which came over
XTC CDT-1LE & CD-1
sweet and clear, and her voice —
another tricker — was oh-so
LAB REPORT
Channe/ balanc,
listenable. Many discs were
areal treat, and lost nothing
was within
in analysis or musical
0.IdB and
frequency
resolution. Just as with the
Audio
Alchemy,
the
response only
0.09dB down at
XTC pair lacked any
sense of nasality, grain,
20kHz (right
Fig I. XTC CDT-ILE and CD- 1: ' kHz
glassiness or vocal
channel). Deto le at - 70dB. Note, mainly third and fifth
coloration. Bass of
emphasis was
harmonics totalling to -39dB (1.1%
the XTC pair was
highly accurate
distortion: about 108dB below the full 21'
too, mie of the
excellent — deep,
output)
powerful and well
best Ihave
measured.
separated
virtually matching
Channel
separation was
the Audio Alchemy
here, though the latter
excellent at I
kHz
(-1 IOdBI-106dB)
may have just had the
and at 20kHz
marginal edge on bass
(-86dB). The
presence.
The XTC's treble was a presence of
Fg 2. XTC CDT-1LE and CD- 1: Two-tone
inaudible 50Hz
touch cleaner and smoother
intemodulation distortion at 0,1B: a low
hunt and
than the excellent Audio
-79dB (0.011")
Alchemy. Initially I harmonics way
preferred the Audio
down at - 95dB
on both channels
Alchemy's
midband,
with its marginally greater
made it impossible
vitality and hear- throughto measure
quality. But as the second
separation
XTC
DAC
sample
accurately at
(Soundstyle
mounted)
20Hz, but
Fig 3. XTC CDT-ILE and CD- 1: ! kHz
burned in and its sound
separation here is
si te wave at - 90.3dB Left channel
better than
clarified, my admiration for
(dithered), very clean with only a touch of
-95dB.
the CDT1-LE and DAC-1 grew.
second harmonic (8.5%)
Unweighted
The XTC pair simply revelled in
signal-to-noise
reproducing music: the absence of
unnatural grain and colour which
measured at
stem from careful design and the use
-95dB (largely
hum), well
of high-grade components were quite
within
obvious to the critical ear but it was
specification, with
rhythmic and tuneful too — certainly
at least equal to the Audio Alchemy
random noise
being much
in this regard and in keeping with
Fg
XTC CDT-1LE and CD- 1: ¡ kHz
lower. Output
higher priced products.
to se at - 100dB (dithered). Distortion is lost
level was close to
Ultimately Ifelt that the Audio
in noise down at around - 115dB
2V (only 0.44dB
Alchemy, used with agood transport
up) and output
for use with
was mainly third
such as the Teac VRDS IOSE,
nortnal
and fifth
Genesis CD player, or indeed the
impedance
measured at 590
interconnects (say
harmonic, but
CDT-ILE offered more palpable
ohms, which is
linetre or so)
only 1.1%
immediacy, but the XTC scores by
quite low enough
without any
(products down at
offering ahigher level of refinement
around - 108dB on
problem. The first
which is well Test results
XTC CDT-1LE & DAC-1
sample of the
peak level,
worth the outlay.
20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
remember). The
DAC-1 shut down
It
delivers Channel balance (dB) -0.1 +0.1 -0.09
Stereo separation ( dB) -95 - 106 -86
on one channel
low-level 90.3dB
insightful, Channel phase
during
and - 100dB tones
natural, difference ( degrees) -95 -110/-106 -86
Distortion ( dB):
measurements. A
were cleanly
unforced music THD at OdB
-86
at - 10dB
-84
second was used to
reproduced [Figs 3
reproduction THD
THD at -70dB
-32
complete the hum
and 4]. Low-level
which
will Intermod 19/20kHz, OdB -79
Intermod 19/20kHz. - 10dB -86
-90.3dB replay was
and noise
delight those fed Frequency response
dB)
0
0 -0.09
separation tests
highly accurate,
up
with
the Left (
Right (
dB)
0
0 -0.08
only 0.3dB low on
given above.
clinical,
the Signal to noise (
dB)
-95
Distortion
the right and
harsh and the ill- 20Hz — 20kHz, unwtd
De-emphasis
figures are all
I.6dB high on the
defined.
(error in dB) at lkHz
5kHz
16kHz
+0.03/-0.01 +0.14/-0.01+0.181+0.14
commendably low
le An excellent set
In short, a L/R
Output level OdB
2.1V 0.44dB
[Figs Iand 2],
of results and,
highly Output impedance
590 ohms
Track
access
Ito
track
991
6 secs
measuring
checking against
accomplished
Digital output
Toslink/BNC/Phono SPDIF
0.005% THD at
the specification, I
transport
and Error at -90dB L/R
+ 1.6/-0.3
470x101x280
noted that the pair
full output
DAC which I Dimensions (whd, mm)
Typical price ( inc VAT)
(86dB). At
exceeded this in all
for one enjoyed CDT 1LE transport
£ 1250
DAC - 1
£1000
regards.
-70dB, distortion
immensely.
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Stereophile

Andromeda III 240 wpc, 200 amperes of

peak current. True balanced topology at the
input through to the balanced output stage.
The balanced output drives both terminals of
the loudspeaker directly.
RRP £1975
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effective, more focused and transparent"
What Hi Fi September 1995 *****
"Supremely powerful and well fi)cused.
Lertless power and dynamic clarity.
Imaging is utterly clip with pristine
fix-us and resolution".

HiFi World May 1996 - "More valve-like

The Sumo Polaris Ill a120 watt amp. comes
with true balanced inputs and can be easily
run as a350- watt monoblock

RRP £950

•

May /996 - "
compared to a

Krell KS 300, the Andromeda was more

than transistor in sound: highly
competent if not spectacular"
HiFi Choice August 1995 - " These amps
make an enjoyable and involving
combination, one that's easy to sit and listen, encouraging you to delve in your
music collection through the wee small
hours. What HiFi December 1994 ****

-Powerful.

clean and articulate.

delight to listen to and

with"

77E1477

The new Ten/M monoblock, featuring the
most advanced Class Abalanced circuitry in
Sumo history.
Delivering 240 W into 8ohms, it runs with
no overall negative feedback, yet has
superior damping factor and low distortion.
The Ten/M boasts a1KVA transformer and
can deliver over 150 amps of current.
RRP £4200/pair

LA T
e l/VOZÉCI

INTERNATIONAL
ecttAs, c./14cicia. úz

IC-50 Interconnect - WHAT Hi Fi March 96 *****
"Spacious sound with an abundance of detail"

RRP £35 / 1m Pair

IC- 100-D Interconnect WHAT Hi Fi March 96 *****
"Drive, timing and sound stage are exemplary, definition
focus and seperation is supreme"
Asilver clad cable insulated with PTFE teflon.
Listed in What Hi Fi 1996 Best buy Guide.

RRP £ 89 / 1m Pair

IC-200-D Interconnect WHAT Hi Fi March 96 ****
"even better than the IC- 100-D, detail and definition
are stronger, helping to draw every nuance from arecording"

RRP £ 151 / 1m Pair

NOW APPEARING AT COVENT GARDEN
CENTRAL LONDON

18 Monmouth Street

Branches also at:
45 High Street, HOUNSLOW
Middlesex TW3 1RH

COVENT GARDEN

Tel: 0181 569 5802

London WC2H 9HB

Fax: 0181 569 6353

Tel: 0171 497 1346

173 Station Road, EDGWARE

Fax: 0171 497 9205

Middlesex HA8 7JX
Tel: 0181 952 5535
Fax: 0181 951 5864

MAIN AUTHORISED
DEALERS FOR:
Acoustic Energy
Aiwa
Akai
AKG
Alphason
Apogee
Arcam
Atacama
ATC
Audio Alchemy
Audioquest
Audio Technica
Aura
AVI
B & W
Beyer Dynamic
Bose
Boston
Cabletalk
Canon
Castle
Celestion
Cerwin Vega
Chord
Creek
Cyrus
Denon
DPA
Dual
EPOS
Exposure
GLL
Goldring
Grundig
Harman Kardon
Heybrook
Infinity
Ixos
Jamo
JBL
JPW
JVC
KEF
Kenwood
LaserDiscs
Lexicon
Linn
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Mission
Mitsubishi
Monarchy
Monitor Audio
Monster Cable
Mordaunt-Short
Musical Fidelity
NAD
Nakamichi
Ortofon
Panasonic
Philips
Pink Triangle
Pioneer
Polk
PROAC
Project Turntables
QED
Quad
RCF Projectors
REL
Restek
Rogers
Roksan
Rotel
Royd
Ruark
SD Acoustics
Sennheiser
Sharp
Shearne
Shure
SME
Sony
Soundstile
Stands Unique
STAX
Sumiko
Sumo
Systemdek
Tannoy Prestige
Target
TDK
TEAC
Technics
Thorens
Toshiba
Trichord
Van den Hul
Wadia
Wharfedale
XLO
Yamaha
and many more

AMPLIFIERS
III t's some years since a Mark
Levinson power amplifier graced
these pages. Now, in descending
order of power and cost, we have
three stereo chassis models — the
333 ( 300 watts per channel at
£8495), the 332 ( 200 watts per
channel, £6495), and the 331 ( 100
watts per channel, £4495).
Without criticising the previous
lines, it's fair to say that the new 3
series has astronger emphasis on a
pure constant voltage output, with
sufficient supply capacity and
output transistors to maintain rated
output voltage from 8 ohm right
down to 2 ohm loads. So it has a
claimed output of no less than 2 x
1200W into 2 ohms, and moreover
this applies over the full 20Hz20kHz bandwidth at less than 0.5%
distortion.
There are no shortcuts in the
333. Two 2.5 kilowatt transformers
go a long way towards explaining
why Icouldn't pick it up singlehanded! At full power into 2 ohms,
this amplifier well exceeds the
ability of US wall sockets with a
current draw of 45 amps. Life is a
little easier on UK 240V mains
reducing this demand to 25A
(50Hz versus US 60Hz supply).
Nonetheless this exceeds the
standard 13A plug rating. In
practice however, one could never
exercise this potential on music; it
is there as a power reserve and as
a bench test-result. Even flat out,
and on the worst case programme
and speaker loading, it is unlikely
to draw more than 10A on a
medium term average. Conversely,
it does suggest that acustom 30 or
45A mains spur would provide
maximum performance, and the
massive mains cable is captive in
this design in order to minimise
losses.
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Two 2.5
kilowatt
transformers
go a long way
towards
explaining why
Icouldn't pick
it up singlehanded

Distinctive in style, the 333
couldn't be mistaken for any other
amplifier. Flanked by massive cool
running heatsinks, the amplifier is
taller than average, even if it's quite
compact for its power capacity. There
are no controls save for the servoed
standby switch. Inputs are balanced
and normal, and shorting links can
be used in the XLRs for best
performance in the ' normal' mode.
Outputs are two sets of heavy duty
100A rated binding posts for biwiring, with insulated caps and
'knock-off' hubcap mouldings to aid
torquing down. There are no fans,
and Ifound this amp ran silently.
There is a wired link facility for
power-up via asystem remote unit,
such as the 38s line pre- amplifier
loaned for the test. Consuming just

Ma Hz

Levinson 's

333 is the American
high- end company's
new flagship stereo
power amplifier
by MARTIN COLLOMS

60W in standby, it idles at 160W
comparing favourably with its 1.5kW
draw under full power 8 ohm
conditions.

TECHNOLOGY
Operating with global negative
feedback, this amplifier offers avery
low output impedance and in
conjunction
with
the
8
complementary pairs of high current
output transistors per channel will
deliver rated voltage into 2 ohm
loads without demur. A 100,000g
supply reservoir is present on each
channel
of this
double-mono
balanced input design.
Mark Levinson claims a new
biasing scheme for these amplifiers,
called adaptive biasing, whereby
control includes information from
the speaker loading. Output current
is fed back via a combination of
linear and non-linear networks, with
diodes used here to scale and limit
the control, so preventing output
devices from being turned off
completely (which would increase
crossover distortion). A further detail
concerns the use of soft limiter
circuit preceding the output stage
which smoothes the overdrive sound,
in theory allowing still higher sound
levels to be achieved.

SOUND QUALITY
An exhaustive set of references were
made available
for
the
333
auditions.
For
control there was
the
Mark
Levinson
38s
pre-amplifier, the
Krell KPS20i/1
CD player and
its
output
controller.
Auxiliary
preamplifiers
included the Conrad-Johnson PV12
and PF-R. With the help of a
direct- coupled Audio
Synthesis DAX-2 digital
decoder an all-digital
signal
chain
was
employed
using
a
Meridian
518
for
control. Power amplifiers
used
as
yardsticks
included the Krell KAS2 and KAS 200-S,
Audio
Research
VT150SE, and ConradJohnson Premiere 12,
plus a dose of Golden
Tube SE-40.
While the review 333
was
a well
used
demonstrator, it still
benefited from 30-40
minutes use, showing
significant
gains
in

ARK
OF EXCELLENCE
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Next time your
CD player jumps

we'd like to suggest
a four letter word
The unique TEAC VRDS mechanism really gets agrip on the
sound. Unlike ordinary players, TEAC's VRDS design clamps
the entire disc, thus eliminating errors caused by mechanical
and physical factors.
The VRDS-25 tracks discs with awesome precision and
delivers data to
the DAC with
absolute accuracy.
The result is
awonderful level
of detail and
musicality combined with rock-solid timing
All this, a build quality second to none plus unbelievable
ease of use - and you have aCD player that would grace
any system.
Before you buy, you owe it to yourself to check out the new
VRDS-25. Simply ask your dealer for TEAC - it should be the
only four letter word you'll ever need.

11
TEAC

TEAC UK Limited, 5 Marlin House, The Croxley Centre, Watford, Herts VvD1 8YA
Brochure Hotline 01923 819630 Monday- Friday 9am to 5.30pm
The gold units featured in this photograph are available as aspecial order option

TEACIH)

AMPLIFIERS
transparency and treble control from
standby. First impressions related to
my memory and my notes on earlier
Levinson power amplifiers including
the 20.5. It proved quite easy to
compile a list of attributes. In
character the 333 sounded less dark;
for example the old 20.5 was
described as sepia-tinted in tonal
colour, almost varnished. The 333
had apunchy, focused bass, making
even the 20.5 appear softer in this
domain. Treble in the 333 was
quite explicit, in combination with
the bass giving the effect of amore
open, wider bandwidth.
The 333 had apunchy, 'go for it'
character, with clean, positive
leading edges; in comparison the
older Mark Levinson designs could
well sound a little bit tired. Good
news so far, then, and there's more
to come.
This is a very big amplifier
indeed. For example, you can hear
that it's capable of delivering twice
the power of the mighty Krell KAS2. Its bass remained superbly
controlled over the entire dynamic
range, independent of the musical
action on either or both channels.
It had great slam, went solid and
deep, and tackled any loading. In
isolation the 333 bass could make
such agood impression that the rest
of the reproduced range could seem
to be less well focused on the
musical message.
Very good stage width was
achieved, attributable to the double
mono build. Its no slouch on stereo
depth either; if not quite as good as
the best current references, it is
certainly superior to its predecessors.
Ifound less sympathy with some
other aspects of its character, and
character is definitely the right word
here. The 333 had its own approach
to specific aspects of sound quality.
Its
stereo
perspectives
were
foreshortened, with the main solo
lines, vocals and the like present in
a more forward plane than usual,
with a touch of extra presence.
While this could add excitement, it
didn't provide any benefit in terms
either of resolution or harmonic
neutrality. While its good image
depth was unmistakable, particularly
on tracks with simpler scoring, the
resolution of fine detail and low
level ambience was not particularly
good for this class.
Judged to be well balanced in
energy terms, the treble was well
detailed. In context of price, though,
it did show some slight sibilant
sheen and atrace of associated fine
'grit'.
On solo sounds, even of great
power, the 333 could sound
authoritatively dynamic. But Ifound
some loss in dynamic expression
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and rhythm plus subtly altered
timbre and perspective, on Joni
Mitchell's ' Blue', for example.
Complex
highly
syncopated
rhythms such as that on track 2 of
Ten Summoner's Tales by Sting, were
rendered with less articulate swing,
while the percussion timing on track
1was less precise than I've come to
expect.
But having said this, the sense of
awesome
power
and
reserve
remained
on
all
classes
of
programme. Taking into account its
huge overall dynamic range, very
good bass and overall sound quality,
the 333 gained asubjective rating of
20 marks.

MARK LEVINSON 333
LAB REPORT
Dehzcriiig
380+380W into
8 ohms on test
and barely falling

i!.
I

in level to
25.65dBW into

0111

4 ohms, it lifted

1

tee lee we

the power output

Fig I. Mark Levinson 333: high frequency

to 735+735W

intermodulation l9kl-k120kHz

and didn't
disappoint with a
massive 1325 +
1325W into 2
ohms! Peak
current
(protected) came

CONCLUSION

out at + 72A

On the test bench the 333 generally
met its power claims, with close to
400 watts per channel into 8 ohms,
achieving the advertised successive
doubling of power into 4 and then
into 2 ohms. While Ididn't attempt
continuous drive, Iverified that this
burly frame could dump over 2.5
kilowatts of clean audio power into
a pair of 2 ohm loads, with peak
current to match.
Noting the reservation in the lab
report concerning strong reactive
speaker loads, it also has the power
to meet any normal load or loudness
challenge. All its control and
protection systems worked well and
both normal and balanced inputs
gave good results, with small
preference on my part for balanced
working (with the 38s at least.)
This amplifier advanced the art
over previous Levinsons and visitors
admired its appearance and high

using an 0.9
ohm composite

over a range of power levels

load, and
employing tone

333 was close to

both at full power

bursts to save the

oscillation with the

and OdBW;

test station.

worst case loading,

-90dB or so for

pure 2fiF. Even

the 1kHz

was magnificent,

on pure 8 ohm

intermodulation of

but pulse testing

loads there was a

19kHz and

using squarewave

5% square wave

20kHz tones

shows some

overshoot. 2pF

(0.003%).

intolerance of

gave rise to a

shunt capacitance

10dB peak in

ratios were

Power delivery

Signal to noise

at high

output of 75kHz,

satisfactory while

frequencies.

pure 8 ohms still

Measurement of

showing I
dB or so

channel balance
was superb and

the overall

of lift at around
100kHz. Iwould

the output is

frequency
response gave an

favour a higher

correct. It had a

indication of a

stability margin

kind 100K ohm

slightly rising

than this. Output

impedance and

response by

impedance was

gave 1watt for

20kHz

very very low at

130mV input, full

(uncommon)

less than 0.02

power for 2.5 volts

ohms, slightly

(balanced).

while using
quality finish.
minimal cable
The sound quality rating was a
(low resistance,
good one, but Ifeel that the 333
low inductance
hasn't quite made it to the front rank
connection) the
despite the admirable effort which
has gone into its
Mark Levinson 333
extended Test results
Rated Power 8 ohms
300W:24.77dBW*
development.
4 ohms
600W:24.77dBW
Nonetheless I
Measured power ( dBW) 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
have no doubt Continuous 8ohms lch
25.71 25.82 -25.70
25.5 24.77 25.55
that fine audio Continuous 4ohms both
Burst 10ms
systems can be 8 ohms
26.2
25.92
built with a 333 4 ohms
2 ohms
25.22
as afoundation, Output impedance(ohms)<0.02 <0.02 <0.02
given a good Harmonic distortion
Rated power 8 ohms -79 -76 -52
match
of At OdBW 8 ohms -95 -92 -67
IntermodulatIon
distortion
supporting
(19/20kHz 1:1) rated -90dB OdBW -90dB
components and Peak current via 1 ohm, 2.2pF
2m sec pulse
+ 72A-72At
cables.
Signal-to-noise ( full gain) rel OdBW rel full level
SUPPLIER
Path Premier,
Desborough
Industrial Park,
Desborough Park
Road,
High Wycombe,
Bucks
HP12 3BG.
Tel: 01494
441 736

Fig 2. Mark Levinson 333: typical distortion

22Hz-22kHz -77dB -103dB
CCIR wtd
-70dB -95d8
Channel balance
<0.01d8
100K ohm <0.20nF
Input Impedance
Input sensitivity
130mV IHF,
2.5V for programme clip
DC offset, L/R
3mV/4mV
-0.5dB < 1Hz to ( see text)
Frequency response
-3dB <0.5Hz to 155kHz
446x262x479mm
Dimensions, (whd)
£8495
Typical price ( Inc VAT)
'where OdBw .2.83V, or 1W/8ohms
tcurrent clip
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ow refreshing it is to see,
amidst aplethora of amps so
cluttered as to be rococo, a
return to good old-fashioned British
minimalism. Not that NVA is
completely innocent of the charge of
producing what in the world of
watches are called ' complications';
the company's flagship models are
as ornate, stylised and overengineered
as
any
Japanese
single-ended triode amplifier or
computer-driven
solid-state
behemoth from America. But NVA's
AP50 integrated amplifier is adose
of sanity as the hi-fi buttons'n'knobs
count increases with the number of
surround- sound formats on offer.
The AP50 retails for £ 520 (£ 590
with either an m-c or m-m phono
stage); an additional £ 20 will gain
you aheadphone stage.
This amp is so cleanly styled that
it'll confuse those introduced to
audio through an A/V receiver of
post- 1990 construction. Then again,
it's not surprising, as Richard Dunn
is this industry's self-appointed
pomposity filter, author of numerous
missives protesting one thing and
another. But he does practice what
he preaches, and the AP50 is as free
of taurean faeces as is possible
without eliminating basic operations.
Even the on-off toggle has been
relegated to the back panel, which
houses only the requisite (goldplated) sockets for the six sources,
the tape loop ingress and egress, and
speaker sockets which accept only
the near-to-extinction banana plug.
The front panel bears but two large
knobs, one anicely weighted device
for altering level, the other for
selecting the source. As the front
panel is made from black perspex,
NVA has used this to good effect by
including atiny red LED to indicate
on/off status in a most tasteful
manner.
But it won't cause
palpitations among those who get
their rocks off by switching off the
lights to watch their hi-fi systems'
luminous capabilities. All we're
talking about is atiny red dot.
Er, that's it. The unit is so clean
and simple and nicely finished that,

The WA AP50 integrated amp
is a return to British
solid state minimalism
by

KESSLER

MIN
After it's
burned in for
a few weeks,
the AP50
reveals
surprising
qualities like
smoothness to
rival vintage
valve
confectionery

CABLE MANNERS
There's a list of acceptable wires which accompanies
the AP50 naming seven precise makes and models of
wire at the top of the tree ( two from NVA, all types
of DNNI), and a roster of 22 others which pass
muster. And just in case you think that Dunn is
kidding, the sheet also states categorically that. ' If
any other cables than the recommended are used it
will invalidate our guarantee'. And should you
entertain the notion that such a stipulation is illegal,
Ithink you'll find that the warning qualifies as valid
instructions for use, and to ignore it would be like
expecting a car manufacturer to pay for a new
catalytic converter when you've been using leaded
petrol.

KEN

were the dealer to cover the NVA listening when the levels are set and
logo, you could easily mistake it for the rotation has stopped. (No, let me
a Densen integrated amp or some guess: There's a rare breed of
other device of the Scandinavian Tasmanian audiophile who listens to
persuasion. This amplifier is atonic music with the volume constantly
for those fed up with clutter, a changing...)
Because it's fed by apassive prethrowback to 1983 and the days
when anyone using a source other amp, the input stage of the power
amplifier section has minimum
than a turntable was deemed an
untermensch. Only this is 1996 and inductance and capacitance, and a
current mirror is employed to
Dunn has awicked sense of humour:
guarantee that the voltage rails track
phono is optional.
each other correctly. Overkill has
TECHNOLOGY
been applied in the power amp's
In the form which arrived for the driver stage in that both the current
and voltage amplifiers use devices
review, the AP50 bore six identical
line inputs, hardwired to the selector hefty enough to act as output
switch. NVA — as cable-sensitive a transistors; the actual output devices
company as I've ever faced — uses are 12 amp Darlingtons, two per
silver alloy with aPTFE cover at this
channel and responsible for its
60Wich rating.
stage. The output of the source
NVA also eschews in this product
switch is fed to the volume control
and tape sockets, again via silver any form of protection circuitry,
wire. The potentiometer is an ultra- which should be kept in mind when
high-quality ` cermet' type using you first read the detailed instructions
precision metal film resistors ' as a and warnings of locusts and boils
bypass to simulate a log law'. The should you behave in an unnatural
signal is fed to the amplifier PCB manner. Grounds for turning you
again through hard-wired silver into a pillar of salt include short
circuits, bi- or triwiring, running
cabling.
lengths greater than 10 metres, using
Although I'm loath to cite arevival
in passive pre-amplification, despite 'unapproved cables', high capacitance
or Litz wires, or listening to Babylon
this technology rearing its head in all
manner of unlikely places, the front- Zoo CDs. Indeed, so fearful was Iof
end of the AP50 is completely incurring the wrath of Dunn that I
passive, with Dunn pointing out that didn't stray from using the supplied
there's awee trade-off in using the NVA cable.
cermet pot. Apparently, the cermet
Again in the interests of sound
rather than ' unconditional stability',
tracks are not as smoothly finished
the AP50 employs the minimum
as conductive plastic film or carbon
tracks, so there's a form of ' surface number of capacitors, no inductors,
noise' just audible when you alter the low negative feedback, and Class AB
A 300VA
toroidal
volume. But Dunn argues that operation.
cermet provides far better sound transformer with a 25 amp bridge
quality than the alternatives, so the rectifier and aunique filtering system
residual noise during level changes is form the power supply. Even the case
a small price to pay for sonic is slightly odd in the interests of sonic
excellence: it's non-magnetic, glued
superiority. And besides, you do your
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together, and insulated to prevent
static charge problems, and to stop
induced circulating currents. Hell,
Dunn has filled a 12- page ' white
paper' with NVA philosophy, an
audio Mein Kampf which makes
fascinating reading if you don't mind
being beaten over the head with an
audio designer's beliefs. Fortunately
for Dunn, he tends to make sense.
Which is why the AP50 is such a
killer.
To everyone's dismay, there are
dozens of amps out there for circa
£520 which do wonderful things.
Expand the sector to embrace £450£700 and you find all sorts of
goodies, including the delicious
Densen Beat, some entry-level
tubeware, British perennials, the
better Japanese integrateds and
limitless second-hand opportunities.
Clear winners that obviate the
existence of all others? That's wishful
thinking on the part of magazines
which gives awards for ' Best In Its
Class'. Such a beast cannot exist
because there's no such thing as a
universal solution. Which is why
cranky hardware like the AP50
actually has an easier time in the
market than any of the half- dozen
top- rated Asian 50-watters which
compete for the exact same customer.
Dunn's logic is as transparent as
the amplifier's sound: if you lay down
a specific set of rules, you've ( 1)
focused on the customers prepared
to meet those criteria and avoided
the time-wasters and the ' ineligibles',
and ( 2) ensured that the amplifier
will be used correctly. Admittedly,
such an approach in anathema in
business terms: it's the deliberate
limiting of aproduct's appeal. But it
doesn't half make life easier all round.
And you customers will know exactly
what they're getting.
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SOUND QUALITY
In the case of the AP50, it's an
amplifier that — without drama gets on with the job. It drove aweird
mix of speakers (despite my ignoring
the command to avoid speakers which
might possess 'high frequency notch
filters'), including the original Quad
ESL, Sonus Faber Concertinos.
LS3/5As, Boleros, and the Rega
headphone adapter, and never less
than satisfactorily. The unit never
squeaked, chirped or crackled, never
showed signs of distress. Asked to
play loudly, it rocked. Requested to
play softly, it did so with the
dynamics intact. But it had a few
secrets which it didn't yield so readily,
and Iwas misled into thinking that
the AP50 was simply a minimalist
alternative to the RoteIs, Pioneers and
NADs of the world, or yet another
Britamp to place alongside Arcams,
Naims or Audiolabs.
Big mistake. After it's burned in
for a few weeks, the AP50 reveals
surprising qualities like smoothness
to rival vintage valve confectionery.
Although it's most evident in the
region normally plagued by digital
coarseness, this refinement also
blessed all manner of vocals with a
resistance to the shame of sibilance.
If agun were held to my head and
Iwas forced to cite but one trait
which defines the sound of the
AP50, I'd have to say it's this overall
silkiness. Wh:ch is not something I'd
expect of a mid-priced, solid-state
integrated amplifier.
Whatever Dunn's current feelings
about soundstage and imaging, the
AP50 is almost Yank-like in its threedimensionality. It's about as far from
the 2D sound favoured by UK flatearth amp builders as is possible for
such sane money, and this begs the
use of precise performers ( in the

If a gun
were held to
my head and
Iwas forced
to cite but
one trait
which defines
the sound
of the AP50,
I'd have to
say it's the
overall
silkiness

SUPPLIER
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6 Watermill
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imaging stakes, that is) like
small two-way systems of the LS3/5A
calibre. Perhaps there was some sort
of mismatch with the Quads, but
imaging was the one area which
wasn't exploited when the AP50 faced
the legendary electrostatic.
Sticking with the kind of two-ways
likely to be used with an affordable
solid-state integrated, Iwas overjoyed
to learn that the AP50 avoided, like
the plague, the kind of heightened
hygiene, that aggravating sterility
which too wham- barn- thank-youma'am sessions suggest is true
transparency. The AP50 strips away
nothing, and I implore you to
audition it with rich vocals if you want
to learn just what it can do. Arm
yourself with some Nat King Cole,
Keb' Mo', Johnny Rivers, or Howard
Tate to hear the most detailed
textures, and Nanci Griffith or Joan
Baez to hear unbridled clarity without
glassiness. And that's one hell of an
accomplishment at the price.
But it gets better. Iknew that the
baby brother, the AP30, was
available as a kit because Iwrote it
up for the Accessories Club. But I
only learned after doing my listening
that you can save £ 200 if you're
prepared to get out the soldering
iron. Two hundred smackers! That's
£320 plus some elbow grease for an
amplifier that will never let you feel
deprived in normal circumstances.
Add in the phono module for £ 70
and perhaps the headphone stage for
£20, and you're looking at one of
the hottest bargains in the UK.
But there's another wheeze Ican't
forget: NVA lets you upgrade to the
next model just by paying the
difference between them. And that's
atonic if you fear obsolescence.
So why isn't Dunn the marketing
manager at Intel?
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LABORATORY
TESTE
Audiolab's new 8000S
amplifier is an
integrated with remote
control and some
distinctive features
by

MARTIN

COLLOMS

A

udiolab's 8000A integrated
amplifier set standards for its
class. The new 8000S costs
more (£ 650), and
aspires to a
higher standard with its short-path,
minimalist design. With the 8000S
you get motorised volume and input
selectors, and aline control section
which is billed as agood pre-amp in
its own right and worth the asking

price, regardless of the upgraded
power amp section.
The highly flexible interface
between pre- and power sections is
accessible by a ' mode' switch on the
front panel. When set to ' integrated'
all connections are made internally.
In ' pre- power' the internal link is
maintained but the dual pre- amp
outputs become active, for example,
for a powered sub- woofer or a
second power amplifier. In ` Ay'
mode the internal pre-/power link is
open, allowing other controllers or
processors to be patched into the
loop via the rear socket array.
Finally, in ' pre' the pre-amp outputs
only are functional while the power
amplifier is fully muted and left in
idle condition. Another function for
'pre-power', given an auxiliary power
amp, leaves the internal amp
operative for driving headphones.
There are six line inputs. All
inputs and line level outputs are
unbalanced ( normal) gold plated
phono sockets. Two sets of goldplated speaker binding posts are
provided, bi-wire ready, and the CE
compliant, vertically oriented cable
entry holes will take plugs and cables
up to 5mm in diameter.
Mains input to this Class II
double insulated product is via a
detachable two- pin IEC cord. A
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neatly designed remote control
handset is included and throws in a
full set of Philips RC5 commands
for a compatible CD player —
including Audiolab's own transport.
The headphone socket is also worth
a second look, with its automatic
electronic speaker muting; useful in
its own right, this feature comes into
its own when the 8000S is used with
another power amplifier lacking this
facility.

This amplifier
has a bass
slam which
belies its
compact
dimensions

TECHNOLOGY
While the power spec is 60+60W,
(18dBW) both channels 8 ohms, it
has agenerous peak current reserve
making it load tolerant for its class.
A non- inverting design, both preand power amp sections are phase
correct; the pre- amp offers a
moderate 12dB of gain and a low
100 ohm output impedance, the
maximum
output
more
than
sufficient at 7 volts. The power
amplifier offers a 47K ohm input
impedance with an 0.707V sensitivity
for full output, an intrinsic gain of
29dB ( matching that of the 8000A
power amp.)
The 8000S is DC coupled
throughout and the power amplifier
utilises a DC servo for minimal
output offset. A high regulation
250VA toroid feeds the high current
2 x 10,000e Elna reservoir
capacitors in the main power supply.
Improved voltage regulators are used
for the earlier, more sensitive stages

SUPPLIER
Audio/ab,
Spitfire Close,
Ermine
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of the power amp, which is an all
discrete design configured to avoid
slew distortion or TIM. At the
output there are complementary
multiple emitter power transistors,
their wide bandwidth paralleled by
a wide, safe operating area. Noninvasive, electronic sensing of out of
range voltage or current combination
simply mutes the input line. Fault
protection is given by the output
relay, whose contacts are included
in the feedback path to minimise
their influence. In the design
procedure ahigh frequency network
analyser was used to optimise the
stability in and out of the audio
band.
The line amplifier is a miniature
power amp, with all discrete
transistor circuitry, acomplementary,
and a direct coupled output stage
run in Class A, powerful enough to
require heat sinking.
Sealed in its own screening can
the microprocessor section receives
inputs from the motorised rotary
switch on the panel, while the actual
input switching is done remotely by
Omron relays adjacent to the inputs.
A double sided PCB gives greater
freedom in optimising the track
layout; build quality is first-rate.

SOUND QUALITY
t-1 range of electronics were employed
in the test including an Audio
Synthesis Passion controller and
Desire power amplifier, a Musical
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LAB REPORT

Fidelity
A1000
amplifier, loan of a friend's three
year old Audiolab 8000A, plus recent
experience with the Cyrus Pre/Power. Speakers ranged from the
Epos ES11 to the Spendor SP2-2
and finally the Wilson WITT.
Sources included an Audio Synthesis
DAX-2 decoder, Krell KPS20i/1
CDP and OreIle DA-188 decoder.
First
impressions
were
encouraging. Straight out of the box
it sounded highly explicit, tautly
focused, in terms of both its control
of the music and of the stereo image.
Referenced to the older 8000A, the
8000S had sharper edges, tauter
bass, more slam, plus greater depth
and transparency. The short path,
direct coupled design technique was
being clearly expressed in this
amplifier's reading of line source
programme. The differences were
not trivial and marked out the 8000S
as the product of anew generation.
From new the 8000S ran in over
afew hours, improving in dynamics
and tonality; 10 minutes or so from
switch- on actually gets it going —
with moderately improved sweetness
and clarity.
There is no false warmth to the
8000S, something of ashock to the
system after the euphonic single
ended glow of the valved Golden
Tube SE-40 [
HFNIRR, June ' 96].
One soon learnt to value the
Audiolab's ruthless honesty, its
crisply precise presentation and the
high resolution. In use it seemed
rather more powerful than the band
60W specification implied.
It
remained well behaved in clip and
to all intents and purposes felt like
a 100-watter, even into those more
difficult loadings which can faze
lesser designs.
This amplifier has a bass slam
which belies its compact dimensions
and its bass sounded open, crisp,
deep and tightly controlled. In
character there was a trace of
leanness through the mid treble, but
hardness or congestive colorations
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were avoided. Grain is low overall,
and while the treble was a touch
'etched' it had no fizz or grit
associated with it. It was just alittle
more forceful in the treble than some
designs, such as the Musical Fidelity
A1000. Perhaps the right choice of
cables would deal with this aspect. I
tried The First for the CD input and
Naim NAC-5 plus van den Hul
Snowline on the speaker side.
A lean, crisp tonality characterises
this amplifier. Dynamics were very
good, while there was a sufficient
sense of rhythm to give awell paced
result on a wide variety of
programme inputs. As it comes, a
very creditable 16 marks was scored
(on my usual subjective scale), while
independent tests via the preamplifier output and bigger, better
power amplifiers gave a solid 18
points, making it one of the best
remote operable line pre-amps at the
price.

CONCLUSION
Isee Audiolab as achieving adouble
hit with the 8000S. On the face of
it, a fine, well priced, lively and
sophisticated integrated amplifier,
complete with an advanced and
refined remote control function, this
highly
versatile
creation
also
incorporates the functionality of a
modern, high quality line preamplifier.
Build quality is very good and the
8000S
met
its
traditionally
conservative specifications. Output
was healthy while its tolerance of
speaker
loads
was
adverse
considerable, afunction which is still
comparatively rare in this market
sector. The minor clipping glitch [see
Lab Report] wasn't identified during
the listening sessions.
With
a minor
reservation
concerning a hint of ' solid state'
leanness to be sound, Inonetheless
feel that the 8000S will partner a
number of nicely matched audio
systems very well; this is a product
of an experienced, intelligent and
conscientious design team and is
recommended.

Both channels
driven, the
8000S just met
its 60 + 60W
specification on a
240V AC line.
Singly driven
there was a small
rise to 18.8dBW
mid band and
18.6dBW was
met over the
entire audio
bandwidth, some
72 watts. Into a
4 ohm load, both
channels driven,
it gave 105 +
105w, good for
the class, and did
not current limit
even on 2ohms
when using music
related pulses.
Here it was
dumping 260W
power/channel,
short term,
without
complaint. Peak
current was + 15A
classing it as load
tolerant, and
neutral in response
to load variations.
Output impedance
was negligible,
rather less than
0.1 ohm.
Total harmonic
distortion was
consistently low,
reaching beyond
-86dB (0.005%)
mid band frill
power, which was
still below 0.04%
at 20kHz and
consistent with
power variation.
Channel
separation was
fine, though Idid
znnuler at the

Fig I. Audiolab 8000S: high frequency
intermodulation at 1 watt, 8 ohms
see% r•usrm
CU

3,5

Fig 2. Audiolab 8000S: high frequency
intermodulation at full

power 8 ohms

different results for
crosstalk at high
frequencies, just
satisfactory at
42dB one way and
67dB the other. A
better balance here
could be helpful in
some cases.
High frequency
intermodulation
was excellent at
-90dB full power
[Fig 11 and afine
-80dB at 1watt.
A check on the
distortion
characteristic
indicated a
predominance of
second harmonic
with negligible
crossover artefacts.
Likewise it excelled
on the supply
intermodulation
tests showing very
good immunity to
mains
contamination
under high power

Test results
Rated Power 8 ohms

Audiolab 8000S
60W; 18d BW

Measured power ( dBW) 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Continuous 8ohms lch
18.74 18.86 18.60
Continuous 4ohms boM
16.4 17.2
16.8
Burst 10ms
8 ohms19.0
4 ohms
18.31
2 ohms
18.2
Output impedance(ohms) . 044 . 05
.1
Harmonic distortion
Rated power 8 ohms
-80 -88 -67
At OdBW 8 ohms
-80 >-82t -68
Channel separation(dB)
70 63/68 42/67
Intermodulation distortion
(19/20kHz 1:1) rated 90d13 0c113W -80dB
Peak current via 1 ohm, 2.2pF
2m sec pulse
+15A -15A
Signal-to-noise (
full gain) rel OdBW rel full level
22Hz-22kHz
80dB
-98dB
'A' wtd
94dB
Volume/ balance tracking Ode -20dB 40dB
Aux ( dB)
0 0.77 0.23
Input Impedance
25K ohm
Input sensitivity
25mV IHF, OdBW
220mV for programme clip
DC offset, L/R
9mV/OmV
Frequency response -0.5dB -2.75Hz to 27.5kHz;
-3dB 1.45Hz to 80kHz
Dimensions, (mind)
445x74x335mm
Typical price ( inc VAT)
£650
where 0(113w .2.8311, or 1W/8ohms
second harmonic

drive.
Signal to noise
ratios were fine, the
input impedance
about average at
25k ohms and
compatible with the
majority of sources.
At full gain 25mV
input sufficed for 1
watt, with 250m L'
for peak
programme
clipping.
Incidentally there
was some recovery
latching following
clipping but this
was not associated
with any significant
sound defect on
audition when
overdriving the
amplifier.
Good channel
balance of +0.4dB
or better was
maintained over a
wide 60dB of
volume control
range. The latter
operated well with a
sensible rate and
negligible rotation
overshoot. DC offset
was also negligible
and transformer
hum minimal. The
protection circuits
were effective and it
was short circuit
proof
On bandwidth
the -0.5dB points
were 2.75Hz to
27.5kHz the bass
slightly curtailed for
a DC servo design.
The -3dB rolloff
was asensible
80kHz.
Reactive load
handling was fine
and this amplifier
is labelled as CE
compliant. Build
and finish were
both good for this
category.
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KRELL-INTEGRATED AMP - yes, we've finally got it!! • product of the year 1996
KRELL FBP300 - YES, A NEW AMPLIFIER FROM KRELL - SENSATIONAL'
COPLAND CD288 CD PLAYER - incredible sound quality for £ 1800
SONUS FABER CONCERTINO - an £ 1100 knockout!
KRELL KPS30i CD PLAYER - a budget version of the KPS20
WILSON WITT & SYSTEM 5 - the ultimate!
MUSICAL FIDELITY F23 / F16 - new and much improved!
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 POWER AMPS - whew!
CASTLE HOWARD MK2, HARLECH & SEVERN - quality wood finish
SPENDOR SP7 - floor standing speakers
SHUN MOOK ACCESSORIES/POWER WEDGE MAINS CONDITIONERS fascinating!
MARANTZ CD17 AND 63 SIGNATURE CD PLAYERS
ONKYO THX919 AN RECEIVER - simply stunning!
MARTIN LOGAN AERIUS & SL3 - electrostatics at their best
ROGERS LS33 SPEAKERS - a replacement for the LS2
TEAC VRDS 10SE CD PLAYER - the follow up to the very successful 10
THORENS AMPS AND CD PLAYER B & W SILVER SIGNATURE LOUDSPEAKERS - a work of art
QUAD 77 CD PLAYER AND NEW 77 PRE AND POWER
QUAD ESL 63 LOUDSPEAKERS
MICHELL ORBE TURNTABLE - superb value for money
REL STORM/STRATA/STADIUM II/STENTOR - redefines our ideas about
subwoofers
RUARK PALADIN - A worthy big brother to the Talismans
TDL NUCLEUS SUBWOOFER - astonishing value for money

EX DEM 81 P/EX BARGAINS
WADIA 64.4 D/A CONVERTER
THETA DATA BASIC
KRELL KRC 2
DYNAUDIO AUDIENCE 15
QUAD 66 PREAMP
QUAD 405.2 POWER AMP
KRELL KRC 3PREAMPLIFIER
RUARK EQUINOX WALNUT
MAGNUM DYNALAB FT101A TUNER
KRELL MDI CD TRANSPORT
AUDIO RESEARCH LS3B
B & WCDM 1
SPENDOR PRELUDE 2/2
DPA RENAISSANCE INTEGRATED AMP
KRELL KSA100S EX OEM
MAGNEPLANAR MG1.4
KRELL KSA5OS EX OEM
ARCAM XETA ONE
ARCAM DELTA 290P POWER AMP
SNELL J.2 SPEAKERS INC PIRATE STANDS
BURMESTER 785 PREAMP
AVI 2000 MONOBLOCK POWER AMPLIFIERS
LINN INDEX WITH STANDS
LINN KABERS WALNUT
ROTEL RT950 TUNER
CLASSE DR15 POWER AMP
ORELLE CD1OT
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 PREAMPLIFIER
RUARK BROADSWORD B STOCK
APOGEE CENTAUR

£1995
£1495
£2995
£595
£450
£195
£2495
£1395
£495
£1795
£1395
£295
£295
£449
£3995
£495
£2795
£595
£295
£395
£295
£495
£250
£695
£150
£1695
£495
£1995
£595
£995

SH
SH
SH
SH
SH
SH
XD
XD
SH
SH
SH
XD
SH
XD
SH
SH
XD
SH
SH
SH
SH
SH
SH
SH
XD
SH
SH
XD
XD
SH

Whoa! Stop right there! If you're about to spend £2,500 on
amplification, think twice before jumping into the pre- and
power separates arena: they may impress your friends, but
you're wasting money on alot of metal and apair of cables
you don't need.
Instead, telephone Brian Rivas at Pinewood Music. He'll
suggest you introduce your ears to his KRELL KAY -300i
integrated — and rightly so: this slimline, fully remote,
rack-mountable powerhouse of 150 Watts is the hot hatchback of the high end and has taken the market by storm. In
tensely musical and communicative, it can be quite unset-

much on separates by some other well-known names.
For those moving deeper into the high end, Pinewood now
INTEREST
FREE CREDIT
LICENSED CREDIT
BROKERS

Agencies include: Air Tangent. Apogee. Audio Alchemy, Audio Gram. Audio Research, Aura, B&W. Bose,
Cable Talk, Castle. Classé. Copland, Denon, DPA. Goldring. Harmonix. Heybrook. Jadis. Koetsu. Krell. Lyra.
Mandrake, Marantz. Martin Logan. Michell. Micromega. Moth. Musical Fidelity, NAD. Nakamichi, Onkyo.
Orelle, Detentan. Pink Triangle. Pioneer. Proceed, Projekt, PS Audio, QUAD. REL Subwoofers, Rogers.
Roksan, Rotel. Royd, Ruark, Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Spendor, Stax, Tannoy, Target, T.D.L., Teac,
Theta, Thorens, Transparent Cables, Tube Technology, Unison Research, van den Hal. Wilson.

Open Mon- Sat 10am-6pm
Audio

KRELL THE DRIVING FORCE

tling for those who have already spent more than twice as

TAX-FREE EXPORT SERVICE
MAIL-ORDER AVAILABLE ON MANY ITEMS
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Consultants

Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford (01865) 790879
Facsimile: Oxford (01865) 791665

has the KRELL KRC-3 preamplifier and the new FPB-300
fully balanced stereo amplifier. This has aregulated output
like the amazing Krell Audio Standards and, with the
KRC-3, will give anew insight into your music, excavating
low-level detail you never knew existed and presenting
the whole performance in the most musically stimulating
and satisfying way.
Telephone for details and ademonstration.
THE ONLY ABSOLUTE SOUNDS DEALER
FOR THE WEST
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Knights • Broadway Road • Broadway
Ilminster Somerset TA19 9RE
Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only
Please telephone

LOUDSPEAKERS

OUT OF
THE BOX
Canon's S-25 is a
departure from conventional
loudspeaker design
by ALVIN GOLD

C

anon's very first loudspeaker,
the S-50, caused a storm on
launch in 1991, not so much
for its sound quality, which was
generally liked with reservations (the
treble was produced by a parasitic
`whizzer' cone for chrissake!), but for
its unusual Wide Imaging dispersion
which aimed to give good stereo for
anumber of people simultaneously,
and of course for its stunning looks.
The S-50 was aimed at the hi-fi
market, but subsequent models have
been directed at the lifestyle and
home cinema market ( a lucky
accident), pubs and clubs and other
applications where the house ability
to generate an even spread of sound
over awide area from more or
less
inconspicuous (non rectangular) boxes was of
value. In the process Canon
met its prime goals, of
projecting proprietary novel
technology
and
house
production values into an area
where the company had not
previously been represented.
The £ 150 S-25 is Canon's first
dedicated high fidelity design since
the early days — though it is
magnetically shielded and can
function as ahome cinema speaker
if required, using similarly voiced
centre and surround speakers in the
range. It is designed for a neutral
tonal balance, and has alittle more
low frequency bandwidth than some
of their recent loudspeakers. Visually,
however, the S-25 is thoroughbred
Canon, though it is not as radical as
some of the early models.
The enclosure is fashioned from
ABS
mouldings
which
are
ultrasonically welded together. ABS
is stiffer than the foamfilled
polypropylene used in most moulded
loudspeaker panels, and can be
formed into more complex shapes (as
well as having an intrinsically superior
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Canon
Audio Ltd,
Gastons Wood,
Reading Road,
Basingstoke,
Hants
RG24 8TW
Tel: 01256
841 300

finish, free from sink marks), which
is exploited here to produce an
enclosure whose shape makes it
largely free of bending modes, and
which is
sufficiently irregular
internally largely to eliminate standing
wave resonances without needing vast
quantities of internal damping
material, akey area of variability in
many loudspeakers. The external
shape is also smooth enough to
discourage cabinet edge diffraction.
In common with other Canons,
the S-25 also goes a long way to
providing a solution to another
endemic
loudspeakerrelated
problem, that of offaxis crossoverrelated phase discontinuities. There
is plenty of evidence that the
reverberant soundfield dominates our
tonal perception, yet this is a
parameter commonly ignored by
loudspeaker designers, perhaps
because it is hard to get it right when
there are so many apparently more
important priorities, especially onaxis phase and amplitude response.
In the case of the S-25, a clean,
reasonably phase-linear off-axis
response falls out naturally from the
Wide Dispersion acoustic mirror
technology used to spread all the
direction-forming frequencies (not
just the treble as in early Wide
Imaging models) over a wide arc.
The aim is to ensure good stereo
over awide area, at the cost of aloss
of sharp focus in the central hot-seat.
So much for the theory. What
does your £ 150 buy you in practice?
The answer is a smooth, sweet and
distinctly
attractive
sounding
transducer, noticeably unboxy in the
midband, which retains the spacious,
airy stereo soundstaging associated
with most Canon loudspeakers. It
is perfectly true that there is some
loss of the sharp, central focus
associated with well designed box
speakers, but the losses are
smaller than with previous
Canon
designs,
perhaps
because
the
company's
improving understanding of
acoustic mirrors (in which
they probably have aworld
lead) means that the S-25
can image more sharply
than anumber of otherwise
satisfactory standard box
loudspeakers, especially

CANON S-25
Type: 2-way Wide Dispersion loudspeakers
Drive Units: 130mm bass midrange. 19mm tweeter
Power handling: (
IEC 268-5 long term max) 100 watts
Nominal impedance: 6 ohms
Sensitivity: 89dB/w/m 2- space

Magnetically shielded: yes
Dimensions ( HWD mm): 325x210x220
Price: £149 pair
Dedicated floor stands available

boundary designs. The S-25 is
unphasey and sounds consistent from
most angles, retaining astrong sense
of soundstage presence even for
listeners positioned 30°-45° off the
central axis. Of course, there is still
some loss of focus and presence from
such angles, and the treble level is
slightly down too, but the sweet, open
character of the speakers is retained,
and no nasty crossover problems are
audible from such angles.
The S-25, then, is a clean,
uncomplicated sounding loudspeaker,
which is unfailingly easy on the ear,
and which remains consistent as
volume levels are raised. With an
89dB/W sensitivity (2rc — but the 6
ohm impedance makes it seem quite
sensitive even in preferred nonboundary locations) and 100 watts
power
handling,
maximum
comfortable sound pressure levels are
well up with those of the opposition.
Similarly, the bass goes no deeper
than is needed for most material, but
it is not noticeably lacking most of
the time, and it compares with most
of the other high quality compacts
in the £ 100—£150 price range. If
there is a failing, it is in the treble,
which, whilst easy on the ear, can
sound alittle wispy, and which lacks
the pin-sharp precision and presence
of the best.
On the whole however, this is a
more than worthy budget model to
consider seriously alongside other
luminaries up to £ 150, which has a
clean, lively and open sound, and
which doesn't look like just another
rectangular box.

D

evelopment is evolutionary
rather than revolutionary at
Pavel Acoustics. This Swiss
company produced their first
compact loudspeaker a decade ago
and their current top of the range
model — the Elysia — is in fact little
changed from the original PA- 1.
Ensemble speakers are always
expensive, if exquisitely formed, but
the new Elysia must rank as one of
the most expensive compact speakers
ever, joining the Wilson WATT and
enclosing even less working volume.
Priced at £6500 it costs more than
double the PA- 1 which presently
remains in production as the PA- 1
Silver.
Intended to express the ultimate
in full range, two-way design in a
highly compact, slant fronted
enclosure, the Elysia is built with
tremendous attention to detail, this
leading to an exceptional degree of
refinement.
It is worth taking on board from
the start that this speaker has an
unusually
well
optimised
performance profile. Despite its small

size it is quite efficient at 90dB/watt,
handles quite high powers and has
good bass. In appropriate room
environments the sound is essentially
uncompromised.
For the high frequencies Ensemble
fits a high quality custom made
19mm soft fabric dome treated with
a dusted gold metallisation. Below
is a virtually hand built bass/mid
driver, with a unique sound,
characteristic of the Ensemble range.
As with the original PA- 1, the system
is bass reflex loaded, not by a
compromised duct which often adds
coloration, but with alarge auxiliary
bass radiator. This is tuned in
conjunction with the enclosure
volume to the low bass range. In this

SUPPLIER
PM
Components Ltd,
Unit B3,
Springhead
Enterprise Park.
Gravesend,
Kent
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Tel: 01474
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The Ensemble Elysia is a
new high-end compact loudspeaker
from Switzerland
by
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size of enclosure the chosen KEF
B139 radiator delivers more bass
output more cleanly than the
equivalent ducted port.
Electrical connection is by single
binding posts, gold-plated and of top
quality. A grille is provided; in my view
the sound and measured performance
are superior with it removed.
Supplied accessories included the
Landmark stands (£ 1150) which in
conjunction with the spikes and the
Topcone decoupling system (included
with the stands) lifts the speaker to a
good height, around 70cm. The
Topcones are used in atripod layout
while for the base both tripod (three
spikes) and normal, four spiked
coupling can be used to the floor.
Landmark was found to be well
matched to the Elysia both acoustically
and visually. Landmark incorporates
the Ensemble mounting plate system
called Honeyplate. Inside these antivibration equipment supports, a
honeycomb cored composite is said
to control and moderate resonances
at the mechanical interfaces.
Built into the Landmark top
surface, the special plate provides
optimised support for the loudspeaker.
At the heart of the Elysia is the
bass-mid driver with its composite
cone, a highly rigid, ultra light
structure of aluminium alloy skins
on an expanded polystyrene core. In

PERFORMANCE

LOUDSPEAKERS
under amicroscope.
its latest form the cone shape is
The bass was atouch lean but it
continued to afull apex. Built on a
die-cast 13Orrun diameter frame, this was also quick, responsive and
driver has along throw suspension sufficiently well extended, achieved
system with an oversize 33mm pole without emphasis or overhang. While
the mid had very low coloration,
motor system.
A fairly low crossover point is set almost wholly free from ' boxy' or
at 2.2kHz, of primarily first order. A 'cone' type anomalies, the treble was
complex network fine tunes the better still, quite seamless in fact and
reaching to the edge of audibility yet
response from the two drivers in
remaining in perfect tonal balance.
order to meet this objective.
This is the clearest,
most
Crossover to the bass radiator is
transparent
Ensemble
acoustic, below 60Hz.
design yet, which sets a
Rigidly constructed in
very high standard in
MDF the enclosure has
its class. Dynamics
lead composite and
were good, and its
bitumastic linings to
rhythmic
absorb
unwanted
resolution
was
panel
resonance
rather better than
energy.
average. It will
While Elysia is
handle rock quite
optimised for free
well, but its subtlety
space use in European
and precision was most
rooms relying on some
apparent on well recorded
low frequency lift, in bigger
classical and folk material, medium
spaces a greater bass output is
provided by the accessory Profundo rather than large scale forces, and was
Silver enclosure which then replaces especially rewarding on neutral vocal
the Landmark stand and results in a recordings.
Percussion was often reproduced
three-way design independently
with startling clarity and focus, this
designated as aProfusia.
achieved without harshness or false
treble emphasis. Much care has gone
SOUND QUALITY
After some extended running-in, the into the voicing of this fine little
Elysia was critically installed with a loudspeaker.
preference for no grille, a straight
ahead attitude and ' zero' settings for
the treble level switches.
A complete Ensemble sound
system was available for driving the
Elysia — unquestionable synergy was
at work here! Ifound the Drive and
the Dichrono DAC to be particularly
good products in their own right,
while trials of an early Evocco
amplifier suggested that it was rather

CONCLUSION
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LAB REPORT

A minimum
amplifier power of
30W is suggested
with an upper
limit of 150W.
(This speaker is
ruled out for all
but the most
powerful valve
amplifiers.) Two
impedance minima
were present
reaching down to
2.5 ohms at 63Hz
and 33Hz
approximately.
The impedance
was rather higher
in the rest of the
range, averaging 6
ohms. ABR
resonance was
located at the
63Hz minimum
while the upper
driver resonance
was appropriate
for the size at
100Hz.
Healthy maximum
sound levels of
108dBA are
possible. Looking
at the axial
reference response,
the bass was well
extended for the
size to 48Hz -6dB
with solid in-room
output available
down to 43Hz.
There was a mild
shelf cut in the
bass to low mid
range, 1to 1.5dB,
a shallow notch in
the upper mid
range, I.7kHz,
and a very
smooth, extended
and mildly
elevated treble.
Despite the dip
in the upper mid it
met +3dB limits
over a wide 50Hz
to 24kHz
frequency range.
Above axis
near the crossover
point at
approximately
2kHz, it showed
an increased depth
of the notch to
I2dB, while this

The Ensemble PA1 was always a
highly refined speaker in its class. As
expressed in this top of the line
Elysia version it has reached new
levels of purity, transparency and
speed. UK balanced, the bass was
crisp, firm and quite well extended
and had significant slam; in fact it
belies the speaker's small physical
too restrained for my taste. Ifelt I dimensions. This is as close to afull
got the best from the Elysia with a range sound as you can get from
Krell KSA 200-S and not least that such atrim enclosure.
In the treble it demonstrated
classy integrated amplifier, the Krell
exemplary smoothness and clarity,
KAV-300i (Ken didn't go overboard
excessively in his recent enthusiastic while the mid vocals were airy, firmly
focused and very articulate, in fact
appraisal of this design).
Sources
included
the
Linn of near electrostatic presence.
Elysia was sensitive but not easy
LP I2/Naim
Aro/Koetsu
RS- II
equalised via a Conrad-Johnson to drive. It stayed clean up to its
PV12, and a Krell KSP20i/I CD power limits though it wouldn't play
player. In the main cables were by quite as loud as aWilson WATT V
or a Sonus Faber Extrema. In this
Ensemble, partnered by reference
designs from Siltech and van den comparison the Test results
Ensemble Elysia
Elysia succeeds
Hul.
Dimensions (
hwd, mm)
350x240x240
refinement Recommended amplifier power
First impressions were of asubtle on
35 - 150W
refined sound, light and focused, but and a sense of per channel
Recommended placement
'air'.
impressively detailed. The Elysia
free space on dedicated stands
Undeniably Frequency response
conveyed atmosphere and ' air' well;
within 3dB ( 2m)
50Hz - 24kHz
one could almost breathe the costly, it's hardly Bass frequency rolloff (-6c113) at 1m
48Hz
ambience of the recording location, great value for Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
43Hz
money, but great Voltage sensitivity
Stereo
sound
systems
were
90dB/W
is
ex- (ref 2.83V) at 1m
excellently focused, with fine image quality
Approximate maximum sound level
pressed in this (pair at 2m)
width and very good depth. The
108dBA
sound was constantly articulate, and design and its Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
2.5/5 ohms/difficult
this speaker could read complex, fine high attainment Forward response uniformity
very good
inc VAT) £6500
textured material almost as if it were can't be ignored. + Typical price per pair (
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Fig 1. Ensemble Elysia: frequency response on
axis at 1m, with error due to grille (dashed
line)

Fig 2. Ensemble Elysia: response family at
2m, axial (solid trace), 15° vertical (dotted),
30° lateral (short dash), 45° lateral (long
dash)

Fig 3. Ensemble Elysia: room averaged
response (top), impedance versus frequency
(bottom), zero ohm base line, 2ohmsldiv

Fig 4. Ensemble Elysia: MLSSA waterfall of
energy decay, 0.2ms rise time
aspect showed
improvement
measured slightly
below the median
axis. The crossover
notch is
characteristic,
complex filter
corrections
notwithstanding.
Nevertheless the offaxis group of
responses showed
very good
consistency.
The room
averaged response
showed good control
of floor
cancellation. The
crossover dip was
mild. +3dB limits
sufficed for a 46Hz
to 10kHz range
with a natural
energy rolloff
beyond that
frequency.
Pair matching
was fine, typically
+0.5dB except in
the more critical

2kHz region where
the peak difference
reached 1dB. Set to
'HF plus', the
speaker's upper
range was subtly
altered by around
0.7dB above
5kHz, and when
set to 'minus',
-0.9dB over that
range.
On energy decay
the test result was
quite good,
probably limited by
the mild 2kHz
anomaly. The
tweeter was judged
excellent.
Viewed using the
wider dynamic
range 50dB
presentation, some
lower level
resonances
appeared, possibly
stop-band
breakthrough from
the mid unit.
However this was
still agood result.
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For those of you that think
that modern life has been
immeasurably improved by
the advent of nuclear power,
soap operas and the ending
of all wars, you should replace
o

°Von
MC 3000
Mk II

all your records with CD's.
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HEADPHONES

S

ennheiser's position in the
quality headphone market is
now so dominant that new
and revised models are generally
released in batches. Sampled here (if
that's the right word for analogue
transducers) are three models
straddling two ranges: the newish top
of the 400 series on-ear range, and
the two recently revised base models
from the 500 range, which are larger,
open back designs sporting circumaural earpads. They are quite evenly
distributed in price at £75, £ 100 and
£120 for the HD475, HD535 and
HD545 respectively, which suggests
they are serious designs targeted at
those likely to use them extensively
where quality is important, rather
than just for casual or occasional use.
The first skill that any headphone
manufacturer of the 1990s needs to
learn is how to make sexy plastic
mouldings, and Sennheiser's plastics
technologies is surely the equal of
any. The material used for critical
parts like the headbands, for
example, is ais ahigh impact flexible
polypropylene which won't break
under the repeated stress that Iknow
from experience would prove fatal to
many of Sennheiser's competitors.
The structural mouldings that
envelope the earpieces are also quality
items, being finished well and detailed
with real design subtlety. Note for
example the offset oval shape of the
circum-aural earpieces which matches
the shape of the ear whilst minimising
bulk and therefore weight, and which
helps disperse resonances.
The HD545 has acarefully shaped
foam insert inside the headband, and
fabulous soft felt covered earpads which
stay bearable even when it gets hot. In
short, the HD545 is exceptionally
comfortable. The HD535 by contrast
slums it with aless artfully designed
headband insert and much more
conventional vinyl covered ear cushions.
This is still acomfortable headphone,
but it can't hold a candle to the
HD545. Well, maybe just acandle...
The HD475 is a classic, on- ear,
cloth covered, open-back model,
anatomically shaped, and apparently
styled by the crew from Babylon 5,
down to the deep red foam inserts.
Sennheiser headphones have tended
to become somewhat heavier, model
for model, over the years, but the
HD475 wears well, thanks to a
comfortable two-piece headband —
the inner one spreads the load evenly
over the head, while the outer one
acts as a spring, applying a very
moderate inwards locating force on
the ears. The open mesh cloth that
covers the foam earpieces helps keep
the ears cool even in extended use,
but is rather slippery, and this is not
aheadphone to use when jogging.
All three models use rare earth
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EARFULS
A survey of Sennheiser's latest:
the HD475, HD535 and
HD545 headphones
by ALVIN GOLD
magnets and Duofoil diaphragm,
which consists of two Mylar film
diaphragms bonded together for
mutual damping purposes, the
ee•;_
c
HD545 being distinguished by
improved
lightweight
e<
27
an
copper clad alloy voice coil.
Changes to the two 500 series
models, which were originally
introduced in 1995, include
fitting
detachable
leads
‘ v
(traditionally
a
Sennheiser •-•
trademark, along with modular
construction which makes servicing
a breeze), a reduction in inwards
pressure on the ear, and internal
changes designed to reduce treble
distortion. The HD475 was only
introduced last September, and is on
its first iteration.
The character of the three models
is quite different. The HD475 comes
closer to being a true monitor
SUPPLIER
headphone: it's bright and close,
Sennheiscr
finely detailed and immediate,
UK Ltd,
though slightly hard and ultimately
3Century Point,
Halifax Rd,
alittle unsubtle. Ibelieve the HD435
High Wycombe,
is Sennheiser's stab at a rock
Bucks
oriented headphone: has an almost
HP12 3SL
excessive warmth, the bass verges on
Tel: 01494
551 551
syrupy, and the midband is forward,

e

matched to a recessed though
velvety- smooth and well behaved
treble, in akind of mute emulation
of the crassness of many rockoriented audio systems. The HD545
is undeniably the star of the show,
however, and for all intents and
purposes is completely neutral. It
offers more naturally distanced
perspectives, abetter controlled and
lighter bass and a more accurately
balanced, but equally smooth, treble.
The HD545 is one of the few
headphones that feels right from the
outset, which requires little of the
acclimatisation normally required with
headphones to allow the suspension of
disbelief. Ialso found it much less tiring
in extended use than usual. This is a
surprisingly
spacious
sounding
headphone, and for reasons that are
not immediately obvious, stereo
information is much better resolved.
With typical orchestral recordings,
changing from the HD475 to the
HD545 had the curious effect of
moving away from the orchestra and
moving towards it at the same time.
The feeling of distance and space was
enhanced, yet the soundstage opened
out as you'd expect when moving
towards the orchestra. Both phones
made realistic piano sounds (Brendel/
Beethoven from the new cycle), but
again it was the HD545 that managed
to capture the architecture of the
music, and sustain the gentle acoustic
that surrounds the instrument. The
HD475 was a little dry, and the
HD535 simply sounded homogenised,
with little of the texture and harmonic
complexity of areal piano.
My advice? The HD475 is excellent
in an upfront way, and is good value
too, with few obvious competitors at
the price. Avoid the HD535, which is
perhaps asimplistic response to what
is required of arock headphone, and
go for the HD545 if your budget has
enough stretch, irrespective of your
musical tastes.
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CONTROL
The Meridian 518 Digital Audio
Controller may point the way towards
the future of digital mastering
by

I

spent considerable time exploring
the signal processing abilities of
the
Meridian
618
digital
mastering processor [
HFNIRR, Jan
'95], marvelling at the changes in
sound quality as the 618 moved
down from 20 plus bit recordings to
the common industry spec of 16-bit
truncated. With its digital volume
function allowing for an audio chain
free from an analogue pre- amp, I
pleaded for remote control of
volume. The 618 is now supplanted
by the new 518 and my wish has
been granted. This unit is fully
remotely
controllable
on
all
significant functions. In fact the 518
comes with a Meridian system
remote, asmall table-top controller
called, logically enough, the MSR.
Not to be underestimated, the 518
is an assemblage of a number of
functions provided by the powerful
digital signal processor unit which
lies at its heart [see box].
The 518's versatility may be
extended via the 562 which allows for
up to seven digital inputs, and seven
analogue inputs, the latter converted
to the digital domain using an
accredited 16-bit A/D (derivative of
the renowned 607). An LP equalised

The 518
provides signal
enhancement
via dejittering
of the
inputs, plus
optimisation of
word lengths,
dither type,
noise
shaping and
de- emphasis

MULTI TALENTED
Wearing its hi-fi hat, the 518 can operate as a digital
line pre-amp or controller including a highperformance digital volume control. A host of named
digital inputs may be assigned from the selection of
AES EBU. three coaxials and a Toslink, with outputs
in both coaxial and AES EBU balanced. It may also
be controlled via an RS232 interface and it is CE
compliant.
As a ' pre-amp the 518 provides signal
enhancement via dejittering of the inputs, plus
optimisation of word lengths, dither type, noise
shaping and de-emphasis. With appropriate DACs, 18
bit plus replay performance may be realised from the
16- bit CD data channel.
Additional controls for Meridian electronics,
including the company's CD players, are provided on
the MSR handset.
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input is included on the 562.
In adigital system with final gain
control, such as aMeridian digital
loudspeaker, the volume facility on
the 518 is disabled and it may be
further
optimised
for
signal
enhancement by pre-setting optimal
gain and modes for different sources.
Finally, it offers the versatility of
the 618 for digital mastering where
the many facilities described in the
exhaustive but rather dense manual
may be pre-programmed and stored
on EPROM. The 518 costs £ 895
while the matching 562 input
extender AID is £ 695. Meridian's
matching, stand-alone 20 bit DAC
is the 566 at £995.

TECHNOLOGY
At the heart of the 518 is apowerful
Motorola DSP 56002 computing
engine. It allows two-channel volume
and other calculations to be operated
at an internal 72-bit level, rounded,
noise shaped and dithered to the
optimum word length for a given
DAC
or subsequent digitally
interfaced
component.
Signal
enhancement for this design doesn't
come about because of some
designer's particular preference for
a function
shape
for
data
interpolation, but because of the high
quality of signal handling per se,
taken in conjunction with its
operational features.
While the 518 is strongly based on
the preceding 618, design and build
improvements required for CE
acceptance have yielded shorter,
faster interfacing on the SPDIF 110,
improving transparency. A small gain
in phase lock performance has also
been achieved. Data interpolation
uses the classic sinx/x function.
Better sound is the result of several
design features — the jitter busting
double PLL front-end as well as the
ability to apply pre-emphasis to
appropriate DACs (those with

analogue domain de-emphasis), the
addition of linearising properly
shaped and distributed dither to the
output data and the ability to scale
the input data, to maximise the
performance of agiven DAC.
As amastering processor much of
the story was given in the 618
review. Suffice it to say here that the
518 has the ability to take high
resolution digital audio and format
it for the highest replay resolution,
including the 16-bit CD standard.
Note that the 518 cannot convert
sample rates; the input sample
appears at the output albeit dejittered. Also don't forget that part
of the 518 jitter reduction strategy
is the stripping out of time codes
from the output data. This generally
improves the jitter level at the
subsequent DAC.

SOUND QUALITY
It was impossible to cover all the
options, but Ihope to investigate
some of these with the Meridian 20bit DAC which takes 20-bit inputs
and has the optimal de-emphasis.
For this review I had the Orelle
DA188, Krell KPS20i/1 and Audio
Synthesis DAX-2 DACs, plus
Meridian, Krell and Micromega
transports, with Mark Levinson
No333, Krell KSA200-S and
Conrad-Johnson MV55 power amps
driving Mordaunt Short 880 and
Wilson Audio WITI' loudspeakers.
Control was by aAudio Synthesis
Passion, the fine Conrad-Johnson
PFR and PV12, and we also made
use of the variable output on the
Krell CDP.
Referring back to a618, Ijudged
the 518 to be astill more transparent
digital link operating on the SPDIF.
With no processing at all, the jitter
reduction
was
audibly
more
powerful, especially with poorer
transports. While Iwould probably
not buy it on the basis of its jitter
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DIGITAL PROCESSORS
reduction alone, it was certainly a
welcome advance.
As usual, you can hear changes as
sections of the 518 math functions
were brought into play, for example,
coming out of Bypass, selecting a
noise shaping function, and moving
the volume control off its OdB ` do
nothing'
setting.
While these
differences are audible, inherent even
in the best processing, I'll quickly
put them into perspective.
A top flight DAC, 18 or 20-bit
in/out, may be used with the 518
operating as a correctly dithered
volume control, allowing the DAC to
be direct coupled to the power
amplifier. This digital control mode
may then be compared with one
obvious alternative: no 518, and a
superb passive control used with
minimal lengths of the best quality
audio cable. In this context the passive
controller scores in the upper 30s (on
my usual subjective listening scale) for
sound quality; the average 'active' preamp comes in at 20 or below.
The Meridian control version, the
518, scores awhopping 45 on direct
comparison including all interface
losses. And this was without
exploring all of the 518 enhancement
facilities such as de-emphasised
decoding, nor proper scaling of the
DAC output to the power
amplifier.
For
this
comparison test Iused

SUPPLIER
Meridian
Audio Ltd,
14 Clifton Road,
Huntingdon,
Cambridgeshire
PE18 7E1
Tel: 01480
434 334

the ' Flat' and ' High Pass' noise
shaper options. As yet unconfirmed,
Isuspect that if fully optimised, a
few more marks would be possible
for the Meridian 518 used in this
listening test context.
So the 518 offers another route to
the current reference quality CD
replay incorporating remote control
of volume, namely the Krell KSP20i/I
(at over £ 11,000). Compared with
the usual analogue pre-amplifier
routes to volume control with digital
sources, the 518 delivered acleaner
and more immediate sound. There
were global gains in definition and
precision, heard over the entire
frequency range. A small part of this
may be attributed to the superior
loading also achieved in the analogue
domain by direct coupling the DAC
to agood power amplifier; (even the
'15K' Passion had a detectable
loading effect).
Moreover the 518 delivered purer
tonality, a more consistent sound
over a wider volume range plus
superior
stereo
depth
and
transparency. Subtleties of timing
and rhythm associated with fine
detail and superior low level
ambience did make up for a slight
softening of absolute dynamics and
power rhythm, detectable when used
purely as adigital interface.
However, taken overall the 518
result was unmistakably of
front
rank

audiophile quality, moving the
domestic replay of digital recordings
alarge step nearer the original sound

CONCLUSION
The original work on the 618, and a
couple of back-up checks on this 518
confirmed that the digital processor
was working to
the
claimed
performance limits. Actual results were
more dependent on the sources and
the DAC used rather than the 518.
As remote controlled pre-amplifiers
go, the 518 is averagely priced. Placed
in ahigh quality digital audio chain
its performance was excellent, and it
proved
capable
of
bringing
improvements in sound to a wide
range of systems. In this context it
offers unrivalled value and quality.
Where the use of the digital
volume control is inappropriate the
digital
signal
enhancement
capabilities may be used to the full
to maximise the performance of a
given source/DAC combination. In
acostly system the 518 again offers
a substantial benefit in this mode
and comes recommended.
Finally, its use as digital mastering
processor is already something of a
legend (this including the 618) and I
have no doubts concerning its ability
here, helping to produce the best
sounding CD issues from superior
quality masters. For all-digital replay
the Meridian 518 is the sound of the
future.

ROMULUS

TEL: 01732 469055.
FAX: 01702 60188

A tube amplifier with truly astounding loudspeaker control and sonic
clarity unchallenged by the dynamics of
any music.
True 35+35 Watts
RMS output power.
Designed and built by
engineers and music
lovers.

Supplied complete with cover
ROMULUS RRP £ 1189.00
CR DEVELOPMENTS LTD. Unit 8, Craftsman Square. Temple Farm Ind. Est., Southend - on - Sea, Essex. SS2 5RH

You can follow the digital
revolution or you can follow the

Esoteric High Fidelity CABLES
Dealers in Absolute. Audio Note Deltecre- lectrocompaniet.
Harmonix. Kimber. Mandrake MIT. Siltech Symo
Transparent Van den Hul. VVBT and others
.the RIGHT cables
.in YOUR system
. . . for YOUR ears
. . . in YOUR home
The sounds from the Pro-ject 1 had the famous engaging bloom and
warmth so characteristic of 1p, which is either caused by analogue's
inherent superiority over digital or amixture of distortion, crosstalk and
microphony according to your viewpoint. Anyway, Iliked it ... "
John Borwick, Gramophone

Project 1Turntable

70- ECT
AUDIO SYSTEMS

Pro-ject record playing systems are available for between £ 150 and £2,000
For more details and stockists, ' phone ORTOFON UK on 01753-889949

Contact us by phone, fax, or letter and we'll do our
best to help you achieve your goal
(Auditions may be subject to ahandling charge)
CONNECTIONS 13, JOHN PRINCES ST., LONDON WIM 9HB
(A division of Connection 90 Travel Ltd)
Tel .0181-348 5676 (200-7 00pm)
Fax. 0181-341 9368

CARTRIDGES

I

mpressed as Iwas by the Rega
P9 turntable [ February issue], it
seemed to me that the rather
basic Rega Elys cartridge didn't do
it justice. Mentioning this to Rega,
I was told that a new, higherperformance Rega cartridge was
already on the way. This turns out
to be the £249 Exact, aculmination
of Rega's development work in over
the years.
The Exact came with no technical
data other than the information that
the cantilever and Vital stylus (a
proprietary 'super elliptical' type)
are bought in from Agura in Japan.
It tracks at 1.75g and is housed in
a yellow sub-species of the
standard tapered Rega body
moulding. Apart from the usual
unthreaded through holes at Yin
centres, there is athird fixing point
at the front (
à la Linn Troika), a
blind hole in the top of the cartridge
body, with ametal threaded insert.
Rega's RB900 headshell has asuitable
hole for the third bolt, to give arigid
three-point mounting.
When lowered on to the record
with the designated tracking force, the
cantilever deflects considerably to take
up the correct playing position. And
when the arm is lifted-off after play,
the cantilever takes asecond or two
to recover its unloaded position, and
delivers aharmless but disconcerting
'plop'
through
the
speakers,
sometimes preceded by the kind of
rustling noise which will remind valve
amp users of asick capacitor.
Ilistened to the Exact mounted on
the P9/RB900, and tried various
amplifiers and speakers, mainly using
Musical Fidelity A1000 and Golden
Tube Audio SE40 amplifiers plus
Rogers Studio 7 speakers.

SOUND QUALITY

S

CONCLUSION
With a high-grade Vital stylus,
Rega's new moving- magnet takes on
moving- coils and provides a quality
match for the P9 turntable
by

There was no doubt about the
refinement and class of the Exact
compared with previous Rega
cartridges ( and probably with any
moving-magnet you could name).
The difference must be ascribed
mainly to the stylus tip. Wishful
thinking, you may say, but Iwas
reminded of the Supex 900 sound of
yore. This cartridge has a similar
midrange sweetness, a rightness on
vocals, saxophones and strings, but
at the same time it has a brighter,
more forward balance, and a
'modern' kind of snap and punch.
The bass end is well balanced, quick
and not too heavy, afar cry from the
sluggish bass of the old Supex, and
although it could create reasonable
depth, the Exact is far from ' laid
back'. But the Exact does have the
ability to surprise you continually with
new detail from old records. Or
perhaps it is wrong to say `new detail'.
Really what comes over is new life
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track built to a climax. On a jazz
record, avirtuoso solo at afast tempo
really could get you holding your
breath, taken over and swept along
by the performance. Rhythm sections
really came to life, recovering that
indefinable but essential bounce that
so many hi-fi systems seem to just
lose completely.
With classical music, the Exact
could manage the complexities of an
orchestra very well, without losing that
dynamic, punchy and immediate
quality. Surface noise was usually
minimised. Admittedly, this may be
partly ascribable to the Rega
P9/RB900, but I think that low
surface noise is still to be listed as
one of the great attributes of
the Exact. On the other hand,
edgy or bright recordings
could soon become tiring
to listen to. The Exact
generally gave nicer
results, for example,
with warm-sounding
Decca recordings than
with already-bright
EMIs. It has to be said
that the Exact will suit
classical listeners less
well than non-classical;
its presentation could
become
just
too
unremitting.

STEVE

HARRIS

and pace. The Exact works wonders
with pre-digital jazz, rock and R'n'B
recordings. Ifound myself hurrying
to pull out old favourites one after the
other, eager to hear them respond to
the freshening- up this cartridge
seemed ready to give them. The
Exact often seemed to bring out the
dynamics in a recording in a quite
unexpected way, and I can only
assume that it really is extracting more
of the dynamic range on the record.
For example, on alive rock track, it
could really convey the way the band
played harder (not just louder) as the

SUPPLIER
Rega Research Ltd
119 Park Street
Westcliffe-on-Sea
Essex
SSO 7PD
Tel: 01702
333 071

The bright balance and sheer energy
of this design make it seem fussy
about the other components you put
it with. Amplifiers with atendency to
upper-mid hardness are definitely out,
and the same goes for cables and
speakers. Basically, asystem that has
been chosen to give abit of artificial
zip to lacklustre sources could sound
horrible when fed with the lively,
dynamic output of the Exact.
Assuming you aren't in the market
for a complete Rega system, the
amplifier needs to be as ' fast' as the
cartridge without sounding hard,
which means agood valve amplifier
should be fine.
If you want acartridge which will
make all your records sound
acceptable and present music in a
pleasant, relaxing way, the Exact is
not for you. But if you want adevice
that is capable of digging more
excitement out of your records than
you ever knew was there, the Exact
can usually do it. At £ 249, maybe
you can afford to live dangerously.+

MADE IN ENGLAND
Rega entered the cartridge market in the early

unnecessary compromise of mechanical integrity.

1980s, with a made-in-Japan moving-magnet

But there were limits to the quality level that

called the R100, quickly followed by the RB100.

could be achieved with ' bought-in' products. and

Unlike other moving-magnet cartridges ( but like

the company soon became a true cartridge

almost all moving-coils). the Regas had a fixed

manufacturer. Today. Rega winds its own coils,

stylus assembly. Rega argued that the usual

builds the generator system and assembles this

pull-out detachable stylus mounting entailed an

into a custom ultra-high- precision moulded body.
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TC)TAL
Our ongoing series
on system synergy reaches
the £1000 mark
by ALVIN GOLD
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Denon 's
PMA-450SE
amplifier
(above left)
and Creek's
4240SE
amplifier

o
4240 lau.ros.

S

o we continue our stroll
through system design to the
next obvious price point.
Spending £ 1000 for acomplete CDbased systems means paying around
£300—£350
for
each
major
component. And this is fertile
ground. We're out of the strict
budget arena, designers have some
freedom to express their individuality
and the result is more interesting
than with previous price groups.
First, aquick look at the products
themselves, starting at the beginning
(where else?) with the CD players.
In ascending order of price, this
month's cast of fits and misfits are
the JVC XL-Z674BK, Marantz CD63SE, NAD514 and Sony CDPXA2ES, which range in price from
£350 to £400. You can read
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EQUIPMENT REVIEWED
CD Players
JVC XL-Z674BK
Marantz CD-63SE
NAD 514
Sony CDP-XA2ES
Amplifiers
NAD 314
Denon PMA-450SE
Musical Fidelity El0

£350
£350
£370
£400

£260
£280
£300

Creek 4240SE
Harman Kardon
HK1400
Loudspeakers
REF Q30
Micromega
Minium MS1
Ruark Icon

elsewhere about what lies under the
bonnets; here we're interested only
in what they do and how well they
do it.
Functionally, there are differences.
The NAD has the simplest displays
and the lowest control count (but
with its CAR compression circuit
which can be used to make tape

£350
£400

£279
£300
£359

One thing
Itake away
from this
review is
anew respect
for the KEF
UniQ driver

dubs in acompressed form, handy
in cars and personal stereos, these
are amongst the most useful); the
Sony scores highest for controls, and
jointly with the JVC for display
complexity.
Some of the other differences are
noteworthy, too. The JVC also has
a front panel display on/off switch,
a feature for which its designer
deserves
to
be
hugged
in
appreciation. It has a headphone
socket with avolume control, too, a
feature shared with the Sony. The
JVC level control also feeds avariable
analogue output, but it is clearly
inferior to the fixed output and
should be avoided. The Marantz has
afixed level headphone socket, and
the NAD manages without. At the
back, NAD and Marantz have digital
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SYSTEMS
electrical outputs, and all but the
NAD have optical digital outputs.
Turning to the amplifiers, the
models chosen — in ascending price
order and with the per channel
power outputs shown in brackets —
are the NAD 314 ( 35 watts),
Denon PMA-450 ( 60 watts),
Musical Fidelity El 0 (40 watts),
Creek 4240SE ( 40 watts) and
Harman Kardon HK1400 (40
watts). The Harman Kardon and
Creek have no phono inputs; the
Denon and the NAD have switching
for two pairs of speakers. The Creek
has doubled-up speaker sockets, but
they're not switchable, and are really
intended for biwiring. Only the NAD
has tone controls, though these can

low-cost, components can be made
to work better together as asystem
than one made using notionally more
sophisticated and more costly
components; and it's an extra special
poke in the eye for Mr H Packard
or the lovely ` Mlssa' if they happen
to measure worse as well. Of course,
personality is, in this sense, a real
phenomenon but more often at the
cost-no-object end of the market,
where component relationships are
often determined not by intrinsic
qualitative differences but by subtle

(sometimes not so subtle) differences
in the way they illuminate amusical
canvas.
To give a concrete ( and wood,
and plaster) example, the differences
be bypassed, and should be if the in acoustic character between two
aim is to optimise sound quality, as good concert halls may be thought
of as personality- type differences,
usual. Chose the Denon or the
since the acoustics themselves are
'Harman Kardon if you feel you
would value independent record and value-free: they neither elucidate nor
listen selectors, though all five are spoil amusical performance, but they
can have an important influence on
kitted out for true tape monitoring.
The Harman Kardon and the NAD the musical experience by changing
the
context.
By
contrast,
a
are best endowed with inputs; the
component responsible for even quite
Creek has the fewest. Ihope you
quantities
of harmonic
followed all that: I'll be asking small
distortion, especially where the
questions later!
distortion footprint changes with level
(a characteristic of the worst of
LOUDSPEAKERS
digital audio, especially in its early
Three are three pairs of loudspeakers:
days), is intrinsically abad thing: to
two compacts best used on stands,
one afloorstander with about twice be avoided precisely because the
change it makes to the sound,
the internal volume of the compacts.
The latter is the KEF Q30, which is though much more subtle than
between,
say,
the
equipped with afront vented UniQ difference
Concertgebouw
and
Boston's
coincident source drive unit and,
Symphony Hall, actually does make
perhaps surprisingly, this is the
the sound qualitatively worse in a
cheapest
of the
three.
The
Micromega Minium is essentially a way that is obvious on audition. As
an aside, some components attempt
conventional two-way, where the
to make a virtue of this kind of
Ruark Icon, another two-way design,
is inverted, with offset tweeters in left
and right handed enclosures. Both
use soft dome tweeters. The
Micromega is amore sophisticated
design which commands a higher
price, and whose principal goals
include reduced diffraction (hence
the offset tweeter) and improved
phase integration, not just with
lateral changes in listening position
but also above the listening axis
(hence the inverted configuration
and alow 2.41cHz crossover point).
The KEF Uni Q drive unit, of
course, is all about phase coherence
from almost any angle; you might
even say they wrote the book on the
subject. Although the two smaller
speakers are best used about 30cm
from awall, the KEF prefers alittle
more space at the back.
In our previous groups over the
last year or so, synergistic component
relationships have sometimes been
hard to find. This is asubject which
professional scribblers such as myself
pay some attention to: it makes a
great story if ' inferior', preferably
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The HKI400
amplifier from
Harman Kardon

Below: the
MS! from
Micromega

problem. Amplifier designers for
example often try to increase the
level of low order harmonic
distortion to give a ' valve like' feel
to an amplifier, but this too should
be
thought of as
inherently
undesirable, as well as missing the
point about what makes (some) valve
amplifiers special.
By and large, cost-constrained
products such as those in this feature
don't have the luxury of a strong
personality. Usually, it is all they can
manage to be half-competent. They
either work or they don't, and the
best systems are therefore quite often
those with the best components, or
at least the fewest weak ones.
Synergy issues in such instances are
usually limited to elements like
creative masking, in which abright,
edgy top end in one component is
masked by a duller sounding
component elsewhere. This is avery
low level, inferior version of what
system synergy at its best can mean,
and the reductio ad absurdum of the
system synergy concept.

SYNERGY
In this system there were somewhat
fewer of the really bad guys, and a
greater proportion of components
which did indeed display the magic
quality of personality. Take the
example of the system made up of
the KEF Q30 driven by the Denon
PMA-450 with the NAD 514 CD
player. Initially I auditioned this
system purely on spec: the KEF has
the widest bandwidth of the three
speakers ( actually
an
oversimplification — see later); the
Denon PMA-450 amplifier had
already shown itself to be focused,
dynamic and powerful (not forgetting
cheap of course); and the NAD has
a clean, dynamic sound that
appeared to be just right for the task
in hand. All good stuff in fact, at
least on paper.
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Clearly better.
Uke fashions high-end audio cables have come and gone
with the seasons. The philosophy always seemed to be: ' pick
the colours you like'. You choose acable ' sound' that best
suits your system. Instead, how about an interconnect that

acts like asystem component? A cable that is not euphonic
or 'coloured' but truly transparent. Transparent cables are
available now and will transform, not colour- up, your system.
Transparent Audio takes the task of interconnecting hi-fi
components seriously. Interconnects are seen as components
in their own right and not apassive bunch of wires. The task?
The interconnect must act as aphase correct low-pass filter.
So what's in the box? Every Transparent Cable from the

musiclink Basic to Reference Series has aModular
Interface Network —alow p&, >..• network that makes
these cables act like aComponer . 11 a hi-fi system. These filters are carefully designed and evaluated in stringent listening
tests to achieve optimum phase and frequency response and
minimum resonance. Each cable type and construction

The Rohmann cartridge has been developed by

needs it own unique filter with precision audio corirpor ents
chosen for sound quality
Because Transparent Audio uses neutrality arid clarity a‹, the
sonic starting point of all its designs Transparent Cables
sound like the transparent c3ble regardless of perfor rnar
level chosen. All cables use (ne same high quality materials,
high standard of construction and geometry.
Transparent interconnecting cables from the Basic, Plus,
Super, Ultra and Reference ranges are available in standard
phono and balanced ( Xi_R) formats; speaker cables are fitted
with gold-plated spades as standard but banana plugs are
also available.
It's time you heard why Transparent Audio cables are clearly
better Contact Absolute Sounds for aprice list and details
of Transparent Audio dealttrs

A

Absolute Sounds Ltd
58 Durham Road • London SW20 ODE
Telephone 0181-947 5047
Facsimile 0181-879 7962

of the company. It has been designed to bring much of

Mail Order Accessory Specialists
Audio Alchemy

the excellence of the MC7500 to awider audience. It is

HPA v1.0 Headphone Amp

Ortofon to celebrate the memory of the late chairman

aserious product commemorating aserious man, so
you will find none of the irreverent puns in this advert
that have become prevalent with our ads.
If you desire the same sound qualitv produced by ahigh performance, pure class "A", separate
power amplifier - then the HPA v1.0 is fir you. Because the's exactly what it is! The HPA v1.0 IIYIS
designed to drive any pair of headphones to realistic levels with incredible musicality. And with
the Incomparable HeadRoom® Audio Image Processor, the sonic presentation Ikxonies Call more
incredibly natural and lifelike. Rather than three disinrate, rallier disconnected sound sources, music
will appear as anatural and expansive continuum from one side of your head to the other!
The musical excellence of the HPA v1.0 must really be ;pant to be apPreciated. ONLY L249.00
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For more details or aFREE Audio Masters Catalogue call.
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SYSTEMS
SUPPLIERS

A system made in heaven? Not
quite.
The
combination
was
unexpectedly ill-at-ease. The system
'shouted' at modestly (I'd prefer to
say realistically) high volume levels,
making a real hash of one Bach
recording, the English Concert/
Pinnock version of the violin
concertos on Archiv — though I
accept this isn't the easiest of
recordings to deal with; it doesn't
flatter systems.
Ibanged through the iterations,
keeping the KEF speakers in place
with the intention of retaining the
extra bass, and each of the other
amplifiers, ending with the Musical
Fidelity E10, which Iremembered
as having a slightly softer, less
egregious and more euphonious
sound. Ithought this might calm the
KEF down, and to an extent it did
— but the edge-of-the-seat quality

various listening angles and, from
what Ican infer, in the quality of the
reverberant field. The Q30 has its
limitations, though. The bass
response is straight down the line,
with superior extension to the two
smaller speakers, but it doesn't like
being caned with low frequencies at
high levels. The louder organ and
wind orchestra passages from Wills's
The
Vikings
[
on
Reference
Recordings], adevastatingly powerful
recording, totally overwhelmed the
Q30 at anything other than modest
levels. Although the Ruark (the better
of the two compacts in this respect),
wasn't much better, the disparity in
size had led to expectations that it
would be significantly worse.

THE WINNERS

The KEF wasn't the only star
speaker this time out. It wins on
remained. The sound was OK, but value, consistency and bass extension
of course, and with the Marantz CD
the music still wasn't right.
The second change was to replace player and Musical Fidelity amplifier,
the NAD with the Marantz CD- comes in well inside the £ 1000
budget, with enough left over to buy
63SE, and this finally did the trick.
Something in the Marantz's nature, some reasonable cables in short
lengths. The Micromega Minium
something that made it seem
also performed well, but its
unnecessarily fussy and overdarker,
more
sophisticated compared with the characteristically
enclosed sound worked better with
NAD in certain combinations, made
sounding
electronics
it fit the system as aglove fits ahand sharper
(but not Ors!), and the system combinations: such as the very NAD
514 CD player/Denon PMA-450
sprang to life. For reasons that were
not immediately obvious, the amp rejected in the case of the
matching sounded more convincingly KEFs. This combination also came
dynamic then before, perhaps in on budget.
The problem arose with the Ruark
because there was less audible strain
as the system approached the edges Icon, which is quite obviously a
loudspeaker
than
the
of its performance envelope — better
Micromega on acouple of grounds:
though this doesn't properly explain
its
superior
stability
and first, the midband is more brightly
soundstaging, and the greater feeling lit and open in texture; and second,
of energy even at moderate volume the upper bass has a slightly
settings, for example in the inner pronounced quality that gives the
sections of Stravinsky's Firebird speaker abigger and more forceful
[Chicago SO/Boulez on DG]. Try sound, without overhang, loss of
definition or tunefulness. This is a
`Khorovode des princesses', track 9,
which was never in danger of heady mix in acompact loudspeaker,
but the £ 359 price restricts the
breaking the SPL meter.
One thing Itake away from this choice of partnering equipment,
review is anew respect for the KEF ruling out the Harman Kardon
UniQ driver. This is by far the most HK1400 amplifier for example,
convincing UniQ application Ihave whose rich, outgoing quality and firm
heard at an affordable price. There grip happened to suit the Ruark
is asense of 'rightness' about it when rather well. The Denon sounds a
properly driven, and with most little over the top with the Ruark,
and was not obviously well suited,
material, that Ihave not encountered
in other examples of the art; and the but the NAD made agood fist of it,
phase coherence made itself known particularly with price taken into
as an unustial consistency from account. It had alively, brilliantly
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Marantz 's reliable
CD-63SE CD player
(top) and KEF 's
Q30 speaker (below)

lit top end, which is quite distinctive.
The Creek did work. This is a
straightforward and fairly muscular
sounding amplifier which makes
good music in an unprepossessing
way, but it lacks power, and runs out
of grunt at levels that the other
amplifiers can sustain without
difficulty
incidentally,
contradicting the power output
specifications.
This leads us back to the Musical
Fidelity E10, which is surprisingly
potent
as
well
as
musically
competent, and clearly the best value
amplifier of the group, in much the
same way as is the KEF in the case
of the speakers. The E10 also has
one attribute that is almost unique
for any of the amplifiers in this
project: a bass end that doesn't
sound as though it is flat on its back.
Don't get me wrong: it isn't excessive
either:
it
just sounds lively,
authoritative and reasonably full. Try
the Jennifer Warnes version of
Leonard Cohen's ' Bird on aWire'
and listen to the percussion, which
should hit you in the solar plexus,
whereas the Denon, an otherwise
excellent amplifier, goes for that soft
spot just between the eyes.
A few words on the two
components not mentioned so far:
the JVC XL-Z674BK and the Sony
CDP-XA2ES CD players. Both were
chosen, in part, because they have
achieved agood press elsewhere, but
the JVC sounded mellow, and with
complex material rather messy,
ultimately lacking in separation and
vitality. It never sounded less than
pleasant, and its sins were of mainly
omission rather than
commission, but it
clearly wasn't in the
same class as the
Marantz. In fairness,
though, it represents
significant cost-saving
on the other choices,
and
could
be
considered with aview
to future upgrading
with some of the
costlier amplifier and
speaker pairings. Not
so the Sony, which
fulfilled all the advance
publicity
with
a
strikingly clean and
bold sound. It lost only
on the sense of focus
that
the
otherwise
slightly less capable
NAD brought to the
party, the ultimately
greater sophistication of
the Marantz — and
because its price
pushed some of the
better combinations
over budget.
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Opal designs Ltd
hi-fi & home theatre consultants
design • installation • maintenance
dealers for...

Mark Levinson
Latest...No.37 cd transport, No.36 & No.36s digital converters
No.331, No.332 & No.333 power amplifiers

Proceed
Latest...CDD cd transport, DAP digital converter,
PAV thx audio & video pre- amplifier, PRE pre-amplifier
AMP2 & AMP3 power amplifiers

Audio Alchemy
Arriving soon

new HPAV1.0 class A headphone amplifier

£250.00
Special mail order service on all Audio Alchemy products.

Apogee
Latest... Ribbon monitors £995.00
LCR home theatre ribbon speaker £849.00

MIT cables
Just arrived.. MI-330 plus II interconnects 1m pair. £250.00
MIT2 Biwire inc. CVT 8ft pair £399.00 & lots more.

Runco

World renowned ... Home Theatre video projection

Bow Technologies
Arriving soon ... Bow ZZ1 integrated amplifier
Bow ZZ8 cd player

Stax
In stock ... The complete range available
Mail order & overseas orders welcome
for futher information contact.
Opal designs Ltd.
Rockware Business Centre
Rockware Avenue
Greenford
Middlesex UB6 OAA
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6899

Tel: 0181 930 7972

Fax: 0181 930 7976
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outlay of almost £2000 on acartridge,
Sonic Youth, it's evident that the
Temper was designed not to assault the Temper must appear on any
ears conditioned by more than a shortlist. And Idon't mean the list
decade's worth of digital conditioning that's short just because the numbers
but to seduce them into an analogue of available cartridge types has been
mood. It makes me think of Max reduced. If this were 1980, there'd be
asix month wait for the Temper.
Townshend's turntables in its
presentation, which boils down to

mastering the art of minimising CABLE UPDATE
Given that I hate writing about
surface noise and tracing whoosh.
cables, Istill have to use ' em. And
And Ihave no axe to grind with
miunI1111
11111.1\ .111111111111111 r
.:
those who, having lived with the because I'm areviewer, it behoves me
between-track silences of CD for so to use the current version so that you,
- 11111111d11111111. 1
.11/It
muumuu= ., ,
L
, long, find it hard to move to the reader, will be able to go into any
er,
shop and duplicate my experiences.
analogue because of low-level noise.
If it takes abreed of cartridge that Anyway, two of the longest serving
can produce a facsimile of a CD's wires in my set-up have been
supplanted by newer models, and I
K, so the smallest knees-up silences, so be it. What makes the
Temper so downright modern yet must make mention of them.
you could organise in 1996
The first cable I've (voluntarily)
uncompromised is the way that it
might be The Annual
Gathering
of
Cartridge retains the analogue virtues of replaced in years is Siltech's still-inproduction HF6 digital coaxial (75
smoothness, bloom and richness. So
Manufacturers, but Ireckon you'd
have to lay on more saki than I suppose that another way of ohm) cable. Why? Because the
company has introduced the thicker,
schnapps. Scan-Tech (makers of the describing the sound is to liken it to
the California Audio Labs Tempest more complex HF-8Si, which Iwas
Lyra range), Koetsu, and Immutable
told would alter my life, restore my
are but three Japanese manufacturers II SE, one of the ' most analogue
which come to mind, and Ireckon sounding' CD players ever and hair, raise my arches and weed my
lawn. The new wire, afair bit dearer
that you can still get Denons. Idon't
at £ 180 per metre, plus £ 50 for
even want to think about which
WBT plugs, is a much more
European makers remain active, but
complex affair. As
with all
Isuspect that you'd have ahard
Siltech wire, the main material
time assembling aminyan. But
is silver, this model employing
God bless 'em, because their
acentral array of seven fine
cartridges just get better and
strands
surrounded
by
better. And Immutable is
another dozen wires. The
making some of the most
dielectric is multi-layered, a
radically ' new' cartridges of
cutaway revealing three
all.
different wraps for superb
Having used the original
shielding. And the mere act of
semi-spherical Transfiguration
replacing the hard-to-fault HF6
and the Supreme, Iwas pleasantly
rewards you with afuller, smoother,
surprised to learn that development
more coherent, more detailed sound.
has continued, resulting in the
What Ihaven't yet tried, probably
Temper. Selling for £ 1950, it's the
Transfiguration 'sSupreme moving-coil
because I'd rather listen to music
new flagship, almost a dead ringer cartridge, stablemate to the Temper
than watch a film, is HF-8Si as a
for its predecessor. As is standard
video cable. Apparently, it's terrific
surely the inverse of a cartridge
fare for Immutables, the design is
yokeless, with a ring magnet which apes the worthiest elements of in that role, too, no doubt because
of its 30GHz bandwidth. so maybe
surrounding the coils. This latest CD playback.
I'll be fiddling around behind the
What will shock people most
version delivers the highest output so
far from the design, an almost about the Temper, which denies its Theta Data III this weekend.
And then there's the new Puppy
generous 0.2mV. OK, so it won't fire name by being so placid, is the lack
of drama. Aside from the effort Tail for the WATT-to- Puppy
up astandard 47k ohm m-m phono
connection. It's so good that the
needed to match its output to an
stage, but it works perfectly with even
the stingiest of m-c step-ups. The appropriate phono stage, the rest of System V has been renamed System
V.1. For £ 650 the pair, you can
set-up,
compatibility
and
stylus is a PA solid-diamond type, its
transform System V through even
behaviour
is
a
case
of
ease
and
fitted to a reinforced aluminium
cantilever. Compliance is medium, composure. It tracks beautifully and better integration of the two sections,
resulting in smoother transitions at
it responds to the SME's fluid
the tracking force aclassic 1.8g and
the
crossover
point,
greater
with
incredible
the whole thing weighs only 7.5g, so damping
coherence
and
all
sorts
of
peripheral
predictability;
you
can
dial
in
the
it works beautifully in my SME IV.
improvements which are hard to
What's so ear-opening about the exact amount of bass control and
relate directly to the new PuppyTail.
transient
'
smear
removal'
to
your
Temper is its utter neutrality. While
But since that's the only change,
my career-long allegiances to the preferred levels, the alterations
from where else can they be coming?
warmth of a Koetsu Urushi or the audibly evident with every quarterBetter transparency, sharper attack
turn of the damping paddle.
crystalline bite of a Decca Gold
Is it one of the all-time greats? I (not that System V needed it),
might suggest aweird tolerance for
coloration, Imust admit that Ican suppose that such an honour no improved three-dimensionality. Now
longer matters in aworld where the six and a half bills is a lot of dosh
succumb on occasion to the nearLP has been reduced to an object of for two metres of wire, but Idon't
arialytical properties of Benzes,
think any System V owner will be
cult desire. Are there enough vinyl
Clearaudios,
and,
indeed,
able to resist once the gains are
crazies who even care? For those who
Transfigurations.
Even
when
Ken Kessler
still love vinyl enough to justify an heard.
listening to a raucous barrage from
.t111111111111111111 , i
»11:111 1Iniminninti Z:
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The highend
cartridge
lives on,
even in the
age of
digital
domination

SIIPPLIERS
The'remper is
distributed by
Reference
International on
01435 868 004.
Silted: and
Wilson Audio are
distributed by
Absolute Sounds
on 0181
947 5047
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SOUND
Thanks to home theatre, surround
sound is the future. Here's a guide
through the maze of 'matrix' and
'discrete' multi- channel systems

by

ou do not need such avery
long memory to recall
quadraphonics, the hi-fi
industry's last disastrous attempt at
the art of surrounding the listener
with sound. Nowadays, the way to
woo the consumer is through the
home cinema experience. But in fact,
there is a basic similarity between
the matrix of phase shifting now
used to provide centre and rear
channels and the 1970s SQ and QS
'matrix' quadraphonic techniques,
which obtained left and right rear
channels by much the same method.
However, the origins of today's
surround sound lie not in the
quadraphonic experiments of the
1970s, but in the history of the
cinema sound track. In 1941,
Disney's Fantasia used a stereo
sound format with three channels
and acontrol channel.
This eventually led to the six-

PETER 1 COMEAU

The origins
of today's
surround
sound lie
not in the
quadraphonic
experiments
of the 1970s,
but in the
history of
the cinema
sound track

A

channel phenomenon of 70mm
Cinemascope — a magnetic stripe
down the edges of the 70mm film
carrying five forward channels and
one surround channel. So, almost
from the beginning, stereo sound in
the cinema used one channel behind
listeners for theatrical effects. This
third output thus became known as
the ` effects' channel.
With six- track 70mm magnetic
sound to play with, sound mixers
became more subtle in their use of
the effects channel, using it to
surround the audience with low level

ambient sounds. Speakers were
added to the sides, as well as the
rear, of theatres to create a more
diffuse soundfield, and the rear
"at. channel became the ` surround'
L. / .4\ channel.
-*\

For the classic 35mm film
medium a mono optical
soundtrack ran down one side

of the film. From 1976 on ( using
Dolby A noise reduction) this was
converted to stereo, but the need for
mono compatibility meant that the
soundtrack area could not be
increased to accommodate multiple
surround
channels
without
considerable noise penalties.
To overcome this problem, Dolby
Laboratories introduced in 1978 a
surround system based on the matrix
ideas first used for encoding
quadraphonic sound on stereo LPs.
In the cinema this was known as
Dolby Stereo, and the matrixed
channels followed the movie norm
of left, centre and right plus a
surround channel.
As the system was entirely suitable
for any two-channel media, including
video tape and Laserdisc, the
consumer version, called Dolby
Surround, caught on quickly with
users. The question is, why has there
been so much enthusiasm for Dolby
Surround, compared to the flop that
was quadraphonic?

DOLBY PRO-LOGIC
The answer must lie with the
blossoming of Dolby ProLogic [see
box] and THX enhancements, giving
results that are remarkably similar to
the cinema experience.
Quadraphonic was difficult to

Pioneer's Laserdisc players will play both European PAL and American NTSC discs, even though sale of the latter here
infringes copyright
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implement using the technology of
the day, and in the end offered the
listener very little for his or her
investment over the traditional two-
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channel stereo. But Dolby Surround,
thanks to its movie-style surroundand-effects format, really does show
an obvious improvement in the
sound presentation.

HOME THX
Home THX is both a Lucasfilm
specification for high-quality movie
sound replay and an enhancement
to the tonal and spatial characteristics
of Dolby Pro-Logic decoding. THX
decoders have equalisation to remove
the unnaturally bright balance
(which suits the acoustics of the
cinema auditorium) which is mixed
on film. ' Timbre matching' and
`decorrelation' give the illusion of a
multiple- source surround sound
matching the front channels well
enough to provide a ' sphere of
sound' around the listener. Because
they address the differences between
the cinema auditorium and the home
listening
room,
Home
THX
techniques are equally applicable to
discrete systems like the new 5.1
channel formats. The same reequalisation and timbre matching is
required, and dynamic decorrelation
still spreads the sound from rear
speakers around the room.
Even with all the steering logic,
clever delay and the decorrelation of
THX, no-one pretends that the rear
channel output of Dolby Surround
is really ' discrete', that is, separate
and distinct from the other channels.
Hence the rears are called the
'effects' channel and are not really
meant to be heard directly. But if
you want to be placed firmly in
amongst the action, there is nothing
like being immersed in a proper
sound field. And the only way to do
this is via crosstalk-free, discretely
stored, multiple channels.
But many listeners will claim to
be satisfied with a soundstage that
lies in front of them. With the
illusion of depth stretching away
behind the speakers, surely this is
three-dimensional enough?
Similar questions were asked when
stereo was introduced. People didn't
want to clutter up their homes with
another loudspeaker and more wires.
But the stereo radiogram offered a
simple, if restricted, experience of the
wonders of stereo and it quickly caught
on. Like it or not, the expansion of the
sound field is with us to stay — the
advent of home cinema has seen to
that. It may require the much hyped
surround sound of modular TVs to
finally persuade buyers they need more
than two speakers.

WHICH FORMAT?
Whatever it takes to get more
speakers into the room, once they
are there they become legitimate
fodder for the new discrete surround
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sound technologies. Dolby Digital
AC- 3 has been ratified for cinema
and US Digital Video Disc, but
European DVD still has no
recognised sound standard other
than MPEG stereo ( MPEG is the
specification for compressed video
and sound data first used on Video
CD), and AC- 3 won't fit on to
Laserdiscs designed for the European
PAL TV standard. And aman called
Spielberg has thrown aspanner in
the works by mixing the soundtrack
of one of the biggest blockbusting
films of all time, not in Dolby Digital
AC- 3, nor THX Dolby Stereo or

Whatever it
takes to get
more speakers
into the room,
once they are
there they
become
legitimate
fodder for the
new discrete
surround
sound
technologies

any existing recognised format, but

using anewcomer called DTS. And
this, reputedly, after just one
demonstration! So, what is the
difference between these formats and
what media can they be used on?
The label ' 5.1' refers to the
discrete channels encoded in these
formats giving the listener the benefit
of Left, Centre, Right, Left Surround
and Right Surround plus adedicated
sub-woofer channel. This makes
much more sense when transferring
the original six- channel format of
70mm films like The Sound of Music,
which previously had to be mixed

THE MATRIX SOLUTION
Matrix encoding of four channels into two is

i3 deliberately limited In bandwidth ( 100Hz-

handled by shiftiig the phase of the two

7kHz), encoded with a modified form of

extra channels so that they can be mixed in

Dolby B noise reduction, and mixed into the

with the left and right channels with full

left and right channels with 180° phase

mono and stereo replay compatibility. The

differential. On decoding, the difference

method is similar to the Hafler surround

signal between the left and right channels

replay system, where the out-of- phase signal.

':herefore becomes the surround channel.

ostensibly the sound from the

'Pro-Logic decoding is simply an additionar

rear of the

microphone, is recovered by wiring a

active process designed to enhance the

speaker across the positive left and right

separation between channels and so improve

speaker terminals. This speaker is then

sound image location and focus on playback.

placed 3t the rear of the room and

Too late for matrix quadraphonic discs came

reproduces only the difference signals —

Ambisonics. a method of encapsulating a

what one hopes are the ambient sounds

360° sound field using directional

from the rear of the recording venue. In the

components of the soundfield. At the heart

recording studio, such out-of- phase

of the Ambisonic approach is the concept

information can be introduced deliberately,

that the soundfield can be described by four

to provide effects from the rear. For Dolby

hierarchical signals, namely W ( mono). X

Surround the centre channel information is

(Left - Right velocity). Y ( Front - Back

introduced as a common, mono, mix

velocity) and Z ( Up - Down velocity). From

between the left and right channels, but

W. X. Y. Z the reproduced soundfield is

with a - 3dB attenuation to maintain the

reconstructed by deriving signals

overall acoustic balance. On decoding

psychoacoustically optimised for the user's

(replay). it follows that the common signal

specific speaker layout. Ambisonic signals

from the left and right channels is directed

can be either matrixed onto two channels or

to the centre channel. The surround channel

included in four channel discrete media.

down to the two- channel- matrixencoded
Dolby
Surround
for
Laserdisc and Videotape release. New
formats have their sights firmly fixed
on Digital Video Disc ( DVD) as a
carrier which can handle amaximum
data rate of 576 kb/s for MPEG
audio. Some form of compression is
required to fit multiple channels of
audio into this data rate, and the most
logical method is to use 'perceptual
coding'.
Such lossy encoding follows
the principle of selecting which
sounds are audible and discarding
those that are unlikely to be perceived,
using
the
auditory
masking
phenomenon.
The sonic spectrum is split into
narrow frequency bands during digital
sampling of the audio waveform. Low
intensity sounds will be masked by
any high level sounds that lie in
nearby frequency bands, and so can
be discarded. From a 16- or 20-bit
digital sampling system, the number
of available bits that fit into the DVD
data rate may reduce to just 4! Data
bits are thus usually allocated amongst
the frequency bands as needed by the
dynamic range of the signal. So ahigh
intensity signal may require most of
the available bits, meaning that lower
intensity signals will be lost.
In contrast, a range of low level
signals
distributed
across
the
frequency spectrum could be encoded
with little loss. While this fits in well
with the model of human hearing,
where the loudest sounds attract our
attention, the method of filtering the
input signal and the principles of
perceptual coding need to be adjusted
carefully to avoid degradation of signal
quality.
Dolby Digital AC- 3 follows the
concept of audible noise reduction
that has made Dolby Labs famous.
Here, though, the noise comes not
from the input signal but from the
reduction in bit rate when coding the
signal. Reducinlz bit rate has the same

effect as raising the background noise
level of acassette tape recorder. In
both cases there is less clean data area
in which to record the signal faithfully.
Dolby Digital AC-3divides the audio
spectrum of each channel into
frequency bands optimised to match
the frequency selectivity of human
hearing. This makes it possible to
compare bands where coding noise is
severe to bands of wanted signal.
Available data bits are distributed
according to a built-in model of
auditory masking to make sure there
are sufficient bits to describe the audio
signal while masking noise.
Originally AC- 3 was chosen for
cinema 5.1 channel soundtrack where
it had to fit in the only remaining
space on 35mm film — between the
sprocket holes! It lies alongside the
matrix Dolby Stereo analogue
soundtrack, kept for compatibility,
and the reduced data rate allows its
inclusion in this small remaining area
of film.
Dolby Digital AC- 3can operate at
data rates from 32kb/s up to 640 kb/s
and supports up to 20-bit coding at
sampling rates up to 48kHz. In the
USA it is the chosen format for
HDTV, Laserdisc and DVD. In
Europe, however, Philips Musicam

Philips prototype
DVD player: the
soundtrack format
for DVD movies in
Europe has still to be
decided

A man called
Spielberg has
thrown a
spanner in
the works by
mixing the
soundtrack
of one of
the biggest
blockbusting
films of all
time not in
Dolby Digital
AC- 3, nor
THX Dolby
Stereo or any
existing
recognised
format, but
using a
newcomer
called DTS

Dolby Digital replay options

AN PROCESSOR
AC- 3 S/PDIF BITSTREAM

LEFT
5 1- CH

CENTRE

AC - 3

RIGHT

DECODER

J
r

DIGITAL
RECEIVER

LEFT SURROUND
RIGHT SURROUND

2- CHANNEL
2-CH

LEFT

PRO LOGIC

DECODER

CENTRE

DECODER

AUDIO/VIDEO
TRANSPORT
STREAM

RIGHT
SURROUND

DEMUX
RT

.1

VCR

HDTV
SDTV
DVD
CABLE
SATELLITE

MPEG-2

COMPOSITE

VIDEO
DECODER

-VIDEO
COMPONENT

S- VIDEO

Dolby's vision of afuture format canying 5.1 channel AC3sound, 2channel matrix surround sound and MPEG2 video
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Surround has been the first choice for
DVD and Digital TV to fit in with
the
backwards
compatibility
requirement of MPEG audio. Video
CD uses MPEG1 coding for its video
and audio datastream, and the same
coding techniques had to be used for
the MPEG2 format used on DVD.
Musicam is asimilar system to the
PASC coding used for Philips Digital
Compact Cassette (DCC). Here the
frequency spectrum is split into 32
equal bands and the masking effect
of high intensity bands over low
intensity
signals
is
calculated
according to a modification of the
human hearing threshold.
Bit
allocation is adaptive in anon-linear
fashion, using up to 15-bits for
'important' signals and 2-bits for low
level signals. The bit rate is reduced
by scaling the amplitude using alookup table giving an equivalent dynamic
range to 19-bit linear coding.
Unfortunately the MPEG1 bitstream
only allowed audio data allocation for
two channel stereo — the surround
element being matrixed with Dolby
Surround for Video CD film releases.
When
MPEG2
Musicam
5.1
Surround is played back on MPEGI
decoders the centre and surround
channels are lost.
This is called ' NBC' (Non
Backwards Compatible) mode. To
accomplish BC mode the centre and
surround information is matrixed into
the left and right channels, but this
requires an increase in the data rate
potentially funded by dynamic bit
allocation, so in practice adecrease
in audio quality may result.

DTS 'COHERENT ACOUSTICS'
DTS Technology took a totally
different approach when designing
Coherent Acoustics. The aim was not
just to fit 5.1 channels of CD quality
audio in to a restricted data rate of
384 kb/s ( the maximum specified for
US HDTV), but to supply an
efficient coding technology capable of
exceeding CD quality with 8channels
of 24-bit resolution using sampling
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addition to the Dolby Surround
matrix digitally encoded soundtrack
on ii 59 soundtrack irnatrucedl
that both NTSC and PAL Laserdiscs
employ. For example the latter part
of 1996 will see Pioneer's US launch
of acombined DVD/Laserdisc player,
and a receiver with Dolby AC- 3
decoder.
In Europe there is no room on a
PAL Laserdisc for AC- 3 or DTS
without removing the standard two
channel digital soundtrack. There is
no technical reason why, given adual
standard player complete with digital
output, NTSC Laserdiscs shouldn't
form the mainstay of the AC- 3
revolution. But this is politically
impossible because of copyright,
which prevents the import and sale
of NTSC discs to PAL countries.
However, there will certainly be
AC-3 has made it possible to fit a 5.1 channel enough bandwidth on aDVD disc to
digital soundtrack between the sprocket holes
carry extra bitstreams which could
on 35mm prints. Among the benefits are not
encompass Dolby Digital AC- 3 and
only high quality sound, but also a track that
DTS if consumers require them.
is high! s' resistant to wear and tear, thanks to
DVD provides for up to eight 5.1
a relatively large bit-size (exaggerated here)
channel soundtracks, ostensibly for
use with different language versions.
If DTS is added to the DVD
rates up to 192kHz.
Like PASC, the DTS encoder first standard it could use a couple of
these soundtracks to carry high
splits the audio spectrum into 32
equal sub-bands. Differential coding definition, high bit rate 5.1 channel
audio.
is applied to each sub-band to remove
dogdal soundtrack

objectively redundant information,
and psychoacoustically modelled
noise- masking
thresholds
and
transient analysis are applied to
modify the differential coding loop.
Thus only the perceptually relevant
sound information is coded, with bit
allocation occurring adaptively if

Toshiba's vision
of the future: this
is the company's
newly-launched
40in widescreen
television

players. What is obvious is that, if
the huge storage capacity of aDVD
can be used in an audio-only
application, we should no longer have
to put up with the lossy compression
methods selected for both picture and
sound in DVD movies, with the
motion blurring and pixellation typical
of MPEG video and loss of sonic
ambience and minor detail that AC-

DV!) player by
Todilba

required. DTS Coherent Acoustics is
designed to be flexible, hopefully meet
the needs of future sound formats as
well as existing ones.
The output datastream can fit to
data rates between 32kb/s and 4096
kb/s, and the degree of compression
can range from 40:1 up to alossless
variable data rate coding mode. CDs
are already available from Mobile
Fidelity International demonstrating
adiscrete four channel mixdown from
studio multi-channel masters using
20-bit resolution coding.
Major films like Jurassic Park and
Casper have been released to cinemas
with DTS soundtracks, as well as
being available on US Laserdiscs.

WHICH MEDIA?
The American authorities have
sanctioned Dolby Digital AC- 3 for
forthcoming HDTV (High Definition
Television) broadcasting. In the USA
and Japan (which also uses the
American
NTSC broadcasting
system) the Dolby Digital decoders
are likely to be the norm. Also,
NTSC
Laserdisc
releases
are
commonly carrying a Dolby Digital
AC- 3 track in place of one of the
FM-based sound channels. This is in
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HIGH QUALITY AUDIO
DVD offers a chance to zoom past

HQAD

the current level of fidelity realised
from CD, as an audio- only carrier
with the capability of using 48kHz
sampling rates at 24-bit precision or
96kHz/20-bit. The High Quality
Audio Disc (HQAD) proposal being
championed by the ARA (Acoustic
Renaissance for Audio) includes the
option of up to eight channels of
discrete linear PCM audio, using
lossless compression for zero error

The ARA's
proposal for High
Quality Audio
Disc can be
viewed on the
internee web site
http://wuno.merich
an.co.uk/ara/.

playback. Two of the eight channels
could be used for a full stereo mix
for compatibility with existing
playback equipment, including Dolby
Surround. The remaining six
channels could carry five speaker
feeds ( L, C, R, Ls and Rs) with the
possibility of Ambisonic steering plus
an optional height or bass effects
channel. There is still room on the
disc
to
encapsulate
an
AC3/Musicam compressed bitstream for
overall compatibility with DVD

3 and Musicam entail. The disc
format of DVD has acapacity of 3.7
Gb of data delivered at peak rates up
to 9Mbits/sec, and as this will
undoubtedly be used for multimedia
computer data as well as home cinema
delivery,
there
exists
the
possibility for HQAD to become
the audiophile's preferred sound
format. In the USA Dolby Digital
AC- 3 is on something of aroll.
But with more films being released
to
the
cinema
with
DTS
soundtracks, the more transparent
sonic capabilities of Coherent Audio
may have more of asay in the future
channel format of DVD than we
currently realise. New Motorola 24bit decoder chips could carry AC- 3
and DTS decoding to give the
consumer a choice. And it is that
choice that will shape the future. Only
if the mass market is willing to accept
DVD as areplacement for VHS tape
will the new medium take off.
Otherwise it could share the
specialised niche-market fate of CDI, Laserdisc, DCC and MD.
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MUSE

for the

To hear the power and majesty

of Gershwin 'Rhapsody in Blue',
your HiFi system comes from
Audiofreaks.
Sheer musicality with real
dynamics and power, are trade
marks of MUSE power amplifiers.

Up

to 500W of solid state power is at

ve
Mus,,

lo
of

your disposal.
Beautiful craftsmanship and
reliability at unusually
inspiring prices. Active dynamic
subwoofer systems as well as state of
the art D / A converter complement
the range 4MUSE high-end
components.
MUSE - a wise choice for the love
of music.

ALIDIOPREAKS

Distributors of Fine Audio & Home Theatre Equipment

15, Link Way, Ham, Surrey TW10 7QT.
Tel: 0181. 948 4153 Fax: 0181. 948 4250.

Colder Dra

Precision Audio Tubes

Please enquire for any tube types not listed. We have an inventory of over 2,500 different types in stock.
RETAIL PRICE LIST
Golden Dragon High Quality Pre-amplifier Tubes
12AT7A/E81CC/ECC81 £6.95
12AU7A/E82CC/ECC82 £6.95
12AX7A/E83CC/ECC83 £6.95
12BH7A
£9.95
6DJ8/E88CC/ECC88 £ 10.95
6SN7GT/ECC33
£8.95
Golden Dragon Triodes
2A3 4 Pin
2A3 Octal
211
811A
845
805

NEW: NEW: NEW
KT66 Super £ 65.00 pair
KT90 £65.00 pair
KT9OLX £75.00 pair
274B £ 14.50 each
350B £29.95 pair

Singles

Per Matched Per Matched
Pair
Quad
£22.50 £50.00 £ 100.00
£22.50 £50.00 £ 100.00
£28.50 £60.00 £ 120.00
£ 11.50 £25.00 £50.00
£36.50 £75.00 £ 150.00
£36.50 £75.00 £ 150.00

Golden Dragon 300B Range
3008 Super
4.300B
4.300B LX Super

£79.00 £ 160.00 £320.00
£84.00 £ 170.00 £340.00
£ 124.00 £250.00 £500.00

Golden Dragon Special Quality Pre-amplifier Tubes
E81CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise
E82CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise
E83CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise
E88CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise

£10.50
£10.50
£9.50
£14.50

24 Hour Answering Service. Cash with order or Access - Visa
- Mastercard
Golden Dragon Power Tubes
EL34 Super
EL34M
E84 L ( Special Quality EL84)
EL156 Octal
6L6WGB
KT66
KT88
KT88 Special ( Gold Plated)
6L6GC
6550A
6550A Special (Gold Plated)
50CA10
807

We have avast range of tubes available from manufacturers all over the world including rare and vintage types.
An 80 page booklet of valves available is updated monthly and can be provided at acost of £2.50 per copy U.K.
£4.00/$7.00 rest of world or you may telephone our Sales Desk for aprompt quotation.

Per Matched Per Matched Per Matched
Pair
Quad
Octet
£25.00 £50.00 £ 100.00
£25.00 £50.00 £ 1013.00
£12.50 £25.00 £50.00
£75.00 £ 150.00 £300.00
£25.00 £50.00 £ 100.00
£25.95 £52.00 £ 104.00
£57.95 £ 116.00 £232.00
£67.95 £ 136.00 £272.00
£19.95 £40.00 £80.00
£42.95 £86.00 £ 172.00
£64.95 £ 130.130 £260.00
£84.95 £ 170.00 £340.00
£25.00 £50.00 £ 100.00
Prices exclude VAT and Carriage.
Please add carriage charge of £2.50
for UK orders and VAT at 17.5%

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD., sprin ghead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DAll
Sales Desk 01474 560521 Fax 01474 333762
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black box

New DIY
ways :o
tackle
congested
sonics
caused by
RF pollution
— without
altering any
audio
circuitry

ou might define ' tweaks' as
'Changes
in
listening
circumstances that seem
to/are claimed to (delete as applicable
according to whether sub- or
objectivist; if omni-jectivist, unask
the question) cause a disproportionately large change in what is
perceived'. ' Tweaks' often have
nothing to do with the audio
circuitry, at least not directly, in a
conventional ' engineering' sense,
where relevant details needs have
measurable, explicit, repeatable
effects. The more you know about
the uncertainties and imperfections
in audio signal paths, the harder it
is to believe that the benefits of
changes outside the box ( always

insurance.

SINKING RADIO HASH?
I propose that the 1() mm' wires
bonding to the solid, real earth that
had already been established, enabled
the radiators to act as shields and/or
dissipators of ambient RF energy,
rather than as aerials or reflectors as
they must do when left floating or
when the ' grounding' is purely
notional at RF, due to skimpy or
thinly stranded wire with thick
copper oxide coatings. The sonic
benefits, described as ' reduction in
electronic glare' and 'gains in clarity,
dynamics, transparency... low level
detail... and even rhythm and pace'
are what you might expect when
ambient RF energy is lowered.

crystals may be destroyed or stressed
by handling, is no worry — for once.
So as not to offend the IEE
regulations, which require the
equipotential bonding to be covered
throughout with green/yellow coding,
the chosen RFoptimised conductor
(which may not be so conveniently
coloured) may be wrapped in
green/yellow tape;
or else
a
conventional green/yellow conductor
could be spiralled around it, and
connected in parallel at each end.
Metal objects that may benefit from
improved RF earthing need only be
near your listening room, and range
from the building steels in large
buildings, RSJs, stove pipes, chimney
liners, Dexion metal shelving, filing
cabinets, fluorescent light casings,
portable fires and radiators, and even
parked vehicles! The sonic benefit
of this strapping has probably not
come to attention before, because
there has never been so much use of
the RF spectrum. In a previous
'Black Box' [ May ' 96], Ishowed
how each ( or any combination of)
earthed item(s) may be tied to (the
nearest) earth ground, via atypically
1jiF RF capacitor, without affecting
mains safety systems and legitimate
earthing conventions.

AN ABSORBING EXPERIMENT

This is agood moment to mention
that quite a few of the topics and
If these improvements really occur ideas in Black Box have been
prompted by other lateral audio
because RF is being drained off to
One
of
the
keen
uncontrolled variables inside. The ground, then the conventional PVC thinkers.
mathematics of chaos can show how insulated, large-stranded copper that contributors has been Vince Hawtin;
Peter van
is the norm for electrical installation another has been
small variables can act out of all
proportion. Just one kicked-over wiring above 2.5mm= (in UK) will Willenswaard from the Netherlands,
traffic cone or badly parked car can become less effective over time, as who suggests an ' absorbing' tweak.
To perform Peter's experiment
the copper's skin is gradually
seed the jam that gridlocks acity.
you will need to have some of the
oxidised by the PVC and ultimately,
the atmosphere. Of course, like many black conductive sponge used to
BONDING FOR RF
In HFNIRR's 40th year, the breadth other gradual changes, this won't be protect semiconductors. Switch off
readily noticed because there isn't a and open up your CD player. Look
and quality of debate in the ` Views'
for the digital ICs in particular and
pages remains noteworthy. When a ready point of comparison. For the
cut pieces of foam slightly smaller
most effective earthing at RF without
magazine devotes several pages to
readers' letters in every issue, and progressive degradation, the bonding than each IC's plastic lid. Then glue
when these letters are not simply wire should have the same high CSA these on top of the ICs using silicone
rubber (bath sealant). Make sure the
(10mm' say) but also awide profile,
flippant,
congratulatory,
or
for low self-inductance. It will likely foam doesn't touch the IC legs. Also
elementary
system
questions
designed to boost the responding comprise high purity copper braid or cut back and remove any exuded
foil, that is ' tinned' (soaked in atin silicone after it has had aday to dry.
expert's ego, or are inside jobs — as
Neither should cause harm but
is apparent in some publications, based alloy, alias solder), else 'plated'
might invalidate the experiment.
then you know you have hit upon or zone-alloyed with tin; or coated
()ne of the arenas of the free or with a pliable, void- free, gas- tight There is no harm in covering analog
sheath that emits no free radicals, for ICs as well. If you hear an
liberal press.
improvement, the question arises,
instance PTFE; or at least aplastic
The discoveries reported in one
with low emission. It is also quite why? In the past, similar tweaks have
reader's letter ['Views Too', Jan '96]
been put down to mechanical
feasible that large crystal structure is
about the benefits of clean, solid
earthing connections and tidy ring- advantageous — not forgetting that damping, but with conductive foam,
Peter suggests that the carbon in the
main wiring, before apenny is spent Hitachi's original justification for LC
circa 1984) was a paper foam cells forms loops which absorb
on any equipment upgrades or copper (
and dissipate ambient RF. The
tweaks, have been taken further. Last reporting that RF inductors made
summer correspondent D Stanley with linear crystal ( LC) wire had strange thing is that he finds that
(floor) cork works as well. Is it the
higher Q. As the wiring we are
discovered that sonic quality was
carbon in cork or just mechanical
further enhanced after following the discussing will be bent into place
damping after all?
only once and then left, the
16th IEE regulations rules on
Ben Duncan
equipotential bonding. Having audio impractical way in which linear

assuming we actually accept there
might be some small effect) could
possibly be noticed amongst all the

:IC WARNING! DK
The earthing wiring
changes described
must be carried
out with the
guidance of a
qualified
electrician.
Flagrant disregard
for wiring
regulations may
prejudice domestic
safety and property

spurs with 16mm= conductors, the
regulations require at least 1Omm=
earth bond between all metal
fixtures, particularly plumbing. The
largest sonic improvements occurred
when the central heating pipes and
radiators were included in the earth
bonding.
Again,
Caig
Labs'
chemicals, with rather more deeply
researched contact-healing properties
than certain earlier formulations,
were used to get and maintain ahigh
integrity, diodic-oxide-free connection.
The improvements occurred not
through following IEE regulations
(which are solely about safety) per se.
Something else must be being
addressed.
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LOUNGING AT THE W ALDORF
Stereophile magazine
finds the ultimate venue for
its New York show
by

W

aldorf Astoria: that says
a all. One of the world's
(let alone New York's)
finest ' classic' hotels, the Waldorf
served perfectly as a showcase for
serious audio and video gear. OK,
so the lifts were as problematic as
even the Ramada's and the words
'faded' and ` glory' spring to mind,
but the place still oozes class.
Sponsored by Stereophile, Hi-fi ' 96
began as just another in the
magazine's series of ' alternating
coast' consumer shows, but it soon
revealed itself to be the successor to
the Summer CES. Only with the
public allowed to attend, too. And
the public came in droves, justifying
the faith of the exhibitors, who filled
over 160 rooms with products from
nearly 300 brands. There were some
momentous announcements, not the
least being one from Meridian.
All Ican say in hindsight is that
I'm amazed it took so long for
someone to produce it: the new 800
Series marries high- end audio to
genuine ' computer architecture'
practices. The press was shown two
large black boxes with 19in front
panels and large displays, the 800
Reference CD Machine and the 861
Reference Surround Processor. The
former contained two internally
mounted, front-panel-accessible CDROM drives ( up to six external units

--040311

eal

KEN

KESSLER

can be accommodated) which, by
virtue of their versatile nature and
SCSI connection, can be configured
for reading CD-ROMs as well as
audio titles, act as aCD changer, a
CD library or recorder. They can
write to a hard-drive, too, and the
800 can accept atuner ' card' or be
used as a pre- amp. Other
features include provision
for up to 10 analogue and
10 digital sources, analog
and digital tape loops, and
up to eight digital and eight
analogue outputs. You want
multi-room, you got it.
The matching 861 grew
out of the 565 processor,
but it has the potential to
handle eight channels of
information,
with
modifications beefing that
up to 64. Myriad cards, just
like mini-versions of those which you
find in a PC, enable the 861 to
perform whatever form of processing
the user requires. Broadcast-grade
video switching, literally dozens of
inputs for digital, analog and video,

Marantz's Project
T-1 monoblock;
yours for $50,000 a
pair (above left);
Thor's `bagel-shaped'
TA- 1000 pre-amp
(above right); and
ASC's Tube Trap
room tamer (below)

The public
came in droves,
control for 14 speaker layouts, justifying the
numerous subwoofer options, over a faith of the
dozen modes from mono to AC- 3 exhibitors, who
THX, a synchronisation facility to filled over 160
adjust sound by one video frame for rooms with
greater accuracy — there seems to
products

plenty to excite the DVD wannabee.
Me? I'm growing bored with it,
especially as the thought of another
NTSC vs PAL scenario is just too
irritating to consider. Toshiba's
prototype machines, however, were
knockouts, creating afresh new look
for something which — despite the
new elements — still involves an
optically-read 5in disc. The SD- 1006
and SD- 3006, however much or
little they might actually resemble
actual production machines, were
sleek, compact and fitted with
handsome displays. Both feature lowprofile chassis, centre-positioned disc
trays, normal CD-type functions and
facilities,
plus
Dolby
AC- 3,
composite and S-video outputs, the
same cue-and-review speed functions
found on laserdisc players, multiaspect ratio playback options, and
parental control features. The SD3006, which is the more 'high end'
of the two, adds afluorescent display
in place of the LED type, an extra
pair of analogue outputs, a colourdifference-out video output, and a
universal- type remote. Prices are,
unbelievably, amere $ 599 and $699,
but expect Europeans to pay more
when the machines reach this side
of the water. Hey, someone's got to
subsidise America and Japan...
Pioneer announced a DVD-ROM

be no end to the options. But better
still are the details which led one
pundit to call it 'the future of audio'.
Consider this: two to 64 channels.
16 to 96-bit decoding with 32kHz

11611
- 4
11L
lhe classic Quad 11 power amp reborn
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to 384kHz sampling rates; flash
memory for easy software updates.
An RS232 input for true interfacing
with aPC; room for up to 16 cards;
every possible form of digital input
and output. And the rest. These
products may not be ready until the
end of the year, but rest assured:
they will cause aruckus.
Speaking of stuff announced well
in advance of introduction, there was

Tice Power Block III provides clean AC power
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drive with only CD- Iand CD+G
missing from the compatibility list.
Heavy computer users and upscale
bootleggers won't be able to contain
themselves when the write-once
version with CD-R capability arrives.
Expect DVD-R to provide close to
4.7GB capacity when the machines
start appearing in mid ' 97. The
company's Elite series combination
DVD/LD/CD player, the DVL-90,
should be the playback-only choice
for first-on-the-block types who want
to make the move in the most
practical (yet upscale) way, though
the DVD/CD playing DV- 500 will
be the choice for those who only
need 5in capability. The DVL-700
will provide the convenience of 12in
laserdisc playback as per the Elite
but in aless luxurious package.
Sony published a neat brochure,
DVD: The Inside Story (
Idownloaded
it from www.sony.com before Iknew
that it was available in printed form),
which tells the whole story in lay
terms. Imissed their official demo,
but one trustworthy colleague told
me that he couldn't believe how slick
was the seamless transition from one

DID from Toshiba: the SD-3006 prototype
layer to another in dual-layer discs.
Or, to put it another way, bye-bye
to end-of-side switchover as per
laserdisc. As for news on pure-audio
DVD, well, let's just say that the
ARA needn't disband just yet.
Other
fledgling
technologies
continued to yield kilos of brochures,
with HDCD finding shelter in araft
of new players and converters; Theta
launched Chroma, abudget unit to
replace Cobalt and selling for £950
in the UK, while Classe, Madrigal,
Rotel, Dynaco, Sonic Frontiers,
EAD, VAC and a bunch of others
joined the fold. For most of us,
though, the best news is the drop in
price of entry level DACs, with
Audio Alchemy and Ultimate
Technology introducing models for
under US $ 500. More impressive
still is the increase in the number of
new software titles from nonaudiophile labels, including the new
release from Mountain on Viceroy.
(More on the latest software next
month!) THX was demonstrated all
over the place, with Kenwood, JBL,
Harman
Kardon
Citation,
Marantz, McIntosh, Denon and
others joining in, while DTS held a
press function which had even the
most Dolby'd of disbelievers rooting
for this surround-sound alternative.
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They even had Alan Parsons along
for the ride — heavy duty or what?
Back on earth, and it was the
usual flood of new and wonderful
wares of the high end persuasion,
with afew real finds for analog-ists.
Iwas quite taken by the new, entrylevel Basis Series 2000 turntable,
the first model being (but of course)
the Basis 2001. Even though it's the
least expensive Basis yet, it still
features a four-point, silicon fluiddamped suspension, a machined
acrylic platter/mat, the same bearing
as the Ovation, and the Ovation
outboard motor. Price? Under
$3000. It was seen and heard with
the latest incarnation of the Graham
tonearm. Walker Audio showed an
early prototype of the Proscenium
Gold turntable with air-bearing and
a linear- tracking air-bearing arm,
while the men from Lyra were
walking around with prototype
cartridges in their pockets..
Analogue ` returns'
included
Thorens with every model in the
catalogue and the announcement
that Shure was re- introducing the

• Stax SR-001 Electrostatic In-TheEarspeaker System Yes, the
long-awaited, smallest-ever
electrostatic headphone has finally
arrived! Unlike the prototype, this
baby comes with aheadband ( the
original just had the earpieces on
wires, like personal hi-fi in-the-ear
'phones), the battery-operated-or-viaa-mains- adapter is smaller than a
fag pack, and they look like this
year's I-Gotta- Have-' Em product.
Review to follow ASAP.
• The 30- Minute System Enhancer
CD from Purist Audio Design. Less
costly version of the one which
came in awooden box, this is one
of the latest in the genre, aCD
which burns in your system. One
half-hour is all it takes. though
Densen claims to do it in about
three minutes...
• CD Blacklight by Audioprism.
Can't wait to try this one — it's a
CD mat made from glow- in-the-dark
material which you expose to light
and then place onto the label side
of the CD. From the wonderful
people who brought you the green
Stoplight pen.
• Max by HeadRoom. Yeah, the
name is deliberate, but they're not
pushing the possibility of angering a
certain TV production company.
What the headphone amp mavens
have come up with this time is their
ultimate headphone driver. ' Our
Home amp on hormones'. Nobel
volume control, dual- mono power
supplies, Avel-Lindberg toroidal
transformer, Burr- Brown 627 opamps, Neutrik jacks... this is serious
stuff for those who listen alone.

L.

V15 as the hot-rodded yet wordily
named V15VxMR, obviously dubbed
thusly by some klutz who found
V15-VI too complicated to grasp.
Selling for only $ 250, it features the
Type V's beryllium tube cantilever
and Micro Ridge stylus, but with a
different body, said to soften the
sound. Grado, too, announced new
cartridges, a range which is still in
pre-production, but which features
wooden bodies for every model.
Thorens t.
Klyne added anew version of the speakers (above)
Model 7phono amp to the range, a
Silvaweld
mono, balanced unit with passive
amplification from
RIAA equalisation. XLRs are used
Korea (top)
for all connections, gain is 65dB and
the price is a not inconsiderable
$7750. Lastly, VPI announced the
Aries turntable with JMW Memorial
tonearm, effectively a ' mini TNT'
needing only 22x16in of shelf space.
Price with arm is $ 4300.
In Tubeland, all was healthy, with
Gold Aero announcing Volume 2
of the Gold Aero Tube Complement
and Substitution Guide and Svetlana
showing prototypes of ahalf-dozen
new models made in Russia. I
caught aglimpse of Russian amps as More Korean lu -f: in
opposed to just the tubes themselves the undulating shape
on the Gubin stand, where pre- of Gin's horn-topped
production models with names like
`Mania' speaker
(below)
`Mooncup' and ` Moonrover' could
be found. (Hey, even Icouldn't
make up monikers like
that...) Silvaweld from
Korea showed a huge
range of new designs,
including the SWC-550
pre- amp with outboard
power supply, six inputs,
Copland-like styling, pure
silver wiring and nine tubes
for all-valve operation, the
scary OTL 6C33C OTL
monoblocks delivering 100W
into 16 ohms from four tubes,
a240W version of the same amp
with eight tubes per chassis and
the handsome little SWA-300BU
combination single- ended or
push-pull univvith a pair of
300Bs per side. In single-ended
mode, they're good for 15W
each, which double if you go
push-pull.
Transcendent
Sound
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with tubes in the high-speed buffer
stage — two E88CCs. ConradJohnson's new flagship pre-amp is
the two-box ART, to be made in a
series of only 250 numbered units;

Gene ¡'ope played his Pope Music recordings
traight from acabinet full of Sonic Solutions!
demonstrated
transformerless

the
outputTranscendent

Amplifier, available as astereo amp
capable of 2x35W or the mono
edition good for 100W; can we
assume that OTLs are back big
time? Golden Tube Audio, which
seems to be one of most rapidly
growing companies in the tube
community, released the SE- 100
stereo amp with eight EL34s creating
100W/ch, and the SE-300B Midi for
single ended triode lovers, good for
9W/ch from a 300B per side.
Switched to mono, it becomes an
18-watter. Ifinally got to drool over
the Marantz Project T-1, the
$50,000 per-pair monoblock which
uses both 300Bs and 845s to keep
everybody happy. Audio Research
launched the VT100, a 100W/ch
stereo amp carrying four 6550s per
channel; it utilises the proprietary
terminals found on the Reference
600 and features balanced and
single-ended inputs.
Sonic Frontiers moves further
and further away from its funky
origins with positively elegant
products like the new Line 1 and
Line 2 pre-amps with the gold-onsilver faceplates. All-tube and loaded,
the two units accept both singleended and balanced sources and
deliver both sorts of output, have
classy digital displays to reveal
functions, provide remote control
and even have headphone stages
(with HeadRoom processing). The
Line 2 is the dual- chassis version,
with outboard power supply. Itook
ashine to the matching SFCD1 CD
player, a single- chassis CD player

it features cost-no-object ingredients
and looks like it might be aclue to
the look of the next generation of CJproducts. Save up $ 15,000 if you
want to join this particular club.
LAMM has added another pure
Class-A single-ended triode amplifier
to its range, the new ML2
monoblock delivering 20.5W from
the increasingly popular 6C33CB
Russian military tube. Audio Note
showed a cleaned-up version —

delivers 75W, the LAD-L2 is aline
stage pre-amp with external power
supply and LAD-L1 is abasic line
level pre- amp. NEW added the
DCA 66 75W/ch Class A stereo
amplifier, the DCP 44 Class A,
single-ended triode pre-amp, and the

actually the restyled production
edition — of the Ankoru. This
monoblock uses two 845s for 110W
output, and it was conceived to
deliver single-ended triode sound to
those whose speakers demand more
power. Former single ended triode
guru JC Morrison has teamed up
with the legendary Dick Sequerra to
form RSA, and they've produced —
along with the Signature MkII fourchassis speakers — the PA1 pre-amp
and the UA-1monoblocks. A pair
of the latter will set you back
$75,000, and they're filled to the
gunwales with EL34s.
Thor Audio showed the brave,
bagel-shaped TA- 1000 pre- amp,
with the tubes mounted in free space
in
the
middle,
protected
circumferentially by the chassis.
Wavestream Kinetics, they of the
V-8
engine
styled
amplifiers,
displayed the stereo version of the
V8 Triode, pumping out a healthy
150W/ch. Minnesota Audio Labs
unveiled aquartet of truly affordable
tube babies, including the MAL
5881 57W monoblock ($ 1200 each),
the MAL 6336 90W monoblock
($1350 each), the thousand buck
MAL 6FW5 30-watter and the
$1150 MAL 6BX7 27W/ch stereo
unit. As you've determined, the
model numbers identify the output
valves. Legend is anew firm starting
off with complete line-up of tube

Cmsby Audio Work's rebuild of the Quad 63
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Russian valves in Gubin's Moonrover (above) and (below)Audio
Note's range of valve amplifiers

amps in addition to speakers and
cables. The LM-90 is amonoblock
power amp good for 90W and using
what I think are two KT9Os per
channel, the monoblock LM- II

Solid state
fanciers
weren't
forgotten,
though the
continued
ascendance
of valve gear
makes it
seem that
way

DCLP 55 six-tube phono stage.
Solid state fanciers weren't
forgotten, though the continued
ascendance of valve gear makes it
seems that way. Ayre introduced the
K-1 pre-amp with ' Direct Path
Technology', which places the entire
line stage's circuitry on asingle PCB
parallel to the back of the chassis.
The result? `All circuitry, from input
to output, is contained within six
inches.' Fully balanced, remote
controllable, fitted with a phono
stage... at last, a mate for those
desirable power amps.
Bryston launched its long-awaited
integrated amp, the sleek 60W/ch B60,
remote
controllable
and
measuring only ' one U' tall, despite
housing apair of massive toroidals.
Meridian let Yanks see that the UK
produces big Dower amps with the

...MORE COOL NEW TOYS

• Tice

Power Block Ill. And why, you might ask, am I
wasting your time writing about something only of
interest to Yanks? Because Tice has introduced a UK
edition! This sucker will allow you to drive up to 16
components with the cleanest AC you'll ever experience,
guaranteed peace of mind and the tidiest install you've
ever undertaken.
• ASC Tube Traps. Forget the prosaic beige columns:
ASC has introduced anew line of room-tamer which
looks like aseries of gigantic Martian toast racks.
Cool? They look better than most loudspeakers.

• Primal

Vinyl Exchange Newsletter LP fanatics, take
my word for it. This publication is one neat info source
for record hounds: news on new releases, letters,
reviews, classifieds, dealer ads, and all of ' em nothing
but vinyl. Write to Primyl Vinyl, PO Box 67109, Chesnut
Hill, MA 02167, USA for details.

• Creek

OBH12 OK, so maybe Ishould be talking about
the new T42 FM tuner, but what rocked my socks is the
company's new passive line pre-amp with full remote
control — volume and switching. It comes in one of
those nifty little black extrusions like the other minicomponents, and it's going to sell for around £ 199.
Place your order now, ' cos they won't be able to keep
up with demand.
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SHOW REPORT
200W/ch 557. One of the biggest
surprises was the move by Samsung
into high end audio, as if the Korean
giant had nothing better to do. The
A- Series range kicks off with the
gigantic M-305 stereo power amp
with 300W/ch and the sexy C-01
pre- amp with LED display, full
remote control, balanced operation
and aphono section. A very Haleslike speaker was also shown.
Whoa — this is New York. I've
got one hour to get ready to see How
To Succeed In Business Without Really
Trying and I'm running late as it is
because I didn't want to miss
Paquito D'Rivera last night at the
free concert sponsored by the
Cheskys. So, with space running out
and the Big Apple beckoning, here's
the Reader's Digest-style version of
what remains in the four- inch stack

Wavestream Kinetics' 150W V8 Triode amp

of catalogues:
Tandberg launched a new, lessexpensive
line
of low- profile
components called the 3000 Series.
Clayton Audio showed the chunk
S-40 stereo and M-70 mono Class
A power amps, the former good for
40W/ch and the latter rated at 70W.
Quad showed the restyled 77
Series, now wearing carbon- fibre
inserts in the front panels.
Altis showed the finished version
of the Centauri transport and the
quite amazing tube DAC, the
Reference. Yummy stuff...
Wadia's latest is the Wadia 27
Decoding Computer, fully balanced,
easily upgraded, and carrying no less
than eight Burr-Brown DACs.
MBL announced the 1611 D/A
converter — 24-bit, DVD-ready and
built like aLeica.
Eiger Systems is an all-new
brand,
a
Swiss-American
collaboration producing speakers
with multi-layered aluminium cabinet
and ' control centres', the latter
featuring full remote control and the
coolest status display panels this side
of aCrestron.
The DCS Elgar is an overkill
DAC
using
the
company's
proprietary 5-bit, x64 oversampling
converter architecture — milspec
from the UK! Smart cabinet, too,
with sloped sides and aneat display.

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

MUST Me

Voce Divina, which wowed me
in Las Vegas, returned with the show
speaker in yet another gorgeous
veneer. This brand joins the ' one to
watch' list.
Totem's Mite has been joined by
the Mite-T, which adds a woofer
giving the speaker vertical and
horizontal symmetry — in other
words, you can use it as a centrechannel speaker as well as avertical
column.
Platinum displayed the Studio 2,
aslim floorstander that's sand-fillable
and is classified as a2.5-way design
Meridian's new 800
by virtue of an extra woofer.
Series combines htgh
Gins of Korea showed the wild
end audio with
Gin's Mania, a 93dB/1 w sensitivity
computer architecture
model featuring a massive golden
horn on top of a 'wavy' cabinet.
Probe's Jayde is a handsome
floor-stander with the upper drivers
acting in adipole fashion. Bi-wirable,
the Jayde's lower cabinet houses an
Bin woofer, the upper a 6.5 mid, a
1in tweeter and a 3/4in tweeter.
Hales' Alix was hidden in a
second room as it's an early
One of the
prototype. But wow! what amonster!
biggest
64.5in tall, weighing 5601b each (
yes
surprises was
— it does say 5601b) and wearing
the move by
three 10in woofers, this one's an
Samsung into
assault on the state of the art. Looks
high end
cool, too, with a tilting top section
audio, as if
rounded edges and a presence not
the Korean
unlike that of King Kong. Hope its
giant had
on active demo for ' Vegas...
nothing better
Wilson Audio's new baby speaker
to do...
has a Focal tweeter flanked by two
SEAS woofers, so you can use it
vertically or horizontally. A cute little
sucker, Ithought they'd call it the
Half-WITT. Instead, it's the Cub.
(No, Idon't want to be reminded of

versions of the Ribbon Monitor,
fitted with amplifiers designed by Ed
Meitner, along with the company's
first sub-woofer — also self-powered.
Epos used the Waldorf for the
world launch of the Epos 12, which
features a brand-new aluminium
dome tweeter. This compact twoway will sell for £ 500 in the UK.
JBL finally yielded to common
sense and re-launched the Century.
Only the century Gold is a limited
edition produced to celebrate the
company's first half-century. Expect
the Japanese collectors to gobble
them up. And Thorens' foray into
speaker building includes the TSP40,
TSP80 and TSP100, respectively a
two-way bookshelf model and two
floorstanders.
Whoa, curtain time is in 20
minutes. The city beckons and noone in his or her right mind wastes
the opportunities presented by New
York. Turns out it's one of the best
cities in the universe for a show,
despite the cost. And if ever there's
been ashow where the consenus is
'Smash hit!', Hi Fi ' 96 is the one.
How appropriate that it was just offBroadway

On the eve of the Show, the Academy for the
Advancement of High End Audio held the annual
Awards banquet, announcing the winners of the 1996
Golden Note Awards. The proud winners were:
Peter Qvortrup of Audio Note

elder Keesonics...)
LAT International showed a
fascinating prototype described as a
`boxless pinpoint imaging system'.
Three-way, triamped and with
separate large subwoofers, the uppers
recall those long-forgotten French
designs which looked like telephone
receivers. Ileft the room when Iwas
informed that the bass sections used
isobaric loading.
Crosby Audio Works showed
these incredible re-cabineted Quad
63s, where just about every element
has been upgraded. They peak with
the fitting of Entec subwoofers,
though you can start with just abasic
set of mods.
Apogee demonstrated powered

Analog Source Design: VPI TNT Ill with flywheel
Digital Source Design: Krell KPS20i/L
Digital Converter Design: Krell Reference 64
Signal Processor Design: Angstrom 200 Surround
Sound Processor
Tube Electronics Design: Audio Research
Reference 600
Solid State Electronics Design: Pass Labs Aleph 3
Cable Design: Transparent Music Link Reference
Interconnect
Peripherals Design: ASC Revised Corner Traps and
Tube Traps
Best Loudspeaker Design: Wilson WATT/Puppy V
Best Loudspeaker Value: Martin Logan Aerius
Aesthetic Design: B&W Nautilus
Best New Company: Angstrom/MM Labs
Best Re- Issued Recording: Harry Belafonte, At
Carnegie Hall, Classic Records
Best Original Recording: Mighty Sam McClain,
Keep On ,Movin', AudioQuest Music
Most Innovative Technologies: Meridian 518
Noise Shcper.

Harbeth HL K6: too of the world!

The all- new
Harbeth
HL-

-incredible clarity through advanced
engineering in avery compact cabinet!

HAR BETH
ACOUSTIC
For information please contact Heather Lewis,
Harbeth Acoustics Ltd., Unit 1, Bridge Road, Haywards Heath, W. Sussex, RH16 1UA, UK.
Tel: 01444 440955 Fax: 440688 E-Mail .CompuServe 100624,455

FROM AUDIO
RESEARCH CORP ...
Good advice and the best equipment - get
it together at The Listening Rooms. We are the
London specialists for systems' building. Our
3i years of combined experience let us get the
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details right down to the last plug and cable.
Our two fully equipped listening rooms
give you the chance to relax and listen to some
of the world's .finest hi Ji equipment. We offer
home installation, fill! export and credit
facilities and can design and install quality
multi- room and home cinema surround systems.
In keeping with our policy of constant
evaluation and testing of new products, we
have singled out this remarkable combination
that we would urge you to listen to.
.-It listening Rooms, we know how to help
you choose exactly the right system equipment
whatever your budget. Because we only stock
ihe best _vmi only get the best.
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0 Audio research IS7 line stage preamplifier and VT60 power amp.
New pure valve designs for £4,300 the pair!
This is true high end performance with asensible price tag,
and enough power to drive all but the most inefficient speakers.
Phone soon to book your demonstration.

,
HIFI
TIlE

SHOW

If you are serious about sound; there is just one
absolutely essential event: The Hi-Fi Show.
It's the only hi-fi show in Great Britain that's
all hi-fi — the best in music and home cinema.
Dealer, distributors and enthusiasts from aroun
the world gather at The Hi -Fi Show to ee
,and hear what's really new in the exciting

Ramada Hotel,
Heathrow
12th - 15th*
tember 1996

world of hi-fi.
Sponsoring the Show, HiFi News &
Record Review magazine will have a
stronger presence than ever this year

ut
of t

Sponsored by:

H

NFS
RECOR

MEW

A Link House
Exhibition

with amuch fuller range of
demonstration events and seminars
to attract the enthusiast visitor.
You have to be there.
It really is the hi-fi
event of the year. ,

For further information contact:
Janet Belton, Exhibitions Manager,
The Hi -Fi Show, Link House Magazines Ltd,
Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2:1
--A ENGLAND.
Tel: + 44 (0) 181-O86 2599
Fax: + 44 (0) 181-781 1158
*12th -13th (Trade Days) * 14th-15th ( Public Days)

EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
alot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off" special built, up to
32 elements.

AcousticArtF
FOR STATE OF THE ART HI-FI

CiALAXIL UR( ULAN 17-ILLMLNT Sil, filo
HP'N1‘, 9d6
108 SS 7d8 I. 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within anominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just alist of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services. including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 36561 FAX 01582 33686

The new baby Concertino from Sonus Feuer
has all the Helen style and knowhow o us
bigger brothers with fabulous Sorus Faber
sound at amini price of £628
'The new Martin Logan SL3, the finest
electrostatic hybrid speaker we have
ever heard'

RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8AQ
Personal Callers: Shop Hours Mon- Sat 9.00 to 6.00 ( Phone First)
5 minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway
NAIM AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK.

-1-1 -1-1CD -1 f ! QT ! ! !

This is the latest arrival from Denmark from the Copland stable. CDA 288 cd
player combines stylish good looks with the sonic accuracy and refinement we

The Sale starts 2nd July

have come to expect from this manufacturer. Price at below £ 1800.00

Special sale items include; SME Model 20 Series V,
s/h, immaculate £2450.00 Roksan Xerxes, lacquer
black, s/h, mint £ 1495.00 Naim CDI player, s/h,
immaculate £ 1495.00 Micromega T-Drive 2/TDac,
virtually new £ 1295.00 Roksan DP1 / DA1 transport
and Dac, mint £890.00 Audiolab 8000C pre-amp s/h,
vgc, £239.00

Quad 34/306 pre-power, s/h, good

condition £389.00

Exposure 11 pre-amp, 9 power

supply and 4 dual reg power amp, s/h, vgc, set
£1500.00 ( might split)

Martin Logan CLS11z

eletrostatics, mint £2999.00 Sonus Faber Minuetto,
ex-dem, one pair only £650.00 Phone for full sale list.

so
nue
nd

Organisation
London
c 255

Krell integrated amplifier KAV300i - this unit combines remote control,
together with the build standard and sonic qualities so long admired in Krell
products. An amazing piece of equipment for less than £2500.00.
ALL EQUIPMENT DESCRIBED IS AVAILABLE FOR DEMONSTRATION.
EX DEM full warranty
S/FIAND
APOGEE SLANT 6SPKR £ 1800 AUD/ALCH DIG DECOD ENG
(rrp £24001 AE3 SPEAKERS + STANDS
ADCOM GFP555:MK2 PRE £300 AUDIO RESEARCH 0115 AMP
('rp £499) AUDIOLAB 8000A
BOSE ACOUSTIMASS 5
£450 AUDIO RESEARCH LS5/11BLK
(Irp £760) CYRUS 1AMP
CELESTION 15 SPKRS £249 EINSTEIN POWER AMP
(wit £390) FORTE MODEL 4/60 AMP
KRELL KSA5OS AMP
£2900 AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAC
rp. £3960) IMF TLS 80 SPKRS
MAGNEPLANAR MG1.4 £499 KRELL KSA80B AMP
(rrp £ 1098) MERIDIAN 207 PRE/CD PLYR
MAGNEPLANAR MG2.5R £ 1095 MERIDIAN 204 TUNER
(frD £ 1998) MERIDIAN 201 PRE- REMOTE
MAGNEPLANAR SMGA £225 PROAC TABLET SPKRS
(rrp £668) QUAD FM 4TUNER
MICROMEGA DUO SERIES/2.1 £2200 QUAD 66 PRE+REMOTE
TRANSPORT ( i rp £2750) SD1 MK1 SPKR
DUO PRO2 DAC
£1200 WADIA 8TRANS
(no £1500) WADIA 15 DAC
WILSON WITT SPKRS £7250 WILSON AUDIO 2/3
Tel: 01923 245250/233011 Fax: 01923 230798
101 St Albans Road, Watford, WD1 1RD
=MI •

100 yards from Watford Junction Station
New opening hours 10am- 5.30pm Tues- Sat.
Late Night by appointment Thurs

£180
£1050
£1500
£199
£3000
£149
£799
£799
£550
£445
£2200
£549
£250
£350
£199
£249
£350
£450
£1800
£2200
£P0A

radio

E-MAIL
john Nelson may
be contachd via
e-mail On
I0(101 - 6:.'6nt
wipuscru:. con/
or john_mlson ,a
compusenv.com.
via Telecom
iold on
8.?1N1.61'l

Righr Yagi antenua
gain versus boom
length: gain

qt"Yagi

antennas developed
and measured by
DL6WU at
432MHz and
I296MHz 'solid line
and crosses);
theoretical maximum
gain obtained
by computer
optimisatim (dasbed
line)

I
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GAIN OVER DIPOLE. dBd

f survey of
the latest
thinking on
Yagi
antennas.
Plus, how to
reduce your
feeder loss

Yagi antenna has won him wide
acclaim, and his family of antenna
designs has proved eminently reliable
and repeatable. If only those who
market the baroque arrangements of
aluminium which masquerade as
high-gain Band II antennas would
familiarise themselves with this
material.
I mentioned in last month's
column that a graph of the gain of
a Yagi antenna versus its boom
length is virtually astraight line. This
well-established experimental fact still
seems to be too much for many
readers to swallow, and one or two
correspondents have cast doubt on
tseems as though the matter of whether anyone has in fact ever
plotted anything of the kind.
Yagi antenna performance is still
Reproduced here, by kind permission
intriguing many readers, and
several have asked for more of the publisher, is just such agraph
from the pages of the VHF/UHF DX
information. Curiously enough,
Book; for those not familiar with
much of the original ' professional'
work
in this area has been amateur practice, the 432 and
challenged
and
considerably
1296MHz bands are of great
importance and are heavily used for
extended by the more seriousminded VHF and UHForiented weak-signal working and ` DL6WU'
amateur radio operators. This is a is Hoch's callsign. In the associated
consequence of the fact that such text, Hoch points out that the gain
amateurs tend to be principally of agood ' long Yagi' should be close
interested in weak-signal working via to 8(L/lambda) to the power 0.78,
highly marginal paths such as earth- where L is the boom length.
moonearth or auroral reflection. At Expressed in decibels, this equates
the permitted levels of transmitter to 7.8 log (L/lambda) + 9dBd. The
power, the challenges of generating presence of the exponent of 0.78
enough ERP to make such working implies that gain is not quite directly
proportional to length, incidentally;
possible and providing enough
antenna gain to receive signals at or doubling the boom length from five
even slightly below the noise floor to ten wavelengths, for example,
implies a gain increase of 2.4dBd
are enormous. For many radio
rather than the 3dBd one might have
amateurs, the combination of high
forward gain, a ' clean' pattern and liked. However, in a world where
agood front-toback ratio is essential antenna manufacturers habitually
overclaim by anything up to 15dB,
for successful reception of asignal.
Idon't find this of much importance.
Shortcomings in any one area can
Ican strongly recommend Hoch's
lead to complete failure.
chapter if you want to acquire some
Electrically short Yagis with small
insight into the latest thinking in
numbers of elements — such as
respect of Yagi antennas for VHF
those likely to be used for Band II
reception. Incidentally, Ihappen to
reception — are extremely well
understood, at least in amateur have written two other chapters of
the book — which are not, Ihasten
circles. Probably the best overall
reference is Yagi Antenna Design by to add, concerned with antennas.
the late Dr James L Lawson
[American Radio Relay League,
A SENSE OF LOSS
1986: ISBN 0 87259 041 0?. This Whilst we are on the subject of gains
and losses, have you thought about
contains an excellent analysis of the
shortcomings of the NBS Technical your feeder lately? Coaxial cables, of
Note No.688 ( 1976) by
20
Viezbicke, which has been
used as the basis of probably
18
the majority of nonamateur
Yagi designs in recent years.
16
For longer antennas, the
definitive
treatment
is
14
probably that by Hoch in the
VHF/UHF DX Book [
DIR
12
Publishing Ltd, 1995: ISBN
0 9520468 0 6], currently
10
marketed by the Radio
Society of Great Britain.
8
5
10
Hoch's work on so-called
1
BOOM LENGTH. ,
'double optimisation' of the

the sort that connect the Yagis on
your chimney to the television and
the FM tuner, are inevitably ` lossy',
by which I mean that a certain
amount of the signal power supplied
to them by the antenna will be lost
in transit to the receiver. The
attenuation of coaxial cable is
frequency-dependent
and
is
expressed
in
decibels.
Radio
amateurs who are seriously interested
in weaksignal work at VHF and
UHF have been known to lie awake
at night wondering how to reduce
their feeder loss by half a decibel,
and surplus lengths of cables such
as Heliax LDF5-50 ( which are in
excess of one inch in diameter) are
highly prized by many. The reason
is simple; feedline loss adds directly
to the noise temperature of the
receiving system. At Band II
frequencies, and bearing in mind that
the noise temperature of the antenna
is comparatively high because it is
'looking' at the horizon rather than
at a cold sky, one might argue that
feeder loss will not matter much.
However, the very poor quality of
much of the bootlacediameter stuff
supplied by some antenna installers
and dealers gives one pause for
thought. At frequencies around
100MHz, the loss in a 25m length
of what might be thought of as the
'industry-standard' cable used for
communications purposes ( known
variously as UR/V167 or RG213) is
1.7dB; you might like to know that
for the LDF4-50 and LDF5-50 cables
used by amateurs who can procure
them, the figures are 0.56 and 0.3dB
respectively. Recently Imeasured the
loss in four samples of coaxial cable
of the sort used by local installers and
normalised the results to 25m lengths.
The
results
were
decidedly
disconcerting; the best was about
11dB and the worst 13.5dB. Looking
at their mechanical construction, one
could see why; the outer screen was
exceedingly thinly woven (the
dielectric of the inner was clearly
visible through the loose weave of the
braid) and the manufacturer's
intention seemed to be to minimise at
all costs the amount of copper in the
cable consistent with retaining any
ability for its to conduct
electricity.
Consider those figures
carefully. If you have installed
an antenna with a gain of
6dB and your feeder loss is
10dB, the overall 'gain' of the
antenna and feedline is -4dB.
In next month's column we
will consider the implications
from a noise-temperature
point
of view —
as
Blackadder's friend Bob put
it, 'prepare to be amazed'.
20
John Nelson

61

Record

Iceview

70

SAINT -SAENS
Carnival of the Animals
RP's / , •

Piano works by York Bowen, on Hyperion

71

SCHOENBERG
Verklarte Nacht
Salto Koren I /,

CLASSICAL

72

Beethoven, Mozart & Schubert; Handel's

72

La Resurrezione; Howard Skernpton piano works

72

RECORD OF THE MONTH
69

63

SCHUBERT
Trout Quintet, Arpeggione Sonata etc

Everest reissues; RCA's Kreisler Edition;

Featured album: Joe Henry's
Tramopline; Blues update;

reviews by Ken Kessler

Die schéne Müllerin
It. . her-Dieskauljohnson
Die Winterreise

Stephen Hough's Vork Bowen recital is
Record of the
it

63

64

BARVOR
Piano Concertos 1-3
/3,,

83

ILTON JOHN
Love Songs

70

78

KEW MO'
jets, Like You

71

R STRAUSS
Capriccio - introduction
Saito koien OrdrOzarra

78

THE KENNEDYS
Life Is Large

83

THE LONG RYDERS
Two-fisted Talcs Deluxe Limo?,

71

STRAVINSKY
Apollo
Saito Kitten OrchlOzawa

78

BOB MOULD
Bob Mould

hingh'

74
75

TCHAIKOVSKY
Symphony 4
Saito K,,ern OrchlOzawa
Symphony 5, 1812 Overture
Chicago S011iarenboine

OCEAN COLOUR SCENE

67
67
75

69

DO WIN
Piano works

69

63

63

70

BRITTEN
Young Person's Guide
Krent,ley 1..‘o , . 11, ,
DUSSEK
Fortepiano works

66

73

73

WALTON
Viola Concerto, Symphony 2 etc
non,' English Northern PhilhInaniel

68
68

FAURE
Masques et bergamasques, Dolly
Suite, Ballade, Pavane, Elégie etc
67

68
66

66

•

1, i:•6

64

/3/3/. PO fl,r6licr

HANDEL
La Resurrezione
66 •.•
Mumiens J,, Louvre
.11., • hi

70

HEINICHEN
Lamentations & Passion Music
67 .11.-lk •

70

MENDELSSOHN
Paulus
soloistsrLa Chapelle RoyalelCollegium
l'ocalelOrch des Champs Elysées1
Ilerreweehe
MOZART
Piano Concerto K503
Richter Or.rh di Padova edel

CUE/So/ti
Piano Sonatas (arr. Criegl
Rt.
Lconskaja
String Quartets K417b/575
Hagen (
Jr
Flute Quartets
Grafenaucr
I.
Hagen
Clarinet Trio, Piano Trios
Schiff et al
Coronation Mass
Ro/k johnson Titus Leeds
l'Irt ir
cc BBC Northern SODavies
OR FF
Carmina Burana ( chamber version)
solot>13 I.:midterm., Percussion Alin
PROKOFIEV
Peter & the Wolf with Bizet/SaintSaens)
(with Dukas/Britten(

70

HERBERT
Cello Concerto 2
66

MASSENET
Herodiade
Smdc , íla,npron ii,PPtter '
an Dam
or al/Toulouse OrchIPlasson

77
83

JOAN BAEZ
b, Cffleerr I & 2

83

78

MARGARITA PRACATAN
Live At The Palladium (Edinburgh)

78

LIONEL RICH'
S
Louder Than Words
JOHNNY RIVERS
Rocks The Folk - Meanwhile Back
At The Whisky A Go Go

43

FRANK SINATRA
Sinatra 80th
All The Best

83

DUSTY SPRINGFIELD
Soenething Special

83

rock/pop
ASH
/977

Moseley Shoals

STEPHEN STILLS
Stephen Stills
Manassas

78

VARIOUS
Bhtes update

*3

LESLIE WEST-MOUNTAIN
Blood Of The Sun

jazz

BURRITO BRO THERS
Back To The Sweethearts Of Ti,,'
Rodeo

41

JANE IRA BLOOM
The Nearness

81

ANTHONY BRAXTON
Solo Piano (Standards) 1995

77

CARAVAN
.
411 Over YOII

81

FREDDIE HUBBARD
The Artistry Of

81

MINGUS
At Carnegie Hall

77

ROGER CHAPMAN
Kiss My Soul
CHANNEL LIGHT VESSEL
Excellent Spirits

81

77
83

DANNY & DUSTY
Tice Lost Weekend

VARIOUS
Creative jazz - PoGressions, Human
Flowers, The Redwood Session
DAVID $ WARE
Cryptdogy

Cosi fan Tutte
68

Sid,. r

DVORAK
Cello Concerto

MAHLER
Symphony 4
M.. Bavarian 8X0 'Da
Symphony 5
Danish Nal RSOISegerstam
Symphony 8
,
oloists choirs'ehicago SUSolti

788

83

VARIOUS
Boris Berezovsky
(piano recital - Russian works)
Everest reissues
Kreisler Edition
(the complete RCA recordings)
17th Century Venetian Music
Les Enenns Gerthts

73

6.1

65

Amens,:

mums'

SKEPAPTON
Piano works
Tilbury

HOLST
Four Part -Songs, Ave Maria, The
Evening Watch, Nunc dimittis etc

.%,, doomna

BERG
Seven Early Songs, Der Wein,
3 Orch Pieces 09.6
triter ,

78

ISAAC HAYES
Presenting...

Slarkm

64

HOOT'
S it THE
BLOWFISH
Fairweather Johnson

83
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Sound quality and performance are separately graded as the end
of each review. In ' rock/pop/jazz' the numerical rating also reflects
musical content. A few releases are reviewed from master-tape copies
(as stated). An additional ' star' denotes outstanding quality. Review
headings show catalogue number and total playing time. Ratings
also show aCD price coding:
full price;
midprice;
special
price - see 'Compact Disc Service'. Reissues are shown 8, with First
UK publication date.

Sound quality :

Performance

Fine, modern recording
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JS BACH:
Keyboard Concertos in D & g, BVVV
1054 & 1058/MOZART: Piano
Concerto in C, K503
Sviatoslav Richter (pno)1Orch di
Padova edel VenetolBashmet

•

Teklec 4509 94245 2
(63m 18s) live recordings
YORK BOWEN:
Piano works - 13 Preludes J Ballade 2 J \
Piano Sonata 5 J Berceuse J Romances 1 & 2 \
1.) Toccata J Suite Mignonne - Moto perpetuo
Stephen Hough (pno)

Hyperion CDA 66838

(77m 20s)

By his own admission, Stephen Hough discovered in York Bowen
11884-19611 the one English composer who wrote as a pianist for
pianists; in his own words ' rich enough for the sweetest tooth, but with
enough subtlety to satisfy the more sophisticated palate'.
My own curiosity was alerted many years ago by the dizzying claims of
Kaikhosru Sorabji, who saw Bowen as a true successor to Medtner and
Rachmaninov, and also by Clinton Grey-Fisk (tartest but most acute of
critics), who shared Sorabji's enthusiasm and who counted Bowen among the
truly great pianists. A single Lyrita LP made when Bowen was in his 70s had
obvious musical qualities; he was, however, then too frail to do justice to so
many ferocious technical demands.
Now, Stephen Hough has set the record straight with a vengeance. It is hardly
an exaggeration to say that no other living pianist could hope to play such music
with comparable richness, sensuous magic and depth of feeling. Time and again he
sets the mind and senses reeling in music which, although it fondly recalls so many
romantic influences (Rachmaninov's Second Sonata in the Sonata 5, Szymanowski's
Second in the first-movt development; Rachmaninov again, but also Chopin, Scriabin
and Medtner in the Preludes) maintains the most haunting and distinctive voice. Listen
to him setting the keboard ablaze with his Sturm und Drang virtuosity in the 18th
Prelude, or in the final pages of the Fifth Sonata, and you will, awed and bemused,
admit you are in the presence of pianistic genius. Even more remarkable than such
feats of strength and brilliantly controlled fury is Stephen Hough's poetic fervour in
those many pages that glance longingly over the shoulder at abygone age. Who could
resist the heart's-ease he brings to the Berceuse, or his unforgettably poised and
personal response to Bowen's injunction 'very expressive and tenderly throughout' m
the first of two Romances dedicated to the composer's wife. Again, his finesse (always
at the centre of a truly transcendental technique) in the Second Romance, music of a
profound solace yet rising to great heights of glamorous and romantic declamation,
varies the colour, the light and shade so that even the least susceptible listener may
find himself surreptitiously wiping away a tear. Here, in his sense of reverie, of ' the
still point of the turning world', is the acme of poetic gravitas and transparency.
The recordings [Andrew Keener/ Tony Faulkner] are excellent [some pedal
noise apart! Mus Ed], and Iam sure Iwill not be alone in celebrating not only
a musical Elysium but one of the most remarkable of all modern piano
records.

'No other living pianist
could hope to play such
music with comparable
richness, sensuous magic
and depth of feeling.
Time and again he sets the
mind and senses reeling'
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The booklet note warns that, since
Mozart left none, in K503(0 Richter
'refuses' to include any cadenza. So
what happens at that point? Happily,
not silence: merely a chord then the
lead-back trill. By such aprinciple,
Richter should not be playing Bach
on ' Yamaha No.CF HIS 5081400' at
all. Yet what do we hear ' planking'
softly in the slow movements but a
harpsichord? There's authenticity for
you. (Actually, more like a small
Jack Russell getting under the great
man's feet! It certainly makes the
disc something of acollector's item
— if for the wrong reason.) The
note also warns of ' imperturbable
sobriety' in Richter's Bach, which is
not true at all of these lively,
colourful performances — works
transcribed from the Violin
Concertos in E and A-minor. It is in
the Mozart where he assumes the
monochrome severity we recognize
from the sonata recordings on
Philips. This rather subdues so
celebratory awork — less so in the
finale — yet one can only admire
Richter's integrity.
There are small problems of string
intonation and ensemble, but the
generally stylish accompaniments
make this equally a record for Yuri
Bashmet admirers. In the Mozart,
Parma's Teatro Regio acoustics
dampen the sound somewhat; the
two Bach recordings sound
artificially brightened and thereby
edgier.
Christopher Breunig

B: 1

BARBER:
Violin Concerto J Cello Concerto J
Capricorn Concerto
Kyoko Takezaim (vIn)ISteven Isserlis
(vlc)ljacob Berg (f10/Peter Bowman
(ob)ISusan Slaughter fpr)ISt
(
Louis
SOISlatkin
RCA 09026 68283 2

(
64m 42s)

An outstanding triptych. Leonard
Slatkin and the St Louis Orchestra
were partners on an earlier 1986
EMI version of the gorgeous Violin
Concerto (Elmar Oliveira as soloist),
but their achievement here is even
finer; under Slatkin's pliant lead, the
playing positively glows with
affection and warmth.
Kyoko Takezawa deservedly won
much acclaim for her RCA
recordings of the Elgar and Bartok
Second Concertos, and her
63

BEETHOVEN:
Symphonies 1 & 2
Stockholm SinfoniettalKamu
Opus 3CD 19504
(60m 16s) Dist. Pentacone
Remember Okko Kamu? He won
the Karajan competition in
1969 ( Kitaenko and
Huybrechts — where is he?
— were runners-up) and
made a couple of recordings
of Sibelius for DG. His
prize-winning performance
at the final concert was that
of Beethoven's Symphony 4.
Excellence, however, eludes
Kamu here. There is something
oddly bandmasterish about these
interpretations, rhythmically foursquare, with afeeling of phrases
moving in blocks. There is no
swagger to 2(i); and I (ii) seems
interminable. Best of all is (iv) of the
same symphony, freer-flowing than
any other movement.
Perversely, this 1995 production is
AAD. If Opus 3 are that proud of
their analogue recording chain, the
result should have been exclusively
on LP. Commercially restricting of
course, but rational. The conversion
to digital hasn't been a success. The
mid-range has a good bloom (it is
easy to believe that the original tape
was remarkably fine) but the upper
strings are harsh and the lowest bass
ill-defined. Back to the drawing
board.
Na/en Anthoni

B- C:2-3 (:›

The Consecration of the House Overture & incidental music _1
Leonore Prohaska - incidental music
McNair (sop)ITelfel (bar)IGranz,
Eichhorn (narr)ILanglamet (hrp)I
Reckert(glass hmca)IBerlin Rad Chl
BPOIAbbado
DO 447 748-2

LoJ

(62m 58s)

Beethoven produced commissioned
incidental music for six theatrical
events. Four also have overtures, but
the incidentalia are so little known
(Egmont apart) that most musiclovers are unlikely to have heard
either Lconore Prohaska's four pieces
or any of the ten which follow the
overture to The Consecration. Due
perhaps to a lack of composing
enthusiasm, the intermingled
choruses, vocal solos, duets,
narrations and marches which make
up those 14 items only rarely take
off in arecognisable Beethovenian
manner, which is all the more reason
to welcome Sylvia McNair and Bryn
Terfel, since their very presence
raises the dramatic tone with sheer
performing conviction. In
Consecration Iparticularly liked
McNair's enthusiastic song of praise
for the dance and Terfel's imposing
High Priest, while McNair's gentle
harp-accompanied ' Romance' in

Prohaska is adelight. Also, the
'Chorus of Dervishes' and 'Turkish
March' in the former would make a
nice 'Who's the composer?' tease for
friends.
As for other aspects, Abbado's
direction strikes me as a touch too
serious for this mostly lightweight
Beethoven, but the recording is
convincingly balanced, with
appropriate distancing when called
for by the rather naive scenarios.
However, the chorus does get
uncomfortably shrill at afew
climaxes, and while the Overture's
opening chords sound fine and the
Berlin Phil has apleasing impact for
most of the time, Ifound the
orchestral sound very rough during
some densely scored episodes.
Whether this is a matter of playing
or recording is difficult to judge, but
how, for instance, DG's
Philharmonic team could have
approved the passages spanning 1m
19s- 33s in Track 1, or 5m 07s- 17s
in Track 2, is beyond me. To my ear
they are dreadful.
John Crabbe

A-B(D): 1

Mass in C J Ah! perfido J Ne'
giorni tuoi felici J Tremate, empi,
tremate
WatsonlRigbylAinsleydlowelll
Corydon Singers & OrchlBest
Hyperion CDA 66830

(74m 33s)

Mass in C/MOZART: 'Coronation'
Mass, K317
CotrubaslKuhlmanit
BBC Singers London Philh Ch BBC
SO & Ch1PritchardiPriceiSmith
Rolfe-johnsonlTituslLeeds Philh Chl
BBC Northern SO/Davies
BBC Radio Classics 15656 91552
(74m 09s) recorded live 1983, 1977
The cheaper Carlton disc preserves
a quite lovely performance of
Beethoven's early A1cw in C (
taken
from an Albert Hall Prom just after
Pritchard had become ' Sir John'),
given with a relatively large choral
array — the frequent antiphonal
effects are most pleasing. Best's
forces are smaller, more incisively
reproduced, and more in keeping
with contemporary taste. Both
versions have fine soloists — the
bass in common — although my
preference lies with Pritchard's,
largely because of Robert Tear's
solos in the Gloria and Credo.
Pritchard is undoubtedly the more
skilful Beethoven conductor, as one
can hear from virtually any
transition passage and, specifically,
from those sections in (ii) (iii) for
the vocal quartet. Unlike Best,
whose singers seem to drift freely,
Pritchard anchors them to a firm
rhythmic underpinning — one which
you will find your body responses
confirming!
Iwondered at first (listening via

headphones) whether reverberation
in the hall used by Hyperion created
this impression of flabbiness, but
this is aclear, well-balanced
production, so in my view Best is
well-intentioned but does not show
the same feeling for pulse.
Jean Rigby vacates the Hyperion
stage for ' Ah! perfido' and two
rarities, a duet [sop/ten] and
dramatic terzet [sop/ten/bass] which
date from Beethoven's study-period
with Salieri, 1801-02. Janice Watson
(Hickox's Ellen Orford in Peter
Grimes), who sings charmingly in the
Aria, is slightly underpowered for its
dramatic outbursts and for the
Scena. But then, even Nilsson made
more than her fair share of nasty
noises when re-recording the piece
for DG — the one with
ROH/Downes [Decca 1966] was
exemplary.
The Mozart coupling hardly
affects choice: Meredith Davies's
vigorous presentation of the
`Coronation' has an excellent
soprano, Janet Price, for the Agnus
Dei, but includes a counter-tenor
who sounds as peculiar in context as
do the fairground whines of the
Leeds Town Hall organ. The quartet
is too forward; the sound is confused
in this acoustic and requires
compensation for a weaker right
channel.
Christopher Breunig
A:2

B:1-1*/C:2

Piano Sonata in Eflat, Op.81a ' Les
Adieux' J in B-flat, Op.106,
`Hammerklavier'
Alfred Brendel (pno)
Philips 446 093-2

(61m 48s)

Beethoven's ` Hammerklavier' is one
sonata Brendel will not be playing in
future, he announced regretfully at a
65th birthday press conference this
spring. But he was pleased with a
Vienna concert performance given in
February 1995 — the audience had
been ' not too noisy' (opening
applause is heard) — and this
appears as part of his new Philips
cycle. He was also pleased at the
remastering of his 1983 BBC
recording, also live, reissued in Vol.2
of 'The Art of Alfred Brendel'.
Adagio excepted (short in duration),
the new version adds between
15-40s to other movt timings, the
Musikverein being marginally livelier
than our QEH. One immediate
difference is that Brendel is far more
commanding (and in better control)
at the very start of the work. Overall
it's a more profound exploration
than the 1983: the exposition of (i)
seems to posit lyrical avenues, as in
Op.101(i), rather than the heroic —
we apprehend the nature of the
movement gradually, then Brendel
tightens the hold on our attentions
AUOUST jSS
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with the development section; less
mercurial, the scherzo is testier,
more ` Beethovenian'; the finale is
not merely abravura contrapuntal
display but, wonderfully rigorous
here, has become acomplex
affirmation of creativity — around
bar 100 there's an undersurge of
song, suppressed by the jagged
nature of the fugal elements. The
Adagio sostenuto is more
controversial. Much of the playing is
LOUD (if a 20 year old played like
this at Wigmore Hall, he'd be
dismissed as ' insensitive', so we have
to trust Brendel), not at all ' rapt' —
indeed, the turbulence, the dynamic
contradictions, the uneasy shifts
from patterns of four against three,
are all starkly exposed in this blackand-white rendering. (Is it ungallant
to mention afalling interval at bar
116 [ 10m 33s] not D-D#-E?)
It's acolossal technical
achievement, something to ponder
over. But Philips should have
eliminated the final applause: a
pallid wave of clapping comes too
quickly, changes into raucous cheers.
One wonders — did the message get
across, or was this selfcongratulation for endurance?
At that same session with
journalists, Brendel described how
he likes to see ' where the music will
take him' in performance. As to live
versus studio recordings, he has no
hard and fast rule (one of the three
Op.10, yet to appear, worked better
as astudio recording, he said). Les
Adieux is not without its oddities —
those lurches to the note after the
turns in bars 9, 10 (Introduction) —
and the main allegro in (i) is
unhurried. But why look for
reservations when the complete ' line'
of the work is so satisfying? In (ii)
the sforzandi steps to the flowing
demisemiquavers are magnificent
[27, 28]; the subdivided demisemiquaver bars [ 17, 33] are
supremely accomplished; and at the
start of ' Le retour' there's adelirious
sense of joy. Sonorously recorded,
this is an outstanding version.

1

Andrew Achenbach

A:1-2(?) / A*: 1* 4 0

PHILIPS

'11ammerklavier'
was recorded
live in Vienna.
(Top left)
Beethoven's
portrait, painted
on ivory by
Christian
Hornemann, in
1803
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BEETHOVEN

PIANO SONATAS
KLAVIERSONATEN
Op. We -1.4.lieez..
Op. 100 ./Iguakakertlavier-

ALFRED
ENDEL

A:1 - 1*

work (No.3) has been better done
by orchestras elsewhere.
My listening comparisons
intensified admiration for Eva
Bernathova's poetic account on
Supraphon, with Czech PO/Ancerl
[11 1957-2 011, rec.1961 — with a
very desirable Concerto for Orchestra]
and, above all, the later Katchen/
Decca, where Istvan Kertesz brought
out the pungency of the scoring with
the LSO in afar more idiomatic way
than Davis with Kovacevich
[Philips]. Decca should reissue it in
the ' Classic Sound' series! Katchen
had acomplete grasp of the piano
writing whereas Kovacevich phrases
too emphatically and selfconsciously.
Sony have not balanced the soloist
unnaturally and so this production
leads the field technically — Ido
not hear noises in 2, reported
elsewhere by RC, apart from
Salonen vocalizing some 7m into
2(ui). The indispensable 1960-61
Anda/Fricsay recordings are
remastered on DG ' Originals' [447
399-2].
Christopher Breunig

A: 1 *- 2

BERG:
Seven Early Songs J Der Wein J
3 Orchestral Pieces, Op.6

BARTOK:
Piano Concertos 1-3

Anne Sofie von Otter (sop)1VP01
Abbado

Yefim Bronfman (pno)ILAPOI
Salonen

DG 445 846-2

Sony Classical CD 66718

Christopher Breunig

Brendel's new

contribution again betokens
complete technical security (her
delivery of the 'moto perpetuo' finale
is simply electrifying) allied to a
most appealing lyrical fervour and
flexibility — the rapt slow movt is
particularly memorable in this
regard.
Steven Isserlis, too, is at his
irreproachably sensitive, eloquent
best in the Cello Concerto ( 1945), a
work often unfairly dismissed as a
poor cousin to the Violin Concerto.
True, it may not have sheer melodic
fecundity of the latter piece, yet in a
performance as thoughtfully
committed and meticulously
prepared as this new one, its relaxed,
at times rather capricious
demeanour captivates all the same.
Throw in the delightful — and, on
this occasion, delightfully realized —
Capricorn Concerto (1944) for flute,
oboe, trumpet and strings (awholly
charming concerto grosso employing
the same instrumentation as Bach's
Second Brandenburg Concerto) and
you have an absolute winner of a
collection which should enjoy
widespread appeal.
Vividly realistic sound, expertly
balanced.

(75m 40s)

Sony's mildly irritating sequence 2,
3, 1puts the best recording and a
superb orchestral performance first.
To my ears, the Third is less
transparent (and transferred at
slightly lower level), yet 1 & 3 share
the same location, engineering team
and time; 2 was done earlier at
another venue with a different team.
Bronfman's astonishingly clean
fingerwork in the central Presto of
2(ü) and in the fugato of 3(iii) are
outstanding features of a set which
may seem uneven at first hearing.
Bronfman's Achilles heel, Ifeel, is
his inability to command the
necessary weight or fervour for
Bartok's declamatory writing in the
outer sections of the Adagios of the
Second and Third Concertos. But
once attuned to the expressive
manner of his playing, je he seems
intent on anon-percussive Bartok
piano style above all, things fall into
place. The combination of simplicity
with finely shaded colour and
dynamics in the Adagio religioso
exposition of 3 certainly warrants
close attention.
Predictably, Salonen responds to
the ' modernity' of 1and 2, and
those who fight shy of the First may
find this version very accessible
given Bronfman's sensitivity. On the
other hand, the more lyrical late

(
49m 25s)

Berg's music is strewn with traps for
the unwary: overplay the drama and
aural obesity reigns; understate it,
and a score like Three Orchestral
Pieces is reduced to a sequence of
Mahlerian echoes. Abbado, however,
traces the delicate workings of the
Seven Early Songs with refined
sensuality (`Traumgekreone sounds
like an expressionist outgrowth of
Tristan's L̀iebesnache) and marshals
the disparate elements of Die Wein (
a
sort of Lulu in miniature) as if it
were his own composition. Both
vocal works are considerably
enhanced by von Otter's creamy
soprano, whether in the Songs' signposted nostalgia (Mahler, Brahms,
Wagner, Strauss), or Baudelaire's
unsettling symbolism (
Der Wein). She
knows the texts, senses their drift,
though her characterizations never
compromise a superbly graded toneproduction. Still, were Ito single out
just one work for special praise, it
would be the Three Orchestral Pieces,
with its growling unpitched
percussion and desperate bouts of
angst: big music, extravagantly
scored, save that agood conductor
can keep the detail clean even when
the decibels mount. Abbado sweeps
the board, while his orchestra gives
us all the colour we need —
mahogany lower strings, low brass
black as night, and aplethora of
lighter shades amongst the violins
65

DVORAK:
Cello Concerto/HERBERT: Cello
Concerto 2
li)-}à Ma (vIc)ilVYPOIMasur

'overplay the drama
and aural obesity reigns;
understate it, and a

Sony Classical CD 67173

score like Three Orchestral
Pieces is reduced to
a sequence of
Mahlerian echoes'

Arnold
Schoenberg's
painting of
Berg c.1910,
from the
Historisches

if he rushes fences in some crescendi
one can imagine that is exactly what
Dussek would have wished.
However, by hurrying things he
misses the sly humour of the
Sonata's finale. Otakar Vondrovic,
cool and punctilious on a
Supraphon mono LP, captured its
spirit by selecting asteadier pace,
keeping to it, and clipping phrases to
accentuate its polka rhythm. Staier
almost obliterates the manic key
change near the end by an excess of
virtuosity. Recording well up to
standard.
Robert Dearling

Museum der

A:2-3 0

(
61m 26s)

This adventurous coupling
'Concertos from the New World' is a
fine showcase for Ma, who is here at
his expressive best. He is very much
at one with Masur in an expansive
reading of the Dvorak, which is far
more flexible in tempo than might
have been expected with this
conductor. In (ii) the tempo is very
free but subtly controlled — fully
justifying the approach. In (i)
however, there are some plain
moments: notably the cautious
delivery of the gorgeous second
subject, where the solo horn's
vibrato disturbs the peace.
Nevertheless, this is a performance
of quality, the rhythmic thrust in ( iii)
being especially memorable.
The Victor Herbert concerto is
perhaps the best known of his
neglected 'serious' works. Exactly
contemporary with the Dvorak, it
features some surprisingly modern

Stadt Wien
and woodwinds. It's aclose body of
sound, terrifyingly dynamic (big
drums have colossal impact) but
always appreciative of Berg's wide
tonal perspectives.
My only complaint is that 49
minutes is extremely short measure;
but then, ' more of same' would
probably have meant overkill and
diminishing returns. I'd say that, in
this instance, it's very much acase
of ' less is more'.
Robert Cowan

HANDEL

La Resurrezione

MassisISmithlMcGuirelAinsleylNaourilLes Musiciens du Louvrel
Minkowski
Amin,/ 447 767-2

English oratorio, La Resurrezione is not — especially not an early run at
Messiah, its great ideological counterweight from Handel's maturity. No
trace here of the Religious Sublime. Instead, a scintillating showpiece of
the young composer's Roman period — post-Passion legend played as
full-blooded opera seria, prodigal of invention and replete with characters
of seductive staginess and pyrotechnic vocal
extravagance. Annick Massis's intercessory Angel
kicks off the action in atremendous bate; Laurent
Naouri's hissable Lucifer is as much the basso villain
as any minor jealous potentate in opera. Jennifer
Smith's faithful, grieving Maddalena does service for
the pure and sympathetic heroine — at the premiere
in 1708 the part was taken by Maria Durastanti, her

Atle 0

DUSSEK:
Fortepiano works
Andreas Staier (f-pno)
BMG DHM 05472 77334 2

(
61m 10s)

Johann Ladislaus Dussek's fiery,
passionate, and at the same time
delicate and thoughtful art, not
without its witty side, would be
everyday listening now if
Beethoven's had not been there to
overwhelm it. The Fantasia and
Fugue, Op 55, bursts with drama at
first and subsequently is calmed by a
noble fugue. Titled ' The Return to
Paris', the Sonata in A- flat is an
ambitious and arduous work. Staier
admits to doing ' quite abit of
practicing' — Ican believe it.
Finally, aHarmonic Elegy for the
death of Dussek's friend Prince
Louis Ferdinand, himself a
composer whom contemporaries
dubbed ' Beethoven with sunshine'
shows Dussek to be in fine control
of sombre moods.
Staier spares no effort in
exploiting the very wide dynamics of
the 1805 Broadwood fortepiano, and
66

(2CDs, 108m 45s)

Mark
Minkowski:
a new Arch iv
recording of
Handel's La
Resurrezione

first encounter with Handel, who was to cast her as
many such heroines on the London stage.
The piece is theatre, dramatic gesture, through
and through. Seeking to impress his Italian patrons,
Handel came up with averitable tour de force: of
instrumental as well as vocal writing. Corelli, no
less, led the orchestra — a large and varied body —
at the premiere. There are instrumental solos
aplenty, harpsichord, organ and theorbo continuo,
and a wealth of daring textural invention, such as
the spectral combination of recorders and oboe for
Maddelena's ' Per me giá di morire'.
Flair and flamboyance of this kind well suit Minkowski and his
musicians (remember their Teseo for Erato?). From the joyously rustic
oboe tone of the opening fugal Sonata, the performance hums with
electricty, and combines true period feeling with a healthily irreverent
grasp of this Italian oratorio as sacred entertainment.
Hugely enjoyed; much recommended.
Calum MacDonald

A:1

AUGUST 1995
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harmonies and is richly scored —
the Brahmsian strings and
Tchaikovskian woodwind are
skilfully combined, giving the
impression of aworthy Germanic
concerto which should certainly be
heard more often. A sense of
urgency from the conductor helps
draw the musical strands of this
slightly discursive work together, and
Ma is fully in command of all its
technical difficulties.
The recordings seemed more and
more oppressive as the disc
progressed. The Avery Fisher Hall
gives the orchestra a soft, hollow
quality: chords resonate but die
quickly; the balance is much
concerned with the violins, with a
thick lower-middle register —
bassoons, violas, cellos and timpani
never seem to separate from one
another. (Iprefer the sound for
Fournier/BPO/Szell in their 1962
version of the Dvorak, newly reissued
on DG ' Classikon': 439 484-2.)
Antony Hodgson

B-C:1

FAURÉ:
Masques et bergamasques J Ballade
J Pavane J Fantasie for flute and
orchestra J Prelude to Penelope J
Elégie a Dolly Suite
Stott (pno)IDavis (fit)IDixon (vIc)1
BBC Palbrtelier
Chandos CHAN 9416

(
72m 23s)

Sensitive, nicely turned musicmaking from Yan Pascal Tortelier
and his admirable Manchester band.
Both Masques et bergamasques and
Dolly receive sprightly, affectionate
treatment, though certain numbers
(the poignant concluding ' Pastorale'
of Masques, for example) perhaps
just miss out on that last ounce of
entrancing grace and wistful
melancholy — Ansermet on Decca
and Serge Baudo on EMI are
especially sympathetic in this regard.
Kathryn Stott's formidable Fauréan
credentials are well known by now,
and her reading of the lovely Ballade
characteristically combines lyrical
ardour with effortless technical
mastery. Tortelier accompanies
watchfully, yet in the final resort the
performance somehow doesn't quite
take wing: that elusive inspirational
'spark', call it what you will, remains
stubbornly absent. The other two
concertante items fare more
successfully: Richard Davis is the
nimble flautist in the Fantasie, while
cellist Peter Dixon brings an
affecting restraint to the noble Elégie.
Moreover, both the Pavane and
hugely eloquent ' Prelude' to Pénélope
come off very well indeed.
Eminently pleasing, expertly
balanced sonics. Taken overall, a
good, if not exceptional Fauré
collection.
Andrew Achenbach
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HEINICHEN:
Lamentations and Passion Music
Musica Antigua Köln/Goebel
Archly 447 092-2

(
2CDs, 129m I2s)

Johann David Heinichen was a nearcontemporary of Handel and Bach;
he worked in Leipzig, Venice and
Dresden, and died aged 36 in 1729.
MAK have already put lovers of the
German baroque in their debt with
a 2CD set of orchestral music by
Heinichen. Now they give us some
splendid examples of his music for
the church — with just one
instrumental Pastorale, rather oddly
placed at the end of the recording.
The major works here performed are
a set of Lamentations and an
oratorio, Nicht das Band, das dich
bestricket; there are also pleasingly
contrasted settings of five motets for
solo voice and small orchestra.
Reinhard Goebel has five gifted
solo singers, none of them at present
familiar names but all likely to gain
in renown; the only recurrent flaw is
a tendency to unevenness in
divisions, with intrusive aspirates.
There is some wonderful music
here, both vigorous (with the
heathen raging excitingly in Warum
toben...') and gently reflective, as in
the noble aria that opens the
oratorio.
Good as are the performances, I
found myself wishing for a less
resonant, empty acoustic than that
of the Melanchthon Church in
Cologne, and less insistently close
microphone placement for the
soloists. The documentation and
texts are up to the usual high
standards of the Archiv series; the
music makes a notable addition to
the catalogue.
Peter Branscombe

B:1 0

MAHLER:
Symphony 4
Angela Maria Blasi (sop)IBavarian
RSOIDavis
RCA 09026 62521 2

other Fourth which digs as deeply
into the Wunderhorn sources or
where Mahler's scoring has been
brought out with such
assiduousness. Unlike many of
today's recordings, this 1993
Herkulessaal production is of a
thoroughly prepared performance;
the balance and dynamics are
outstandingly natural. Especially
individual (and not at all
comfortable) is the slcw movement;
the ambivalence of the coda is
particularly thought-provoking.
Always musical, Davis nevertheless
brings a suggestion of Weltschmerz to
(iv) and thereby robs one of the
pleasure of resolution, whereas
Tennstedt with the LPO caught the
mood of innocence in his
memorable 1983 studio Fourth for
EMI better than any conductor. It
would be difficult to prefer Lucia
Popp over Maria Blasi, or vice-versa,
but Blasi's timing is more precise.
Davis's new CD is of major
significance to Mahler collectors.

(60m I2s)

A symphony opening with
sleighbells, a mistuned fiddle in its
scherzo, a slow movement which
unlocks the gates of heaven, and a
naive finale with soprano — dying
away with cor anglais and aclocklike motif for harp over doublebasses ppp. Yes, Bruno Walter's 1945
NY recording of the Fourth,
transferred from 78s to a Philips LP,
made agood introduction for me to
the music of Mahler ( almost 40
years ago!). Sir Colin Davis's version
would, Ithink, have created avery
different impression. For one thing,
it overruns Walter's by 10m 16s [or
5m 30s, taking his 1955 Vienna
concert perf. on DG], 6m 24s of
that [later 4m] in the Ruhevoll (
iii).
It is, though, a matter of profundity
rather than timings: Iknow of no

Christopher Breunig

A-A:1*

MAHLER:
Symphony 5
Danish Nat
RSOISegerstam
Chandos CHAN 9403

Leif Segerstam:
'a very
subjective
Mahlerian'

(75m I6s)

The Fifth is perhaps the
hardest of the Mahler
symphonies to play, on a
purely technical level:
ensemble is tested sorely at times,
especially in the long scherzo,
making it a work that exposes
shortcomings in all but the best
orchestras.
Segerstam is avery subjective
Mahlerian, and his performances
exude an attractive waywardness that
makes for eventful listening. His new
account of the Fifth is generally
accomplished, if without that final
spark of conviction and inspiration
which distinguishes truly great
performances from those which are
simply competent. Ensemble is
good, but the orchestral playing
might have been more fluid and
athletic, with springier rhythms; a
certain dogged quality creeps in at
times: the climaxes of (i) and ( ii) for
example, which make Segerstam's
tempo changes seem calculated
rather than spontaneous. The
recording — rich, reverberant, and
recessed — loses detail, and the
strings are sometimes swamped by
the brass. The sound picture is often
realistically warm and glowing with a
wide dynamic range, but clarity is all
important for Mahler! Those in the
process of collecting Segerstam's
Chandos Mahler cycle will not be
too disappointed, but alas this new
Fifth is not one of its highlights.
James M Hughes

B:2-3 0
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MOZART:
String Quartets in d, K4171) J in D,
1(575
Haiyii Or
DG 449 136-2

(
55m 28s)

The coupling of the second of the
'Haydn' Quartets with the first of
the ` Prussian' set works very well.
The Hagen Quartet are a splendid
team, and they do almost everything
right: tempi are well chosen ( though
both minuets struck me as rather
fast for Allegretto); the dynamics are
carefully, unexaggeratedly judged;
phrasing is pointful and
undemonstrative; above all they are
content to let the music unfold as
Mozart surely intended. His repeat
marks are precisely observed (with
the two halves of the menuetto of the
D-minor work repeated in the da
capo), with due benefit to Mozart's
sense of proportion. The agreeably
intimate recorded sound allows each
voice to tell naturally.
This issue leaves one hoping that
the Hagens plan to follow their fine
set of the early quartets with all the
ten mature ones.
Peter Branscombe

A:1*- 1

Clarinet Trio 8498 J Piano Trios
8502 & 542
Andras Schiff (pno)IYuuko
Shiokawa (v1n)lErich Hobart (v1a)1
Miklos Perenyi (v1c)1Elmar Schmid
Mt)
TeIdec 4509 99205 2

(
63m I4s)

Andras Saiff and Yuuko Shiokawa
seem to have been entrusted again
with Mozart's own piano ( 1780,
Walter) and violin (earlier, but
maker unknown). Ipreviously heard
them use these instruments for a
fascinating Oiseau-Lyre recording of
violin sonatas, where the engineers
largely overcame the handicap of
working in the house where Mozart
was born. In the new disc, the
Salzburg Mozarteum, though on the
dry side of average, adds a touch
more bloom, and demonstrates the
remarkably even tone of these
amazingly well-preserved
instruments most convincingly. Each
withstands the test of powerful
playing and often swift tempi:
notably in K502(i) and K542(i).
Strength extends also to security of
rhythm. It would have been easy for
the naturally shallow tone of the
period piano to have seemed overinsistent in the context of fast tempi,
but there is no suggestion of it here.
The gem of the ` Kegelstate
Clarinet Trio is its minuet, and
again, firmness and adelightful
sense of regularity of rhythm make
this the epitome of period
stylishness. In this work there is an
early 18th-century viola ( said to be
Mozart's) which is of the highest
tonal quality.
68

This CD presents the best of old
instruments (only the clarinet is a
modern reproduction). So apt is the
style that even K542(iii) — a movt
which once seemed to me a little
trivial played on modern instruments
now gives the impression of
dashing jollity.
Antony Hodgson

A:1* -1

Bill Newman
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Flute Quartets 8285 & 298
¡reno Grafenauer (fi1)1Gidon Kremer
(v1n) I ,:' rottika Hagen frla)1Clentens
Hoc i (•r1c)
Sony Clasical CD 66240

Piano sonatas ( with freely added
accompaniment by Grieg)
Elisabeth Leonskaja, Sviatoslav
Richter (pros)
Teldec 4509 90825 2

for some talented students
(probably), but to me I'm afraid it is
nothing more than a cheap gimmick.

(62m

/Os)
— —
We all know that Grieg ( like
Tchaikovsky) loved the music of
Mozart. According to the booklet
note he ' found particularly
interesting.., adding a free, second
piano to several of Mozart's sonatas.
The work was intended in the first
instance for teaching purposes, but
by chance found its way into the
concert hall, where the whole thing
sounded surprisingly good'. Iam not
convinced. Isn't this going rather too
far away from the originals, into the
orbit of pastiche?
Opinions will vary, especially
when one considers, for example,
what became of Chopin's Nocturnes
and Études at the hands of Leopold
Godowsky! Serious transcriptions of
quantities of music by various
pianist-composer- arrangers are
something else entirely, but my
immediate response to this disc was
one of amusement quickly followed
by annoyance.
Ilistened closely to two eminent
performers each with great respect
for each other's art, playing — not
always precisely together either -- a
session of musically unjustified
prettifying. Self-indulgent is the
phrase that sprang to mind. Grieg
may have been amusing himself
(possibly), or providing a challenge

(
55m I0s)
— — — —
'Do stop that dreadful music!', Sir
John Gielgud's oft-recounted cri du
coeur whilst directing Don Giovanni
in 1968 ( albeit not in his own
memoirs), surfaced in my mind
whilst listening to Irena Grafenauer's
flute- playing here. Partly it is to do
with ashrillness in the recording
(Salzburg Mozarteum, Spring 1994)
at higher levels; partly it is that she
lacks the decisiveness of William
Bennett, in the classic Philips
version with Grumiaux et al — the
phrases are accurate enough but
wanting in substance. Ifound myself
'tuning in' again when Kremer and
the Hagens take up the stage,
although Kremer is too highpowered as a leader: too determined
to ' make something' of these
comparatively slight pieces, where
Grumiaux's ensemble were no less
spirited but more amiable. Their
midpriced CD [ 422 835-2] offers far
cleaner separation too.
Christopher Breunig

C:2-3 O

Cosí fan tutte
FlentinglOtter1LopardolBitrIScarabellil
Pertusi!London VoicesICOEISolti
Decca 444 174-2
(
3CDs, I78m 39s)
— — — — — — — — —
Solti's second account of Mozart's
opera on disc ( its predecessor, made
in 1973, had Lorengar, Berganza,
Berbie, Ryland Davies, Tom Krause
and Bacquier in the cast) was
recorded live at London's RFH in
May 1994, over 90% of it apparently
Elisabeth
Leonskaja with
Sviatoslav
Richter, at the
Grange de
Meslay, near
Tours
(From the
Philips Richter
Edition book).
Above right:
the Decca
sessions for
Cosí
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emanating from the first of the two
performances. Considering this,
mishaps are minor indeed.
Though the Festival Hall doesn't
bring much of apatina to an
orchestra at the best of times, the
sound is bright, clear and forward,
even if the strings of the sizeable,
modern instrument ensemble are a
touch on the steely side.
When the final assessments are
made of Solti's strengths and
weaknesses, Idoubt whether Mozart
will register nearly as positively on
the plus side as, say, Strauss or

Wagner. Though that hectic quality
that used to push his classical
readings into overdrive has abated,
what you might call a certain
`paciness' still tends to make the
music sound brittle: the contours of
its phrasing are flattened out,
secondary voices go for little, and
tenderness is largely absent. (` Di
scrivermi ogni giorno', for example,
is just that bit too fast to make a
properly ambiguous emotional
impact.)
A generally young cast offers class
mingled with superficiality. A
broadly fluent Fiordiligi, Renée
Fleming is nevertheless not entirely
on top of ' Come scoglio', and her
higher range (from A and above) is
inclined to be blowsy. Adelina
Scarabelli offers a down-to-earth
reading of Despina, though one
lacking in vocal distinction and
individuality. Anne Sofie von Otter's
Dorabella, on the other hand, has
distinction and to spare, while
vocally her interpretation is
characteristically considered.
Possessing a certain easy charm,
Olaf Bar's Guglielmo is skilfully
vocalised, while Michele Pertusi's
young (he's still under 30!) Don
Alfonso is lively, but Frank
Lopardo's forthright Ferrando is
curiously graceless for such an
accomplished (in some other recent
contexts) bel cantist.
Taken as awhole, this Cosi is
strong on ensemble, though its sense
of humour is obvious and there's a
dearth of lyric beauty. On almost
every count Solti's previous version
is to be preferred.
George Hall
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MASSENET:
Hérodiade
StuderlDenizelHeppnerlHampsonl
Van DanaTindonse Orch & Ch!
Plasson
EMI CDC 555 3782

(
3CDs, 166m 03s)
— —
Massenet -- whose command of the
niceties of human emotion is so
finely demonstrated in pieces such
as Manon, IVerther and Thaïs — was
a professional to his fingertips, and
there should be no surprise that he
could turn to the bigger canvas of
grand opera with thorough-going
accomplishment.
His rather complex rendering of
events chez Herod Antipas leading
up to the execution of John the
Baptist in Hérodiade (
first staged in
Brussels in 1881) is about as far in
tone from Strauss's pyscho-sexual
blockbuster as could be.
Nevertheless, the opera's virtual
identification of Jean with Christ
inspired the wrath of the
Archbishop of Lyons, resulting in a
minor excommunication for the
mild-mannered composer: he was
to live it down, though no doubt
box office takings went up for a
while!
Unlike Strauss's, the blameless
Princess Salomé neither takes off
veils nor dances, though Massenet
provides some exotic ballet music to
entertain her lascivious stepfather
and his guests on the way.
The oriental style is just one of
many musical dialects Massenet
could speak with mastery; and in a
work written with the Paris Opéra
in mind, the obligatory grand
ensembles for massed and
implacably opposed forces bring
down a number of curtains with
emphatic theatricality and
impressive musical ideas. Elsewhere
the music's sensuousness ( not to say
sensuality) and strength of
characterisation make for a
rewarding listen.
The opera is strongly cast and
sung in good French. Nadine
Denize brings a regal vocal air to
the title-role, though she's
necessarily somewhat upstaged by
Cheryl Studer as her daughter, the
true centre of the opera's attention,
in a performance which shows the
American soprano back on form
after a worryingly inconsistent
period on disc. Thomas Hampson's
Herod is assured, and both
gracefully and intelligently sung even for such a versatile singer this
proves an unusually congenial role.
Ben Heppner is equally excellent as
Jean, establishing the French heroic
repertoire as a perfect vehicle for
his bright, silvery tenor, while,
typically, José Van Dam makes
much of the secondary role of the
Chaldean astrologer Phanuel.
The Toulouse Orchestra and
Chorus play/sing superbly, and

Michel Plasson shows a profound
sympathy for the delicate eroticism
that underpins Massenet's refined
yet glamorous idiom.
George Hall

A: 1 • 0

MENDELSSOHN:
Paulus
Diener (sop)Illlarkert (con)likvlor
(ten)IGM-ne (bass) La Chapelle
Royale' Collegian, Vocale! Orch des
Champs ElyséesIHerreweghe
Harmonia Mundi 901584-5
(2G1)s, 1
28m) recorded live 1995
This, the first of Mendelssohn's
oratorios, has all the power and
lyrical invention of the more popular
Elijah. It includes unashamed
homage to Bach: not just in thematic
reference to one of Bach's wellknown chorales, but in
Mendelssohn's own approach to
fugues and chorales. Perhaps Bach
would have written such music had
he lived in the 19th-century.
Mendelssohn (with assistance)
created the libretto, the narrative of
the life of St Paul, largely but not
exclusively using the Bible as his text.
This means that the part of Paulus
(sung by the bass) is extensive. It
requires the character of Paul to
change from the uncompromising
persecutor of the Christians to the
humble converted soul who created
the Gospels. There is no doubt that
Matthias Giirne is ideally cast. His
singing is superb, and he phrases
Mendelssohn's long melodic lines
most sensitively with his even, yet
colourful tone. The soprano and
tenor are largely given narrative roles
— melodramatic declaration would
not have been suitable, but both
singers take an ideally flexible and
light- toned approach to their parts,
so the inherent drama is allowed to
speak for itself. The contralto is
scarcely used.
The recording is drawn from two
public performances; maybe astudio
production would have meant closer
detail but this spacious sound is
certainly well balanced. The vocal
soloists, unusually, are all placed to
the left, but the engineers avoid
spotlighting them.
Philippe Herreweghe has anatural
sense of drama, and an element of
steel enters the orchestra when the
merciless chorus determines to stone
Stephen and, later, Paul. It is always
interesting to see how acomposer
represents the voice of God. Here
Mendelssohn elects to employ choral
sopranos singing gently, high in their
register. The conductor allows them
just enough definition to clarify the
words through the hushed
atmosphere and the whole
conception works beautifully.
Due, to agreat extent, to
Herreweghe's understanding of the
overall architecture of the music, this
69

is an ideal performance. The forces
are medium in size (just under 100)
but the effect is grand and, especially
in the big choruses, exciting to the
ear.
Antony Hodgson

A:I* 0

ORFF:
Carmina Burana ( chamber version)
Soloists .-Illotüttna SangenIUppsala
School Children's GhlKrountata
Percn Ens Aim
BIS CD 734

'the subtlety of reduced
forces reminds one of how
much good music there is
in this piece when
bombast is eliminated'
and the work actually loses little of
its impact. Indeed, the percussion
gain extra prominence through not
having to cut through dense
orchestral textures, thereby
enhancing attack.
There are some sections that
disappoint: the purely orchestral Tanz
movement, for example, cannot be
recreated by two pianos. But, for the
most part, this can stand with the
best recordings of the full score. The
soloists are superb (one of the most
graphic ' Swans' ever!) and the choir
sings with excellent intonation and
diction. You hear plenty of vocal and
percussion detail obscured in
orchestral performances, while the
subtlety of reduced forces reminds
one of how much good music there
is in this piece when bombast is
eliminated. The fact that Orff scores
in avery percussive fashion helps the
translation to two pianos and
percussion, and BIS have aided
matters greatly by providing a
recording of outstanding impact and
clarity. Played at ahealthy volume,
voices and instruments are recreated
with stunning bite and attack. The
extra transparency of the chamber
scoring also strengthens the kinship
with Catulli Carmina, which is scored
for chorus, four pianos and
percussion.

70

Tring TRP 046
(
63m)
— — — — — — — — — —
Peter and the Wolf/DUKAS: The
Sorcerer's Apprentice/BRITTEN:
The Young Person's Guide to the
Orchestra
Ben Kingsley (narr)ILSOIMackerras

Twenty-four

Cala CACD 1022

followed from

tracks on this
CD may be

(
56m 35,)

(
60m 36s)

To arrange this massive work for
limited forces may seem misguided:
Orff's bold, lusty rhetoric demands
large numbers to recreate the sweep
and drama of the text, or so one
might think. Yet this new version
works remarkably well, and any fears
that reduced scoring must inevitably
emasculate the scale of the work are
unfounded. True, certain key
moments lack the elemental rhythmic
driving power of the full version.
However, this is amply offset by
increased clarity and transparency,

James M Hughes

Well, well,
CORNELIUS

PROKOFIEV:
Peter and the Wolf/BIZET: Jeux
d'enfants/SAINT-SAENS: Carnival of
the Animals
Sir Jo/in Gielgud (narr)IRPOILicata

A*:1

Recommendations for Peter and the
nu-are currently dominated by
those two great gentlemen of the
British theatre, Sir John Gielgud
[Virgin, mid-price] and Sir Ralph
Richardson [ Decca, budget price],
the former coupled to an excellent
version of Carnival of the Annuals,
the latter with other popular
Prokofiev fare. Another fine budget
release on Cil' [ SNO/Gibson]
couples the Saint-Saens with jeux
d'enfants and an enchanting
performance of Ravel's Mother Goose
Suite.
The Tring Gielgud remake
faithfully captures this distinguished
actor's colossal vocal armoury,
although he is more closely recorded
here than on Virgin, and sounds
marginally less inclined to savour the
words quite as seductively as before.
The RPO are accorded agenerous
ambience, imparting an imposing,
symphonic scale which some may
prefer to the relatively sleek, neoclassical lines of the London
Academy/Stamp. Whether this works
so well with the essentially
salonesque pretensions of SaintSaens's ' zoological fantasy' is, I
think, open to question, especially as
Licata's boldly projected
performance lacks the necessary
sparkle and wit to bring this
indelible menagerie fully to life. A
sense of innocent enchantment is
also central to Bizet's suite of
childhood miniatures, and here again
the rather earnest approach hardly
banishes memories of Ansermet or
Dutoit [ both Decca].
Mackerras's new Cala disc is a far
more serious proposition; indeed,
those seeking amodern recording of
Dukas's irrepressible Sorcerer's
Apprentice which places lithe
athleticism and ear-tingling
transparency of orchestral textures
ahead of blockbuster thrills and
spills may well prefer this to the
BPO/Levine [DG]. Kingsley narrates
both the Prokofiev and Britten
pieces with a calm, unaffected
authority which is consistently
engaging; and many will count it a
blessing that his natural timbre lacks
the occasionally distracting
individuality of, say, a Connery or
Sting. Mackerras provides
consistently illuminating and finely
paced accompaniment, distinguished

Skempton's
'Collected
Piano Pieces'
newly
published by
"z..

OUP

SKEMPTON:
44 Piano works
John Tilbury (pno)
Sony Classical CD 66482

(7Im)

Unassuming, companionable, Howard
Skempton's music is not minimal but
irreducible. His piano pieces contain nothing
they don't need. Nothing could be subtracted
without loss. There's no rhetoric, no bravura
display, no smokescreen of Postmodern irony,
no false naivety. Composing essences, he goes
straight to the heart.
Of the 44 pieces on this disc, from the 1960s
to the present, only six are as long as 2m. But
they aren't short: give Skempton a keyboard
and agesture and he can encompass just about
anything, from Sweet Chariot's sublimation of
spiritual to the imperial fanfares of A Roma.
The music's British roots, though palpable,
seldom show, save in the few folksong settings
(the subtle, elegaic set of variations on The
Durham Strike, at 5m 20s by far the longest
work here, suggests developments from Britten
and Alan Bush).
There are French parallels: with Satie, of
course, though minus the absurdist strain. The
20-piece Images cycle, originally musical
snapshots for a Channel 4 series on the history
of photography, frequently evokes Debussy, with
references from gamelan to the ' Keel Row' of
his orchestral Images. But I'm most reminded of
Fauré, simply for the fine discriminatioon of
means, the lucid exactitude of Skempton's
harmony. The title track, Well, well, Cornelius, in
memory of his teacher Cornelius Cardew, with
its ceaseless gentle nuancing of the 'heroic' Eflat tonality, is thus aparadigm.
John Tilbury has judiciously selected old
favourites (the Rumba, Saltaire Melody etc)
along with the more recent and the less
familiar. Technically unchallenging, these pieces
yet demand utter focused musicality, and
Tilbury's playing reflects complete absorption
and understanding. The recorded ambience of
Snape Makings and the cleanliness of Sony's
20-bit `high definition' sound, almost but not
quite at odds with the music's intimacy and
informality, have created an utterly delightful
disc.
Calum MacDonald

AMUR US
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by some particularly fine woodwind
solos — even if ultimately he lacks
the sheer exuberance and playfulness
which are a hallmark of the classic
versions of the past.
Julian Haylock
A—I1:2 A
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SCHOENBERG:
Verklá
Nacht/R STRAUSS:
Capriccio - Introduction/
STRAVINSKY: Apollon musagete
(revd.1947)
Saito Kinen OrchlOzawa
Philips 446 085-2

(64m 10s)

My initial impression might have
been more favourable had the
programme sequence been as
suggested by the cover,
Stravinsky-Schoenberg. Ibegan a
listening session, the system not
sounding optimal, with Mrkliirte
Nacht (
a 1993 recording) thinking
its tuttis vastly overblown. There was
also the question: having six fine
soloists for the Strauss, why not have
Schoenberg's 1903 original?
As to Apollo, there's the
outstanding ASM version to
consider, now restored with
attractive Stravinsky couplings (eg
Ogdon in the Capriccio) in Decca's
'Classic Sound' series: 443 577-2.
Marriner's is a more animated view
of Apollo, and the scale of the sound
is very attractive; Ozawa
concentrates on beauty of sound in
the Karajan manner. So he does in
Verkliirte Nacht. This is perhaps a
version to hear, eyes shut, the world
shut out, over good headphones. It
is avery thoughtfully graded, highly
accurate performance — transcribed
here with 5 access points for those
who want them. The booklet
includes Dehmel's poem and
translation.
The Saito Kinen Orchestra has
certainly progressed from its
inauspicious Philips debut
recordings. Good but not essential.
Christopher Breunig

B:2 O

(57m 55s)

EMI CDC 555 5332

These are extremely well prepared
performances. They don't, as one
critic has suggested, lack imagination
but they have a certain plainness
which is not wholly to do with the
character of the orchestra. Jansons
gives us Sibelius rather as one
imagines Klemperer might have
conducted it: with a determined
approach to structure and little
concern for
sentiment — to the
detriment of 3(ii)
and ( iii), Ifeel.
(The Fifth brings
some excitingly fast
tempi.) His
orchestra, though,

James M Hughes

lacks the tonal
capabilities of the
London Symphony,
and thus can scarcely challenge Sir
Colin Davis's RCA coupling of these
two symphonies [09026 61963 2].
The Oslo brass are aweak element
and, concerted, their intonation only
just gets by at times. One particular
passage in the finale of 5 soured my
enthusiasm, and that is where the
horns dominantly announce the
'swinging' theme in fourths [ track 7,
1m 10s] with meagre expression. In
so cumulative a piece, any such
distraction is fatal! Still, Jansons
seems to bring an intriguing touch
of spite to the final spaced chords:
the one point where Davis's reading
fails to convince. EMI's recording is
good but outclassed by Tony
Faulkner's work for RCA.
Christopher Breunig
A- B:2/1(3)
TCHAIKOVSKY:
Symphony 4/RIMSKY-KORSAKOV:
Capriccio Espagnol
Saito Kinen OrchlOzawa
Philips 446 102-2

(
56m 49s)

These are very refined performances,
impeccably played, without
gimmicks or tricks. Ozawa recorded
Tchaikovsky's Fourth with the Berlin
Philharmonic for DG in 1988, and
his new account is ashade faster in
all four movements. Despite this, the
overall impression is one of dignity
and control rather than unbridled
passion. The orchestra sounds
superb thoughout, fearing no
comparison even with the Berliners,
and one could hardly imagine
hearing the music played better,
technically. Perhaps adegree of
excitement is missing: this is, after
all, an edgy, neurotic work, and one
wishes for more nervous intensity
and drama than Ozawa shows here.
All the same, he gives abeautifully
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shaped, almost classical account of a
score that can so easily degenerate
into noisy rhetoric.
Capriccio Espagnol gets similarly
refined treatment, and emerges none
the worse for it. True, there are
more exciting accounts in the
catalogue, but Ozawa's is among the
most musical, and every detail is
balanced with impressive mastery.
The Bitstream recordings are
smooth and natural, with excellent
internal clarity and awide dynamic
range but no sense of microphone
spotlighting. Because a little
audience noise can be heard
between movements Ipresume the
recordings were taped live, though
there's no mention of this in the
booklet.

SIBELIUS:
Symphonies 3 & 5
Oslo PO/Jansons

A:1-2 0

TCHAIKOVSKY:
Symphony 5' J Overture 1812
Chicago SO/Barenboim
Mariss
Jansons
conducts
Sibelius.
(Below)
Stravinsky's
Apollo is
featured on
one of Seiji
Ozawa's two
programmes
with the Saito
Kinen
Orchestra

Teldec 0630 10904 2
41s) '
live recording
At the superficial level, Daniel
Barenboim admits in the booklet
interview, Tchaikovsky's Fifth (for
him a ' perfect work') is not difficult
for an orchestra like the Chicago
Symphony, but for this live
recording they relearned the music
— as is surely apparent right from
the opening clarinets' theme. The
horn solo in (ii) is ' perfect', too
(there's no credit: Dale Clevenger?),
and throughout the playing is of the
highest standard, thrilling in the
finale. Incidentally, Barenboim has
insisted on athrough performance
without breaks. The attacca before
(iv) suggests, though, an edit; and
there is no applause, which Ithink is
a mistake.
Imuch enjoyed the symphony but
was not deeply moved by it, though
Irecognize within myself asuspicion
of the Chicago Orchestra,
engendered by the long Solti era
(and before that Reiner's
insensitivity). Iwould have liked
something darker, the terrible
struggle with the soul implicit in
Kempe's reading [ EMI nla].
Markevitch's Waltz [
Philips] is both
more elegant and simpler: contrast
the LSO bassoon solo at bar 56 with
the ill-defined one here — and why
no crescendo?
But Barenboim often surprises in
Russian music — remember his
Rimsky Scheherazade? — and an
1812 which is much improved since
the Chicago/DG adds to the
desirability of this issue. Like Solti,
but not Reiner, he opens with the
six cellos; and there's gunfire —
synthesisezed from timps, I
wondered? — plus a generous
pealing of bells. Barenboim is
arguably too intense at the first turd;
but Iliked the folk episodes, which
71

SCHUBERT:
Trout Quintet J
Arpeggione Sonata
J Die ForeIle
Emanuel Ax (pno)
Pa in eI
a Frank
(v1n)IRebecca
(da),Yo-Yo
Ma (cic)/Edgar
Meyer (d-bs)!
Barbara Bonney
(sop)
Sony Classical CD 61964
(64m
If you are not put
off by the silly
cover photograph of
the artists in
artificial Arcadia
Imogen
Cooper with
Wolfgang
Holzmoir:
Q new
vVinterreise
cycle

(they don't deserve
such tawdry presentation), do listen
to this version of the ' Trout'
Quintet. We may not need yet
another recording, but who could
resist this one, played impetuously
yet sensitively by agroup of
musicians blessed with an
exhilarating sense of rhythm and
cultivated musical impulses? Sony's
sound gets a touch confused in the
loudest passages; and it would have
been helpful to have placed Bonney
a little further back for her good
performance of the song from which
the work gets its name.
Doubtless, the quintet is meant to
be the big draw but the raison d'étre
of this disc is the extraordinarily
potent interpretation of the
Arpeggione sonata. In striking a fine
balance between intellect and
emotion, refined power and
ruminative beauty, Ma and Ax in
their own way equal the superlative,
if controversial, Rostropovitch
Britten recording [ Decca]. Sony's
technical contribution leaves little to
be desired.
Nalen Anthoni

A-8: 1 *- 1 2

Goethe Songs
Christoph Prégardien (ten)lAndreas
Staier (f-pna)
IIMG/DliM 05472 77342 2

LoJ

(
70m 29s)
— — - Following on from the success of
their recordings of Schubert settings
of Schiller, Die schiine Miillerin, and
various settings of Heine, these two
fine artists turn to a selection of 25
of the Goethe lieder. It is awellbalanced programme, including five
of the groups with opus numbers
the final set is Op.92, not 32 as
claimed), and ranging over the early
and middle years of Schubert's
career. It includes such familiar
songs as ' Heidenrüslein' and ' Der
Musensohn', and rarities like ' Die
Liebe' ( which could hardly be more
different from Beethoven's version in
his Egmont score) and ` Geistes
Gruss'.
Andreas Staler, playing a
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hammerflügel by Christopher Clarke
after an instrument by Johann Fritz
(Vienna, c.1815), produces a wide
variety of timbres, and gives much
pleasure with deft touches in his
percipient accompaniments.
Christoph Prégardien is not quite at
his best, a touch of dryness and
occasional stridency marring his line.
In the Harper's songs he finely
conveys bleak despair; ' Der Kiinig in
Thule' ( here Staier uses a jangling
stop) is put across, interestingly, as if
by a fairground singer. The recorded
quality is high, and the booklet
contains texts, translations and notes
in three languages.
Peter Branscombe

A: 1-2 0

Die schOne Mulleriut
Ian Bostridge (ten)/Dietrick FischerDieskau (spkr)IGraham Johnson
(pua)
Hyperion CW33025

(72m 38s)
— — - — — -What liner choice could there have
been for the 25th volume in the
complete Schubert song series? The
first of the marvellous song cycles is
here presented by one of our finest
young singers with, as fascinatfng
bonus, the six poems of Wilhelm
.Nlüller that Schubert did not set,
read here with wit and dignity by
the man who may well be
remembered as the greatest lieder
singer of the second half of the
20th-century.
With Graham Johnson
maintaining his marvellous form as
accompanist, impresario and
commentator, it is difficult to
imagine more favourable portents.
They are richly borne out in a
performance of direct projection,
superb penetration, and beautiful
music-making. Every nuance of the
drama of the young lad's love and
loss is there, with no exaggeration,
but equally no ducking the emotion.
A welcome touch from Hyperion is
the use of abox that comfortably
accommodates the 72-page booklet
of notes, texts and translations (all
of us who have struggled to insert
past booklets into the narrow jewelcase will know the relief). The
recording is well up to Hyperion's
usual high standard.
Peter Branscombe

A:1 '1-1 0

Winterreise
Whlfgang Holzmair (bar)Ihnogen
Cooper (pno)
Philips 446 407-2

(
69m 55s)

This is a deeply thought- through,
deeply felt Winterreise. Wolfgang
Holzmair's enunciation of Müller's
verse is richly characterized, with
verbal emphases of unusual intensity
(try ' Der greise Kopf'). His
sensitivity to note values, to line and
dynamics are alike exemplary; and

Imogen Cooper's realization of the
piano part (this is more than
'accompaniment') makes a major
contribution to the impact of the
whole. She is one of those Schubert
pianists whose attention to minute
detail of ornament and inner voice
never distracts her from line and
mood. Line is a particular strength
of Holzmair, especially in slowmoving songs like ' Im Dorfe'. In
some of the more rapid and bitter
songs Ioccasionally remarked an
over- emphasis of detail, a desire to
colour and ' personalize' the music
rather than trust Schubert to make
the points for him. But his overall
grasp of this extraordinary cycle, his
sense of the wanderer's destiny and
destination, is very impressive. With
its finely balanced and atmospheric
recorded quality this is definitely a
version to number among the finest.
Peter Branscombe

A:1 *- 2

3 Klatierstücke D946 J Valses
nobles D969 J Moments musicaux
D780
Peter Katin (f-pno)
Athene ATH CD7

(73m 33s)

Katin uses the same fortpiano here
as on his excellent earlier Athene
disc of Clementi sonatas. It is a sixoctave 1832 square piano by
Clementi (who, apart from
composing and giving concerts, had
investments in the instrumentmaking company bearing his name).
Katin provides the notes and
explains that he has sometimes
found it necessary to rethink the
phrasing that he had applied to
Schubert's music when previously
using a modern piano.
The extensive movements entitled
Drei Kluvierstücke make, in effect, a
sonata more than half an hour in
length (if one is not too fussy about
the key sequence), and it is
interesting to hear how exciting the
stronger passages become in Katin's
hands. This old instrument stays in
tune: the ocasional clattering noises
from the action are only to be
expected.
This is aclose recording, and
maybe this technique was adopted in
order to clarify the tonal
characteristics of ahistoric piano,
but it reveals an occasional midrange ' ring' in powerful passages —
especially when the key is A-minor.
This approach to recording
inevitably limits the dynamic range,
and Katin's delightful subtlety in the
Valses nobles would perhaps have
been enhanced given a more
spacious sound. His mature reading
of the Moments musicaux, however,
makes it quite clear that he has a
penetrating insight into Schubert's
piano style.
Antony Hodgson
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magical 0 vos mimes (
written in
1922, the same year as the masterly
Mass in G-minor) and the Three
Shakespeare Songs (1951), the last of
which, ' Over Hill, over Dale', shows
Spicer's group at its consummate
best.
Exemplary recording and
presentation. Warmly recommended.

are not slowed down.
The Fifth is very impressively
recorded, but on headphones one
catches abackground tone which is
presumably hall air-conditioning. A
boost of level is appropriate for
1812.
Christopher Breunig

Andrew Achenbach

A-A*:1*-1 A:1

A:1 0

WALTON:
Johannesburg Festival Overture J
Symphony 2 J Viola Concerto
Lars Anders Tonner (v1a)1English
PhilharmonialDaniel
Naxos 8.553402

(
61m 27s)

'Vivo, con met) preciso' instructs
Walton in (ii) of the Viola Concerto.
His metronome marking is crotchet
= 144-151. Primrose [ 1946: EMI]
plays it at c.150. Tomter chooses
c.120. He might have got away with
it had his sense of rhythm been up
to scratch. It is not. The movement
lumbers, entirely without the
coruscating brilliance expected by
Walton and delivered by Primrose.

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS:
Five English Folksongs J Valiant for
Truth J O vos omnes J 0 Taste and
See J The Souls of the Righteous J
3 Shakespeare Songs J The Turtle
Dove/HOIST: Ave Maria J The
Evening Watch J This Ihave done
for my true love _INunc dimittis
Sing me the men J Four Part-Songs
Finzi Singers/Paul Spicer
Chandos CHAN 9425

(
69m 22s)

Another delightful addition to the
Finzi Singers' fast-growing Chandos
discography — we can also look
forward to anthologies devoted to
Howells, Britten, Kenneth Leighton
and David Matthews. The
programme is a typically
adventurous, chronologically wideranging one. Rarities from many
include HoIst's exceedingly pretty
Ave Maria of 1901 (his first
published work, dedicated to the
memory of his mother) and the
same composer's even earlier Four
Part-Songs, a charming, remarkably
assured set (Stanford, Holst's
teacher at the RCM, must have been
very pleased). Suffice to report, The
Evening Watch and Sing me the men,
demandingly complex pieces, both,
are accorded wonderfully secure,
impassioned treatment here.
VW, too, is handsomely served.
The captivating Five English
Folksongs (1913) sound marvellously
healthy and alive in the hands of
these artists, whilst The Turtle Dove
receives a ravishing performance.
Elsewhere, we get particularly
distinguished renderings of the
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Daniel
Barenboim:
something to
s-nle about!

He is the exemplar throughout this
work. Tomter, his pacing consistently
dolorous, alters the character of the
music.
Paul Daniel, trained in opera,
certainly knows how to
accommodate his soloist; but there
are touches, like the accenting of the
ostinato on the bass clarinet towards
the end of the concerto ( 1962
orchestration), that speak of
individuality. And the symphony,
different from Sze11 and Mackerras,
is a thoroughly valid interpretation,
particularly good in (ii). Don't
however expect Cleveland or LSO
standards of virtuosity from the
ENP. The strings have some way to
go; and in this acoustic the violins
are also slightly discoloured.
Recorded balance is on the whole
credible, though oddly, Tomter's
breathing is sometimes audible.
Nevertheless, this is Daniel's disc. It
should explain why his appointment
as music director of ENO was
greeted with enthusiasm.
Nalen Anthoni

1-3 A

BORIS BE REZOVSKY
Piano works by Balakirev, Liadov,
Medtner, Mussorgsky & Rachmaninov
Boris Berezovsky (pno)
Teklec 4509 96516 2

(
60m 31s)

Velocity of fingerwork is remarkable
here, and Berezovsky can create
fabulous colours at mezzo-piano.
Most of the pieces here are fast, and
close-balanced sound — the upper
register is shallow, though —
underlines the brilliance of
programming: the opening Night on
the Bare Mountain (
arr. Tchernov) is
a tour de force. Lugansky [Vanguard]

shows greater sensitivity in the four
Rachmaninov Etudes-tableaux Op.39
— Berezovsky for instance is massive
yet clumsy in No.3 and it is hard to
determine any real conception he
may have of the piece (Lugansky's
impression is of fearsome anxiety);
Lugansky is more poetic and
suggestive in the C-minor No.7,
Lento lugubre. Berezovsky takes a
more starkly explicit view of the
music: Rachmaninov the modernist,
less the romantic. Berezovsky also
tends to fracture the music into
segments: Islamey, which closes his
programme, lacks the through line of
Katchen's old Decca recording. He
is, Ithink, most persuasive in four of
Medtner's Fairy Tales and three
Preludes by Liadov. Perhaps, in time,
Berezovsky's recklessly extravert
attack will be tempered and his
playing will show more subtlety.
Christopher Breunig A- B:1*- 2
17TH CENTURY VENETIAN
MUSIC
Works by Picchi, Marini & Turini
Les Enemis Confus
Vanguard 99706

(
60m 08s)

All three composers were active early
in the 17th-century, and two of
them, Giovanni Picchi and Biagio
Marini, were amongst those who
regarded it important to make
available music for instruments alone
in apredominantly vocal musical
period. Francesco Turini, on the
other hand, wrote mainly vocal
music but he included sonatas for
two violins and bass in his volume of
madrigals in 1621. These are some
of the earliest violin sonatas ever
written — so two of them are played
here on recorders!
Still, this release is devoted to
recorder consort music, and as such
is adelightful success for admirers
of pure wind tones. Others may find
a lack of variety in timbres, a
drawback of which evidently the
producer was well aware. Several
recorders are here accompanied by
lute, there by harpsichord, elsewhere
by lute plus organ (which itself has a
delicate recorder-like tone), and a
chitarrone lends its resonant bass
line on several occasions.
Furthermore, Marini's little suite of
dances for harpsichord alone is
placed about half-way through.
A slightly claustrophobic
atmosphere prevents total
involvement with these
performances, but the playing is
excellent, with spot-on ensemble in
the many monophonic pieces.
Balance is good on the whole; I
believe the reticent tone of the chest
organ is a characteristic of the
instrument rather than a fault of the
recording.
Robert Dearling

ad 0
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T

he Everest label of the early 1960s was equally famous for
its superb sound and for its rather alarming habit of leaving
unedited mistakes and shoddy ensemble. So while their
artist roster could hardly fail to excite, the recordings themselves
showed signs of the pressure to keep ahungry public supplied
with new titles using the 3-track 35mm magnetic film or halfinch magnetic tape technology that was then state-of-the-art.
Despite that, there were many triumphs as well as afew
catastrophes, and Ifeel that, with these CD reissues, it will be
the high retail price as much as anything else that will deter
some from making as large a selection as they might like.
Sir Adrian Boult fares rather well: a fast but riveting Mahler 1
with the LPO, with first-movt repeat, plenty of soft playing and
exciting climaxes [
EVC 9022, 46m 28s].
A:1*
Boult's Vaughan Williams 9 is also epoch-making, and much
better than his EMI remake. It shares a disc with Sir Malcolm
Arnold's Symphony 3 with the composer conducting. What more
can one ask? Again, both are with the LPO [
EVC 9001, 70m
25s].
A:1*
However, Sir Adrian's authoritative Vaughan Williams job and
Wasps Overture have to contend with the notorious Albert Hall
acoustic, where wrong microphone placements flatten the
dynamic range. Arnold's Scottish Dances under the composer
make astrange bedfellow [
EVC 9006, 57m 27s].
C:2 A:1
Iremember Boult's Shostakovich Symphony 6 with the LPO
was thought to be even better than Reiner's with the Pittsburgh
Symphony — this, of course, was before Gauk and Mravinsky
had entered the stakes. Although Icould never imagine Boult
and Sargent agreeing to appear together, they do so here. Sir
Malcolm's Shostakovich 9 starts at agallop but then falls apart
— Iam told the LSO had a hard time with him in the studio
[EVC 9005, 58m 36s].
A:1/3
In contrast Hindemith's Symphony in E-flat under Boult is
fabulous. (Remember, this was well before the NYP/Bernstein).
The same composer's Violin Concerto with the admired Joseph
Fuchs and the LSO under Sir Eugene Goossens is also goodish,
though not up to David Oistralch and Horenstein on Decca
[EVC 9009, 57m 09s].
A/B:1 / 2
Iwell remember Goossens, having left Australia for good and
returning to London as a guest conductor, coming to the LSO
Club when Iwas Chairman, to present his ' new' Everest
recordings to a specially invited audience. Here was the
conductor who had deputised for Krips at the last minute to
direct a marvellous Bruckner 4. A great thrill — unlike these new
CDs, which turn out to he something of a Curate's egg. The
ragged Stravinsky Lc Sacre du Printemps may hark back faintly to
this conductor's earlier tie-up with Diaghilev [he gave the UK
concert premiere at Queen's Hall in 1921j, but the coupling,
Rachmaninov's Symphonic Dances, is altogether splendid [EVC
9002, 69m 47s].
A:3/1
Berlioz's Symphonic fantastique has its moments but flags in
climaxes [
EVC 9017, 51m 36s].
A:2-3
A South-American-Australian assemblage -- Villa-Lobos's
Little Train of Caipira, Antill's Corroborce, Ginastera's Estancia &
Panambi — rouses the senses with its positively cinemascopic
dimensions [
EVC 9007, 54m 16sl.
A:1
Best of all is Respighi's Roman Festivals (
which Ialways
thought even better than Toscanini's), but Sargent's Fountains of
Rome, with its alarming gear-change at the start of the `Trevi at

Mid-day', reveals the LSO in a shambles, and the
disappointingly lack-lustre Pines of Rome which follows, makes it
abit of a let-down [
EVC 9018, 61m 06s].
A:1/3-4
Sargent turns up again in Prokofiev's Lt Kijé Suite, where he
equips himself better. The main offering on this disc is the ballet
suite Chout (
The Buffoon) in areliable performance under
Walter Susskind [
EVC 9019, 55m 11s].
A:2
Susskind, always apopular character with orchestras,
instrumentalists and singers alike, does well in Copland's
Appalachian Spring and Gould's Spirituals — also with the LSO.
The coupling, Gershwin's An American in Paris with Pittsburgh
SO/Steinberg, is suitably idiomatic [
EVC 9003, 59m 28s].
A/B:2
Stokowski fans will have to wait for his famous Tchaikovsky
coupling of Hamlet and Francesca da Rimini. Meanwhile he is
very much at home in Villa Lobos's Uirapuru, the story of a
legendary bird, and ` Modinha', a movement from one of the
Bachianas Branleras. The rest of the fare is made up from
Prokofiev's Cinderella Ballet Suite and The Ugly Duckling, with
the irrepressible Regina Resnik, and three excerpts from
Debussy's Children's Corner Suite, all with the NY Stadium SO
[EVC 9023, 69m 44s].
A:1
Stokey's R Strauss with the same orchestra — Don juan, Till
Eulenspiegel and Dance of the Seven Veils — is a multi-coloured
affair, with Thomas Canning's Fantasy on a Hymn Tune tacked
on as an afterthought [
EVC 9004, 51m 09s].
A:3
Brahms's Third Symphony with the Houston Symphony is
possibly the worst performance Ihave ever heard, and
Steinberg's Fourth is pretty dull too [
EVC9016, 76m 53s]. B:3
Stokowski vindicates himself somewhat with Bartok's Concerto for
Orchestra, though his delight in the orchestral colourings is at the
expense of the Hungarian idiom. The delight of this CD is
Kodaly's Psalmus Hungaricus with Raymond Nilsson (ten), LPO
& Ch/Ferencsik [
EVC 9008, 54m 26s].
A- B:3/1
Three CDs from this batch gave me particular pleasure: Falla's
Three-Cornered Hat Ballet, recorded immediately after a RFH
concert by the LSO under the late Enrique Jorda, with Barbara
Howitt (sop), which is coupled with Bartok's Dance Suite with
LPO/Ferencsik [ EVC 9000, 54m 58s]; Khachaturian's Gavaneh
Ballet Suite with the LSO under Anatole Fistoulari [ EVC 9020,
46m 53s]; and a magnificent Mahler Symphony 5 with the LSO
under Rudolf Schwarz, which shows up some of the sadly
misconceived Mahler performances of today [ EVC 9032, 69nt
44s].
A:1 A:1 A:1*
When members of the LSO tried to buy their recordings of the
complete Beethoven Symphonies under their Chief Conductor
Joseph Krips ( the LSO's only complete Beethoven on record),
they discovered to their chagrin that World Record Club had
only issued three LPs from the set. Subsequently there was a
tawdry Everest imported box set, then an unsatisfactory CD box
on Bescol. Now, at last, we have excellent new transfers,
brilliantly bringing hack the sound of the LSO at the start of a
triumphant era in their history, while the singers in the ' Choral'
— Jennifer Vyvyan, Shirley Verrett, Rudolf Petrak, Donald Bell
and the BBC Chorus — could not be bettered. Krips, of course,
could be doubly exciting in concert. But that is another story.
[EVC 9010-4, 5CDs, 341m I2s].
A:1-2
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As this remastering will be of
importance to HFNIRR readers, I
have asked JMH for a second
opinion.

MANIER:
%InOM 8

Harper/Popp/Auger/Minton/Watts/
KollolShirley-QuirkITalvelalVienna
State Opera, Singverein &
Sangerknaben ChslChicago SO/So/ti
Decca 448 293-2

•

(
79m 34s) k1972

It says much for the standards of
Decca's engineering that this work,
so vast in range that even today's
digital technology struggles to cope,
still sounds impressive. True, there
are passages where one detects a
little coarsening and compression,
nor is dynamic range as wide as it
must have been in real life. Yet for
the most part things sound
remarkably clean and open, with
excellent clarity and a suitably
rich/deep acoustic. Few recordings
convey the vast scale of the music as
successfully as this one, and there is

HFNIRR reported in detail the
sessions for Bernstein's Mahler 8
[CBS/Sony] and Haitink's [Philips],
but not this Vienna Sofiensaal
production which is surely Solti's
greatest achievement in symphonic
repertoire — a superb cast, a true
sense of commitment and an almost
intoxicating fervour. It is here on
one disc, as opposed to two CDs
(without coupling), with Parts I/II
subdivided as before into 6 and 10
tracks respectively; some subsidiary
indexing has gone but, this time,
track-starts are much more
sensitively determined. Michael
Kennedy's note has been scrapped,
but at least the new booklet texts
(Latin/German/English) are readable!
A considerable improvement then,
in presentation, but what of the
sound? To my ears, the earlier
transfer conveys more of the sheer
scale and power of the recording;

REISSUES

always plenty of space around voices
and instruments. Perspectives and
balances are more obviously ' stage
managed' than would be the case
today, yet the engineers always aim
to present the best case for the
music. This new transfer sounds a
shade better than the original 2CD
issue: the sound is slightly cleaner
and more refined, but there's not a
lot in it.
Solti's performance is positively
inspirational, and he gets exciting
passionate singing and playing.
Some may feel that, after nearly a
quarter of acentury, Decca should
have made this reissue midprice, but
even at top price Solti's account is
still more than competitive. What
poor cover art though!
James M Hughes

A:1/1'

the new one (with levels matched
subjectively) is smoother, somehow
more distanced, less sharp in stereo
separation. Odd features of David
Harvey's original balancing remain:
such as the sudden shift into left
channel before the bells [track 2, 3m
58s], and the spotlighting of solo
violin [ 11 sinto 3]. Slight rightchannel hum can be heard at the
start of track16 — and faint traffic
noises percolate through.

Decca 's
Vienna
Sofiensaal
sessions For
Solti's
Mahler Eighth

FRITZ KREISLER
The complete RCA recordings
various artists
RCA 09026 61649 2
mono recordings 1910-46

(11CDs, 781m 04s)

A voice from the past — you could say this of
many historic recordings, yet the playing of
the Austrian violinist Fritz Kreisler (who
died in New York 34 years ago) conjures a
unique sweetness and nostalgia, and the very
qualities of these old 78rpm transfers,
beautifully done by Ward Marston under the
aegis of the late Jack Pfeiffer, underline a
sense of atime past, a style of music-making
quite unlike that of today. So many virtuosi have
paid homage to Kreisler, yet superlative technical
quality hardly weighs in the balance, set against the
master himself.
At around £ 100, this is a costly investment and one
hopes that RCA will offer, say a 2CD selection in due course.
For here, ' complete' means three and four versions of Kreisler
favourites like Liebesfreud, Liebesleid, Caprice viennois, Schiin
Rosmarin, Tambourin chinois, Dvorak's Humoresque, Thes's
Meditation etc; and the arrangements run from Gluck's Dance of
the Blessed Spirits to the Student Prince, from Albeniz to
Wintemitz. With Efrem Zimbalist abeautifully matched
partnering voice, there's Bach's Double Concerto (
abbreviated),
part of Lab's Symphonie espagnole, Kreisler's adaptation of the
HI.FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Paganini First, and just the canzonetta from the
Tchaikovsky — look elsewhere for the concerto
repertoire. His RCA recordings comprised
essentially the miniatures, played with
incomparable finesse, and picture-sleeved here
in chronological order 1910-36, with many
first releases of alternate takes, plus one late
disc ( 1942-46) and, duplicated in the
Rachmaninov Edition, the sonatas by
Beethoven, Schubert and Grieg with
Rachmaninov as pianist. The 11I-page
booklet gives an authoritative view of
Kreisler's compositions and arrangements, his
work for Victor, and the programme content
is variously cross-indexed, dated and matrixreferenced.
The last disc begins with six Kreisler favourites
newly orchestrated and recorded with the
Philadelphia Orchestra just months after the violinist's
recovery from being hit by a truck — these tracks are pure
Hollywood and, in Liebesfreud at least, the solo playing sounds
like self-parody. The Beethoven Sonata Op.30:3, too, is soupy by
today's standards. But otherwise, throughout this unique set (one
which has increasingly seeped into my affections), scarcely anote
is sounded by Kreisler that does not sound fresh and placed with
patricianly taste. He knew what his audiences expected, and I'm
sure he rarely disappointed them!
Christopher Breunig
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A/
Jo

CHANNEL LIGHT VESSEL
EXCELLENT SPIRITS

rn

All Saints ASCI)27

JOE HENRY
TRAMPOLINE
(
4Im 40s)

Gritty singer-songwriters
do we need
really any more? If you're finding it hard to
tell your Prine from your Stewart from
your Buckley, then join the club. So what
makes Joe Henry any different? His stance.
Iknow it takes some stretching, but
imagine the visual acuity and the verbal
brilliance of Tom Waits-,but with vocals
which don't make you want to poke hot
knitting needles into your eardrums. Henry
pushes all the right buttons if you like your
troubadours a mite lonely, a touch
introspective and just a tiny bit tired. This
is more like Lowell George reincarnated
than a new Sweet Baby James, and
certainly one for grown-ups. A gem.

1111111111111111MBIIIMEI
Time to play the old ' this year's Dylan'
game again. OK, so Henry has been around
for some time, but so was Bob before
people latched on. Indulge me, therefore.
The title track's the tester. Fine song, but
couldn't it have come from Outer Hibbing?
Easy then to see why Henry's making
friends faster than most. Toss in amodicum
of Waitsian influence, awonderfully wheezy
pump organ, support from aJayhawk or
two and the ingredients are all there. I'll
admit that the record's a grower, but that

story
about
the king's
new clothes ( or, in this instance, old
clobber) makes me wary.
A:1

Fred De/lar

there's much more.
1111.11111111111.111r

Homegrown-Infectious INFECT40
(advance tape)

be their Unplugged. Yes, the
Canterbury stalwarts couldn't
resist releasing a CD consisting of
re-recorded Caravan classics. (The
title is the giveaway, appending
itself nicely to one of their earliest
albums.) So why does it work?
Two reasons, the first being that
this is the definitive, if not the
original, lineup, and Hastings Jr
yet again endows the proceedings
with a modern sound. So, if you
want to know what 1990s versions
of ' Golf Girl' would sound like,
here it is.

A:1

A

:1 e
Channel Light Vessel:

Over You is a brave move:
disconnect the juice and it could

Valerie Potter

group, but that's not necessarily a
bad thing, because he's in good
fettle. Roger Eno's ' Footsteps' is his
most affecting vocal piece yet (even
if it is reminscent of his big brother)
and his duet with St John on ' Stone
In Your Palm' is meltingly gorgeous,
while the instrumental sound
throughout the album is a succulent
stew of ethnic-ambient sounds and
layered ethereal vocals which
consistently delight the ear.

They all love this guy. Four stars in Q,
who peg it as ' haunting country rock', and
great acclaim in Alojo where they consider
it ` folky and yet interestingly arty' then go
on to observe that ' a great deal of it will
end up in your daily humming repertoire'.
The Americans like it too, because Rolling
Stone reckon that Henry's work is
'Elemental and elliptical. His songs share
their spirit with both hymns and dreams',
while New York's Interview magazine says
'Henry beguiles us again and again with his
wry, irresistible sadness'. Me, Ijust think ' I
Was A Playboy' makes the saddest sound I
ever heard, and if that was the only track
on the album. it'd be enough. Happily.

ASH
1977

Named, scarily enough, after the
year in which Tim Wheeler (vocals
& guitar) and Mark Hamilton (bass)
were born (the lineup being
completed by drummer Rick
McMurray who must be, oh, all of
20...), 1977 is the debut album by
the Irish trio who took the singles
charts by storm last year with ` Kung
Fu', ' Girl From Mars' and 'Angel
Interceptor', all of which are
included here. Youthful exuberance
and punky rhythms are only to be
expected, but with irresistible tracks
like ` Let It Flow' and ' Lost In You',
Ash display agrasp of melody way
beyond their years.

(
46m 38s)

The occasional aggregation of space
kitten Kate St John, Roger Eno,
Laraaji, Bill Nelson and chums has
come up with a sumptuous second
album, more consistent than the
first: more like agroup effort. To be
precise it's more like Bill Nelson's

in locus
Mammoth 7569-92686-2

REVIEWS

a succulent stew

•

of ethnic-ambient sounds

ROGER CHAPMAN
KISS MY SOUL
Essential ESS PD 382

(53m I4s)

Amazingly this is the first UK
album in 15 years by the former
Family frontman, but the distinctive
warble is still stuck in his throat and
his pipes are in fine form. Backed
by a discreet and classy band, his
stand-out performances on this
record include the uplifting opener
'Into The Bright', the toe-tapping
'A Cat Called Kokomo' and the
soulful title track. After the cover of
Dylan's ' It's All Over Now Baby
Blue', things fizzle out a bit but,
on the whole, it's awelcome
return for Chappo.

CARAVAN
ALL OVER YOU
HTD HTDCDS7
For agroup poised on the
brink of a comeback — arare
privilege for any act tainted
with the tag 'progressive' — All
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Caravan: the
Canterbury stalwarts
poised for a comeback
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FOUR MEN AND A DOG
LONG ROADS

THE KENNEDYS
LIFE IS LARGE

Transatlantic TRACD223

Green Linnet GLCD 2123

(
advance tape)

The four chaps and their canine
chum return with a Bo Diddley
bodhran and a Sam'n'Dave slipjig,
continuing to combine their peerless
Irish folk artistry with American rock
rootsiness in ways that nobody else
seems to have thought of yet. Their

Nothing to do with Dead or
political ones, but a husband-wife
duo that was formerly part of Nanci
Griffith's backing band. Which tells
you that the Kennedys have a
certain kind of college radio
credibility. How much? Enough to
fill their ' crucial second album' with

babe-trap Kevin Doherty is an
increasingly fine, brilliantly
understated songwriter, alongside
whom wide-man Gino Lupari lays
down the distinctive percussive pulse
over which the fiddle-banjo axis of
Cathal Hayden and Gerry O'Connor
paint delicate traceries of melody
and counterpoint. If there's a more
affecting song of yearning than
'Meet Me' written this year, I'll eat
a hat of your choice. Sublime.
Johnny Black

guests — no, make that admirers —
like Roger McGuinn, Steve Earle,
Peter Holsapple, and Nils Lofgren.
And you hear little bits of each in
the songs, not just the
performances; the Kennedys
definitely have Byrds and Grin
albums in their collection.
Probably the jangliest album this
year, and what Aimee Mann will
record if she ever finds true
happiness.

A: 1
Hootie & The

HOOTIE & THE BLOWFISH
Fairweather Johnson
Atlantic 7567 82886 2

(49m 30s)

Hootie and his Blowfish must be the
unhippest band in the world;
although their debut ' Cracked Rear
View' has gone platinum twelve
tinges, critics continue to sneer and
chuck them into the bland box. The
hacks aren't going to like this one
much, either. Although a few shades
darker and angrier, the songs are not
so different that they will alienate
their fans; they have retained the
services of ' Rear View' producer
Don Gehman; and frontman Darius
Rucker still has the kind of soulful,
heartbroken vocals that will turn the
most average of tunes into a three
hanky tearjerker. Better clear some
space on your walls, lads...
Valerie Potter

Ripe & Ready RIPE-2212

It didn't bode well. Inasense's press
blurb warned of ' Hippie Rock meets
the Middle East', before making
much of its members, including ' two
Orthodox Jews'. Rock? Iexpected a
heavy take of ' Have Nagilah'.
Mercifully, they owe more to early
R E M than Topol, and they've
delivered an absolutely gorgeous,
plaintive, tuneful collection that
won't seem alien to anyone who
craves country-flavoured melodies. I
know, it's a pain in the tush, but
write to Ripe & Ready Music, 575
Bloomfield Ave, Montclair, New
Jersey 07042, USA, or FAX 001
(201) 746 6725 for your copy. You
won't regret it. Even if you're a lowdown anti-Semite.
Ken Kessler
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KEB' MO'
JUST LIKE YOU

unhippest

Epic-Okeh EPC 484117.2

band in the

Since last year's splendid debut,
Kevin Moore has visited the UK
and displayed his prodigiously
entertaining way with the blues, like
ayounger, more streetwise Taj
Mahal. This time out, he's gone for
an increasingly electric sound with
more of aband feel. Even so, the
man's innate laid-back elegance
washes through everything, so that
even while he's insinuating elements
of slick jazz, down home slide and
Memphis soul into the stew, the end
result is unmistakeably urban blues

world?

Kevin Moore,
aka Keb' Mo'
urban blues
for the 1990s

A:1

(
advan,c lape)

for the 1990s. Moore has the edge
over the likes of Robert Cray
however, because his songs are
universal and, more often than not,
they're affirmative. Without selling
out, this man could crossover big
time.
Johnny Black

(
47m 39s)

Ken Kessler

Blowfish:

A:1 C

INASENSE
INASENSE

(
39m 4

A:1 •

The Kennedys' Life Is Large:
probably the jangliest album
of the year

BOB MOULD
BOB MOULD
Creation CRECD 188

(
40m 49s)

'Bob Mould is Bob Mould'
proclaim the insert notes, and
you can't argue with that. In
fact, why argue at all? In true
solo mode, Mould sings and
plays everything here, proving
again that there are few better at
creating songs that are prettiness
personified, albeit dressed in
barbed wire. ' Fort Knox, King
Solomon' is a case in point.
Tunewise, a blood brother to
Spirit's ` Nature's Way', it's both
yearning and muscle-flexing — a
trick repeated on ` Next Time
That You Leave' and elsewhere.
The whole deal is full of bitter
goodbyes, but then Bob Mould is
Bob Mould. And you really
wouldn't want him any other
way.
Fred Dellar

AUGUST 1996

B: 1•
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because the audience consists, quite
obviously, of drunken students who
believe that even sub-kitsch is hip.
This joke shouldn't have lasted any
longer that one spot on James's
show. Or, since turnabout is fair
play, ' Cuban, go home'.

as could easily happen, the
influence the Americans, they
could even cause a reassessment of
the Brit-pop situation. In the
interim, even on the tracks where
Paul Weller isn't guesting, there's
much to be enjoyed here —
especially the choogling ' 40 Past

Ken Kessler

Midnight'.
Fred Dellar

'Bob Mould is Bob Mould' - and you
can't argue with that'
OCEAN COLOUR SCENE
MOSELEY SHOALS
MCA MCD 6008

(
54m 37s)

Not so much an album as a quasisampler seeking to re-create the
sounds of the late 1960s and early
1970s, when bands like Free and
Traffic roamed the concert circuit.
No bad thing? Agreed. Solihull's
0 CS could even make it
fashionable to be unfashionable. If,

A:1-2

LIONEL RICHIE
LOUDER THAN WORDS

MARGARITA PRACATAN
LIVE AT THE PALLADIUM
(EDINBURGH)
RCA 74321 37153 2

Mercury 532 241-2

(
67m 07s)

It's mainly soporific stuff — classily
handled and performed
immaculately — but soporific
nevertheless. Still, with the debut
spin-off single ' IDon't Wanna Lose
You' re-affirming Richie's popularity
following a lengthy hiatus, it's
doubtful if the one-time Motowned
will lose much sleep. There is one

(44m /Os)

This joke — musical no-talents
making careers out of cracked
performances — was stale a
generation ago. Cuban chanteuse
Pracatan has no redeeming qualities
whatsoever. A Clive James discovery,
she comes across like abastard
hybrid of Carmen Miranda's visual
style, Yoko Ono's voice and Mrs
Mills's pianistic skills. She cannot
sing, she drags out broken English
gags exhausted 40 years ago by Desi
Amaz, and she succeeds here only

Blues
Update

A:4

beauty of atrack amid it all —
'Nothing Much Matters' — an ace
ballad that benefits from the bluesy
harmonica playing of 77 year old
Toots Thielmans. Who says there
are no famous Belgians?
Fred De/lar

A*:2 •

e

B

uddy Guy [below] now clearly and justly
recognised as a god of the genre, has followed a
trio of great albums for Silvertone with his first live set in
20 years. Live! The Real Deal [
Silvertone OFtECD 538 0]
was recorded mainly at his own Chicago club, Legends,
•
plus a gig in New York, with the man backed by the
Saturday Night Live Band, GE Smith and piano
deity Johnnie Johnson. The material covers most of
his career, and the performances are well and truly
hot.
It is with much sadness that the blues world
learned of the death of Pete Welding, the blues
wizard at Capitol who is said to have been
quoted more times than anyone else in The
Who's Who of Blues. His legacy is the truly
monumental ' Capitol Blues Collection',
which was launched last year and
appears now to be under the able
guidance of Billy Vera. Noted for their
incredible packaging — breathtaking
artwork and multi-fold Digi-Paks with fat
booklets, the volumes trawled the vaults of
Liberty, UA, Aladdin, Imperial and other labels now
under the EMI umbrella. Ican't think of one blues
series which does better justice to its subject matter, so
purchase with confidence the latest batch: John Lee Hooker's
Alternative Boogie: Early Studio Recordings, 1948-1952
[CDEM 1568 •], Jimmy Rogers's Chicago Blues
Masters Vol 2 [
CZ547 D], Snooks Eagjin's The
Complete Imperial Recordings [
CZ545 D], Texas
Guitar Killers [
CDEM 1569 0]. Mississippi
Fred McDowell's IDo Not Play No
Rock'n'Roll [
CZ546
Ken Kessler

Lionel Richie, with
Toots Thielmans
on harmonica:
'Nothing Much
Matters', a beauty
of a track
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Jazz REVIEWS
CREATIVE JAZZ FROM NEW YORK
DAVID S WARE
CRY PTOLOGY
Homestead Records HMS220

(
61m 42s)

ReI mg on an agitated witter that
exhibits the urbane fluidity of
Braxton and Murray, tenor saxist
Ware digs back to the classic
Ammons-Shepp growl. He revolves
his timbre, winnowing the line into a
narrow, expressionist plaint, then
turning it through 360" to reveal a
new shape. He's buoyed up by
musicians who ceaselessly expand
the melodic cells: Matthew Shipp's
comping is alert to that vertiginous
gap between the end of a saxophone
phrase and a chord; William Parker
on bass is bothersome and bluesy in
just the right way for the music's
knots; and Whit Dickey's drums
have a rhythmic profusion that is
simultaneously precise and lush.
Easylistening aficionados beware:
you cannot talk over this. Not
because it's boorish, but because the
musical event is distractingly rich.
Ben Watson

A: 1

FREDDIE HUBBARD
THE ARTISTRY OF
Impulse! IMP11792

(
42m 58s)

Recorded on 2 July 1962 by the
great engineer Rudy Van Gelder,
this is sultry Hard Bop. The
toothsome sweetness of Freddie
Hubbard's trumpet is enveloped by
the dark sounds of Curtis Fuller on
trombone and John Gilmore on
tenor. On loan from Sun Ra,
Gilmore proves how much it was his
concept that provided Coltrane's
starting block. Art Davis (bass) and
Louis Hayes (drums) are strong and
stormy; ' Caravan' and ' Summertime'
are played as rootsy blues, a
welcome anti-showbiz gesture.
Tommy Flanagan's piano is so funky
it hurts, lazy notes stinging like
midges on a summer evening. MCA
are trying hard with their
wraparound sleeves, but the reduced
format sadly cannot retain the detail
of the original cover: Iwant to see
the Elastane ribs on the cuffs of
Hubbard's cardigan! Sound is great,
though.
Ben Watson

A:1

JANE IRA BLOOM
THE NEARNESS
Arabesque Jazz Al 0120

(
68m 14s)

Bloom uses strong musicians: Julian
Priester, legendary trombonist for
Sun Ra and Duke, drummer Bobby
Previte, trumpeter Kenny Wheeler
and bassist Rufus Reid. However,
the brisk prettiness of the
arrangements, coupled with the
West Coast soporifics of pianist Fred
Hersh, suggest Smooth Jazzak.
Priester's in fine form and, given
11141 NEWS 11 RECORD REVIEW
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some pressure, Bloom could play
something worthwhile on soprano.
Her attempts at Rastyle surrealism
(Wing Dining'), though, are bland;
the musical ideas are too minimal.
These musicians could play this stuff
in their sleep — and judging by the
results, that's exactly what they did.
Ben Watson

A:2

ANTHONY BRAXTON
SOLO PIANO ( STANDARDS) 1995
No More Records No 2

(
2CDs,

12Im 08s)

A disc to play to people who slander
Braxton as ' anti-jazz'. The presentday composer and inheritor of
Charlie Parker's alto-sax mantle
plays eighteen standards on piano (a
wonderful selection, including
Monk, Coltrane, Shorter, Go(son).
Lacking technique for the post-Cecil
fireworks of a Crispell or Shipp, he
wisely borrows from Thelonious
Monk, presenting meditations on the
tunes that are somehow both
clumpy and insightful. He can also
indulge Sun Ra's lounge-blues
vulgarity. A composer's improvised
sketchbooks so vast and rich you
could write abook about their
implications. Come to think of it,
Graham Lock probably has! Iwish
Braxton would come and play in the
corner of my neighbourhood bar. A
truly stylish cover, too (though
NMR don't credit their talented
designer).
Ben Watson

A:I

41,1±1reat news from New York. Bob Rusch and
family,
,
long time producers of Cadence, the
essential bulletin for the world community of jazz
fans, have started a label: Creative Improvised
Music Productions. Engineer Marc Rusch pays
mention to mic-placement, even contriburng a
note about his decisions on each album. 'Pie
results are hi-fi stunners. Yot.. realise that i: is not
the equipment that makes major-label jazz sound
fuzzy and processed: it's producers and players who
are frightened of letting :heir instruments speak.
Lou Grassi's PoGressions is b:eath-7.aking [
CIMP
#??? •]. Chris Kelsey's sleevenote admonishes the
Neoclassical charade: ` Hear them chant the mantras
of bebop, mouthing but hardly understanèing a
musical and social language that is about as
relevant to their own lives as midèle-English is to a
ron-.ance novelist'. Proclaiming Free Jazz as the true
inheritor of the traditior. has an important
repercussion: it makes European Free Improvisation
— too often invaded by spoilt, ' experimental'
ramblers — an extension of Jazz, rather than its
enemy. Here Perry Robinson (clarinet), Herb
Robertson (trumpet), Wilber Morris (bass), Steve
Swell (trombone), Burton Greene (piano):, names
that go back to Archie Shepp, BYG and the Loft
Scene, are militantly musical, crazed and gorgeous.
Bobby Zankel Trio's Human Flowers [
GIMP # 103
•1 is elevated, atonal art-jazz featuring Marilyn
Cr.spell's piano. Zankel's poised alto sax keeps
things vivid, while Newman Baker is his usual
immaculate self on drums. Recor.iing, as usual with
this label, is brilliantly clean, focused on the sound
sources with startling zeal. The Redwood Session
[CIMP # 101 41] is agreat chance to hear Evan
Parker (tenor), Barry Guy (bass) and Paul Lytton
(drums) in shuffling, spluttering, close-heave
trialogue. Lytton and Guy draw put Evan's trilling
harmonics like plaiting golden wire. Recording is
amazingly warm and sr.urdy. Joe McPhee plays on
(great) trumpet on the last track. and comments:
'This was the real deal'. He was right. CLMP show
that creative jazz is happening all over. If only
economics didn't tempt musicians to appeal to the
scuares, we could have one hell of a party.
Ben Watson

(below) David

MINGUS
AT CARNEGIE HALL

Ware, with

Rhino 8122-72285

Matthew

This page has aired doubts about
'70s Mingus (
HFNIRR March), but
this live gig from January 1974 is a
corker. Powered by the ever-faithful
Dannie Richmond on drums, it
finds ample room for the soloists on
long versions of Duke's ` C Jam
Blues' and Juan Tizol's ' Perdido':
John Handy (alto), Hamiet Bluiett
(baritone), Rahsaan Kirk
(tenor-snitch), Charles McPherson
(alto), Jon Faddis (trumpet) and
George Adams (tenor). There's a
diagram showing who's playing,
though you'll need to count
choruses to follow it. A hard
blowing session rather than a
conceptual suite, this is a reminder
of what ahot tin roof Mingus could
place under his caterwauling cats!

Mingus and

Shipp,
Whit Dickey
& William
Parker

Ben Watson

(
46m 37s)

A:1
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We are flexible with our opening times
Free Parking by Arrangement.

117-119 HAMMERSMITH ROAD
LONDON, W14 0QH.
Tel: 0171 371 3037
Fax: 0171 371 1790
We are open Mon-Sat

e,

ti

ti

Thorens
CD Player

We offer home
demos on Hi-Fi
equipment and
cables.
So you can maki
your choice

Fax: 01903 872234
email: heatherdal@aol.com
http://members.aol.com/heatherdal/heatherd.htm
Part exchange welcome - Easy parking
VISA - ACCESS - MASTERCARD . SWITCH

F,•

k, JUL. leeklin, Jamo, Oriel, ()relit., KEF, LED, Marant 1, Mitchell, Moth,

Telephone for current High End Used Equipment List
Audio Research - Martin Logan - Acoustic Research

JJ

Loricraft Audio
Specialists in CarraniThorens and S\ I.

Supply and service of Garrard. Thorens and other high quality turntables
using genuine and manufactured parts to original specifications. Also
manufacturers of the worlds finest plinths for Garrard 301/401 and Thorens
TD124

Musical Fidelity, NAD, Nakamichi, Oroton, Pro-jéct, S.M.E., Sequence, Stemford,
Sugden, Te,, Thorens, Totem, Tannoy, Townshend, Tube Technology, Van- I /en- Ilui,
TOI, Electronic,: Studio,: Series and many more.

* Free Local Deliveries *

.

202 Findon Road, Findon Valley, Worthing
West Sussex BN14 OEJ
Tel: 01903 872288 or 0860 660001 after hours

Technica, Boston, B&W, Chord Company, Castle, Denon, Dyna vector, Ilarmon-Kardon,

* Home Installation *

- Thiel

Compare and Contrast only at
.

Agents for: Alchmist, Audio Innovations, Audiolab, Aura, Alphason, Atacama, Audio
Neyb

-

7eeffeerrñfle

e

10.00 - 6.00

Arc)te

he Sonus Faner Concertinos...
'reconstruct images with the skill
of acameo sculptor.' ti Fi News March 1946

4:4
t.)

Mail Order
VISA

Presents:

Clear" Audit) - Audlc

Manufacturer of dedicated power supplies for Garrard
Thorens TD124 ( review copies available)

"Introducing anew brand of
amplifiers exclusive to
Studio One Sonnetter
Campion Intergrated."

We are happy to quote on any aspect of high quality
electrical and mechanical.

"Call Joesph or Ossie now for Free advice"
"Audition the ECA Servo aPoint 2True Ribbon
Loud Speaker" Be Amazed"
"Records cleaned and sleeved on Nakgaoka antistatic
for £ 1.50 per album"

Loricraft high quality record cleaning machines as
Please send for details.

301/401 and

equipment, electronic,

used by the professionals.

4Big Lane, Goose Green, Lambourn, Berks RG16 7XQ

New 1996 catalogue available. Fax/Ansaphone:

01488 72267

DISTRIBUTORS:

SVVITSERLAND:

France:

ARBELOS-BASEL

HIFI-MEDIM

Tel/Fax: 41-613616466

MARSEILLE
Tel: 91-49 80 65
Fax: 91-49 76 03
Greece:
LOCATION
SOUND
ATHENS
Tel:
30-1-3646155
Fax:
30-1-3642983

U. K.

INTERCONNECTS
SPEAKER CONDUCTORS
HOOK-UP WIRES
TONE-ARM CABLES

South Africa:
LOVVVELD AUDIO
WHITE RIVER
Tel: 27-1311-31485
Fax: 27-1311-50457
Belgium:

DESKADEL is supplying acomplete set of Hook-up
wires, Interconnects, Speaker Cables for both the
amateur and professional world. Conductor
materials used are silver and gold.
Insulation materials are PTFE
and FLOUROPOLYMERS

Fax: 03-889-32-07

SYNTHESIS
ILKLEY
Tel:
01943-600404
Fax:
01943-600383

INTERNATIONAL
TRADE

DESKADEL INTERNATIONAL BVBA
Tel: 03-899-04-11

AUDIO

AL Lzee

ENQUIRIES
WELCOME

rock/pop REISSUES
Tree' make this a must for

JOAN BAEZ
IN CONCERT PART 1
Vanguard—Ace vMD 2122-2 (
48m 40s)
IN CONCERT PART 2
Vanguard—Ace VhID 2123-2 (
46m 50s)
From 1962-3, the Vanguard
originals at mid-price. Early
Sixties protest warbling via the
genre's clearest voice, and live
like the titles say, so you can
gauge audience reaction.

BURRITO BROTHERS
BACK TO THE SWEETHEARTS
OF THE RODEO
(
2CDs, 92m 51s)

DOUBLE BARREL
Magnum CDSD 079

(
36m 58s)

Beland and Guilbeau's pure
country version of postParsons-Hillman Burritos, the
double CD intended to serve
as a Europe-only mid- 1980s
swan song and Double Barrel
an unreleased set from 1984.
It's hoped that these are the
last in the vaults; good straight

Joan Baez:
Vanguard
re-releases

similar titles from Deep
Purple, Rainbow and others.

from
the 1960s

A- B-C:1-2 LI
JUDY GARLAND
25TH ANNIVERSARY
RETROSPECTIVE
Capitol 7243 8229901 2

A-A*:1 ;

Magnum CDSD 502

those who want to know how
a British blues band turned
into Seventies tofu icons. This
clever new series also includes

(
77m 43s)

Categorically, the best single
disc Garland collection yet, in
a digi-pack worthy of the
anniversary celebrations.
Twenty-five classics, a superb
48-page booklet, and, yes,
'Over the Rainbow', ` Easter
Parade' and a duet with Liza.
A-B:1- 1*- 2
ISAAC HAYES
PRESENTING...
Stax-Ace SCD 8596-2

ELTON JOHN
LOVE SONGS
Rocket 528 788-2

Following the remastering of
his earlier albums, 17 of his
finest smoochers from 'Your
Song' to ' Please' and most
stops in between. Not essential
for hardcore fans, but nice
nonetheless.

(
52m 36s)

Early material which preceded
his official studio debut LP,
Hot Buttered Soul. Apparently,
this was recorded at a party,
which just happened to have
half of Booker T's MGs on
the guest list. An important

C&W, true, but they ain't
Parsons & Co.

Prima Records SID 006

8:1-2

(
43m 20s)

THE LONG RYDERS
TWO-FISTED TALES DELUXE
EDITION
Prima Records SID 005

(
57m 58s)

The Lost Weekend, heard here
with an extra track, is the
closest that the Paisley
Underground ever got to a
super-session, with members of
Green On Red, the Long
Ryders and the Dream
Syndicate playing together in
1985. The Long Ryders' 1987
set (with four bonus tracks)
was their last studio album and
it's still some of the best jangly
guitar work ever. Well, postByrds and non-Petty, that is.
A- B:2

ri

IRON BUTTERFLY
IN-A-GADDA-DA-VIDA
Rhino 8122 72196 2

(
58m 06s)

Excessive psychedelic-prog
rock of the Sixties, lovingly
repackaged with a 3D 'flicker'
cover, abooklet and two extra
tracks giving you three versions
in all of the legendary title
song. If it doesn't ring abell,
this 1968 epic was to protean
Yank Beavises what ' Smoke
On The Water' was to the
British. Get out your air
Hammond.

A:1

A- B:1-4 0

Ao

-

FLEETWOOD MAC
FAMILY ALBUM

A:1-1* 0
JOHNNY RIVERS
ROCKS THE FOLK- MEANWHILE
BACK AT THE WHISKY A GO GO
1160 OGOCD 299

soul artefact.
DANNY & DUSTY
THE LOST WEEKEND

(
77m 50s)

levees

FRANK SINATRA
SINATRA 80TH - ALL THE BEST
Capitol 7243 835952 28
(2CDs, 119tn 45s)
OK, so it's not quite 20CD,
£500 suitcase from Reprise,
but this 40-tracker contains
the cream of his time at
Capitol... which some say was
his best: ` Hey! Jealous Lover',
'High Hopes', 'Young At
Heart', ` Love and
Marriage', 'The Lady Is
A Tramp' — tcan
only be...

JOHNNY RIVERS
If 01111E I1C! tÉ If 111:11 1111
1
,Me y

Folk blended
with rock:

Neat idea: astudy of this
band's most convoluted history
by assembling tracks from its
members' extra-curricular
activities. Sixteen tracks, all
from different acts, and a
proper Pete Frame ' Family
NM NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

WORST 1995

a double CD
to die for
eels

soes'
cis At
bile le n
Go
Mee"
)
•
ItY
.wbts
The

Mercury 528 818-2 (
2CDs, 152m 25s)
Forty-eight rarities for fans
who couldn't/wouldn't buy the
4CD box set a few of years
back. Singles, album tracks,
foreign-language versions —
great stuff, ending with that
audiophile standard, 'The
Look of Love'.
A-B-C:1-1*

(
2CDs, 75m I2s)

A double-CD to die for,
joining Rivers's album of folk
covers and his third live
session from the club that
made him famous. One of
America's great talents, a
spellbinding performer
unmatched for the way he
blended folk with rock

Connoisseur Collection VSOP CD 222
(advance tape)

DUSTY SPRINGFIELD
SOMETHING SPECIAL

STEPHEN STILLS
STEPHEN STILLS
(38m 57s)

Atlantic 7567-82809-2
MANASSAS

(71m 48s)

Atlantic 7567-82808-2

Stills's milestone debut and
the first of two Manassas
albums, both remastered with
HDCD. Certainly his finest
work upon leaving the
'Springfield, this remains one
of the best solo ventures from
that illustrious band; check out
the guest list: Clapton and
Hendrix. And Manassas? Proof
that Stills could excel in any
genre you can name. So what
happened?
A'1

°

A:1

LESLIE
WEST-MOUNTAIN
BLOOD OF THE SUN 1969-75
Raven RVDD-49

(76m 54s)

Yet again, the Aussie Raven
label sets new standards with a
terrific 20-track set covering all
of HM axe-merchant West's
post-Vagrants adventures: the
first solo LP, a bunch from
Mountain, and with West,
Bruce and Laing. And
'Mississippi Queen' remains
the greatest riff-rocker ever.
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ACCESSORIES CLUB

RING AROUND THE MAT

W

supported

hen Music Editor Chris Breunig can be driven to write
about hardware, then you know something is afoot.

Long aware of his passion for the Ringmat Record
Support, we were amused to note that his enthusiasm for the
new 330 Mk II XLR version could elicit the sort of praise he

fave mat, the Sicomin, from the Michell

sound of your system and what needs improving.
It's an overall clean-up, the addition of greater control and

the Ringmat is concerned with the way the disc is supported,

reduced smearing. It's one of those you-gotta-hear-it-to-believeit deals, but which Ican state unhesitatingly justifies its cost if

with a computer helping to predict and understand the behaviour
of vibrations and their impact on the music. The dimensions of

brick' in ablack-ash box

' magic

!HFNIRR 004 Blackhead ll moving-coil step'up transformer:

an overall clean-up is what your system needs.And Ican't wait
to try it on my Garrard 401...
Ken Kessler
411•11•11111111111k

50, £ 19.95 [
1 100, £38

£22.95 El
£69.95 El

•HFNIRR 005 Spikes: timber E steel O
inc fixing kit, set of 8,
£10.25 H
HFNIRR 006 Flutterbuster: 33V, & 45rpm
.power supply, for most synchronous turn'tables (specify type); black-ash case £81.95 H
;HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: holds 14 CDs
Iin a40mm travel pack!
£8.95
HFNIRR 009 Headcase: headphone

500, £180 D

12in poly bags for LPs: Ziptop sealable;
50, £5 100, £9El 500, £4011
CD Jewel Cases (
packs of 10):
standard, 5in complete
£6.50 ri
5in outer £5E slimline 5in £6.50
double jewel case, complete (each) £ 1.75

set of 4 £69.95
Insert Audio banana plugs (
pair) £3.95
Michell Banana plugs gold on

5in clear protective sleeve (pack of 5) 75p 1
Slim Double: 5for £5.45 J

paperback, our own reference book £14.95 H

Iheadphones at line level; black-ash case;
;220/240V for only
£81.95 ú

High Performance Loudspeakers
4th ed: Martin Colloms £33.95 -

!HFNIRR 011 Mushcrusher: 220/240V

Audio Anthology Vols 1-6

Imains filter, 5A rating £25.95 C]
•HFNIRR 012 Software Storage System:
I
satin black Medite, stackable, supplied kd.
;LP unit ( 120 capacity)
£65.00 H

GEC Ampleer Design

▪CD/cassette unit (40/25)
Isingles unit (200)

£44.00 ri
£49.00

.• 4high CD unit
£86.00
ICD 4base unit
£96.00
HFNIRR 017 WallNut II: wall mounting
.twolevel turntable support complete

with two shelves; black finish £59.95 n
;HFNIRR 020 Test CD III 74 tracks, 75 mins,

!the very latest
£12.95 H
HFNIRR021 Li'l Headcase: power amp
•headphone output

£ 19.95 O

HFNIRR022 Sorbothane damping sheet:
6in x6in x3mm
£ 12.95 LI
!Nagaoka LP inner sleeves:

50, £9.95 H

100, £ 18.95
500 £86.95 O
•PVC heavy-duty LP outer sleeves:

£16.95 each ,11
£19.95 E

Electrostatic Speakers Wagner £ 16.95 O
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook £24.95
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt £9.95 D
Milliard: Tube circuits for Audio
Amplifiers
£17.95 71
The Complete Guide to High-End
Audio by Bob Harley
£19.95 H
Search For Musical Ecstasy by
Harvey Rosenberg £24.95 E
Principles of Electron Tubes by
Herbert JReich
£29.95

n

Valve Amplifiers by M Jones £24.95 O
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbéok by Roger Sander £24.95 11
Tube Amplifiers D&P Kaysek £39.95
Gold Aero Tube Library Vol 1

£49.95

Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £ 12.50
Finyl: CD fluid; starter pack
100 discs for £ 15.25 ú 200 discs £25.95 H

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms ( caps)
Address
Postcode

My card number is

I _ IA

brass 4-way plugs; 2pairsT
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:

(pounds sterling) made payable to HEN RR

_
I 111ILUiI LI

£9.95

reduce levels of electromagnetic interference ;
small pair (4.5mm diameter max) £ 11.95 !
large pair ( 12mm diameter max) £ 12.95
Ringmat:

2mm £27.50 [12.4mm £30.00

I
•

3mm MkII £40.00 H

6550 £ 15.40

KT66 equivalent £6.70 E I

EL84M £6.50
6SN7GT £2.60 7 •
EF86 £3.60
ECC88 £5.35 _ I
•
Dividers: packs of 25, all at £ 11.25:
LP 7 1CD H Single
Bib automatic CD cleaner: £ 14.95
Harmonix CD Foils: 8per pack £ 17.95
Recommended LP & CD titles:
Accessories Club library
please send for full free book list
Pearl Coolers:
Power (output) valves, all types £7.75 each T ;
Pre-amp (small signal): all types OM each !
Shure Stylus Balance: £ 12.95 each
I
Gryphon Exorcist: demagnetiser £ 9.00 1 •
The Tube Checker
£449 LI I
Moth Record Cleaning Machine
in kit form
£ 199
ready built machine

I

£369

Focal speaker kit (inc baffle board)£269
Deluxe kit (inc enclosures) £399

•
I

CLEAR phono pre-amp kit £299
Densen DeMagic CD
£ 10
Decca London tone arm
£99

.
I

I

£ 179.95 ;

Chesky's Ultimate Demo CD £ 12.95
Decca Mk 3Brush
£ 12.95

£49.95 , •
£ 14.95 H

XLO/Reference Rec Test CD

£24.95 ;

•

Signature
RR Accessories Club, PO Bog 200, Bedford, MK40 IYII. Delivery subject to availability. All

prices include postage. Non- UK sales are subject to additional postage. Non- EEC sales are VAT- free. Accessories Club
"l'el .' 01231) 741 152 Fax ( 01234) 712 028. Photocopies of this form are acceptable. Picas.; delete •.,-,..
MOE
•
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11

•

11

•

•

•
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•
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•
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I

Rockbase Plus CD-ROM
CD Savers (pack of 10)

Expiry date

Please send orders to

I

Sovtek Valves:
ECC83 £4.35 L
7
_ ;
EL84 £2.60 r.] GZ34 £ 10.60 E 6L6 £4.50 E

NVA transistor amp kit

Tel:

Cheque. postal order enclosed for
Accessories Club
IPlease charge my AccessNisa/Diners/Amex'

Isopod: ultimate cone - ceramic; 3 £ 2.95
Michell Tenderfeet: Michell's original ' ally'
isolators; set of 3; small £5.95 .
11 large £8.95
Art graphite dampers
set of 3 £ 4.95

Kontak cleaning kit. new formula: £ 14.95 H
Tweek: contact enhancer £ 16.95 H
Books Good Sound: Laura Dearborn's

•amp; 40mW Class A unit allows use of

the

Gyro-Dec and was struck but an immediate
change in character. And it's so clearly discernible
that you'll hear it instantly, provided you ' know' the

Unlike those squishy rubber or all-cork mats made from exotic
ingredients, the £47.50 Ringmat avoids the thorny subject of
damping and how much or how little should be applied. Instead,

I
HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: The

how

with a rotating disc determined the
Ringmat's topology.
And it works. Iremoved my all-time

usually reserves for the music itself. And it is quite an achievement
when the cause of this bliss is a round sheet of paper and some
concentric cork rings.

the rings, how they tune the disc by where it's

and

vibrations caused by astylus react

▪

•

•

Ringmat

•

AUGUST 1196

.

£47.50
_
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audiophile REVIEWS
RAY CHARLES
GREATEST COUNTRY & WESTERN HITS

STEVE MILLER BAND
BOOK OF DREAMS

DCC GIS1086

DCC GIS1077

(
6Im 065) Gold CD

An awesome collection containing
twenty of the C&W tunes Brother
Ray recorded for ABC during
1962-65. Blissfully funky takes of
country classics, heavy on the Hank
and Buck. Perfect interpretations
which must have riled the crackers
in Nashville. Wonderful stuff.

CD Service Prices

(
38m 28s) Gold CD

From 1977, his peak-period as it
were, a quintessential Miller disc:
strong rocking compositions, the
heavily processed voice, wizard
guitar work. And still he sounds like
abar band musician with abig
budget. Grand stuff.
A:e
2
1
THE MOODY BLUES
TO OUR CHILDREN'S CHILDREN'S
CHILDREN

CREAM
FRESH CREAM
DCC LPZ-2015

180g LP

Mobile Fidelity MFSL 1-253
200g Anadisc LP

The super-trio's earthshaking debut
from 1966, complete with bonus
tracks left off the US edition. A
hungry Clapton, amajestic Bruce
and an energetic Baker made this the
role model for all bands interested in
axe-wizardry, metal, power blues or,
alas, drum solos. One of the greatest
debut LPs of all time

leIRMMil_MIKF ,

A-B:1•

More precious pomposity from the
band which created and perfected
the genre. Aethereal, over-produced
quasi-schmaltz for which you can't
blame the Yanks, but the fans
wouldn't have it any other way.

HARRY NILSSON
NILSSON SCHMILSSON

DEREK 8. THE DOMINOS
IN CONCERT

RCA 07863 66599-2

Mobile Fidelity UDCD 2-660
(2CDs, 89m 62s) Gold CDs
MFSL 2-239
200g Anadisc LP

Probably Lennon's protégé's most
complete, coherent and satisfying
album, the 1971 grab bag of styles
ranging from near-Calypso to riffrock to heartbreaking ballads.
Includes ' Coconut', 'Jump Into The
Fire' and the peerless cover of
Badfinger's 'Without You'. A musthave release.

One of Eric Clapton's finest bands,
caught live in 1970, and —
surprisingly — a Layla-free zone.
Get-down, laid-back, swampflavoured R&B, haunted by the
ghost of Duane Allman.

QUEEN
A DAY AT THE RACES

JEFFERSON AIRPLANE
SURREALISTIC PILLOW
RCA 07863 66598-2

(
69m 23s) Gold CD

Wow! RCA finally gets in on the
gold act with a killer, the JA album
which introduced us to Grace Slick.
Joyously for collectors, this CD
contains both mono and stereo
mixes. ' Somebody To Love', `White
Rabbit' — aLeft Coast milestone.

Queen's fifth release, from 1976,
and the first of two to honour the
Marx Brothers in a titular fashion.
Grand power-pomp-pop, featuring

LOU REED
TRANSFORMER
RCA 07863 66600-2

(
36m 57s) Gold CD

Vying with Berlin and Metal
Machine Music for the title of ' Best
Ever Lou Reed album', this
genuine masterpiece from 1972
almost justifies the mindless
worship he attracts. Then again,
any album which opens with
'Vicious' and can boast the
immortal ' Walk On the Wild Side'
should be in every roué's
collection.

TOTO
TOTO IV
Mobile Fidelity MFSL 1-250
200g Anadisc LP
Perhaps the pinnacle of superslick, studio sessioneer stadium
rock, and maybe too American for
some tastes, this glossy release
from 1982 kicked off with
'Rosanna' and ended with
'Africa'. Call it an audiophile's
wet dream.

BM

"MIMI

NEIL YOUNG
OLD WAYS
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 663
(36m 51s) Gold CD
MFSL 1-252
200g Anadisc LP
From 1985, Neil in full-blown
country mode, complete with guest
shots from Waylon and Willie.
What's so surprising is not that it
worked so well, but that Neil
doesn't do even more of it. As far
from Trans as it gets.

Mercury and Co
IP

Vinyl release of a title previously
issued only on CD in 1992 — full
marks to Classic for making the effort
— and it's areal ear-opener.
Landreth's aslide guitar maven, sort
of aSouthern US Adrian Legg, so
forgive us for putting this in the
'Audiophile' column: Landreth
deserves better. (Also available on LP
from Classic Records: South of 1-10.)

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Mobile Fidelity UDCD 668
(44m 25s) Gold CD

'Tie Your Mother Down' and
'Somebody To Love'.

Right. Freddie

SONNY LANDRETH
OUTWARD BOUND
Classic Records RTH 1032-1

(
35m Ois) Gold CD

Classic Records
LPs: £25.00
DCC Gold
CDs: ‘25.00
DCC LPs:
£25.00
Mobile Fidelity
Gold CDs:
,C25.00 (2CD
£37.00)
MF Anadisc
LPs: £25.00
(2LP 07.00)
RCA Gold
CDs: £ 7.00

MUST 191.

released A Day
At The Races:
their fifth album
along the long
road to
supergroup
stardom
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The UK's only High-End DAC
ATrue World Class Performer
DAX-2 is a milestone in
digital
to
analogue
conversion, you just have to
listen to appreciate why. The
transparency it displays is
unique, there is nothing
between
you
and the
performance. Vocals are true
to life conveying character
and emotion. DAX-2 sets the
stage superbly with precision
and focus allowing you to
relax into the music.
Distinguishing between the
many bass instruments in a
recording no longer requires
any effort - they're just laid
out in front of you, complete

with textures and tonal
qualities.
High frequencies, so often
a serious shortfall, benefit
from
the
overall
transparency of DAX-2. A
full, open and uncurtailed
treble results, with no
sudden limit or sibilant
edginess often associated
with digital sound.
Previously unidentifiable
sounds reveal themselves as
DAX-2 digs deeper into the
recording, revealing more
than you ever realised
existed.

As standard DAX-2 comes complete with 4 inputs - AES, SPDIF coax, Toslink optical and AT&T ( ST) glass
optical. Options are available for HDCD decoding and digital domain fully balanced XLR outputs.
HDCD and High Definition Compatible Digital are registered trademarks of Pacific Microsonics.

For further details, brochures and prices please contact:
Audio Synthesis P.O. Box 100, Ilkley, West Yorkshire. LS29 9XW. Tel: +44 ( 0) 1943 600404 Fax: +44 ( 0) 1943 600383
Demonstrated al: Sound Products, Hampshire. Tel: 01420 542060
The Right Note. Bristol. Tel: 01225 874728
Lynden Audio, Birmingham. Tel: 0121 445 5057
Premier Audio, Yorkshire. Tel: 01226 382530
Peter McCullough. Ireland. Tel: 01960 372845
Armchair Audio, Nottinghamshire. Tel: 01909 479203
Orpheus Audio. Manchester Tel: 01257 473175
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mace to
measure

Aeon Acoustic Speakers
Nottingham Analogue Turntables
Analogue Tracer Cartridges
Blue Oasis Cartridge

Fi -Roo offers a new dimension in audio visual
racking - from a range of standard designs to the

a unit to suit your particular audio/visual system.

High quality aluminium construction.

•

Finishes available to your choice.

•

Fully adjustable 6mm glass shelving.

•

Sound isolation on shelving/feet.

•

Made to measure to suit your system.

•

Free delivery throughout the UK.

Cary Audio Design

F e
RAX

flexibility to custom create to your own dimensions,

•

à h.

dealers with a difference

Audio Visual

Impulse Speakers
Art Audio
Parasound

Furniture

Graaf

For `ether informahon or afree brochure contact:

JEM Distribution, Springfield Mills, Spa Street.
Ossett Wakefield WFS 01-m.
Tel: 01924 277626 Fax: 01924 270759

V- Damp Isolation System
Paragon Linear Tracking Arms
Analysis Ribbon Speakers
Gamma Acoustics
Unison Research
Opera Speakers
Audio Note
The Vamp
Trilogy

Specialists in valve and vittyl replay systems fir those who , Ipperiate

rthat/

Demonstrations by .ippointment only

0 17 1

Better off I
DDI

3 80

0 8 66

_DJ D)
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Isolation Feet
-Small POLIPODS available from most good Hi Fi Shops
£14.95 per pack of 8

43mm diameter x 15mm thick
-plain sided with hard flat
base - 2mm layer
£3.50 each

43mm diameter x 15mm thick
-plain sided with flat basesoft through
£3.00 each

DEMO(

0

64.)

43mm diameter x 15mm thick
-plain sided with hard conical
base - 5mm layer.
150 deg incl angle
£3.50 each

Isolation feet are precisely replicated energy absorbing pads. They improve
the detail/ stereo imaging of sensitive audio and video equipment. They work
by absorbing vibrations in the component chasis, or from the shelf or rack.
Loosely grouped molecules within the material rub together and transfer the
vibration into heat. The tacky surface eagerly bonds to metal chassis and
wooden shelves, further improving vibration absorption.
Fax 34 3 265 77 94

U S A ( Ca) Tel 415 669 7181 • Fax 415 669 7558
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Maximum recommended weight per 4pads - 5-kilos
For a
comprehensive information pack and
details of other products from Spectra Dynamics

POLiPODS (small Foculpods)
40mm diameter x 14mm thick shaped sides with spherical base

(01745) 571600
(01745) 570194

Singapore Tel 743 7124 . Fax 747 5330

Sweden Tel 0660 560 30 - Fax 0660 561 01 . Switzerland Tet/Fax 61 361 64 66
U S A (WI) Tel 608 831 3433 - Fax 608 831 3771
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DISTRIBUTORS WORLDWIDE. ( R • U). Russia Tel 095 917 4385 • Fax 095 917 8762 . S.Alrico Tel/Fax 011 462 7290
Spain Tel 34 3 265 82 10
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GUIDE
Welcome to The Good Hi-Fi Guide,
Hi-Fi News & Record Review's selective
directory to the hi-fi products which in our
experience provide the best performance
and value for money. In the following pages you
will find technical details, review comments on
sound quality and matching, performance
and value ratings and supplier , contact numbers for
more than 200 hi-fi separates priced between £ 100 and £ 2000.

Turn over to find
10 pages of essential hi-fi...

The Castle Flatlet/I',
which puts many
comixtrable floorstanders
toshame with its natural,
unforced clarity: see page 95

GETTING THE BEST FROM THE GOOD HI-FI GUIDE

A

II products in this guide meet at least a basic
standard of performance. Above average products
are given a rating with up to three stars for subjective
sound quality, without reference to price. This does not
take into account facilities, cosmetic appeal or
convenience. Ratings for better-than-average value are
also given up to three stars, in terms of sound quality
Each entry
in The Good
HiFi Guide
includes a
listing of
the main
technical
specifications
and facilities
where
appropriate,
as well as
a succinct
summary of
the sound
quality, based
on review
experience

Supplier details
are given
for the
manufacturer or
UK distributor
where
appropriate.
The supplier
of any product
should be able
to provide
any further
technical
information
and the
name of your
nearest dealer.
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COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
DAC type: « 16', etc = proprietary 16hit DACs etc; BS = Bitstream
(Philips PDM); PWM = Pulse
Width Modulation (Matsushita); DS
= Delta Sigma ( Crystal); PEM =
?ulse Edge Modulation (JVC); AP
= Advanced Pulse ( Sony) RLS =
Realtime
Linear
Smoothing
(Harman). TDA = TDA1305T
(Rotel). Note that the CD audio
data is always 16-bit irrespective of
the use of different digital word
lengths in the conversion process.
Remote control: '
key' = numeric
keypad for direct entry of tracks.
Remote volume: almost invariably
actuated by apair of buttons for ` up'
and 'down'. (An exception is Quad's
rotary volume control.)
Separate transport: unit containing
the CD player mechanism and
giving digital signal output. A
separate DAC unit is needed to
convert these to an analogue audio
signal for amplification.
Separate DAC unit: unit providing
digital- to- analogue conversion for
signals from atransport unit. (Where
both are indicated, the entry refers
to a combination of two units: if
neither is indicated, the entry refers
to an ordinary ' single-box' player.)
Programmable: indicates ability to
play tracks in a pre-arranged order
or combination. The programming
facilities will inevitably vary in scope
and complexity.
Memory: how many programmed
tracks can be stored in memory.
Phase reverse: indicates provision
of a switch to invert the polarity of
the output signal, which may give a
subtle improvement of sound on
some recordings.
Optical outputs: refers to Toslink or
other standard connection for optical
transmission of digital data.
Wired digital outputs: normally via
single RCA phono jacks, these
provide digital signals for conversion
by aseparate DAC unit.

AMPLIFIERS
Power output: figure given is manufacturer's spec for RMS output per
channel into an 8 ohm load, both
channels driven.
Line inputs: the number of inputs
available to accommodate CD player,
tape, tuner and other 'line level' sources.

versus price. Subjective sound quality is the over-riding
consideration. Where the product has been the subject
of a published review in HFWRR, the relevant issue date
is given. Where no date is given, the sound quality
description and rating is based on evaluation by
HFN/RR staff or contributors, though no review has
been published.

Phono m-m: LP disc or ` phono'
input for conventional ' movingmagnet' cartridges. Will also suit
'high- output moving-coil' models,
though matching may not be ideal.
Phono m-c: Input for normal (low
output) moving-coil cartridges.
Tape monitor: when recording via
the amp's ' record out' sockets, this
switch allows the user to listen to the
output from the tape itself, not just
to the source being recorded. 'Tape
monitor' can also be used to connect
other processing units between the
amp's input and output.
Pre-amp: indicates a separate preamplifier or control unit, for
connection to a separate power
amplifier which in turn can be
connected to the speakers.
Power-amp: a separate power
amplifier needs a pre- amplifier for
input switching and level (volume)
control. Where both are indicated,
the entry refers to a pre-/power
amplifier combination; where neither
is indicated, the entry refers to a
normal single-box ` integrated' amp.
Speaker outlets: the number of pairs
of speakers that may be connected
to the amplifier at once. (Note that
multiple
speakers
will
make
proportionately greater demands on
the amplifier's power capability.)
Tone controls: indicates presence of
bass/treble controls, often deemed
unnecessary by hi-fi enthusiasts.
Headphones: indicates the presence
of a headphone socket, usually a
standard 6.5mm ( 1/4in) stereo jack.

LOUDSPEAKERS
Drive units ( number): there may be
advantages in the use of three or
more units, but most hi-fi speakers
are two-way designs using a small
treble unit or ' tweeter' with alarger
cone unit for bass and midrange.
Bass unit size: bigger driver cones
should produce more powerful or
deeper bass, but the actual result is
dependent on the design as awhole.
Sensitivity: indicates how loud the
speaker will go for a given power
input. Unusually low sensitivity
means that alarge amplifier will be
necessary for good results.
Nominal impedance: load from the
speaker seen by the amp. Most amps
are designed for 8 ohms and may
possibly have trouble with 4 ohms.

Amplifier power ( max): normally the
safe maximum input the speaker will
stand continuously, but this need not
rule out the ( sensible) use of
amplifiers of higher rated power.
Recommended position: proximity
to walls ( or other room boundaries)
will increase bass output. The bass
response of speakers which are
intended for ' wall' or ' free space'
mounting will have been designed to
account for this. ` NW' = near wall.
Finish: most speakers are built from
particle board veneered with real
wood (' wood') or asynthetic wrap
('vinyl'). MP = moulded plastic and
MR = moulded resin.
Dimensions: do not include stands
where these are separate items.

TUNERS
Number of presets: with even more
FM stations available, a decent
number of pre-sets is now becoming
more of anecessity than aluxury.
Pre-set scan: allows the user to
select astation quickly by scanning
through the pre-set frequencies
hearing afew seconds of each.
Wavebands: hi-fi tuners provide
VHF/FM reception (' F'), while
many offer medium wave AM (' M')
and some have long wave AM (' L').
Signal strength meter: indicates
whether the signal from the aerial is
strong enough for the tuner to
function properly. A useful facility,
if accurately calibrated.
Manual tuning: traditional rotary
control knob (K) or ` up' and 'down'
buttons ( B).
RDS facilities: options, based on data
transmitted, include labelling for
programme type ('PTY') and advanced
Enhanced Other Networks (EON).
Automatic tuning: finds stations by
scanning the band.
Remote control: usually provided
among the facilities on a` system
remote', which will also operate
all the other components in a
manufacturer's system.
Mono button: manual over-ride of
the usual auto switching which
receives stereo broadcasts above a
certain signal strength threshold.
IF bandwidth: switching the IF
(Intermediate Frequency) bandwidth
inside the tuner to ' narrow' gives
better selectivity when required to
reject interfering adjacent stations.

AUQUST
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CD PLAYERS
Arcam Alpha One
£300

AAR Cambridge

Arcam Alpha 5Plus

A&R Cambridge

£470
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01223 861 550

A warm, full-bodied and natural 'British sound' quality, plus attention-grabbing
liveliness and coherence: but could 'close in' and harden on orchestral
crescendos or other complex material.

Key

2 **

Key

4

01223 861 550

Smooth top end and an overall British 'rightness' of balance are combined
with better bass extension than the Alpha 5. May initially sound muffled
comparad with 'bright' competitors, but comfortable and rewarding.

Ambo Alchemy DAC in Box Path Premier
£300
High levels of transparency give an

01494 441 736

Audio Alchemy Dacman

Path Premier

01494 441 736

£150

Add-on DAC to upgrade abasic CD player (as long as it has adigital output).
Based on Crystal's CS42330 DAC chip, it offers amusical sound which
'boogies': alittle brash but not lacking in detail.

Audio Alchemy DDE v3.0
£900

Path Premier

5

open and detailed performance. Ideal
upgrade for many CD players. Absurdly good value for money. Anybody
upgrading abudget CD player should check it out.

Audio Innovations Alto
£450 chrome/£400 black

Richer Sounds

01494 441 736

Audio Note DAC 3
£1750

Audio Note Ltd

Audio Synthesis DAX-2

Audio Synthesis

Copland CDA288

Absoluta Sound

Distinguished first CO player from the Scandinavian firm tamed for its valve
amps. Provides realisticaly complex and subtly shaded music. The bass
avoids digital dryness and treble is free from glare. Features HDCD.

Denon DCD 1015

Hayden Laboratorios

£350

Features : 12% pitch control. With brightness countered by upper-bass
warmth, at its best with rock and jazz Produced foot-tapping rhythm, though
not very revealing on subtler material. Stereo image good but lacked depth.

Denon DCD 825
£220

Hayden Laboratorios

Denon DCD 315

Hayden Laboratorios

£150

Budget machine which performed well in abudget (2500) system, this was
alively, entertaining and musical player. Not great but provided good,
unpretentious sound.

DPA Little Bit 3

OPA Digital Ltd

•

Key

1

JVC UK Ltd

JVC XL- Z574

JVC UK Ltd

8

0161 973 0505

Japan's prestigious Luxman brand wades into entry level hi-fi with abasic
no-frills player notable for being amultibit machine with none of the
roughness typical at this price. A honey of aplayer with fine detail.

*

**

9 **

*

95
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Key
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Key

0141 644 5111

Descended from the Linn Karik, the Linn Mimik performed at its best in the
context of an all-Linn system. This one box player offered powerful, warm
bass.

AUGUST 1996

•

Key

0181 450 3282

Tended to give alush, 'easy listening' tone to all CDs played on it. Good
projection of pop vocals and anice tonal balance didn't compensate for lack
of musical interest and excitement.

***

95

0181 450 3282

A rather 'spotlit' and forward mid/upper-mid could make singers atitile
larger than life, though with silky smoothness, while bass was hard-hitting.
Not ideally 'accurate' for classical listening, but exciting on rock.

**

96

0181 207 5050

£300

***

95

01705 673 763

JVC XL- Z674

***

12 ** ***

9 **

Key

01222 795 621

Well suited to rock, with good bass and an ability to separate strands of
music. Could lack cohesion on classical, though, with musicians not sounding
particularly well in touch with each other, and string tone was too bright.

**

94

01753 888 447

Harman Audio UK

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

3

One of the cheapest CD players available, this is midi width with no digital
output. A little coloured and over-sibilant, it still performed creditably in a
budget system. Some loss of resolution, but abold and outgoing sound.

Ram UK Ltd

**

95

Excellent value and performance from this DAC which is capable of elevating
many budget priced players to new heights. Transparent, informative and
well worth auditioning.

Linn Products Ltd

9
s95

01753 888 447

A 'giant killer', with that elusive 'open' quality rare in budget players: you
could listen through the equipment to become fully involved in the music.
Treble bright, but not fatiguingly so.

£300

£200

•

Key

01753 888 447

Harman -Kardon HD7325

Luxman D-322

***

9

0181 947 5047

£1800

Goodmans Industries

**

**

01453 752 656

Little brother to the more expensive MC, using the same basics and aPhilips
CDM9 transport, and with asimilar sound: esentially neutral and coherent.
Good stereo imagery, with atransparent 'out of speaker' sound.

Linn Mimik

12

01943 600 404

AV international Ltd

£840

•

01273 220 511

£800

£250

96

Open, transparent, with alush midband and the euphony of atriode amplifier,
however, this is abulky design which has some quirks, notably a 100 ohm
electrical input impedance

AVI 52000MCII

£100

g

Key

01480 52521

Reference class DAC with HDCD facilities. Very pure and transparent sounding
with very little grain and excellent stereo properties. Close to matching the
world's best. Firmly recommended.

**

96

True to the Audiolab house sound, refined and finely detailed. Redesigned
with DAC? D/A, gives sharpty defined imagery and agreater feeling of clarity
than before, if slightly cool overall.

£1995

*

3 **

•

0500 101 112

Beautifully and unusual styling (to match the partnering amplifier) but the
sound quality doesn't quite match, provino lacklustre when used in
combination with other amps. Performed well with the Alto amp, however.

Cambridge Systems Technology

Goodmans Delta 800CD

4

Key

The third incarnation of this popular DAC is not cheap but features HDCD.
Once warmed up and run in (and partnered with agood transport) it offered
afluid and precise presentation, combining analysis with natural ease.

Audiolab 8000 DAC (' 93)
£800

£300

4

• 6

Key

*

**

95
Key

•
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CD PLAYERS
Marantz CD-17
£800

Marantz Hi-F1 Ltd

Marantz CD63 SE
£350

Marantz

01753 680 868

Well built and attractively finished, the CD- 17 has abig smooth sound.
Enjoyable providing the music isn't too demanding. Ultimately somewhat
bland and lacking in drama and musical detail.

Ltd

Key

01753 680 868

Leaner and cleaner, with less bass warmth than the C052, with an open
and musical midrange that really makes the listener sit up and take notice.
Best matched with warmth in amps or speakers, but aclass winner anyway.

Marantz CD -6311 Ki Signature Marantz
Ltd
01753 680 868
£500
The Ken Ishiwata signature edition of the 63 has special high grade

components. Bass is richer. midband warmer and stage depth greater. But
improvements are not necessarily worth the £150 this costs over the 63SE.

Meridian 500/563

Meridian Audio Ltd

£1200/800

Exceptional levels of musical detail are combined with rhythmic expression
in this combination. The 602/606 sounded sterile and rather less explicit in
comparison.

Meridian 508
£1685

Meridian Audio Lid

Key

**

Key

**

***

01480 434 334

New 20 bit version of the 508 with adeparture from Meridian's usual
signature sound. Exceptional performance for aone box CD player. Delivers
excellent tonal neutrality and transparency. Highly recommended.

Micromega Minium CD

Micromega UK

Neat, neutral, tidy sound from this musically enjoyable and involving CO
player. Combines balance and analysis with ahigh standard of replay. Offers
phase inversion, ahigh end feature at abudget price.

Mission Disc/Dacmaster
£1500

Mission Group

Mission Cyrus DAD7
£900

Mission Group

**

0181 502 1416

01480 451 777

System-dependent, but when well-matched awell-projected, detailed and
immediate sound, subject to some electronic hardness. Adding a PSX to
the DAC improves an otherwise average stereo focus and bass definition.

**

01480 451 777

In Mission's half- width mag-alloy case, top loading but fairly easy to use.
Good rhythmic qualities seemed the result of its 'test', emphasised midrange:
less well suited to classical music.

Musical Fidelity Elektra E600 Musical Fidelity Ltd

*

01480 434 334

£350

**

0181 900 2866

£600

Built round Philips' 7350 DAC plus aFar East transport and delightful to
use.-sound was 'smooth-as-silk', perhaps too cool and laid-back, certainly
less warm than MF's tube-output players

NAD 514
£340

NAD Marketing Ltd

Onkyo DX -7510
£350

Audio Club

Orelle CD- 100

Orelle Electronics

£500

A very fine performer regardless of the type of music played. It needs
perhaps atouch more warmth and aslightly less sharp treble. Display can
be turned off.

Pink Triangle Ordinal

Pink Triangle

£790

Pink Triangle finally went digital with aDAC allowing plug-in filters: 18, 20
or 22-bit. This gives various levels of performance and allows athreepronged approach to entice every potential customer.

0181 343 3240

Able to reproduce afine sense of depth, openness and space along with
good detail, asmooth treble and natural sounding vocals. Bass was deep.
clean and tight. Handles loud music of all types with ease.

**

0181 343 2082

An innovative and feature packed CO player which represents good value
for money. Offers Music File (equivalent to Favourite Track Selection) and
FCPS (similar to Legato Link) and abig bold sound.

Pink Triangle Cartlinal/DaCapoPink

Triangle Projects

0181 810 9388
***

0171 703 5498
**

0171 703 5498

£885/£1274

Fine sounding transport and DAC strip away coloration, fuzz and grain.
Perhaps alittle squeaky clean. On the *proprietary 1bit DAC aselection of
filters allow fine tuning (HDCD costs 070).

Pioneer PD- S703

Planear High Fidelity (68) Ltd

£250

Cut-down version of PD-S802 retains strong rhythmic bass (good on rock)
and 'different', shimmering treble (which can become too sharp): but lacks
the '802's good imagery and listener involvement

01753 789 789

Pioneer PDS-904

Pioneer High Fidelity (GB) Ltd

£400

Stable platter mechanism using Legato Link circuitry. Warm and smooth
sound with afairly good, rounded acoustic. But on more complex material
it could grow confused.

01753 789 789

Quad 77

Quad Electroacoustics Ltd

£850 (£ 600)

Two versions available, the more expensive stand-alone unit and the £600
version which can only be used with the partnering Quad amp. A smooth
'easy listening' sound with great rhythm. ideal partner for the 77 amp.

01480 52561

Rotai RCD-970BX

Gamepath Ltd

£350

Very slimline in build and available at acompetitive price. Clean, smooth
treble with agood sense of ambience. But in the areas of bass and rhythmic
accuracy the 970 was less impressive.

01908 317707

Sony CDP-561E

Sony UK Ltd

£200

Totally unlike other Sonys, this one doesn't sound like abudget CD player
at all. Delivers plenty of musical enjoyment and seldom puts afoot wrong.
Lacking in detail at the frequency extremes but otherwise recommended.

TEAC P-700/D-700
£900/£600

TEAC UK Ltd

TEAC T-1/D-T1

TEAC UK Ltd

£550/£500

This two box player holds nothing back in terms of sound presentation,
every piece of music is attacked with enthusiasm and intensity. Offers great
transparency and apreicse stereo image.

90

<e

01932 816 000

01923 819 630

Elegant two-box combination. Rounded performance, mellow sound. Handles
the most daunting of instruments well, giving bold earthy dynamics, but
soft on stereo focus.

01923 819 630

AUSUST 1196
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CD PLAYERS
TEAC VRDS-10SE
£850

TEAC UK Ltd

Technics SL-PG570A
£170

Panasonic UK

Technics SL-PS770A
£250

Panasonic UK

Technics SL-PS840
£450

Panasonic UK

Thorens TCD2000
£900

Portfolio Marketing

Trichord Genesis

Trichord Research

£550

01923 819 630

With none of the soft bass once typical of one-bit players, the 105E has a
vital immediacy and freshness. Both transport and DAC are very good indeed.
Highly recommended, though it may not suit bright, trebly systems.

Key

e

**

Key

e

**

Key

e

e

Key

e

•

01684 573 524

A superb CO player which can also serve as an excellent transport. Based
on the Pioneer PD-S504, the Trichord Genesis is well worth the extra money
for the modifications. Something of ahighend bargain.

Yamaha Electronics UK

e

01494 890 277

Superb styling and excellent measurements, but disappointing sound from
Thorens first digital product. A top loader with some unusual features
including aheadphone socket and headphone volume control.

01934 820 634

01923 233 166

Startlingly upfront and detailed, this player has an uncompromising sound
which requires careful system matching. Could work well in combination
with agood amp and bookshelf speakers. Superior to many budget units.

AMPLIFIERS
Ortolon UK

Alchemist Nemesis
£650

&tofo UK

Arcam Alpha 6Plus
£350

MR Cambridge

Arion Elektra
£1200

Arion Acoustics

Audio Synthesis Passion 8S

Audio Synthesis

e

e

5

1

6

2

4

e

4

e

5

e

5

e

01480 52521

Leaning in the direction of euphony and HF sweetness, the power amp
mirrors the pre-amplifier: good detail, control and consistency tempered
with mild restraint. Good value.

01943 600 404

Improved version of the reference grade Passion 8passive pre-amp, with
remote volume control and one input (5remotely selected inputs are available
on the 8M for £ 00 more). Essentially transparent. Highly recommended.

e
e'e

**

1

Matching power amp for the Passion which has substantial virtues. but
doesn't quite measure up to that pre-amp, or to the Audio Synthesis DAX2in quality. Excellent clarity and fairly good pace and rhythm.

Aura VA100 PAMI

B&W Nakamichi

•

1

**

* *

2

e

sol

2

e

01943 600 404

£1695

* *

5
96

* * *

5
96

* *

01903 750 750

Reworked with better load tolerance; still excels in midrange speed, though
soloists could dominate too much at the expense of background subtleties.
Bass could sound lightweight with well-controlled speakers

AUOUST 1998

e
1

01480 52521

Classic British integrated, refined over many years. The sound has areal
cleanliness and no lack of detail; ambience and stereo depth are very good.
Now has more rivals, though.

Audio Synthesis

o

5

01494 441 736

with this modular, upgradeable
comba The remote controlled DLC pre- is detailed and big sounding, the
0M150 power amp natural and transparent, but lacks depth and ambience.

Cambridge Systems Technology

oe

01868 748 632

Arevealing and musical integrated tube amp. Perhaps not afirst choice for
heavy metal or megabass freaks but heartily recommended to everyone else.
A version with aphono stage is available for about £200 more.

Audiolab 8000C/800OP
£550/£750

oe

01223 861 550

Upgrade of the Alpha 5Plus with slightly more power and remote volume
control. Has the warmth and grace of its predecessor but is perhaps atitile
more punchy and dynamic. (*Reviewed in our Systems Supplement.)

Cambridge Systems Technology

,e

01753 889 949

Strong on midrange, this amp worked for both rock and classical; transparent
enough to reveal shortcomings of some recordings, but not so analytical
as to make them unlistenable. A good balance of strengths at the price.

Audiolab 8000A
£500

e

01753 889 949

Fine sense of rhythm, timing and musicianship from this budget integrated
which performs notably well with vinyl. Sounds and looks more expensive
than its £300 price tag.

Audio Alchemy DLC/OM150 Path Premier
£450/£1195
Digital specialists Audio Alchemy go analogue

***

e

e

Key

e
e

Alchemist Maxim
£300

**

e

ADAC to partner with the best transport you can afford. The DVAC18 features
avalve output stage: two double triodes per channel make this acat with
aparticularly good purr.

ee
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0990 357 357

Technics added Virtual Setter, Operation to this MASH DAC-equipped player,
resulting in acoherent, warm, well-balanced sound free from harshness.
Not as rhythmically assertive as some competitors' designs. though.

Yamaha CDX580
£230

£350

4b"
ee

e

0990 357 357

Other than some weakness and lack of warmth in the bass this player scores
strongly on transparency and detail and compares well with the Marantz
CD63SE. A remarkable achievement in fidelity for alow cost player.

Woodside Electronics

Audio Synthesis Desire

S,

Key

0990 357 357

Noteworthy budget CD player with astrippeddown, finely honed sound
guate, though somewhat lacking in euphony and passion. Poor tracking
on blemished discs but, over all, avery engaging player to listen to.

Woodside DVAC18
£1110

£1295
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AMPLIFIERS

e

AVI S2000MP+P
£1000

AVI international

AVI S2000MI
£800

AVI International

Bryston BP-5/3B NRB

Professional Monitor Company

£890/£1160

Perhaps lacking in openness, this Canadian combo is very neutral and works
well with all kinds of music. Well crafted, both electronically and mechanically
these amps measure well and promise along, trouble-free service life.
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01453 765 682

Equipped with asuperb m-cphono stage (m-m too), this pre-amp seeks
to combine the best aspects of passive and active technology. Highly
transparent and neutral in the best sense. Motorised remote volume control.

5

•

**

01453 765 682

Delightfully transparent-sounding integrated offering acoherent performance
both in the midband and at frequency extremes. With extraordinary speakerdriving ablitiies, this is an affordable, high power unit of reference quality.

5

***

1

01453 765 682

Chameleon Ruby

Michael Stevens ÇPatinen

£995

High power delivery from this low profile unit based on adesign for the
pro market. The power and good finish might suggest arecommendation
but no better than average sound quality lets this amp down.

Conrad -Johnson MV -55
£2000

Audiofreaks

Conrad -Johnson PV10AL
£995

Audiolreaks

•

4

1

0181 460 7299
1

0181 948 4153

Exceptionally fine sound quality from this entry level high-end power amp.
Apentode valve design, it can be rewired to offer triode connected operation
at 25W. One of the world's finest for its price and power level.

1

***

0181 948 4153

Line-level tube pre-amp offering unbeatable combination of dynamic
expression, focus and clarity, rhythm and transparency, and open, natural
tonal balance. Strongly recommended.

Conrad -Johnson SC26/SA400 Audiofreaks
0181 948 4153
£995/£1395
Conrad-Johnson's 'budget' Sonographe combination features aremote for

6

the pre-amp and offers 200W per channel. Fast and dynamic, clean and
clear, with anice treble. Unusually good price.

Copland 301/504

Absoluta Sounds Ltd

£1250/£2000

Nicely-made valve pre-/power combination from Denmark. The pre-amp has
control and astounding detail, free of glare; the power-amp is beautifully
self-effacing. Less spine-tingling than some perhaps, but also less stressful.

•

5

***

2

**

0181 947 5047

Copland CSA14

Absoluta Sounds Ltd

£1000

Mid-priced valve/solid-state hybrid integrated from the Danish specialist.
Has Copând's traditional delicate, coherent and powerful sound, if restrained
and polite. Tends to 'soften' at high levels.

Creek P42/A42

Creek Audio

£300/£300

Modular pre-/power combination which allows upgrading to apre-amp/double
monoblock configuration with optional power supply, bridge module and
m-m and m-cphono stages. Offers real music and extremely good value.

Cyrus III

Mission Group

£500

Remote controlled, half-width, microprocessor govemed amp, upgradeable
through addition of remate power supe. The dry, forward midband is reined
in by the PSX power supply which achieves abetter balance.

Cyrus Pre-/Power

Mission Group

£650/£450

These Cyrus separates are well designed, well engineered and meet exacting
specifications. The sound is crisp and well focused though lacking in rhythm,
depth and ambience. Both have lower than usual input impedances.

**

•

0181 947 5047
4

**

0181 361 4133

•

5

2

•

**

01480 451 777
5

2

**

01480 451 777

Denon PMA250 III

Hayden Laboratorios

£160

UK-tweaked integrated with great clarity and precision. II has deep bass
and is capable of reproducing every nuance though the midrange isn't up
there with the best..

Denon PM450SE
£280

Hayden Laboratorios

**

01753 888 447
4

1

•

6

1

•

5

2

4

2

5

1

01753 888 447

With an accentuated presence region, married to arich, fruity bass, the
sound was dynamic and exciting rather than accurate. Sometimes sharp in
the treble, but always lively and involving.

Densen Beat B-100

Denso Audio Technology

£600

Particular about the speakers it drives but capable of producing some of
the finest sounds you'll hear at this price. Doesn't allow tape monitoring
during recording Phono stages available for £150 (m-m) and £300 (in-c).

**

01582 561 227

Densen DM-10

Osasen Audio Technology

£1300

This amp makes abig sound with generous, powerful bass. Highly articulate
if slightly laid back through the rest of the audio range. An m-m phono
board is available for one of the fine stages; m-cmay be available later.

7

**

01582 561 227

DPA Renaissance

OPA Digital

£600

Outstanding clarity with precise image placement slightly let down by
overblown or lumpy bass. Limited current delivery means efficient speakers
are needed to get full dynamic range, 'Non-invasive' tone controls.

Exposure XV

Exposure Electronics

£800

A gutsy and hard-driving sound with aforward rather spotlit mid and
astonishing dynamics: exciting and revealing, but it does impose some of
its own character on the music. Divas low impedances well.

Golden Tube Audio SE40
£995

Audiolreaks

01222 795 6211

01273 423 877
4

•

**

1

0181 948 4153

Single ended tube power amp at an unusually low price. Delightfully natural,
fluid midband with good timing, lively transients and high transparency.
High sensitivity speakers are necessary to keep distortion at bay.

Harman Kardon HK620

Norman Audio UK

£280

The 620 manages to make all types of music interesting, lifting it above run
of the mill Japanese designs. Will show up deficiencies in less well recorded
material but still definitely one for the budget shortlist

40

6

1

0181 207 5050

LFD LSO/LFD PAD

LFD Audio

£500/£500

This pre-/power combination's strength is its clarity and openness. It could
render musical instruments with great accuracy but the slightest hint of
brittleness in the source was heightened Optional phono stages are available,

**
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40

6
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•

12
95

01255 422 533
50

5

•
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Linn L(100
£650

e

Linn Products Ltd

Linn Products Ltd

Linn Majik-1
£580

Linn Products Ltd

Luxman A-312
£140

Richer Sounds

Marantz PM-55SE
£250

Marantz HI-FI Ltd

Meridian 551
£695

Meridian Audio Ltd

Michell Argo/Alecto

Michell Engineering Ltd

ee

0141 644 5111

0141 644 5111

0141 644 5111

0500 101 112

The Luxman more than held its own as a £ 00 amp (its original price), with
an open uncomplicated sound. Somewhat out of its depth with very densely
scored material it is nevertheless now abargain from Richer Sounds.

01753 680 868

Has the characteristic Mamie sound: slightly bright and forward but with
no edginess. No great depth to the sound but good height. Can be exciting
and invigorating but lacks coherence.

01480 434 334

In an-all Meridian system (506 CD player, A500 speakers) this amp
contributed to afine spacious sense of musical detail, though somewhat
lacking in depth and warmth. (*Reviewed in our Systems Supplement.)

0181 953 0771

Aesthetically stunning pre-/power featuring non-metal casework, upgradeable
pre-amp power supply and low-noise integrated circuitry. Its valve-like,
transparent midrange and treble blends with asolid, powerful bass.

Micromega Tempo 1

Micromega UK

0181 502 1416

Transparent, precise, uncoloured and very well controlled, this amp features
awide range of facilities which make it useful for everything from AV to
vinyl replay (m-m phono stage). Slightly cold sounding, however.

0181 502 1416

£700

Notable transparency plus control that holds the speakers in avicelike grip.
Can be hard and bright at high volumes. Dynamics and bass can be alittle
restrained but the hear-through transparency is up with the best.

Moth 30 Series 60W

Moth Group

01234 741 152

Twobox unit with astereo 60W power amplifier in one and apower supply
in the other. Slim and stylish like the 100W unit (see below) but less
'interesting' and alittle strained sounding. Tape connections via DIN sockets.

Moth 30 Series 100W
£879

Moth Group

Musical Fidelity A1000
£1500

Musical Fidelity Ltd

Musical Fidelity Elektra E10

Musical Fidelity Ltd

01234 741 152

Three box power amp (monoblocks plus power supply), elegantly styled in
keeping with the 60W version (above). Light and open but also very potent
and dynamic sounding. One of the most musically capable amps around.

0181 900 2866

Abigger Al with more grunt and highstandard finish. Good imaging, focus,
depth and width. Transparency and detail very good, as was the bass which
had slam and articulation.

0181 900 2866

The budget baby brother of the E100 (see below) this integrated is better
than average with an unfatiguing glare-free midrange, big soundstage and
fine detail. Dynamically lacks some punch.

Musical Fidelity Elektra E100 Musical Fidelity Ltd

0181 900 2866

£600

Powerful and superbly finished. The sound offers politeness and delicacy,
not 'in your face' sonic fireworks, with arelatively thin mid. Bass has weight,
but not enough slam for headbangers.

Musical Fidelity E20/E30
£400/£500

Musical Fidelity Ltd

Myryad M1-120

Myryad Systems

£530

e-

Designed to match the Mimik CD player this performs well in an allLinn
system (with Keilidh speakers), though with atendency towards marginally
hard upper midrange and spiky treble. Phono stages are an extra £60.

Micromega

£300

e-

Linn's versatile remote-control preamp sounded pure and well controlled
on line sources, but with some loss of 'air' in the treble. The LP disc sound
was not thought exceptional.

Micromega Minium Amp
£350

£550

eie e, e,
".
4.eb

Compact, rugged and very well made, this stereo power amp, did not score
particularly well in MC's listening tests. It was thought to lend a 'dry' effect,
with aslight loss of ambience.

Linn Kairn
£1700

£730/£1990

e

0181 900 2866

Cut price versions of the E200/E300. the E20/E30 compare remarkably well
with them. Deliver enhanced presence and mid while retaining the valvelike treble. Features ahigh class dedicated headphone amp. Great value.

01705 265 508

If care is taken with choice of system components the Myryad is athoroughly
rewarding amplifier, with adynamic range that seems to exceed its rated
power thanks to aclean and controlled performance right up to its limits

NAD 310
£150

NAO Marketing Ltd

Nalm Nail 3
£550

Maim Audio

NVA AP30
£370

NVA

Onlx 0A31
£470

Oak Electronics

Orelle SA100
£370

Orelle Electronics

•

0181 343 3240

1
96
10
95

With ahint of valvelike openness, perhaps thanks to its simple yet unusual
circuit design, the 310 will play more loudly than its 20W rating suggests
and will make alot of cost-conscious buyers happy.

01722 332 266

3
93

Encapsulates all the famous Naim qualities: vibrant, strong rhythmical and
adry and analytical bass. Less revealing of minute detail and not as precise
in imagery as some rivals.

01763 272 707

01273 517 358

0181 810 9388

Hear-through midband and good rhythm with a 'play-along' bass quality
make for exciting sound. With many CD players, treble could be sharp or
splashy as this amp did not filter the players unsuppressed RF.

**

**

Exceptional 'speed' and alifelike and exciting 'hear-through' transparency
throughout the range, given careful system matching: the 'brightly-lit' mid
will expose any source weaknesses. (With phono stage, L'440)
Ideally suited to rock and jazz, this amplifier realty swings and delivers the
emotional content of the performance. Its big warm sound isn't suited to
classical but makes the most of other music. Optional phono stages available.

**

9
•

8 **
95
1
95

**
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aMMED
Pro-ject Model 7

»Ion UK Ltd

£260

An amp which paints music in broad strokes. Adept at reproducing dynamics
and the richer tonal colours, it has astrong, vibrant lively sound. Features
both m-m and m-cphono stages which makes it something of abargain.

01753 889 949

Quad 77

Quad Electroacoustics

£595

Conveys music well with expressive dynamics and accurate stereo, though
on critical listening it seemed that some very low-level detail was lost. Not
intended for big/loud systems. Best used with Quad remote control.

Rega Hal/Exon

Rega Research

Pegas simplified, straight-line topology gives avery immediate, punchy
and dynamically realistic sound. Not the most uncoloured or spacioussounding of amps but has an essential synergy with the Rega Xel speakers.

Rogers

£1100

Rogers returns to valve amp manufacture with this model and the E-40a
(below). Good value for money and often more refined, controlled and
sweeter than the 40. Works extremely well with the LS3/5A speaker.

Rogers E-40a

Rogers

Like the E-20a, an Audio Note valve design for Rogers. Frequently superior
to that amp in terms of dynamics, bass and depth. Musical and full of
character. Good partner for the LS3/5A plus AB1 subwoofer.

4

Rotel RA97011X

Gamepath Ltd

Lively and invigorating amp which works equally well with all types of music.
Controlled and analytical but not as accurate as it might be. Benefits from
long warm-up. Optional phono stage available for £130.

Sheame Audio

£590

Same marble front, redesigned inside with better power supply.-retains its
onginal rich sonic flavour, more musically satisfying and detailed than before.
Bass warmth is adeparture from neutrality, but alikeable one.

7

Sony TA -F246

Sony UK Ltd

In abudget group this UK designed, Japanese built amp led the others by
aclear margin, working exceptionally well with the budget CD players and
speakers tested.

Sony UK Ltd

£250

Posseses both m-m and m-cinputs, unusual at any price level these days.
This amp is nice to listen to and provides afair degree of enjoyment but
fails to excite.

use of mains and battery power, and handsome matching power amp. Too
much deviation from neutrality mars this combination.
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6

70

5

12

0990 357 357

With thunderous bass and beautifully smooth treble, the warm 'easy listening'
sound did tend to veil the finest detail rather than sounding transparent.
But its lush sound makes it asafe bet

Thorens TTP2000/TTA2000 Portfolio Marketing
01494 890 277
£500/£550
This is the one with the key operated mains power. Essentially uncoloured,
lucid and transparent; offers plenty of resolving power on all kinds of music,
even if it lacks the vivid 'being there' quality of valve amps.

Trilogy 900

Trilogy Audio Systems

£500

Affordable all tube pre-amp from this quality British manufacturer. Silky but
not soft and dynamic without any hint of aggression, it sounds as if it should
cost more. Its high gain m-m phono stage will handle some mccartridges.

Trilogy 901

Trilogy Audio Systems

£750

When used with the partnering power amps the Trilogy tube pre-amp has
aglorious, tactile three-dimensional midband and treble. The bass is just
dry enough to sound well-balanced on most modern recordings.

Trilogy 902

Trilogy Audio Systems

£1595

Well stocked with quality components. In combination with Trilogy's 958
monoblocks it was beyond reproach in its delivery of clear-cut sounds.
Offers great detail. Optional m-cphono stage is f400 extra.

90

5

d

•

**

1

0181 856 2499
4

•

6

•

0181 856 2499
**

0181 856 2499
6

**
95
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LOUDSPEAKERS

ATC Loudspeaker Technology Ltd

2

1

01932 816 000

Technics SE-A1000/SU-C1000 Panasonic UK
0990 357 357
£400'350
Budget pre-amp using Technics' virtual battery' technology, which combines

1000

•

01932 816 000

Sony TA -F446E

ATC SCM10

•

01438 740 953

£200

Path Premier

**

.95

01908 317 707

Shearne Phase li

Apogee Ribbon Monitor
£1000

2

1

0181 683 2101

£300

Acoustic Energy Ltd

**
95

0181 683 2101

£1900

Acoustic Energy AE100
U00

1

01702 333 071

Rogers E-20a

Panasonic UK

•

01480 52561

£1000/£1200

Technics SU -A900 Mkil
S400
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01285 654 432

These booksheff speakers deliver hard hitting and dynamic music. The build
quality is nothing short of remarkable, comparable to much more expensive
models. However, colorations cause the 100s to lose out to the competition.

110

8

Free

295x180x250

166

6

Both

410x240x290

**

125

8

Both

380x180x255

* * *

01494 441 736

Ribbon hybrid with asquare tweeter which can be rotated and repositioned
depending on the siting of the speaker. Sounds like amuch larger speaker
Deep and controlled bass but not absolutely transparent.

01285 760 561

Small but heavy true 'mini-monitor' that offers natural balance, good
integration and atruly three-dimensional image. Needs hefty amplification
but responds with awide dynamic range.
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LOUDSPEAKERS
ATC SCM207
£2000

ATC Loudspeaker Technology Ltd

e
01285 760 561

Exceptionally analytical midband and overall neutral balance allied to stunning
dynamics and remarkably well controlled bass. Needs medium to large room
for aspacious and convincing sonic picture.

Audio Physic Spark
£1749

Aanvil Audio

Audio Physic Step

Aanvil Audio

01359 240 687

Slim, slanted floorstanding version of the Audio Physic Step. A great
loudspeaker, full of detail and energy. Worth checking that its upper mid
emphasis doesn't react adversely with your electronics.

£1300
Audio Physic Tempo

Aanvil Audio

£2000
AVI Neutron

AV! International

Boston Acoutics CR7
£200

01494 890 277

01903 750 750

superb and highly unusual styling
with surprisingly realistic bass and outstanding midband. Stereo imagery
and resolution of detail are excellent. Fun to look at and listen to.

B&W DM302
£130

MW Loudspeakers Ltd
01903 750 750
Features B&WS 'Prism' baffle. Mid and treble are excellent and transparency
is very good. but positioning is problematical. encouraging resonance in
the lower bass. Well worth considering if it works in your room.

B&W DM603
£500

MW Loudspeakers Ltd
01903 750 750
A welcome addition to the range of budget floorstanders and adelight to
the ear. Generous bass, big soundstage. bright treble and clear midband,
though coloured in the lower mid. Highly recommended at its price.

B&W P4
£600

B&W Loudspeakers Ltd

B&W Pb
£1000

B&W Loudspeakers Ltd

Castle Chester

Castle Acoustics Ltd

01903 750 750

Impressively neutral, detailed and transparent, with good stereo image laid
out behind the plane of the speakers. Midrange is dry and rather recessed
for rock: bass lacks ultimate precision but is forceful and extended.

01903 750 750

Fine transparency and stereo depth from this slim floorstander. Agenerally
clear, clean and uncomplicated sound is marred by response deviations in
the midrange. Well made but lacking in excitement.

01756 795 333

£700

With quarterwave bass loading, this large speaker could sound airy. detailed.
dynamic and agile, but if this is to be achieved it needs careful set-up and
choice of ancillaries.

Castle Harlech

Castle Acoustics Ltd

01756 795 333

Better balanced than the Castle Howard S2, the Harlech puts many
comparable floorstanders to shame with its natural unforced clarity. Midrange
detail is outstanding in adeep, high soundstage. Special finishes £150 extra.

Castle Howard S2
£1100

Castle Acoustics Ltd

Castle Isis

Castle Acoustics Ltd

£230

01756 795 333

This quarterwave design's indiosyncracies prevent the Howard from
achieving true transparency but it has agenuinely likeable character which
may appeal. A large room is necessary to get the best from it.

01756 795 333

Engaging and tonally accurate enough to suit all types of music. Occasional
colourations reduce the Isis's transparency but the real wood veneer and
matched pair appearance lend this speaker considerable appeal.

Castle Severn
£500

Castle Acoustics Ltd

Celestion Impact 10

Celestion International Ltd

01756 795 333

Beautifully finished, this speaker has agood midrange and aslightly bright
treble Better for classical music than rock, its performance is about average
for the price. The Castle Howard (see above) is well worth the extra money.

01473 322 222

£130

Unbelievably good sound from atiny speaker with plausible bass extension
and alarge soundstage. Less impresive on jazz and rock. the Celestion lOs
produced good results on classical music.

Celestion Impact 20

Celestion international Ltd

£280

01473 322 222

Succeeds over awider range of music than the Impact 10, being refined
enough for classical music yet lively and dynamic on rock and jazz. Gives
awide, high soundstage.

Celestion Impact 30
£430

Celestion impact 30

Epos ES11
£445

Epos Acoustics

Epos ES14
£675

Epos Acoustics
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Free

330x140x230
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1100x220x465
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254x135x195
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8
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320x183x200
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850x236x306

165

6

810x200x240 1
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165

4

1000x200x300

165

8

130

8

01453 765 682

Outstandingly well voiced, particularly in the bass and midband, the Boston
has unusually fine resolution of tonal colours focused on the lowest octaves.
Also offers extraordinary vivid imagery and notable depth.

B&W Blue ROOM Minipod MW Loudspeakers Ltd
£400
This moulded plastic speaker combines

£800

Free

Highly recommended miniature speaker which brings all the detail and life
of the performance into your living room. Inevitable losses in bass extension
and power are balanced by stunning midrange detail and clarity.

Portfolio Marketing

01473 322 222

Over-emphatic bass but classic, enchantingly clear midrange performance.
Good depth of soundstage and the speakers perform well away from walls
xnd corners, but the uDDer bas 'thrum' is always evident

01705 407 722

Very low coloration and top-rate clarity and dynamics from aclass- beating
midrange. joined seamlessly to asmooth, sweet treble. Bass can be alittle
soft and slow but has sufficient power.

01705 407 722

The original Epos model, which (perhaps deservedly) has become almost
acult product. produces natural sound through simple, thoughtful design.
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01359 240 687

Designed to work with adigital equaliser; even without it the Tempo sounded
very smooth and well integrated with aseamless blend from mid to treble.
The sound was spacious and detailed: more suited to classical than rock.

e

165

01359 240 687

Non-resonant design and rigid stands help give asurprising bass attack for
the size and convincing stereo image (if less crisp and airy than the BBC
LS5/12A), and music flows in an unstressed way.

£500
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e

Epos Acoustics

£1185

Showing none of the problems common among speakers with low crossover
rates, the 22 has some of the coherence of apanel design. Works well with
all loes of music. Admirably transparent.

Gale Reference Monit—ors
£100

Richer Sounds
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0171 407 5525

GIL ' magia IC100

Goodmans Loudspeakers

£170

Reflex-loaded bookshelf speaker using the ICT (Inductive Coupling
Technology) two-way coincident-source system. It is capable well beyond
its price and should be included in any shortlist of speakers under COO.

GLL magia IC110

Goodmans Loudspeakers Ltd

£300

Grown up version of the compact lmagio IC100, using aclosely related ICT
coincident source driver. Considerable finesse, subtlety and good
soundstaging. Excellent all rounder and good value for money.

Harbeth BBC LS3/5A
£700

Harbeth Acoustics

Heybrook HB1 Series 3
£270

Heybrook Hi-FI Ltd

01705 492 777

01705 492 777
160

88

6

100 Free

V

723x223x290

130 82.5

8

50

W

300x190x170

260

8

Wall

470x290x230

150

6

Wal I

360x230x230

160

8

Free

990x245x360

230

6

Free

1050x460x350 **

140

8

Wall

320x230x215

130

6

Both

300x180x245

01444 440 955

Classic BBC mini-monitor functions well as home miniature with highly
realistic vocal articulation and fine upper bass balance. Needs expensive
amplification to avoid treble 'sizzle'. Cheaper from KEF or Spendor.

Free

01752 731 313

Particularly well balanced bass and midband which offers space, depth and
excellent resolution Pitch and timing are of high order; treble can be slightly
brittle. Needs dedicated stands.

Heybrook Solo

Heybrook HI-FI Ltd

£200

High resolution and coherent midband offering unusually clear insights into
dense and complex musical events. Treble is not ideally smooth or sweet
and bass needs close wall-mounting and good stands.

Impulse Lali
£1600

Impulse Loudspeakers

JBL TI2000

Norman Audio UK

£1999

Very clean at high listening levels with alean and dry bass that has excellent
tunefulness and timing. Open and vital midrange with exquisite detail
partnered by transparent and sweet treble.

JPW Sonata
£120

JPW Loudspeakers

KEF Coda 7

KEF Audlo

£130

Neither coloured nor resonant, this speaker can rock with almost any halldecent amplifier, no matter how low in power. Trades some loss of finer
ambient and harmonic detail for transparency and afuller bass. Great value.

01752 731 313

0181 766 0474

A successor to Impulse's 116, this is ahorn hybrid but by horn standards
sounds remarkably uncoloured. The midrange is seamless with aparticular
strength in reproducing vocals. Need alarge room.

0181 207 5050

01752 607 000

The free-flowing midrange is afeature of a 'soft' but natural presentation.
Stereo image is airy and open, portraying good depth and height. Classical
music flows well.

12

*

11

**

***
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***

01622 672 261

KEF Coda 8

KEF Audio

£180

One of the best speakers in its price range. Not quite as clean as the Coda
7s when pushed but their overall balance is more suitable to budget
electronics as well as being easier on the ear. Thoroughly recommended.

95

01622 672 261
140

6

Free

325x200x280

11
95

01622 672 261

Floorstander whose top section is effectively aCoda 8. Speed is the essence
of the 9s, providing afast and detailed presentation These speakers were
at their best with jazz and rock.

KEF 050
£500

KEF Audio

KEF LS3/5A
£650

KEF Audio

Klipsch La Scala
£2000

Midland Radio Supplies

Klipsch Forte

Midland Radio Supplies

£1480

Horn loading provides 35Hz from adesign dating back to 1947. High
efficiency provides ear-splitting levels. Mid and treble are smooth and clear
but some colorations. Exciting, powerful, dynamic on rock

140

90

6

100 Free

V

835x200x295

11

111
160

9
-1

11/
4

100 Free

W

832x190x301 11
94

01622 672 261

Classic BBC mini-monitor functions well as home miniature with highly
realistic vocal articulation and fine upper bass balance Needs expensive
amplification to avoid treble 'sizzle'. Also made by Harbeth, Rogers, Spendor.

**

95

01622 672 261

This two-way co-axial model sounded positive and outgoing, with astrong,
well-defined bass and smooth clear treble. Stereo image explicit and stable,
but the sound needed more solidity to give the real presence.

130

Free

300x190x170

380

Both

902x603x622

Free

900x420x310

0121 430 7817

A three-way horn-loaded system, the La Scala plays with asense of ease,
composure and grandeur. Highly placement-sensitive with very good overall
build quality. Sounds large, open and effortless. Recommended.

0121 430 7017

Magnepan SMGb

Audionord UK

£890

Quasi-ribbon tweeter gives crisp, articulate upper mid and anatural, full
balance to lively and dynamic midrange. Bass is compromised by panel
size and lacks extension. Big stereo spread and depth.

310

8

2
94

01855 883 890

Magneplanar MG -0.6 SE
£1370

Audionord UK

Meridian Argent 1
£995

Meridian Audio Ltd

Micromega MS-1

Micromega

£300

Designed to go with the Minium system, these filtre speakers sound very
good indeed, with well extended bass for their size and excellent clarity.
They perform better with awarmer amplifier than the Minium Amp.

96

te'

e

01705 407 722

Designed by Pink Triangle and built by JPW this is athoroughly enjoyable
little loudspeaker, with asurprisingly generous sound. Bass and midband
are well voiced. A little brash in the treble, it needs careful positioning.

KEF Audlo

é

e • -% e.
ee

Epos ES22

KEF Coda 9
£300

•%‘..

470

4

Free

1200x460x48

111

6

*

*

**

93

01865 883 890

Unlike many panel speakers, capable of operating successfully with everyday
power amplifiers. Reasonably sensitive with limited output at both frequency
extremes. Bold and outgoing quality with neutral«
. throughout the midband.

Free

1270x482x52

01480 434 334

Asymmetric shape and rounded edges reduce resonances and diffraction.
More admirable than likeable. Lucid and transparent, with abalance that
favours the treble.

170

8

Free

325x275x275

200

8

NW

330x195x230 16

0181 502 1416
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LOUDSPEAKERS
Mission 7311E
ç150

Mission Group

Mission 752
£500

Mission Group

Mission 753
£700

Mission Group

e
e`.-et eceee
01480 451 777

'Limited Edition' variation on the 731 which features better components and
build (including arevised crossover and bi-wiring facilities) for £20 more.
Gives a'heightened' presentation but is sensitive to room placement.

01480 451 777

Neutral and well balanced with clean, sharply defined transients and striking
dynamic presentation. Good bass extension and 'wallop'. Crisp, lightweight
mid and treble with mild hardness.

Monitor Audio Studio 2SE Monitor Audio Ltd
£600
Superbly finished top

01223 242 898

Monitor Audio R700 PMC Monitor Audio Ltd
£500
Given quality equipment

01223 242 898

these speakers respond magnificently, making a
wide range of music come alive. Don't even consider other £500 speakers
without including them in your listening tests.

•

8

Wall

315x175x200

10
95

170

8

Wal

840x200x255

130

6

Wall

130

class miniature. Not as accurate as an LS3/5A, it
nonetheless has excellent transient response, very good integration and
notable levels of detail, smoothness and transparency.

Monitor Audio Studio 6
£900

Monitor Audio Ltd

01223 242 898

Mordaunt Short MS201
£200

Mordaunt Short Ltd

Mordaunt Short 860
£1695

Mordant Short Ltd

01705 492 777

Musical Technology Harrier
£400

Musical Technology

01494 793 137

Nairn SBL
£1692

Nairn Audio

Philips DSS 930
£1300

Philips Consumer Electronics

Polk R78
£380

Polk Audio

Rega Ela
£500

Rega Research

Rega Xel
£1040

Rega Research

With the same metal-cone bass unit as the larger Studio 10. the 6has a
drier, more neutral bass. Generally sweet and easy on the ear despite alittle
sibilance. Other finishes include rosewood (11000) and piano lacquer (11200).

01705 492 777

Built using aspecial cast-resin polymer, this is asurprising find at the price.
Bass. mid and treble were in good proportion with no undue emphasis or
exaggeration. Fine dynamics, excellent focus and deep stereo image.
Cheap way of buying yourself metal diaphragm technology, which works
superbly well. Low levels of coloration plus good detail retrieval and awell
balanced response. Slightly warm bass and brightness of brass sounds.

01722 332 266

Exceptionally good at leading edge definition and bass and treble
transparency. Some cone-type vocal coloration. Active version brings
tremendous clarity and precision with superb dynamics.

01727 827 311

**

3
95

**

**

875x208x315

9
92

**

**

Free

265x165x200

9
95

**

350x215x260

1
96

**

8

Free

170

8

Free

V

895x220x274

10
94

NW

V

305x185x211

4
96

170

6

Free

860x260x350

150

6

NW

800x254x230

Wall

885x266x270

Free
I:

575x220x325

210

0181 689 4444

'Digital' active loudspeaker displaying fine tonal balance and low coloration,
but with arelatively weak, dynamically false bass and alack of musical drive
and rhythm. The overall effect is bland and mildly compressed.

*

165

165

The 1 indicates improvement over the original designs and changes include
an anodised aluminium gold dome treble. But the MS20i sounds dull and
uninspiring and only really qualifies as being suitable for upbeat pop music.

132
111

I

01702 333 071

01702 393 071

Designed to produce high levels with plenty of bass, and successful at this.
Can sound hollow and lacking definition with non-Rega electronics. Note:
It is Pegas policy not to quote sensitivity or recommended amplifier power.

HORN

IMMORTAL
mo.
Hear KLIPSCH

F

**

***

**

***

7
93

*

794x191x254

This floorstander has adeep and full sound but is also crisp and finely
detailed. Consistently appeared more sensitive than the quoted numbers
suggest.
Light and airy, but the 'spotlit' bright and forward treble needs careful
matching (suits vinyl better than CD); some paper-cone colorations, but
good dynamics. Floorstanding, place close to wall for good bass

e

ee <z
,

130

01480 451 777

Stunning mid presence, plus bright treble and warm bass (best 30cm from
wall) works very well on rock and vocal music generally, if less good on
classical piano, for example. Will go very loud.

e
e

8

Wall

800x200x300

6

Bot

980x210x290

LOUDSPEAKERS

SOUND FORESIGHT

ISC

foryourself in: Avon 01934 520248/01272 686005, Bucks 01296 28790. Cheshire 01925 828900. Cornwall 01209 612260. Hants 01730 895194,

Herts 01923 856497. Kent 01303 256860. London (W1) 0171 486 8262. (NW3) 0171 431 7423. (NW6) 0171 794 7848. Midcbt 0181 892 7613. N. Ireland 01232 403634.
Northants 01604 37871, Notts/Lincs 01777 870372. Oxon 01865 247783. Scotland 01381 620655. Suffolk 01284 724337. Sussex 01903

872288,

Wales 01978

364500/01745 343060. W. Mide 0121 429 2811/455 01667/742 01254/354 2311, 01203 525200. Worcs 01384 444184, Yorks 01302 781387. UK Distributor 0121 430 7817

KL,IreSCII 'FFIX in WEST END HOME THEATER.
WEST END STYLE
1<el- WEST CINE 0171 486 8262
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LOUDSPEAKERS
Revolver Purdey
£250
RMS Revelation II
£1887
Rogers 181
£149
Rogers LS3/5A
£700

RAM UK Ltd

Reference Music Systems Ltd

Rogers international

Rogers Studio 7
£900

Rogers International

Ruait Equinox
£1850

Rum* Acoustics Ltd

Roark Acoustics Ltd

SD Acoustics SD3R
£400

SO Acoustics

Sequence 400
£330

May Audio Nibbling

Both

100

Sonus Faber Concertino
£590

Absolute Sounds

Sony SS-86
£100

Sony UK Ltd

Spender BBC LS3/5A
£630

Spender Audio Systems Ltd

Spender SP2/3
£930

Spendor Audio Systems Ltd

Tenney 636
£420

Tenney Ltd

Tannoy 631
£150

Tannoy Ltd

3

130

6

NW

301

95x218

*

**

4 **
98

130

30

90x170

12

**

92
170

45)(252

5
94

210

63

05x305

6 **
93'

165

Ox250

1

**

94
Ox320
96260

11

130

**

**

01535 632 700

140

x70

**

95

01665 830 862

200

6

Both

250

0181 567 0260

2 **
95

Further up the frequency range the transparency of this speaker is stunning,
and combined with such an accurate and open soundstage there is much
to recommend here. Finish is lacquered MDF.

**

0181 947 5047

Besides the LS3/5A, no other mini monitor offers such balance and
competence at the price. Has aslightly forward top end. Ideally suited to
medium-powereed or vintage valve amps.

140

K290

01932 816 000

Good bass for abudget bookshelf speaker, but where the SS86 really excels
is in the midband, which is crisp, lively and uncoloured. The box has
smoothly rounded anti-diffraction edges. Exceptional value for money.

130

6

<240

01323 843 474

Classic BBC mini-monitor functions well as home miniature with highly
realistic vocal articulation and fine upper bass balance. Needs expensive
amplification to avoid treble 'sizzle'. Also made by Harbeth, KEF, Rogers.

130

(170

2 **

01323 843 474

Evolved from the SP2, and thereby from the famed BCI, Spendor's new
version of classic BBC construction has improved on the articulacy of the
SP2, with excellently integrated treble. A big-sounding monitor.

210

8

Free

5,15x275)330

***

*

170

4

Free

717x237x219

**

**

125

6

Free

343

01236 420 199

Coherent both in terms of imagery and across the frequency, this dual
concentric design (with an extra bass unit) is well balanced for all types of
music, though bass can be heavy and ponderous.

01236 420199

Small speaker with agreat singing voice. The sound has aslightly cupped'
quality and they need to be listened to on-axis and at fairly close quarters
(2m listening distance) for best results.

x157

9

*

5

01494 441191

Power-hungry transmission line offering transparency and air with bass
performance exceptional for the price. Higherefficiency polyprop version
is £700.

TDL Electronics Ltd

**

0181 399 6308

Semi-omni dispersion gives believable images over wide listening area.
Seductive sound comes from asolid, architectural bass which is matched
to an open, dynamic mid/top.

TDL Electronics Ltd

*

96

01702 601 410

Designed to hang on the wall or sit on aspecial tripod floor stand. Elegant
looks and asmooth, open, natural sound. A tendency towards bass and
upper mid excess requires care with amplifier matching.

Silvered°

30x230

01702 601 410

Ribbon tweeter and rigid PBM resin cabinet help give stunning mid clarity
and clean if bright treble, but needs careful placement. Rather weak bass,
not so 'free' as mid, was improved when placed nearer to back wall.

Silverado 1
£1995

98

5

This floorstander sounded superbly open, natural sound and (unlike some
competitors) sounding right at both normal and high volume levels. String
and woodwind tones had anearelectrostatic purity.

Pear Audio

TDL RTL2
£300

125

Good looking floorstander with well-controlled bass and above average build
quality. Let down by an upper midrange that lacks musical excitement and
projection though clean and detailed elsewhere. Need careful cable matching.

Shabinian Arc
£1675

3
95

01702 601 410

First in anew range of stylish speakers Fell into setand-forget category.
Real high end at asensible price from aBritish company. Sounds warm,
cuddly, natural and life-like while being smooth, and sweet.

Roark Templar
£500

90x220

0181 683 2101

Delightfully smooth mid and treble, with free and spacious stereo image.
Very transparent and 'open' with low coloration throughout mid and treble.
Bass firmness depends on stand choice.

Rum* Acoustics Ltd

751

0181 683 2101

Refined and smooth. the Studio 5's strongest suit is its imaging. While bass
was well extended, it was less forceful than others. Unobtrusive in size,
build and character, should suit many systems.

Roar* Talisman il
£750

Wall

0181 683 2101

Classic BBC mini-monitor functions well as home miniature with highly
realistic vocal articulation and fine upper bass balance. Needs expensive
amplification to avoid treble 'sizzle'. Cheaper from KEF or Spendor.

Rogers International

6

0181 683 2101

Provides awonderfully coherent performace throughout the sonic spectrum.
Can't quite shake off the boxy bass of budget speakers but has upper bass
clarity and good timing. Highly musical. Recommended with enthusiasm.

Rogers International

110

01359 268 282

Steel cabinet speaker with integrated stands and wooden trim. Musically
very enganging with no trace of boxiness. Sufficiently revealing to need high
quality amps and source equipment.

Rogers Studio 5
£700

TDL Studio 1M
£900

0161 973 0505

Immediately likeable budget floorstander, with alively and warn rather than
neutral personality. Bass is limited in extension, but full enough to shake
the floor and tight enough to play along with the mid.

185

4

Free

770x230x335

170

6

Wall

751220

01494 441191

Floor-standing member of the RTL range. Against the wall the lower xtaves
warmed. But the bass was not the typically exaggerated transmission line
lumpiness. Accommodates wide range of music.

94
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CREDIT CARD HOTLINE
TELEPHONE: 01454 620070

Back issues

\
pipA

Missing avital
back number?
Our Back Issues
Service can
help!
We can also
photocopy
articles for you

W

scrip

THREE. CDs IF YOU
SUBSCRIBE e
Subscribe now and receive free:

ecan supply single copies of most issues from
1992 to 1996; simply cut out or photocopy the coupon,

Test Disc III. Normally retailing for L'12. 95, 74

or write to:- Back Issues Dept, Hi-Fi News & Record Review,
Link House Magazines Ltd, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon,
CR9 2TA, England.
Please make sine that your remittance (sterling cheque or
postal order/international bank draft) is payable to LINK HOUSE
MAGAZINES LTD. We welcome and CAN take credit card orders

tracks that will take your system to the
limit.
\

by telephone.

over an hour of music each:
Ace All Time Greats (July 1994)
featuring 'Shaft' and 21 original R&B
Classics from Sam Cooke to
John Lee Hooker

•

any two of HFNIRR's
unique compilation CDs,
originally available only as special
gifts with the magazine, featuring

PHOTOCOPY SERVICE
We can supply photocopies of any HFNIRR article. The charge is
£2.50 per article (UK) or £4.00 per article (airmail). To avoid delay
when requesting photocopies, please quote issue date, author and

Hyperion's Curls (April
1994) 15 classical Hyperion
selections, from RimskyKorsakov to Purcell.
Meridian (April 1992) 7

title as accurately as possible.
BINDERS
These sturdy, high-quality gold-embossed binders will help you look
after your copies of Hi-Fi News & Record Review. Each holds 12
issues. Binders cost just £6.50 inc. UK p&p (overseas 0.00) from

tracks recorded using the Meridian
607 AID convuter; including Elgar's Overture 'Cockaigne'
Virgin Classics Collection (April 1991), over 72 minutes of music

our Back Issues department.

ORDER FORM

featuring MacDowell's Hexentanz Op.12
Chandos Best of British (October 1991) including Britten 'sPeter

I'lease send me the following back issuesipho:ocopies*:

Grimes 'Storm' Interlude conducted by Vernon Handley
Be sure to include three alternative choices to avoid disappointment.

The following issues are NOT available:
1991: Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jul, Nov, Dec; 1992: Ian, Feb, Apr,

*CD Offer available to UK subscribers ONLY. Offer ends 5July 1996

Nov, Dec;. 1993: Mar, Apr, Aug, Nov; 1994: Jan. * Tick as appropriate
Issues:

Subscription rates:

Prices, including postage, for Back Issues are as follows. Please tick
postal service required.
Photocopies art. £ 2.50 ..11 £4.00 (airmail) per article .
j1
UNITED KINGDOM

£4.00 per copy

EUROPE AIRMAIL

£5.60 per copy

OVERSEAS SURFACE

£5.60 per copy

OVERSEAS AIRMAIL

£6.20 per copy

Please send me

USA $ 65.00

£33.00 UK
£l2.60 Europe Airmail
£413.00 Overseas Surface
£8.60 Airmail

Canada 875.00

ri (
USA and Canadian subscribers return to:
HiFi News & Record Review Magazine,
,— PO Box 3000, Denville NI 07834)

Ienclose acheque/postal order/international bank draft payable to
Link House Magazines Ltd. Or debit my credit card,

7 Visa

Access

Diners

__ Mastercard

Credit Card No.
Expiry Date

binder(s) u £6.50 or £9.00 (overseas)

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms

Date

Signature
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms

Address

Address

Postcode
Cheque 'postal order enclosed for
made payable to Link House Magazines 1.td.
Please charge my Access Visa Diners Amex*
Card No

(pounds sterling)
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Hyperion's Curls

Virgin Classics Collection

Chandos Best of British n

mad deliver. , may take longer than 28 dap, l'hohworge ,

thh herm arc aeceptahle Data proh,non occpeonally nc may make name , and adore ,, c, avadable
vetted , ompankr , who

Discs ( Please number from 1-5 in order of preference)

Date:

ll

Country

Ace All time Greats

Expires

Signature
i

Postcode
Tel No.

I

When completed please send this form to:
Hi-Fi News Subscriptions Dept, Bradley Pavilions, Pear Tree
Road, Bradley Stoke North, Bristol BS12 OBQ.
Tel 01454 620070. Fax 01454 620080.
HI 607
If you would prefer not to receive d:rect mail please tick here
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CENTRI

International Distributors and • Fom Installabon
Retailers for Hi- End Audio Equipment • Ihshcatod Iotonmg Room
23 LANGLEY BROOM, LANGLEY, * llomelCms h, Appomtment
BERKSHIRE, 5E3 8NB
Mad Order
(Near Slough: 2mins, from lune . 55141 • l'art [O.:hang...1'41mm.
Tel: ( 01753) M2761/(0860) 6658E+2 • All Mare( mid Cards A(cepted
Fas: (01753) 772 532
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HI-FI SPECIALISTS
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AUDIO COUNSEL
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I

losIgns tad,. korlus Cora

\ Inago .111.110 ',onus Thom rarget

I\ Ilson sldtts

B& W.
Cele.tion,Lxposure. ket.
Mcruhan.
NaLunichi.
Philips Quad. Rena Roksan.
!tote'. Rtntl, SentlIt i' l•cr.S
I
Son% ', L.\ 1

READINC Ill- F1
CEN TRE .
QUEENS WALK
BROADsTRE ET MALI.
READING RG1 7QF

LINN...Naim...Rega...Arcam...Rotel...Royd
Shahinian...Dynayector...Mission...Marantz
Nakamichi...Celestion...Denon...Micromega
Seale An Ce met*

OLDHAM

(near MUMPS station)

&

14 Stockport Rd ( 0161 428 7887)

CHEADLE

(at the end of the High Street)

TJesday-Saturday 10-5.30 (8.00Thursday)

GREATER LONDON

TEL: (01734) 585463

WU

ea

14 Shaw Rd ( 0161 6332602)

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

Front End Problems?
then contact:

NORTH WOOD
A 'Li
HI-FI /

"The Cartridge Man ,"

ALCHEMIST AURA
ARION DENON DPA
EXPOSURE MARANTZ

C)

MICROMEGA MOTH
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY NAD

AUDIOVISUAL
SPECIALISTS /St REPAIRS

It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-andDecca-eater. Also agents for Croft,
Sugden. Thorens. Pentachord Speakers
and Nottingham Analogue.

NAKAMICHI NEAT PROAC ROSE
ROTEL TEAC THORENS WOODSIDE

8 & W, CABLE TALK, CASTLE, CELESTION, EPOS, HARBETH,

Open: 10am. - 6pm. Monday to Saturday

HEYBROOK, KEF, KLIPSCH, MICHELL, MONITOR AUDIO, REL,

98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks HP2C 1BA

plus cartrid gere-tippin gservice
0181-688 6565

PHONE: 01296 28790

ROYD, RUARK, TANNOY, TUBE TECHNOLOGY.

CHESHIRE

audio e cellence
WHERE

1HE

MUSIC

MAITERS

88/90 Boughton,

A

1_11...11\1

A

FWK
The 111-1 -1Specialt,t,

the difference...

01244 344227
'Hoolt•

(01244) 345576

studio

ANA

AL; 17101_4.N ES

I 1,i, II try

Chester CH3 5AQ

Ft

ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA

NJ Au NA

BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF
MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO

CHESTER CH2 3NH FR CD

NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYD
BONUS. FABER YAMAHA

EAST MIDLANDS

I
oes.-Sal 9.00‘iiii-5 30pin
Closed Monday

BADA BONDED DEALER
EIRE

's
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well t

• Audlolab • Arcam

ni e"

le

dynavector
fain

Music to your Ears

l

the best systems deserve the best advice

Tel: (01) 2889449/2888477

Open:

É)

30 years of Excellence
SS Main Street,
Blackrock, Dublin.

Tues Sat 10am to 6pm.
ThurFn 10am to 9pm

III •
100

•

Audtoquest • Marantz

CLOW

Classé •

Meridian •

ISO PilOt) SWISS CC,TTACir IUNDO'S NW6 4F)N

sound advice
01509 218254

duke street, loughborough, le11 led

To Advertise
in this section
contact Duncan on
0181 686 2599
Ext. 444

INSTANT 0%
FINANCE

AVAILABLE
SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

ORANGES
& LEMONS
Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.
THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
CABLETALK, CHORD CO. DENON,
EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM, REGA,
ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE
Now in our second fruitful year

0171-924 2040
61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11
AUGUST 1996
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ENGLISH

audio

Grahams

... Graham is the best place to buy quality
tIW equipinent in London lie MO plus for
asystem). The prices are the same as anywhere
else, bot the quality of service is superior.
Delivery and in:talla:ion. Demonstration
facilitiez. Record-cleaning service. Repair and
testing service. Wheelchair access.

"One of the five best
Hi -Fi shops in the world"
GRAHAM HI-FI
11111111111111111

f

Arcam Kef
Linn Royd
Micromega
Audiolab

Finance

sani A I" C Audiolab. Audion. B&W. CasIle.
clestion. Denon. EAposure. Ket. Marantz. Michi.
Nlicromega, Mismon, Musical Technology. N AD

Z b0151 227 5007

I ' cc Installation. () nid lacilities. Sers

Graham. MoFl Ltd. Canonbury Yard
Road London NI 7BS
0171 226 5500 Fax 0171 359 7620

We
great iii- En A
sen uexcellent Lottes
-Our aim is V011t
total satisfaciian"

NORFOLK

NIon-tial 9.30 — 5.30
/

15\

inviLET

Tcl. 0181 445 LW

SALE NOW ON

LEADING STOCKISTS OF
ROTH, 1AMAHA AND MARANTZ
Stuc kist of full range ol speakers and
elect Tonies for all maior manufacturers.
Please phone for details.

Sound & Vision

*
*
*
*

HI-FI & TV

The Old School
School Road, Bracon Ash

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

Three demonstration rooms
All leading brands
Interest Free Credit
Good parking facilities

UNILET SOUND & VISION
24-26 UNION STREET.
MAIDSTONE ME14 1ED
Tel: 01622 676703
Fax: 01622 676723

82 The High Street

ti Near Norwich, Norfolk

u

Tel: ( 01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam. Audio Alchemy. Nakamichi,
Naim, Denon, Creek, Epos. AudiuLab,
TDL, Heybrook, Rotel, Soundstyle,
Micromega, Royd. Chord Co. Cable Talk
and others

LANCASHIRE

Harpenden Hens AL5 2SP

SCOTLAND

Tel: 01582 764246
Fax: 01582 467022

Ép6e/AUt7

Bang & Olufsen Centre

ARCAM, ATC. AUDIOLAB, AURA, AVI, El&O, BOSE.
CASTLE. DENON, KEF, MARANTZ, MISSION.
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, NAD, NAIM
•:
17-71ir
NAKAMICHI, QUAD. SENNHEISER,
THE tEMBU LN
SOI NI) AMICT.
TANNOY, TARGET, AUDIO, TDL, ETC

MONITOR
SOUND

Music Mill

• TECHNICS • SONY U PIONEER

Specialist ht fi and anlvice

• PANASONIC UKENWOOD UDUAL
111 AIWA 3CASTLE 3 NAD U B&W

9ICLUONG

U MARANTZ U SPENDOR U THORENS U ARCAM U ROTEL
• WHARFEDALE 11 DENON 3 YAMAHA U TANNOY

HUMBERSIDE

AUDIOLAB
AUDIO INNOVATK/N‘,
AUCKIN

PROBABLY

ALCHEMIST
IMMW

THE

BOSTON
CABLE TAIN

BEST

THE CHOU CO.
O.P.A.

SELECTION

DENSEN
DENON

OF

(PUS
FIE YBROOF

HI-FI

INPUTS(
CAR

MICROMECA
MYRIAD SYSTEm. ,

EAST

NAD
ONIX

COAST'

PIONEER
REL
ROYO
RUARK
SHEARNE AUDIO
SUGDEN

ZEN AUDIO

Lancashire PR1 2EE

ORRAI» MANCHESTER

Au .
r. I or
or
tuer r
1
.rou‘Ire • Audio !
Oeben, • &Amen] • Aude Syntheus • Boulder
•Burrnmter • (
oh«. • ( roh •FA R •Fulleis • Gomma Amintin • Gtool
•Klatch • Magnum • Monk levuertro • NoffInglan. Analogue • Ortie

HULL

• ° m'Ion • Pro ped • Pentoehord • CIED • Sino • le« • ¡ranale • Irdsord Reseord,
•Sequenre • Totem • BU und other • Custom mode nanas and support horn
criarble sold buts end lOmm gkos • Free delivery/inuollation • Pont exchange lookies
Demonstrations by arrangement in Standish (.127 of the M6) or in
own home without obligation

TEL: 01482 587397

01257 473175

10.51

35 GEORGE STREET

101.

MUSIC MATTERS

131, Fnagate, Preston

TUBE TECHNOLOGY
ANO MANY MORE
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evening calls welcome

Ro

ad

Etlinburgh

EUT.

SUL:

3963

SOUTH COAST

54 Chapel Street, Chorley

01E>1-1EVS
AVDI
Akuutieffe
A:1'day

ROTEL

Newhaven

CHORLEY (01257) 271935

audio e)çcellence

AV I •

AUDIO •

ALCHEMIST

0131 - 555

lues - S<It 9011itu-b3Optii
Closed Moud«

THE

MUSICAL TICHNOLOGY

NAIM

• MONITOR AUDIO à JPW à TOLl AND MANY MORE

(0772) 253057

ON

MBHELL

DPA •

MARANTZ •

72

WHERE THE

QUALITY

EXPOSURE

PRO.AC • ABSOLUTE

SOUNDS •

▪ PHILIPS COU CELESTION U ROGERS al MORDAUNT SHORT
BIG DISCOUNT • TWO YEAR GUARANTEE ON HI-FI
EXCELLENT COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATIONS
PRIVATE LISTENING ROOM • FREE HOME INSTALLATION

ARLAR

HI fi

KI: Dept

KENT

(HiFi Specialists)

REAL

Nakainichi Pink Tt ' angle. Pioneer. Rd. Rotel. Ruork.
John Sheonw. SME. Stan. S>stemdek. T D L. Yamaha

1900 New NOdh

High Road, London N 12

82

0%

f\,- M

Naim Rega

16 COOK STREET
LIVERPOOL L29RF

EMAIL 100670.135•Compusaw• own

studio

BETTER HI-FI

plus many more

• • ** CYRUS CENTRE****

Tai

Andog Audio
849

MERSEYSIDE/WIRRAL

HEREFORDSHIRE

NORTH LONDON

P
Choose front
the finest

•HiFi
•Home Cinema
•TV 8: Video

efries

BRIGHTON 69 London Rd. (01273) 609431 =miel
EASTBOURNE Green St. (01323) 731336
PORTSMOUTH 29 London Rd. (01705) 663604

Excellent Listening Facilities
te night wednesday - 8.00 pm • Cloud Mondays • Free Parkin}g
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SUFFOLK

WEST SUSSEX

WORTHING AUDIO
e

.
0

4
,4

,rf

20 TEVILLE GATE PRECINCT, WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX BN IIIt 1
Telephone: (0903) 212133
THE FRIENDLY SHOP WITH THE
BEST SOUND SYSTEMS IN THE SOUTH

"enel

signals
hlfl for grown-ups

• FRIENDLY ADVICE • THREE YEAR GUARANTEES
• EASY PARKING • OPEN MONDAY TO SATURDAY, 10am to 6pm
• LATE NIGHT WEDNESDAY, 7.30pm

tel / fax ipswich 01473 622866
mobile
0802
176319

Kinshaw Electronics, Marantz. Naim Audio, Orelle, Origin L.ve. Restek. Ruark,
Sennheiser. Target, TDL. Thorens. Tnpod and many more.

t

Agencies include: Arcam. Audio Technica, Clear Audio. Creek, Exposure,

WORCESTERSHIRE

poiewetee

SURREY

SPALDINGS

e

THE SOUTH EAST'S LEADING HI. fl COMPANY

3 DEM ROOMS A.V.
HOME DEMS., 0% CREDIT

BARRI
GREEN
x.. c
. Midlands
esis
Consultants
' • . Ebittous -Electrocompaniet -Range
Aaroci AA.° Full range inc Audio Physic speaker,
LFO Amplification DACS • Cables Essex Awlc,
Sequence Design Wall Speakers
Audio Alchemy Proceed Polk Van- don nul
Stands Unique ATnpos stands
Specialist Engineering Dept Upgrades
Consuttancy Custom Design
Telephone: 01527 - 873766 Daytime
Telefer 0121 - 445 - 5057 Eve.
I

FREE INSTALLATION

LINN • NAIM • QUAD • AUDIO LAB
DENON • MARANTZ • RUARK
MON TO SAT 9 00 to 6 00. TUE 9 00 108.00

BRIGHTON•S LEADING HI-FI SHOP
Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Auchonote, Aucholab, Rega,
Arcam, Exposure, Aura. Epos. Thiel, Ruark, Rotel, ATC,
&Wentz and other fine equipment.

66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 01273 775978

SERVICE DEPT
352-354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD. CROYDON. SURREY CRO PAF
Telephone 0181 654 1231/2040 Facsimile 0181 655 3922

YORKSHIRE
WEST MIDLANDS

dole\

s

MUSIC
MATTERS

I_11\7ILET

Sound & Vision

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

Six demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit
* Free Parking
* Open 10-4 every Sunday
*

UNILET SOUND & VISION

35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN,
SURREY, KT3 4BY
Tel: 0181 942 9567
Fax: 0181 336 0820

LATEST ARRIVALS
CHORD SPAM 8, SPM12008 PRE- POWER, MERIDIAN
DSP6000 SPEAKER SYSTEM, 565A(-3 SURROUND

SOUTH WEST & WALES

On permanent demonstration exclusiveh/ in Yorkshire and the North
East of England—ATC: SCIA10, SCit20, SCIA20 Tower, SCHWA and
SCM1COA, ATC, AV International, Bryston Amplrfers. Castle York, Chester &
Howard. Concordant Chameleon Amps, Chord SPM Power Amplifiers,
Equinox, Hartelh Acoustics. JPW, Sequence Loudspeakers. Marantz, Sumo
Gyrodec. Much. °Moron premier range. SME. Spendor, Target, TEAC
Townshend Seismic Sink, Of D. van den Hal The First & The Second Canes
Demonstrations by arrangement in LEEDS. or in your own home without
obligation For furthe aetaiis contact JOHN BLEAKLEY. Phone/Fax
Leeds (0113) 2528850 ( evening calls welcome)
Generous Pan Exchange and Second Hand Equipment available

TEAC®
,..„
Balanced Sound

mci spendor cffik
VIcHoRDA)

PROCES-

SOR, 557 POWER AMP, 518 DIGITAL PROCESSOR AND 566 20
BIT DA C.,
ALCHEMIST MAXIM, NEMESIS AND FORSETI AMPLIFIERS,
DYNAMO RANGE OF SPEAKERS, EPOS E522, SPENDOR
PRO- AC SPEAKERS, ROYD SQUIRE & DOUBLET

Audio Reflections
DISCOVER ACCURACY IN FIDELITY

AND

SPEAKERS,

audio e cellence
WHERE

THE

MUSIC

&COW tC soacirrsais

Fi

MATTERS

QUAD 77 RANGE

CLEARANCE & SECOND
HAND SALE
OUR VERY SUCCESSFUL SALE NOW
MEANS WE HAVE A NEW LIST.
PLEASE SEND AN S.A.E. FOR AN UPDATE
OF THE NEW BARGAINS
AVAILABLE.

Bristol

Cardiff

65 Pan, Sfiee:

134 ûCie. ys Road

Bristol BSI 5PB
1011291 264975

Cardiff CF2 4NR
8)1222) 228565

Gloucester

Swansea

58 Brislol Road

9High Street

G.oucestet GL1 SSE
01452 001104E

Swansea SA1 1LE
in) , 2

Would

t_rOu

LJ
like to hear more)

PROJECTS
0 113

2 3 0

4 5 6 5

PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW OPENING TIMES

THE HI-FI

TUESDAY TO Sir ' RDAY Illain TILL 5.30pm.
LATE NIGHT THURSDAY TILL 7pm.

STUDIOS
Branches at:

a Birmingham : 363 Hugley Road,
Edgbaston. Tel: 0121 429 2811
a Solihull : 93 -95 Hobs Moat Road.
Tel: 0121 742 0254
al Stourbridge : 156/157 Lower
High Street. Tel: 01384 444184
-Demonstrations By Appointment102

WELL ENGINEERED PRODUCTS FOR
ACCURATE SOUND REPRODUCTION FROM:
ARUM, ATE, AUDIOQUESI, AUDIO IECHNICA, All, BEYER, CABLE TALK,
CASTLE, CHORD, ERD ( VALVE), DENON, DUAL, KLIPSCH, MICHELL, NALUMCH1,
ORTO RON, QED, QUAD, REVED, SENNHE1SER, SEQUENCE DESIGN, S.M.E.,
SPENDER, TARGET, TIM, TEL, NOUNS, TRIELOGY ( VALVE) elc ,Keith Monks
Record Cleaning *Rhine

FIVE WAYS HI-FIDELITY LTD

(
Est. 19721
12 ISLINGTON ROW, EDGIASTON, I(RMINGHAM 115 ILD.
01 21 - 455 0667 ( 1.0SED MONDAYS)

TDL. SUGDEN. PROVE. RUSK ALCHEMIST. AUDIO ALCHEMY ELECTROCOMPANIET AMPS.
EXPOSURE. AUDIO NOTE. MLR TEAC IMPULSE HORNS, APOGEE. CASTLE ACOUSTICS.
STEMFOORT. TRICHORD REDARCH. HEYBROOK. MONITOR AUDIO. HARBETH, KESWICK
AUDIO RESEARCH LOUDSPEBKERS. MICHELL ENGINEERING FULL RANGD SME UNISON
VALVED STAX ELECTROSTAIC HEADPHONES. CR DEVELOPMENTS (VALVED. ART AUDIO
IVALVESI. RBI IACTIVE SUB WOOFIRD. PROJECT. NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE. ORTFON.
BEYER GRADO. YAMAHA ; KLIPSCH HOME CINEMA PRO-LoGIc DEMONSTRATIONS

SUNNYFIELD, DONCASTER
Tel: ( 01302) 781387
Open Tue -Thur 10-8 Fri 8 Sat 10-6 Closed all day Monday

AUGUST 1996
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WIEST MIDLANDS
•3HiFi Studios
•Home Trials
•Home CinemaTheatre
•Audio Visual Equipment
•Inhouse Service Department
•Mail order available
•Interest Free Credit (On Selected Items.
APRO%-written details on request)

str

Audio Equipment from leading and specialist
brands for you to listen to and choose from.

HiFi for those with
an eye for Quality

Tel: 01922 493499/473499

Sharing the ASDA Carpark
with ample free parking.
Off High Street, Blourich,
Nr. Walull, West Midlands

ARCAM
AUDIO LAB
CELESTION
DPA
EPOS
QUAD ROSSAS
ROGERS

Nam

CHORD
HAIM
KESWICK AUDIO RESEARCH
ALSO APOLLO
A.T.
AUDIO ALCHEMY
AUDIO OUEST
EXPOSURE REF REFERENCE
KENW000 MARANTZ
MICA LL
MOROAUNT SHORT
MERIDIAN
MICROMEGA
MISSION
HOTEL
SENNNEISER
SONY
SUMO SYSTEMDEK
TARGET TOC
TUBE TECHNOLOGY
VAN DEN MOL YAMAHA

WEST LONDON

/S+11 f.#41TH
27 BOND STREE", EALING WS
le 0181-567 8703
AUDIO LAB, AURA, B&O, B&W, BOSTON, CABLE TALK, CANON,
CASTLE, CHORD CO., DENON, DUAL, EPOS, EVOLUTION,
HARMON KARDON, JEW, KEF, MARANTZ, MICROMEGA,
MISSION, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, NAKAMICHI, ONIX, ONKYO,
QUAD, REL, REVOLVER, ROGERS, ROTEL, SOUNDSTYLE, TARGET,
THORENS, VAN DEN HUI, YAMAHA & OTHERS
Two demonstration rooms. Free local delivery &
installation. Repairs & service.
Closed Wednesday.

BOSE
BEYER
CABLE TALK
CHORD COMPANY
CYRUS
MOTH
MUSICAL FIDELITY NAKAMICHI
ORTOFON
PROJECT

Open 6 Days. tIam • 6pm

aki

Late night Friday

Summer Sale!

Save money on classified ads
PLACING YOUR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT
Advertisements for this section must he pre- paid. The rate is tut» inc. VA1) tor .30 words t
private I, Inc tibertion per

I'SUC.

Each additional word is 50p. For two issues: £ 14.01 inc. VAT; three issues £ 17.00, Bos numbers £3.110 extra. Addressed to: The Classified Advenisement
Manager. HiFi .Vens & Record Review Link House. Dingwall Avenue. Crodon CR9

:
TA.

Please include your name and address. Cheques should he made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
ADVERTISEMENT COPY must he printed in block capitals. preferabh type-written; illegible copy will be returned.
Classified advertisements cannot be accepted over the telephone.
REPLIES TO BOX NUMBERS should he addressed to: The Classified Advertisement Manager, Hi.Fi News 8Record Review. Link House. Dingwall Avenue,
Crodon CR92TA..ind the BIIS number quoted In the °Libido of the enielope

PRIVATE CLASSIFIED LINEAGE
Garrard 401 SME 300q/S2, sprung plinth with cover
£120: Acos Lustre arm £3(l, buyer collects Tel: 0181 311
5321 ( H0133)
Martin Logan Aerius speakers. excellent condition.
£1.250: L.F.D PA2M, mono bloc amps, excellent condition £8(X). Tel: 01604 766124 ( I-101321
'Apogee' Caliper tillion loudspeakers, black piano finish.
G.W.0 £500 cash: Aiwa AD69001I F.R.S.T superb, full
spec, cassette recorder unmarked. inc. full I.R remote one.
owner collectors item. bargain £ 150 cash: Tel: 01446
746162 ( H0131)
ATC 20T floorstanding speaker rosewood, £ 1.590;
Infinity reference 2B speakes Oakwood £ 1.300 Tel: 01344
777516 ( H(1130)
Heybrook Sextets, walnut, mint. £620; Meridian 101 preamp and 105 monobloc power amps ( 100W) £240; Also
second 103 preamp £85; Technics SL I
20 D/D turntable
unit £125: Tel: 01892 536919 ( West Kent) ( H0129)
Deglitch Reference timepiece. an upgrade kit for Audio
Synthesis DSM's. approved by Audio Synthesis, £35:
Contact: CD Audio. 92 Wellesley Street, South Hobart
Tasmania, Australia, Information, sales, support Tel: +61
02 238775 1110128) ( T)
Audio Research LS- 2b Mk 11 line stage preamplifier and
D-200 power amplifier, silver front plates. absoutely as
new with all packaging, manuals etc; Jadis M-80 mono
amplifiers, little used, still on original tubes, in mint condition with all packaging and accessories. Tel: Pinewood
Music for prices: 01460 54322 ( Hil 127) ( T)
Beard P100 MK2 stereo 100w power amplifier with
spare set KT- 88, output valves, beard P505MK2 preamp,
inputs CD. 2tape. tuner. phono, both in good condition.
£650 the pair Tel: 0181 201 5551 ( H0141)
Quad 66 pre-amp and R/C. 606 amp. 66 FM. and 67 CD,
prize Sept. 1995. retail £3.044, accept £2,000, will haggle,
Ron Dadson. 27 Sidney Seeet, Folkestone, Kent, CT19
6HG ( H0140)
Audio Note Silver cable: 21/
2m, bi-wire set ( 10m total)
ANSPX Speaker cable £ 1.950 (£. 800); Im ANVX
Interconnect. silser plugs £250 1£430); / M as above,
£185: I
m ANV interconnect £95: Tel: 01932 349314
(H0139)
Quad 606, mint. 4 years o:d, boxed etc. offers; Fuba
UKA8 stereo, fni aerial. Fuba amp, mint £45 Tel: 0116
253 2513 ( H0138)
Quad ELS 63's + Quad 34 405-'2. FM4. £2.000ono Tel:
017842 43704 ( H0136)
Audio Research SP8 Fe-amp upgraded to MK I1spec.
mint condition will demonstrate. 2 line. Ituner. Itape,
phono, mute monitor etc. £750 Tel: Mike. 01246 209578
day. 01246 280755 eves ( 1-10135)
Michell GyroDec, bronze, outboard power supply. Helius
Cyalene arm. Koetsu black cartridge £ 1,200; Magneplanar
MG3.3 R panel speakers, oatmeal, as new £ 1,650 Tel: S
Collins 0181 975 2311 ( work) or 01962 713832 ( home)
(H0134)
3 4
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M&K V125 active Subwoofers, mint vet-) little use.
many rave/best buy reviews, cost £ 1,600. bargain at
£1,(XX) pair or £550 each. Tel: 01945 463077 ( 1101.42
Ruark Accolades, dark walnut. 6months old, all packaging. mint £ 1,990ovno; Meridian 500/563 transport and
Dac. 6months old also. £ 1,41X)ovno. Tel: any
time,weekends and evenings or please leave message on
mobile number. 0973 899651 ( mobile) 01622 746863
(home) ( H0143)
Meridian 601, 602, 605, flight cased. ATC SCM20,
Kudos stands. offers. Tel: Pau1,01 81 933 1966 ( H0144)
Slate Audio 15"speaker stands, genuine reason for sale.
cost new. £360 accept £220ono; JPW APZ Bi wire loudspeakers excellent speaker genuine bargain £90 (£ 200
new) Tel: Phil. 0171 265 0155 ( H0145)
McIntosh MCD 7009. f2.150Mte,FidF15,£1.350. Tel: 01424
431536 (East Sussex) 11-10146)
Audio Research VT60, perfect condition, 11/
2 years old.
little used, just about run in. £ 1,800 (£ 2.650) Carl demonstrate, Tel: 01628 476836 ( H0148)
ATC SCM50A. active speakers, black, good condition.
old spec: price includes Foundation stand. XLO main
leads and silver interconnect, £2,100ono Tel: 0117 987
7617 ( Eves) ( H0149)
Michaelson chronos valve power amps, immaculate
£2,350 (£6.000); Master Audio monitor 1 ( Chinese speakers), mahogany £450 may p/ex Tel: 01386 446756
(H0161)
Audio Physic Tempo speakers with Essex equaliser. prize
Ican't use ( needs separate CD Transport/DAC) hence selling for £2.000ono ( value £3,000) for quick sale Tel: 0181
661 1148 ( Surrey) ( H0160)
Tannoy Berkeley 15" concentrics £550; Mullard 5-10's
Parmeko transformers £ 150; Partridge £ 175; Decca Blue
£75; Sugden Two box pre-amp 3100; Ortofon Step-up
£40; Leak troughline stereo £ 100; Tel: 017(19 555403
(H0159)
Krell KSA200 mint £2.350: Meridian 200 + 203 DAC
transport £675: Robertson 4010 amp £350; Carver MI.0
power amp, 185 wpc £380; Musicial Fidelity THE preamp £ 105; Pair of Mordaunt short system 442 speakers
£200 Tel: 01394 460281 ( H0158)
Michell Reference electronic turntable with Mayware
formula 4arm and ADC XLM cartridge, immaculate condition, boxed, £300 Tel: 0115 975 1296 ( Nottingham)
(H0155)
Quad FM4 boxed £250: Ortofon SPU/Gold, new £250;
Foundation Designer 18" stands £ 100 (£300): Foundation
Classic 21" stands £50 (£ 125); Numerous Jazz LPs £ 1.50
each: Q.E.D speaker protector, new £25; Cassette Deck
Controller and switch £ 10; Naim C4 cables 4s3m. everything in mint condition Tel: 01482 842740 most evenings
(H0157)
Sennheiser Orpheus, HE60/HEV70 headphones,
Stratosphere turntable. Graham Tonearm, Transfiguration
temper cartridge, Ortofon MC7500, MC5000, MC300011,
Roksan Shiraz. Denon DLS I, Van Den Hul Grasshopper
IV Tel: 01283 702875 9am - 9pm ( H0156) ( T)

Alchemist Forsetti 100w. integrated. mint £595; AVI
2000mc. 20 hit CD player. mint £750: Rothwell M.M
phono stage. magnificent £200: Acoustic Energy Aegis
speakers on Atacama £ 350 Tel: 01226 710605 ( Yorkshire)
(H0154)
Quad 34b pre 306 power FM4 tuner. stand £650;
Transcriptors Hydraulic reference rTable. arm £440;
Thorens TDI2411. SME300911 £ 290; Tel: 0181 991 0762
Nakamichi DR1 cassette deck, little used, absolute mint
condition, one of the best from the 'best' maker £ 550 or
realistic offer ( swop for Meridian 504 tuner?) Tel: 01703
360756 ( Southampton) ( H0152)
Pink Triangle DaCapo DAC fitted with Philips 1307
Filter module £ 1,090 (£ 1.592); Monitor Audio 852/2 Gold
speakers ( Teak) £350; both items as new and boxed Tel:
(11942 876472 ( Manchester) ( H0151)
Revox B77 MK2 £250; Tannoy DC2(X)0 € 250 pair; EMT
Professional Turntable ad arm with manual £ 250ono Tel:
01555 666001 ( work ask for Terry) 0141 429 3426 ( home)
Glasgow area ( H()151)
Linn LP12, Wok arm. Assaka cartridge. Naim Nail plus
Linnk amplifiers, LinnKan speakers. sound organisation
stands; speakers and turntable Linn and straightwire
cables £750 Tel: 015394 48211 (
eves) 015394 88333
(day) or email mitchole@ impact.compulink.co.uk.
(H0169)
Millenium UL stereo valve amplifier. 3)) watts per channel, uprated PSU. Sovtek valves plus spare set, superb
sound, can demonstrate, unused except for specification
testing £450ono Tel: 0181 427 1378 ( Harrow) ( 110168)
Audion Silvernights 30013 valve monoblocks stunning
sound, mint condition £ 1,350; Sonus Faber Electa speakers gorgeous walnut and leather finish, superb sounding
£900 Tel: 0117 973 6586 ( Answerphone) ( H01 67)
System Comprising Rotel RCD965BX player. exposure
X amplifier, Monitor Audio 852 gold speakers on something solid stands. Yamaha K340 cassette deck. Target
rack, new condition, original packing £ 1.100 Tel: 01252
623674 ( Fleet) ( 00166)
Magnepan 3.3R Ribbon speakers £ 1.800; Classé 30 preamp £750: Classé 70 poweramp £750: Transparent 8feet
Musicwave £ 150; Imo Digital Link £ 100; VDH 2nd
0.8mtr XLR £ 100: all immaculate. boxed Tel: 01252
311016 ( H0164)
Krell MD1 CD Transport £2.750 ( List £6,500): SBP64X
Ref DAC ( KSPEC) £4.250 (£ 11.5(10): KRSBP Ref preamp ( very rare) £5.500 (£ 11.501)); Apogee Divas grey
£3.800 (£ 12.900) and much more. all mint with packaging
Tel: 0181 822 4287 ( eves) ( H0162)
Garrard 401 turntable, excellent unmarked condition,
hardly used. £75 Tel: 01928 74(1459 ( F10170)
McIntosh MC30 valve monoblocks £ 1.200ono; McIntosh
MC60 valve monohlocks £2.00(kmo, superb condition both;
Krell CD DSP. intergrated. as new. boxed £2,000;
Magnaplanner Typris. Electrostatics speakers £ 1,000;
Langevin valve monoblocks. by Western Electrics £3.000 Tel:
Mr Hattane, 0171 591 0395 or fax. 0171 460 6538 ( H0171)
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Structured
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Mail Order Suppliers Of Quality Hi- 11 Accessories

11\1! R111111:1111!tilto1

Tel/Fax 0151 348 1988
A UDIO C ABLES:
Van Den Hul. Soniclink. Dnm Reson. Chord Company. XL0
AudioQuest. Kimber. Nordost. QED. lxos. Kontak. LAI International

îîkT

C ARTRIDGES & TONEARMS
Lyra. Sumiko. Dnm. VDH. Ortofon. Goldring. Moth. SME
H EADPHONES:
Stax. Sennheiser. Beyer. Jecklin. Grado
EQ UIPMENT & I
SOLATION S UPPO RT
Black Diamond Racing. Target. Soundstyle. Townshend. Stand Unique

VAN D EN H UL FIRST AND S ECOND
These v, onderful carbon interconnects are available for home trial

A ND M ANY M ORE I
NC:
Audio Alchemy. Cardas. Shun Mook. Kontak. Ixos. WBT

T HE B LACK D IAMOND R ACING
SHELF A ND PYRAMID C ONES

Mobile Fidelity. Bedini. QED. Michell

This unique isolation platform is
constructed using aultra dense

WE OFFER A HOME TRIAL SERVICE
ON A SELECTED RANGE OF CABLES
AND ACCESSORIES

weave of carbon fibre and is one
of the most exciting products that I
have personally encountered.
Place under any main source
component for ahuge sonic

Major credit cards accepted.
Please telephone or fax for our full product and price list

improvement.
Please tel for more information.

Mon- Fri 9.30am to 8.00pm ( Sat to 1.00pm)
52 Green Lane, Great Sutton, South Wirral, Cheshire, L66 41.E
e-mail. sounconnec@aol.com.

Conrad Johnson Pram 8A
Audio Research V140 monoblocks
Krell < MA tO0 monoblocks
Audio Research D125 ( balanced)

mint s/h
rtXnt
mint s/h
mint s/h

£ 7995
f4995
£ 1895
£ 1995

Meridian 605 monoblocks
Krell < SA 100 S
Krell KSA 50 S
Exposure VIII

mint
mint
mint
mint

Gryphon S 100
Boulder 500 M
Jadis JA 500 monoblocks
Exposure XVIII/XIX
Krell (SA 250
Nestorovic Alpha? monoblocks

mint siti £ 3495
New
£ P.O.A
mint s/h £8995
mint s/11 £995
mint s/h £3250
mint sill £ 1495

Trilogy 958 monoblocks
Quad 306
L.D PAI/LSI pre/pwr
Gamma Acoustics 300/3
Audio Innovations S 500
Copeland CSA 14 Mk II
Audio Research D200
Audio Research V70 balanced

mint s/h
mint s/h
mint sill
New
mm? s/h
mint s/h
mint sn,
mint s/h

Jadis JP80 mc
Cat SLI
Nairn NAC 82
Audio Research SP15 Mk II
Tube Technology Prophet
Gryphon Be? Canto
Michell Argo/Hera
Audio Innovations L2
Krei ( AC 2

mint
mint
rrunt
mint
mint
rnint
mint
mint
mint

Mark Levinson No 38
McCormack ALD-1 Line/phono
McCormack Micro
Audio Research SP8
Exposure XIV • IX
Heybrook Signature

mint s/h
£2200
as new
£995
as new
£ 395
mint s/h £ 795
mint eh
£ 1495
mint eh
£350

Conrad Johnson Prem 78
Burmester 808

mint s/h £6500
mint s/11 £ 1795

s/h £ 1395
s/h £3495
s/h £2250
s/h
£250

£ 1795
£245
£ 395
fP.O.A.
£525
£ 795
£ 1995
£ 1895

s/h
£5995
s/h £2495
s/h £ 1495
s/h £ 2795
s/h
£795
s/11 £2495
s/h £595
s/11 £495
sei £2495

MINT S/H - Secondhand, as good an example as you'll find anywhere
AS NEW -

Typically less than 4 months old in new condition.

X-13EM •

Typically as new.

VG 0 -

Slightly less than mint, may have minor marks.

TEL;

018 1 - 392

1959

TEL:

0 18 1 - 392

1963

FAX:

0 18 1 - 392

1994

104

Exposure XI • XII
Tesserac Tala
Chronos pre-amp
Gamma Acoustics Gemini
Musical Fidelity MVX
McCormack TLC- 1
Audio Research BLI
Apogee Mini Grand
B•W Silver Signature • stds
Martin Logan CLS II 2/ARCCICI
Kinergetic Sub-wooter
Wilson Wat1 2 • Paws
Alon nMk11
Alon V
Sonus Faber Amator
Meridian A 500
KEF 103.4
Sonus Faber Extreme • stds
Neat Critique
Pink Triangle Ventncal
Infinity IRS Beta
Apogee Softie
Thiel CS 1.2
Alon 0.5
Sonus Faber Minima Amato?
Sonus Faber Guarneri
Meridian MI
Bose Acoustimas V
Rel Stentor Active Subwooter
Sonus Faber Concertino
Duntech Crown Prince
Theta Data /Gen III
Mark Levinson 30/31
Denon DAS1/DPS 1
Micromega Stage 3
EAD T 7000/07000 transp/dac
Accuphase DP80
Wadia 22/26
Warlia 12 dac
Teac VRDS 10

The shelf and cones are available
on our home trial service.

mint sal £795
mint s/11 £795
mot s/h £ 1495
new
£P.O.A.
mint s/h £995
new
£795
mint x/h £495
mint sat £3995
mInt 5/11 £2995
mint s/h £2995
mint s/h
12750
Mint sfii £ 5995
new
fROA.
rnint sth £2995
as new
£2250
mint s/h £495
mint s/h £695
mint sill
£4395
mint s/h £225
as new
£595
mint s/h £ 4995
mint s/h £895
mint el
£ 1195
mint s/h £ 750
as new £ 1095
mint s/h £4495
mint s/h £595
mint sill £395
mint s/11
f,095
as new
£450
mint s/11 £2495
mint s/h £ 3995
mint s/h £4995
as new
mint s/h
mint eh
mint s/11
as new
as new
mint s/11

£9995
£650
£2250
£ 2495
£ 3650
£ 1150
f350

PLEASE CALL WITH YOUR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS

h
`
CHOICER
Equipment bought or part exchanged.
Full demonstration facility - by appointment.
Major credit cards accepted. Open 7days 9.30am - 8.00pm

Microinega T drive/dac
AVI S 2000 dac
Orelle DA 180 claC
PS. Audio Ultralink
Denon DCD SI
McCormack DAC-1
Kenwood DP- X9010 transport
Micromega Micro Drive/Dac
Mark Levenson 30.5/31
Copeland CDA 288 cd player
Theta Data II/Gen 3AT•Tfhalanced
Goldmund Reference/T31' arm
mandrake cable ( Late se ron)
Pink Triangle AnniversaiVSMEV
Rokpon Series 6000 Air bearing arm
VPI TNT Mk Ill
SME 20N2
VP? TNT Mk II/Triplanar ir
Pere Lurne J1/SL5
Koetsu Red K Signature
Lyra Clavis d.c
Lyra Lydian
Denon DL304
Monster Sigma Genisis 2000
Tesserac Taha Phono stage inm/mc
Jadis JPP200 Head amp
Quicksilver Head amp
Lynx Tuner
Stan SR Gamma • SRO
Nakamichi CR2

mint eh
£ 1295
mint s/h £295
mint s/h £295
rnint sir,
£895
mint s/h £2995
mint eh
£ 795
mint s/h
£350
mint sin £995
mint slh £ 13995
as new £ 1295
mint s/h £4495
mini sib £ 10950
mint s/h £ 1895
new
£ P.O.A,
new
new
£P.O.A.
mint s/h £2750
mint s/h £2495
mint sill £ 1295
as new
£695
mint s/h £395
mint 01
£ 150
mint s/h £ 195
mint s/h £895
mint sat £2495
mint s/h £ 150
mint sti
£295
mint en
£295
mint
£ 175

Desperately Seeking
Top Quality
Hi Fi
Due to the success of the Hi Fi Exchange
we have clients looking to purchase your
equipment

CALL NOW FOR BEST PRICES

0181 392 1963
AUGUST 1996

HI-FI NEWS S. RECORD REVIEW

classified
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HEATHERDALE PRE- OWNED
GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT
EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
810 Pro interconnect (3.mtr. Sell

£195

AUDIO RESEARCH DAC 1

£1295

STUDER A807 Pro, tape recorder MINT

£3750

ORACLE Alexandria turntable

AUDIO RESEARCH D200 (£3248) offered for

£2495

BOYD Point 5reference/super cyalene

SOLSTICE AAD speakers with stands

£650

£195
TRIO KR 8010 Receiver (ex cond)
AUDIO RESEARCH Litzlink interconnect ........ from £200

LINE
£750
£2995

MICROMEGA DUO BS 2DAC

£395

KRELL KSA 50S (ex demo)

£2795

£295

PRO AC Response One 'S' (ex demo)

THORENS TD 126 Mk 3turntable

£ 195

PRO AC Studio 100 (cherrywood) £625

£995

'I

INTEGRATED

-3-11
AMPLIFIER

Gamma Acoustics are proud to bring you another unique first. With the launch of our baby
211, phono integrated valve amplifier. Designed for the 90's, offering 18 pure class A
linear Single EndEd Wons per channel in ozero feedback, D(211 Triode design.

SUGDEN AU51 Power amplifier £650

MARANTZ Ouadradial 4receiver
MeINTOSH C28 Pre-amp MINT

-1Ir
2

PRO AC Tablen 50 (rosewood)

CLEABAUDIO turntable/arm/cartridge (demo) ..... £2795 NAIM SBL speakers (boxed)
BRAUN M int amp/T1 tuner£495 NAVA Naxo (SOL Xover)

£995

£615
£1195
£295

AUDIONOTE M7 tube pre-amp (£14650) £5995

LINN LP1VLV3/Armageddon . ........ . ..... £995

APOGEE Centaur minor speakers £595

AUDIO TECHNICA ART 1cartridge

£395

RE VOX A700 Tape Recorder (semi pro)

£595

TEAR VRDS 10 CD Players

£450

ACUPHASE 0P80/81L transport and DAC

£3995

TRILOGY Mono power amps model 958

£1995

ADC Phase 2Phono cartridge ( new)

£49

NAKAMICHI CR2 cassette deck

£ 195

MAO 9200 cartridge

£25

CAT SL1 Reference pre-amp

GRACE F
9cartridge

£95

KRELL KMA 200 Mono blocks (boxed) £2395

"The Rhythm's presentatior as awhole could be described as clean and powerful in an appealing natural
way. never became overwhelming or ' loud':
"The Rhythm is amore for:eful rendition with areal depth and power in the bass, allied to great control and dynamics. "

£ 1995

CAMBRIDGE P50 interpreted amp

£50

KRELL KMA 100 Mono blocks ( boxed)

TRANSPARENT Ref. interconnect 15' st. pair

£1595

AUDIO RESEARCH SPII MK2 pre-amp (boxed) £2195

"It was atonic compared tir some of the rather effete ( or gutless') volve amps that have passed my ears."

APOGEE Scintilla plus active cross over

£995

SONY 552/702 CD player The Best'

"Detail and separation were good across the whole frequency range. bass in particular."

£1200

TRANSPARENT Ref. interconnect Imtr

pair £1295

TRANSPARENT Ultra bi-wire sp. cable 12' set £2195

£1995

TRANSPARENT Phono cable 25 mtrs

£395

ACCUPHASE E203 Integrated Amp

£595

DON'T MISS OUT ON THAT BARGAIN!

£2495

For an- up-to-the-minute list:
hhtp://members.aol.com/heatherdal/heatherd.htm

GENESIS model 111 speakers. MINT

JADIS Defy 7stereo amp. MINT

£3695

STEREO KT88 40 watt valve amp

£750

AUDIO RESEARCH Classic 30 amplifier £1695
'VA
1

"The great bass weight and control of the 211's helped to paint avery realistic picture an odeep, wide sound-stage."
"Really had me on the edge of my seat "
'This demonstrated the reerves of power the rnythm seemed to possess
even when dealing with atruty tempestuous piece of music.'
"What emerged always impressed with its nctural, easy power and control.

All used cartridges are checked under a
microscope before being offered for sale.

"The Rythm is definately worth an audition. "

£2499.00

WORLD VERDICT
«000 ( rating) OUTSTANDING
Partnered with sensible speokers
of good boss depth, the Rhythm
ropobk of impressive
performance
JULY 96 JON MARKS

Tel:01 753526939 Fax:01 753532262

QUAD MAIN DEALERS
VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB WELCOME
WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK
e-mail:101542450compuserve.corn
202 FINDON ROAD, WORTHING. SUSSEX BN14 OEJ
TEL: 01903 872288. AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860 660001. FAX: 01903 872234

DISTRIBUTOR/DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME
GAMMA ACOUSTICS IVY LODGE 81 SUSSEX PLACE
SLOUGH ROYAL BERKSHIRE SL1 INN ENGLAND

ENGLISH

Canon

audio

SUMMER SALE
The following bave been demonstrated (E/D) or
are second band (S/H). Most are mint condition.
AMPLIFIERS
WA5
Exposure I — 18 Pre-power ( S/H)
1700
Audio Innovations 'Alto' (E/D)
330
Cyrus III
(S/H)
500
Arcam Delta 290
( S/H)
500
Arcam Delta 290P
(S/H)
400
Audion Silver Nights - pair (E/D)
2000
Audion Silver Nights - pair (S/H)
2000
or 4 nights for £2500!!
Rotel Michi RHA10/RHB10 (E/D)
3150
Sugden AU41 Pre- power
(S/H)
1270
Exposure XV Intergrated ( E/D)
725
NAD 906 6 Channel power (E/D)
500

We specialise in the design and manufacture of
NSLVZ
895
99
395
350
250
1495
1495

1999
699
499
299

LOUDSPEAKERS
Kef Reference 3 Rosewood
Castle Durham 900/Black
Systym 935/Black
Heybrook Trio/Black
Castle York/Rosewood
Mission 753/Rosewood
Apogee Centaur
Pro Ac Super Tower/Walnut
Pink Triangle Ventrical/Black

(E/D)
(E/D)
(E/D)
(E/D)
(E/D)
(S/H)
(S/H)
(S/H)
(E/D)

2500
280
400
370
440
800
2200
1200
900

1650
180
250
195
195
550
750
449
599

MISÇ
Pink Triangle Ordinal/18 bit
Micromega Stage III
Stax SR30/SRD-4 Headphones
Andionote DAC1
Kef Kube 200

(S/H)
(S/H)
(E/D)
(E/D)
(E/D)

810
900
169
675
200

499
549
99
495
99

37 Whitecross Road, Hereford HR4 ODE
Telephone 01432 355081
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

AUGUST 1996

Fax 01432 354302

innovative loudspeaker systems for professional and
domestic markets worldwide. We have a vacancy for a

LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN ENGINEER
to work on awide range of new products. We are
looking for:

A good honours degree in physics, engineering or
arelated discipline.
A minimum of one year's experience in adesign
and manufacturing environment.
For more details, please contact Stewart Taylor on
01256 841300 or send your CV by July 31st to:
Denise Jones,
Canon Audio Ltd.,
Gastons Wood,
Reading Road,
Basingstoke,
Hampshire RG24 8TW.
1115

AUDIO NOTE AUDIO COMPONENTS PARTS & PRICELIST
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btormanon abed va,ve aniplilrer design or Men,
Ls». tern to»no foe anuns» ca.ne
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CIRCUITS. 006000010 110010 TECIMICALMFORITATION
If you would Irke so. suggestions sh. to base aluture »et around. Men we shall be happy lo prowde you v. eerr» pack containeng good circuits
ONGANU
KEGONKASSAI NEIRO SAKTI ON pl00 seversl olner power ampere circuity and Inn 617 tube meamPere sne. u Me best Ore•amPlber coso7 he nave Come arr. ,
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SOUND PRACTICES
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Songle•ended Outputs
Ike 0 Aleut
15 watts
10 ens
10 vans

Pe» 1.
265 48Onms
00 413 Dens
1015 480n.

SWIM.
80.67..68nun

lb We
9OrnA SE
100mA SE
150nN PSE

Pleb WWI
44 50
73 50
84 50

11511000 MAGAZINE
,
se

a. Oil, m..lne 05011 ream, entey Neng Ilogetne wee t, end Au,. Adventurer the mu» resess re amongst t0 every best It tne 0000
reiews nel far behind Thu rs worths» end meng »Mon to Me aye...moos on muso and » Am» e.....4 e00 ON c. ago.
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COMMA TE KITS
OIIII,lI,,Iool moment the lellowmg 1010 ate undel develemen1 and »of be aeallable dung 1994 the sequence ot introduchon may Pe dement trom the number we
nave the KIT THREE available lor she.? now
NIT TWO 6550 mngleended 15 watts Ctass A en ostereo Caws expect. cost 599 PO ins, Va Dewey sunny moon due lo uneven.» of Su» 6550WA to
can 00,0
*
yettout »es Me 0570 00
OIT THREE 3008 paraINI 0090 ended mono chasms 16117 watts Class A Coo, b14.00 mcr Vat
tT FOUR 6V6 push pull 10 wallS Class A stereo ch.. expected cost C199 00 In0 vat devery Oc tow I995
K,T 010E211 snaleTen. 15 wens Class A mono chasms expected cost I/ 150 00 incl val deérvery Dec 1995 We hope ,
ICIT SIX 3006 sm.-ended
Wafts Class A ster. Chia. expected cost I496 00 ',tang va&e, and Vat thrs el be our enlrypornt or gateway lo mngle ende ter
eee blIss or rock end roll rf you prefer Expected available January 1996
It you are m 0000005000000sota00000leOlissstlabwlpl boo . SuggeSt snoSPeOdt
twang Me »Poston% for the KIT ONE »me 3006 ampere this well give
you agood édea »ether alot pre., iS 101
dyou deede to boy ael then Me I10 00 val. relanded »ens, the cos, M. et As the olheerts .corne avertable Met
,
ca1iI I,
at CIO 00 each We have the Kit One mstrections available nyogi ton a. nee

ore

co oc

AUDIO NOTE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
.

Aerate ranges e Audro Note output transloners rn order to ode to, nes1 possible outputs at reerent proem» they ma lee

01 Lurrunr, rangt enero the ors, Quality relationsluorscaretule Calculated tO eh.. a.. puke rn acompact package Nally we »Ionly . °Remo 3single ended
»Pot ltans000ltbe,5m ,Ns rette p050pull oNpuls a,. ondeo development be do .1expect to see any on Mrs 0. of August 0995
El 1MN proe range eon are the output »neon» already on otter we nave ma. coude ol addhons to thrs tange s,nce the last 1.s1
C 1111, Qua», range Inis me Pe arange of dou. C•core outputs tor engle ended ' nuts exclusively no push-pull outputs will be »ere, unless demand requires it
Agaan 3 &Whops Int1MIly
0 ISoper Won Oually range all beer v.. outputs of the .st possibly Quality when say .V pose. Ido not mean to say Mat these elver outputs * al.. good as
the 01.1 output nanstormers nand». by Aculm Note In IVan lee, oot Ibut Men again tee 01 001 Cat hi tee pille lag edne ,
Tne guesly melee lot proud Aate 20Nt
20061 I101 5dB. they age If come wo »coo stete leak» a. are suppl. yerth learns and so., tags resich we al»
110. she° quality at the cost The men cost see. being Me use ot »arks core spem érec to theme , fnme
reMe r Me n slen.sihmg bY SO 0' 100 ,
as
we do on Gusup
the endeng query and copper mre rs the same
Group Bare typically 20H7 to 40Klit minus I5dB A co. yen eon pualée el.On Sleet lama.... wound wan oxygen free copper woe and suppl. with mew .11 ends
or frames always wer %mg Wes
Group C are Wally 12.1 to 7.010 nuns I5dEl
ound closee C.cores ens08 hem the best'variable e'en steel larninsten these outputs will compare more than
tayourably ben the best available types trom Clays gone by and from Mee » rent sources keener,* Tango Tamura etc
Geoup 0 use». hlote silver wore nee Ivy more?
SomIllealme
PP Polo Pull PPP Parallel Posh Pull SE eS,ngee•endeo OSO
Srngee ended Pare. Ur. sedes 43v. unrenear taps as age»al rule ete On not condone the use of
VI
sve omen these deltérnent to sound greedy '• Oynaco replacement
Ait ornery *mesdames are calculated Me Class A operation . 0the main consdereon 'peen to morn» deam,c poser transfer eddy and mrnimurn delonion rather
than meaningless steady slate sine- or mares.., rondrtions
Al ou ,
egaPped and Me men» staneng » rem allowed belme seurahon es shown en column 5
NI our pee » neon.10 ale tesled to insulate levels or neon. 3000 ens all 211415 outputs ee insulated lo 50v flash every transformer is tested to this level pf
msumbon
We generally ners»ity our transformers by 50, power in Push Pull ' when meals too ahanstormer stated as 25 sans war anew a.ut 35-00 wan peaks our single
en. .1.1s are generally eel speelred by 100, wech means Mat they .111nStOnlanelusty aller0 peaks of double Me even maxemum power through undistorted I» to
neces.ry due to Me better chopl0 behaviour of lin segle ended stage
We m not arse any further rechnrcal onormaroon on our pulp., transformers as we do net.. to take pan m teens , 000nmltb000 Our product, are designed to Crileha
Much age and will ne understood unce they ale léslened tol
in addition to the output teansformees onered below we otter adesign see. Allen we can supply Irmo. ane regtoremes, tor fodebond hanSfOrmerS sonemer tor mror0
phones me,. cod cane.. Ice i.ut nnase spline ,nterstages cheer Or (Ms. , output we 'resign and manutaCture Prototypes b•es use Me cost tOr Me paper design is
200 00 mototype cost io calculated on aper case 04010 We can also »de P.N. cant»
Sces are given as »Ph Neel Depth where depth is the depth of the cod »el and vale Isllo length or the core

We now also have the teeny to Mae any roams Iranslemer to youe specd.hon as long as you order
minimum 2pcs they can be supplied with soldertags thong leads frames or te.ends Ask tor quote
On amore genera, note OIS moor.? to understand the specuesed nature of the des, and manufacture
ol tenslormers lor audéo etherneti in roost M.1041 aPPliceres the ntam ne» at, eetst 00190000
longest" an ase0 marns transformer also nave to nave good ,egulatron under load must run cool and
generate no mech.,. nose or » repo »duce no excess'. stray magneto he» ec 000 a »DS tell
00000 when one eased» Ireat the cost also has to
eeasonable So no matter wheee you order youe

Gemp I
immeek.Iin
800 &F
HB
EL, ECU% 6V6
20 watts
3000 243.6134G
25 sans
01.346007
30 wes
2A3 6B4G
30 wens
5881 0166
30 wens
221NT4C
30 watts
211 VeC015
50 wens
3008
50 ens
845
50 ens
211 VT4C
75 wens
0134 6550 0,88
20 walls
3008 243.6010
25 ens
0006
TO wens
NEW 11,0 Pelee
6550 07813
60 wets
(ktm lemh.1•11CIrmas
Ella 6l6G 5881
25 wans
2A3 6045 3008
30 sans

P.M we
206 4.11 Orns
105 - » Ohms
t0,5 • » Ohms
.25 41 Ohms
201 4.8 Ohms
100 4e8 Ohms
100 aBOnos
1025-00 Ohms
105 Ohms
50 41
30 48Onms
205 4,016 Ohms
30 48 Ohm,

07800000
U 34665881
10

50 wens
wets

015
50 wens
10886550
60 wes
018010500
100 wens
Gump CSheele-Ended 0.81
mat 001 6B45
25 sans
211,V14 CAMS
50 vies
0000
50 »no
07886550
100 wen
Deem 1) Pure Illne Mee. Meets
3008120376045
25 wans
2,1Vt.I•C 015
50 ens
The AU010 NOTE eye wired

le Cm«
1lOrna PSE
90mA SE
180» PSI
130re PSE
14Orre PSE
150mA SE
/500A PSI
18000 PSI
0810100 PS(
oa000 PSI
130mA SE
90mA SE
14.0 SE

Inch UNIT
87 00
91 00
113 00
113 00
106 00
11400
124 00
151 00
172 00
237 00
104 00
102 00
107 00

1100A PSI

123 00

80570.90,000
841.75080m rn

PP
PP

606
30 1.1
441Ohms
Ohm
Ohms

108031.90.
rnm

gre

608
403
202

108.9/.90mm
125000.113mb
tS0e4i.118rnrn

PP
UT PP
Ut Peeve,

59 00
63 00
toot
74 00
114 00
011 OD
134 00

205 4016 Oh»
105 4/1116 Ohms
165014,140mm
1025 0,1116 ens 165.110.'38e»
202 4B16 Ohm . 50.14 x118mm

90» SE
150mA SE
113OrnA PSE
Ut PPP,

36000
4,0 00
396 00
134 00

205
10k

90mA SE
160mA SE

203
60
SK

MOM,
117•98.90nr,
117‘984000
115.98x95.60
96.82.950rn
115.98895mm
117598.100mm
112.134.155mm
135.115.125m ns
137x114x130mm
137.115.145mm
117.98032mm
117.98.90rnm
115.98.95,nm

4.8 ' 6Ohms
48Onms
48Enron

48Om»
4.816 Ohms
4191601ns

48ens
48Ohms

Me/1.900m
I/2.13.150mm

1645 00
915 00

» puts listed hee are demgned and made in 1. UK we can sum ,/the

AUDIO NOTE Japan manulaclueed outputs le the ONGAKU KAGEOl 0000 ON on. KEGON but they al
excephonany »pens» as you would expect horn der, Mat lake upwaeds trom 100 hours each to make
tor example an output transformer tor an 01,10000 loots 0850590
AUDIO NOTE CHOKES

INDICATORS

Vales
0 » 400»
»100»
36 .250» for 01,157101) Ca
511. I500A
91,40.4
10E6125»
106,30»
206,50Ma

Peke Fs 0010,0
18 00
e 00
24 00
21 00
31 00
26 00
33 CO
24 00

63.74.76mm
98.65•83on
68056.56.

Other ekes can be suppled to order ask 'Or Quote
AUDIO NOTE MAINS TRAIISFOOMERS.
This ran, relates to our blushed products mens transform» are notonously ddficult demsto offer» the
number of permutabons of FIT and Mee ', reneges ate an.. endless We nave adOod me» transformers
or makeng eeploss of the KASSA' and ONGAKU. as Mere has been conseerable

lor these 16.nse wee

are pre»119 mens transtomers tor the WE91 descrbel in Sound Prachses Issue t Yee shall contrnue to
eautd me ran, as opportuneo and our expeneme stol Our requemens mdove
PelemY MM.«
Seeeed.r. KT WIMINI.
Oe MO, ', CS 120, Ch 230v e 350mA
Che 12. 130v 240v
120w110000ely Ov 230v al 04 Amp
Ov.100v ,...120v
120s 110v 100v Ou 00000 Ov 300y at 6Orre
10.110w1200

SeemMel 1MM WIONit

0,00,110v,120v
Ovel0OvellOes120v
Ch 100010020v
0,10. 110v 1200
110e110.7100w0e
Over0Ovell(hee120y
12.11.10.e.
Ovil0OvellOve120v
1100'0000v»
100, 110,20v

12 60 °vat? 54
Ov - 630 at 300,011
315v Ov • 3t5sae 5Amp
12 &date 540p
0 104 at 4 »p Ov - 634 a
15A Ov Sy at 75A
315v Ov 315v at 12Amp Is
al 34. 70 al 34, 54 al 10
315v Ov 315v at 250
70v•Ovat 2A 71), • Clv 1020
50v-Ovall1
315v Ov - 315v at 120
170 • Ov
50re 7Ov Ov at
3070 • Ov at 34 So Oval
20
I150 • Ov 3150 et 2A
l5Oo-OoatlnCnO 10, O.
3254.100 - Oa at 3254
So Ov al 34 5v Ov al 3A
5v Ov at, 5v Ov et 34
63v • 063val 115A

120v 110, 090000
100010s/120v

POSITIVE FEEDBACK
Th. it one rype of lee.» that » are not enheely ages' , Pp». Feedback rs the club mega,. Mr 1118010go, Toad. Some with aspirallons towards gm» 00s no ,
c gnat underground rnagannes ol IllS 1010 0 IluSa quarterly 010,1410001 tall con ho,,,, a,comm entary oy »muse » ten mem.rs as eall as venous
c' T
' sms on Me meets cl 0 uso audro technology and the quest for musicals/05'.1.n Ifoe one 10,00 rt A an del1.01 react and pros0.0 agood anerneve view
ers established press ranch lends to v.ra the yeorM in the 0,1001 of what ,Ww 000000010 evelahlenfet nove 46 .0 01 Peg neen res.» , b.... We
u 1 suues seeable of Poeve F..« and the latest Issue to se off the prass ended me available atO 700 per tosse Yours truly us aregular con.» to
es' ' tc seasne 7

opened wan our smple-ended output translormers see 360» ornery Impedance we rhake ayen, ne
rem,04 0101,0 clasSo amplifier total 0001 0420 40 leo 010

Group A

120, 11. ,00v•Ov
100. 110v 120v

VACUUM TIME PALM
Now bet you save never.» of Mrs one before but dernonstreng Me strength Ottlelnotoalinnonmlloltg104t000lo do eh vahes *nether smote encled push pull or
,ust ad and good Vacuum Tube Vallee
qua.» nigh quality most and read each Ns, tenses on aUS brand 0, leso,, year in the correct issue ' Issue 2Volume One'
Heat. is dealt sentn exten»ely TN. n along »Me by Eric Barbour about Me EL34 1.1 alay»0e ol one any longer ON avery popular vale noneeess and an
rntereeng nerve of evadable and sage rypes The Audro Test Bench lods al tools and eouipMenl I. DIO amplehceon budding ,ery pWroai and nee Geode bias
agreat article ease now lo ous the 17.28 and basing and tube. rn general Tee men no Iva» rha»,ng to us »V, and moon mo'e itbon,o, to see ae.o.m..,
takes a ... bat perspective Well worth aread available Itom le all 650 acopy or duet» trom 619 1095 E Duane Ave Surte 106 Sunnyvale CA 61086 USA 535 00 for
forerun subscribes

» also have amainstranstounerechoke et tor the Wig' power ampere as shown en Sound Prachces. Ohs

AUDIO NOTE AUDIO OUALITY OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

leare.hke
3000 203 61»
8014,161 845
30013.243. 6134G

By Me trme you read Mrs SOUND PRACTICES 'see 10 we be NEPE so Pus shot. keep you oft lbe qr.' over Ine ned couple ot *Nerds. Buy acopy for E5 00 • poStape
,or selt addressed envelope ... der it " nu lise in the UM, contains the Meowing e'en CES Report voth aNosh Turn wettable a.ut turn... motors .oarticles on
pre ammeters une 00*0110100 outpe transformer coup.I Stale of Art19151 Maeorr Low. boon Mold. proet Tre Be oe Not To Be Lulea, Tom llodgen on out»
transformers Ca» %aeons by Herb Fenner, and much more Much good and rntormalse teener es usual agen I530. an 04 see stamped se ,addressed envelop ut
you toe in the Ulf or USS 10 00 and aself adOressed endlope rf you Irve abeoad

0.

2000 at 40 Arnp

310,- 244v Ov 244v.
3100aI32O,14
Os 920v al 160mA
t50. , 150s 0 50»
390v Cee 3900200re
0700 at 50,010
4250 Cs . 4250 at 2200A

3916

380v

Ov

390, 02000A

Ov 380. et 20304

150 Ov 315 ale Amp
Ose 12 6v at IA
3150 315v al 4Amp
12 60 Ov at 154
630 Ov al 600»

Pelt. Ev 0150a8
3400
4100
46 00
tor Milune
Pre are en 509
choke cooler;

72 50
98 00
66 70
95 60
tot 01? ONE 8 017
»0E0 MONO channel
107 00
001 NASSAI reek.
0700
Tor ONGAKU Nuke

mains teens, ormer remember that d snout', contour, to Me abOve Lb.. 00 speety tes wrsen you order
As apenery rule se II net recommend p011N1 honolucle, aS all Irste»g tests have shown these In
sound less clear tnan ', opened 'Nerve.,

These handmade signal capacrtors are Normally super111 lo any of the plastic or other paper types we have
Om, aCtOsS
yOsr nave never ewer en» the deference that areally good pape 0,1 CapacitOr can make m
valve amen« then you really should try Our specs» made Paleend OPo nao,a tfle .10.• *00 00
arshness anol evenness ot dyneme behaviour aceoss the frequency 'ange 011iOhiO guaranteed to Mee
up yOur day . Recommended as replacements in old and new ale amplifies aelee rand even In the 000
ransesn » peer and essenhal toe DIY protects In Irne wee events», standard, all AUDIO NOTE
aper un oil cap..% cont,uo only npn 00,0 Indegra0able vegetable oil the pee, iou SilleeallY
nct...gnat. by a 'netted that ennanc, toupee and sound quality to ensure optimum Pea..no ,
all tound As you
see we are slowly oncorpoeling sole 99 9,5 pure saver leadOuts on Me range It
ape in pl capacitors as well in common with the Ceppe and silver lod types There are several new values
inCludeg 11102 2».50 volt caps made for s.aker crossovers and the 056 ,00/200 volt
eat. tor soled stale aenps we have also added some values »able lot RIM equal'stig netwoMs and
loo odd teedback 1100 1
IM BMW
50 en
200 volt
200 von
400 von ever leadoey'res
400 en ever leenerre,
400 volt silver leadoutwireo
400 volt eve leadoemes
400 en
400 Alt silver leadoutseres
400 volt save leadoutwes
400 volt silver leadoutwoes
400 voll
400 volt elver leadoutwon
400 vet
400 voll save' leedounees
400 von saver 1.ounveres
400 sell ever leadouneres
400 ve
400 von seer leadounwres
400 yoll sever leadorderes
400 von solve, leadoemes
400 on saver leadoevares
400 voll
630 ell
630 »I
630 vet
630 ell
630 .11
630 volt
630 406
630 volt ever leadou.res
630 von
630»
630 von
630 von
630 en
630»
630 »0
630 von
630 volt
630 volt
630 Olt
630 eon
630 volt
630 ete
630 . 011
630 von eve leeloolverees
630 v.
630 . 011
630 volt save leadordwrees
630 von
630 fort
630 eon
630 vet
630 volt silver lead...,
630 von silver leadourwse,
630 von 01. Nadoutynres
1000 !Oil
1000.0. 0
1000 von
1000 eort
1000 0011
1600 von
2000 volt
4000"oll

tared valuepaper in Out capaCnors al Me moment in adddron to the above The range ol AUDIO NOTE , Per
In el sIgnal capacelors is stead ly seamlong so ask for values that you do nol see
AUDIO NOTE PAPER IN Mt COMER
We are currently duel stung a

ER VER FOIL 0101151 CAPACITORS
s shere rostead 01 ostng

lunnuum forl as as the above oaree

•,

P.m 5.01 eve, read out meek these I »Ala, nape snoo, sand dors

tour S. 99 99T.

onsadefably bettee than the

landard olfenngs Second6 to bodge Me ...fa., WO between the more Standard pee0,1 caps
nd the Jeunese handmade Sé ye, toll mg» C..» we MI be Meting our own 99 99 , pure eve loll
Id» cams.» »oh are pre» staggeteng In Quality een el Ihave lo say Mrs mysen the eve Ma caps
also have solid seer lead Out eras To Can with Mere will be ater valueslvoltages of ealo available and
we shall expend as fast aS we en ocove an the popular values

AUDIO NOTE PAPER IN OIL SIGNAL CAPACITORS

mix
2 WO
01rni
056»
0001mF
00018»
0082»
00101
0015»
0022»
0033.
0Gene
O082.
0 Imi
012000
015»
016re
022re
033»
033mf
041.
068»
Ird
are
000018»
00004rd
0COW»
00015»
0047»
00120F
0015»
0022»
0033»
0039enf
0047mF
0056»
00580F
006006
0065»
0071011
0072mF
0073,4
0074»
0075»
0071,F
0082»
01»
01500
o113re
022.
022.
027»
033»
036mf
039.
047mf
061101
mn
01800
022re
03.11
68m1
12rnf
02201
00011»
01rnf

All AUDIO NOTE Pd. , Is ail Siegral ... ors are ex , rype We are »Deng arange ot very small

Um
0901,00
00028»
000112ne
0010F
00121»
0047»
0 I.
015.
022mf
033mF
047.
1mi

(* MOM
634 von
6% ve
636 von
6311 volt
630 von
630 von
630 volt
630 volt
630 volt
63C volt
630 . or
630 volt

23.9»
23.9m0
23x9rnm
13x9mrn
30a9m0
28.16.
330221»
35.22rom
56.25mm
35.300m
65.44mm
65.4400

Mee ex. UK MI.
11 55
11 55
11 55
11 15
13 75
05 35
16 65
18 15
22 45
26 65
31 05
5005

100000m
/Pd..
22.3600
19.46mm
25.46»
38.46.

41 00
74 00
101 00
135 00
10030
486 65

AUDIO NOTE COPPER FOR PAPER IN OIL CAPACITORS
fiNe
Venn
32.11nun
25.36mm
11x9mrn
Veen,
210.ms
21er»
21.90rt,
35.10.
32.1100
33.140m
33.14mm
33e14enm
34.161»
32.16mrn
35.180m
43.18m01
43.18mm
36x25men
53.24rnn ,
70x24mm
17.9.
20.9rnm
10x9enen
1iernm
20.001,
21.11men
21.11mm
20.100m
32.11 »on
32.11.
33.140m
33.15mrn
30814001m
33.14mm
03,181001
33067»
3,16mm
33.06»
33.10»
3381600
33.16mm
33.1.10
34.16m0
025000m
43518ren
52.19mm
52.9mm
53.220m
52.12rnm
43.25mm
52.26.0
51.26,»
70.30.
32.11mm
56.2600
520320m
12.40rnm
60.26mrn
70.2911n
Square can wiln perce.n
,nsulators 45.45.108enne

Pam E. MVO
11 65
265
545
545
545
545
545
325
545
595
615
415
625
475
665
SeS
565
000
795
695
11 15
12 65
1495
296
295
295
295
295
345
345
545
375
395
685
415
425
425
425
435
435
435
435
430
435
455
665
75
545
715
945
615
715
745
795
985
11 45
15 15
455
695
11 65
13 85
/6 75
965
28 75

0047»
0rrnf
015rof
021»
0ere
1,4

0300,011
630 volt
630 volt
630 von
630 no
630 von

40000 NOIE SILVER FOIL SIGNAL CAPACITORS
Best ségnal taped» neater, malny eeelly speaks lot »et. used lei anthem Idee ONGAKU. KEGGIN.
GOKIAON and M7 Tube Sr ver name.dn m very tented QuantitreS at Audo Notes tube rn 1140 Japan
These ca..» use afins rnylar 0.10 daectro and are manufactured using COnseerele tensmn On the
101 and Malec0,0 to g» lee best pee10 nechanoal contact and Me least scope ! or Internal resonance
Vole.
Olmo
0020F
005»
0Ime
02»

DC %Um.

Mee 18.

550000welt
.04
500 roll
500 con
500.11

Val
177 00
211 15
346 75
645 75
995 75

AUDIO NOTE PAPER IN OIL RESERVOIR CAPACITORS.
Mainly for use in inductor power 0000.0 t
P.M
In*
2yof
OM?
1mF
Ire

nee other uSeS

DC Valles.
400 volt
630 set
moa vet
1600von
1000 von
2500 Vat
1000 wan
1000 volt
1600 eon
1000 von

10mF
12mF
12010
120F

3.40.55»
35.45.72mm
15.45,02.
50.70.72men
45.45.120ms
70.70.120ren
70.1000101).
70.100.110»
10,100./20»
1000100420.

Mee oz. US MI
16 75
33 65
41 75
45 95
49 95
265 75
96 75
109 95
136 75
159 75

or
AUDIO NOTE ACID

CHLORIDE FREE SILVER 1101.000.

ere be, III. se nave Ire. abb. to find de,5 not contact.. the ' unction which over tone Increases
'unction resiSlance »eel 10 Obi Our amplifiers from 01010 the 11000- ON

6
0%rarrn
or
,o
e
,
s,0,abLtr,9
ezter

loo diameter

19 95
210 65

AUDIO NOTE CAlLOSA WIRES.
We are proud 10 Onet the AUDIO NCR ;ague ot 000go queerly coppe and seder Coax. Speakeo and young
cables. which depending on the overall pet of the proiect mll do hest. to any hub systent ' egardless of
Price
Soled 99 991, Pine AUDIO NOTE Skyr Wile
0,mm
0200
035enro
050m
0001,,
1mm

Polyurethane
Polyurethane
ML
Ml
Mt.
MO

16
22
24
1;
31
36

75
75
95
95
75
75

T. above sole save » es are suela0-0 Ont low level Interstade transform». output Iranstormers, power
supply cholte, Inductors for speaker cesswers both ache and passive or toe »erne wring
tonearms
»pees etc A enter range 01 gasp, rs stcCed SO engurre about benUtted gauge omay well be stock
Serous trade »counts evadable on large, quantelies

AUDIO NOTE IS Stmed1).01mm 911.11t% Silex

Muse note our 300B s are manufactured In China by Gold Dragon.Shuguang. but are lested on bouse

»Mg W1/1.

Thés os the Lerne recommended for al/ hardwired loptlogN Omet , Me sam. wore

o

Umd on the m-0 Mer .

Connect and as sertao mnng wer , nau Mr hondos amdders and Pre -amOoderS ava.lable In le0. Mme
green and black We wal sell as 1101e as 250m or each colour so boy aIrttle ana see dot makes achlterence

onde. real workong conditoons to parameters somewhal more strongent than is °Menuise done No they do
not sound pute as good aS orennel WE 3098 sor STC 4300A s no, do they carry the same prernem once
please conseler the lolloveng unless you have absolutely tons of money or you happen to have them In
your Who do not conseder anomal 30013's an on mas, cases lai bette Io 'ouest the money on more perme-

In mur amplifier agood place to Man n on the Phono or CO Input
Cos, per runnong meter 022 50

nent features or the ampfifier prooect IWe better output transtormers bener segnal caps tu reustors or the
IWe valves vvear out bend r
passwe caropOnents last A pad of oremal WE 3008 scost at least t

AUDIO NOTE lelemal TamenD Meer Win.

100000 on agood dey punk in terms 01 an °Male prwe COmprOrmSe yOu can gel sorne tabutous sound

The unmate «ne for reywrind your Bormann made ! rom 3 ondrvodual6 ensulated strands of 005mm Aude

mg passives for the ditlerence In cost belx.«n apair ot Chonese 30041s and the °nana, WE's and In man ,/

Note 99 WosiNer wore this snot pst the best soundong Internai wde Ills also llore most tee. so * h,

caSeS the mOrOvernent on sound mue,' 10 goutter than nie WE 31108 s «III contribute AND the contrebute°
to sound es permanent conseder trial when you plan your prooect

not upgrade the soneperformance of your tonearm drashcally mn, arewored
Aude Note AN Al wer meter flot 00

We have made some very consoletable purchaSes 01 valveS al the US- government Hochons and types lote

AUDIO NOTE Ca. latennmeed Uhlan.
Tympteleea eede
AN.A yellow
M.0 red
884 Slant grey wat yellOw *110119
me0 selver grey
884.05 selve ore,

embua«
symenelreal Sta osopet ld7 c04 "
syrnmelrwal OHIC COPPH let/ coar
symmetrecal 99 99, selvel ho coaie
symmetrece 99 99, sWer IlS toas
symmence 99 99, selve/ lo coaa

Pm He Ilesa leIND LIIMT
15 32
29 79
84 25
152 35
382 98

dnyer valves male

the pnces ate nol unduN Ifigh at the moment so now is the tome to try
ResItIon
We endeavour to stock the enhre 112 range or all oiled,leo,ntmakel ol res.stors Mat we stock except the
very loves, ohmic values. ..MC are exottemely costly as arule we do nol stock valueS belaw 10 OMM or
above 3M3 Whelst we always try Io have every songle 012 value on stock thos cannol be guaganteed. dello nro eSpeCIally On the Holan and lantalum film oesostors can be very long Indeed humer sonce most are

AU010 NOIE Speelaw WIrhi Celan
Type/edam pale
AN 2 green or ted
AN Bdue vende wrefing
AN-Lbiu*bl4oU*rtlng
041 SP selve,
AN 500

Ile 65147WGTA 60710 5687 and 7044 are probabty the test soundmg small sognal

Cembeellee
Mu pm lm Per E
Imat
sir gle conductor ON 000061 speaker Y
,,,,,I
P
685
double strand screened 6N speaker *de
12 34
doutme s'und screened ON vo capa. , se...Mo wore
25 Il
songe core 15 M. 99 99, letz silver speaker vote
106 38
Mye, ungle con 20 strand 99 99°. leu Glve, speaker ente
382 98

used on Ouf pooducten of fonished prOducts there ellgenerany te stock ava.labk wallon 4 «Mn
007.11189
We one nome guafity levels It resestor gualay all are I.01) starfing w.th the Beyscmag metal telm «Mon
are sfightly magnelu las are Me vas, matonty of other PaPes 00 Mete fam tesistorst but nonetheless Only
good sounding as Iseo en an our UK made amplelers up to and includIng guallty Level 3 16e
MEISHU PIPA 3008 no-teedback mode annal/ers

PME Namlated SIN., Pleted Conne, Mme.

Beyschlaq 1watt 1.reSlsl005o000300000ilm 1011 above 500KOnm

We can also poomde less expensim *trend votes tot haod «long arcouts these PER onsulated selver plalod
coppeo m'es are 19 strand of 015 mm wore and came on brown black Plue penkred green orange 010-

NOLCO

0 13 each

let whete and redWnde they cost E160 per meter n any coloor

Bene, sound guafity can be achever, won' the I12 1wan 1 °. nommagnete minets which we legard as
the best endustnal grade' metatfilm res.stors avadable The, have One 5.11 drawback as Me, are code

AUDIO NOTE HEM IMPUTE STEPPES ATTENENUATORS A SWITCHES
these handmade attenuators and swetches are manufacturer, by atrend or Mr Kondo of Mdle NOTE and
represent the best aveable volume 10111010 and swaChes you can use h yOur pre.amplifer. the Menuet°,

tragile and recto« cablut handfing do nol bend Me legs too close to Ille body. they moly become nosy

is 48 steps and with selvererhodusm plated contactsibrushes made weth an array of tantalum film resistors

124 each from 1M1 to 4M0 and 0221 each Irom 4611 to 5M0

HOLCO res.stoos lype H2 5OPPM cost 03 06 each nom IRO 00090

089 each ! rom 5R1 to 0900 1005

euh trom 200nm ho 23060 0m 1041 each nom 231KOhm to OMO., 0102 euh nom IM1 In MO

The switehes lealow solver dated contacts and sen cleanrng achon
Type
Stereo Potentiometer Attenuator
Stereo Potenterneterattenuator
Stereo Potentiometer /Menue°,
Stem. Potentometer Anenuator
Slereo Potenborneter Anenuator
2Channel swelch
4Channel se,/

.8. UMM.
221 75
111 75
237 75
262 55
267 45
98 75
124 75

arabe
10KOhms
501lOhms
100005m,
250KOhms
NEW '
500KOhms
NEW '
6 may Mode,
6 way adestabe

transnlor amplifiers but on our opinen pole uncomplomentary to Me gualihes ol real Auclio Ampleficafion
Il e ddectly heated Mode ampfifiers running teedback Iree

Ill

single-ended Class Al Inos

tallera you

need the lantalum film resistor lor the best results

,IS, a- essenteal pan of any DIY mec,
Mmelles
Chassos
Chasses
Chassis
Chasses
Chasses owth bayonet
Chassos
POS
PCB
Chasses from above
Chassos from above

Mali
Pua Wh,
Gob
825
ecke
14 75
Selver
4895
Selve,
SolveChrome
15995
6004
975
605
Selve,
785
GOld
Sam
675
Gold
095

Chasses

Save

565

Chasses
PBC
P8C

Gold
Serve
Gob

865
385
575

Chasses l'en above

Servet

445

Chasses HOrn about

Gob

675

Chasses frOm belmv

Save,

495

Chassis rom atome

Gold

715

for 807 pentode

Some values are available On 1wan ! rom Shonkoh at fol 60 each ksi ol slock avallable

975

You may want to stan your mec, van' less overall cost and rot nos purpose we can oner Me lollovon
•endustnal grade - Cerarn ,cvalve basos
PrIee F. UK MI
Chassn wetto Macke,
Chassos
snrced

;t
a

al ready offered the AN Tant ale 100.rmagnefic and share all Othe aSpeCts al the Shonkoh mocept the colour.
they 0111 5e avadable by the lime you read Mn m the lollowde values 100 I2R. 160. 18R 220 070 336.
39R. 4711. 56R. 686. UR. 900. 1001Y. 120R. 150R. 58020 2000 2700. 3300. 3900. 470R. 560R. 600R.
68019 020E 9100

100. 500

102. 1024 1633 165 11(8 21(0 208 21(7. 34(3 31(9 407 51(6. 608. 862.

951 100 12K 050 186 226 27K 330 390 476 560 626 680 750 821( 916 0380
1780. 180K 182K. 220«. 2501( 2700 3301( 3901( 4704( 5104( 5606 6200 00006 02000
Inc 112 wan Audio Note lantalum resnlors cosl Or 99 each

0201, 0505

AUDIO NOTE IWATT TAIITPIUM NUISIONS.
Up Io nom the lantalum fam resistors have been extremely MMCUH ta 961 however alter much Permes ,yc
and agamst amenemorn guanfity guarantee from Aude Note UK the manufactumes have agreed lo mea,
the range of 112 watt and reintroduce the 1wan lange when becomes an exclus.ve range Mo AUDIONOTE.
we consider thos to be maoor toreakthroen Sonce *Mou, areasonable range of values at the Iwatt 0501911
15 prelty 0150011 lo get Me very bes1 out cd the 5651 comtes ine 1watt /turbo Ilote tantalum 1.ion resostors
are avadable d, the same values as Ihe 12 wan Mn the addetian of Me 1NIO
nI AUDIO NOTE Iwon

tantalum resnlor values are CO 70 each

We shall now be workong on oethng 2and 3Wall tantalum resistors made »attable as well and who knows
perlons we voll be able to budd ampfifers m ama, stome that have al, tanlalum res.slors on all parts ot the
caCuel
AUDIO NOTE PRECISION CARIONFILIA RESISTORS.
In addoten IO Inc nonmagnefic tantalum remslors we are gong 15 MI a ange or precisoon goldlnated
based on an old coron,. leke tot m'ample the WE91 og another orant ol sundar vontape We shall be slodna0

They cost for the I2wan

f330 euh

1ovan

CO 85 ea4 h 2svan 26 89 each

ALLEN INIADLEY IWen 5°, Carbonaro, Resistors
Due to popular ofi•

-

•

•

•

• • ••

Bradley, carbonle•

. oyrces we have started stockeng a range 00 Allen
s 1105mO fnend Herb Rechen. consoder Mese Moe

pended and separated sale", and neatly rom the cnassis Ins especoally apples when buedong amplot.ers

111611 WATTAGE WIREWOUND RESISTORS
Mallos item ode Oh, 51411 4ftering amage 01 1 - 15 val mrewOund restslots we shall be starfing mth a

song the really Ifigh voltage dorecny Malec, Modes 1.1te 21 t VT.I.0 845 849 30411. DA100 etc When
plannong deep', leke this. Ills emportant to Incooporate sortable layoul Iran Me start and the 011010 NOTE

5°. tolerance and glazed

Sand oils shOuOd be more or oess mandatory on that conleet They are screwyn type wrth steatde Insulator
and mther a erap-round honed " hue On the sengle way version 01 separate solder slots on the mulhown
versens

422
423
424
425
426
427
452
.153
454
455
458
460
472
473
475
476
479
481

Ne. el Top
25 5PP
17 4mm
22 60m
21 Onom
o2mno
23 amen
2mm
AdluSlable 17mm
Adrustable 24mm
Adnestable 31norn
Mus.. 32mno
Meut.< 58mm
Adiustable 72rnm
O
8mon
Foned 8rom
Fo. amm
25mm/45mm
25mm ,66norn
(wed 8men

NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

NEW

NEW'
NEW°
NEW.

NEY('

Idée LemeWe
Wrap round
Wrap round
Solder slot
Wrap.round
Wrapround
Wrap round
Wrap round
Solder slots
Solder Opts
Solder slots
Solder slots
Solder 0005
Solder slots
Solder slots
Soider slots
Soider siots
Solder Mots
Sober 900
Sober slots

OMM Baba
Ocre* en bon
Screw.en bon
Screvren
Screw
Screve-en bolt
Screw on bon
(Mal boll screw
Dual tron
Dual bort screwen
Dual bon screem
Duel
SCrew on
Duel bon screwen
Dual screwen
Duao screven
Dual serewen
Sciew on POTE
Screw-on tells
Duel soewen

Mura LI«
141
I41
141
151
71
186
lb1
242
305
413
491
579
730
307
339
491
535
052
921

Our va o.

•

we aPPlo
and re. •
.,

dorces and are tested to the sarne strongent standaids that
tees, they tall Into two categones. standard producteon dems

- New ,liT

.• • "e" 5 Mens «MC

small range and mpandeng et aS we go »Mg al the marnent the 10110Wing es avelable all these res.stors are

Velee
47P
1000
4000
1KO
212
15K
20.
MOR
tK5
148

MITAN
6watt
6wan
6watt
6watt
6pan
6wan
6wan
9watt
9watt
9watt
More values woll be added

Telemeet
5.
5°,
5°.
5°.

Na Ex IMEM
086
006
0E6
086
086
132
I32
I24
124
124

5°.
56.

the ne. 6 months together w.th some nonenductove werewounds1

ve, whoch are no longe, in production We have compter, aHatavelable agame astamped Sell addreSSed envelope 10you love oolside

the Us ---

-

000119110011.1

discont.nued are M'alto, nnsguoded malocoous and mcootect AUDIO NOTE u cureently the sole sburce en
Europe that holds any mand,cant ' dope Ot values on stock eve ose berally 1000010 producteon as we «ele
the MM company to reafise Me Iremendous benelets Mat Bled, GMe capamtors one and we ale to tale the
only hegh-end eut'o company in the world lo incorpora> OMM Del capacotors consostently on our lomned
products
There are very le*

acolo

parts that promwe aguaranteed omprovernent «Mn replacong pracfically any of hm

RCA and Unded Electrones 110 bots standard ventons and mentorced anode type tot the

700 You should be aware that one valves on Mn Ont are MOT cleap but we have stock

are workong on some guldelines as to «hem ho« and 'WHO types of ilaelt Batta to use on Idteeent cernais the first such techneal gu.delone is »viable now and n called

-Improwng

you , CD.Ptaye ,"and can

be obtained by mnifing adamped addgessed envelope lo us geguestong boos Halle, All AUDIO NOTE Lee, 2
Sognature proche, use Ille* Gele Elne" % MIN 1100lrvalslg100l570mnm supe tunctens
It os very mporlant to note ma? all RACE GATE CapaMtOrs teke terne to charge- up or stabol.ze when torst
PM 110100100 depending on type and application Mis ' matonne hm! Can be between 103 and 300 tonds

US mdorce 845 Wesfinghtuse vT2511onor. 016218000 WE3005 STC4300A. Mollard 62341061377
TungsoO 5l/46 d'est soundong 51.140 1have ever heardO Chatham 604WGY and many others

Black Gale Call Ms the ' oblong process' see enclosed lest of meuble values We meet however that this

Stamlanl Mut Items

the lost ol Black Gale plageam dyade/tee Ask us lo und you iSIS MI as il Is too long for an adverfisemem or

Type N.
5830612607.66 0025
(83CC Super ,12MtiVIB
0830001•1209179/%1
60726 12AY

(88C06922.62.03WA. 7308
008662672729
ECC82 020101 50754
6SN7GT Russen
65N7W6TASylvanw
651.761
00509014
5682WB SyNane USA
(182CC 70aa
General 60001m USA
100826E1MB
11.846805
ELBMA 6805 WA
60607
61.66
5881.1(1666t6WGC
5881WMT
6CA7 01.11 fat Boom
01.346
3008
U0211
AN845
6033
6AS7 6080
0,3 pon or st.pen for Auow
ALMe onnovatoons Second
Aude Amphfiers
5046 Russoan
50361 Russe,
51.361 SyNane
50461
6234,5A 04 Rusuan
001317 HallalI
6237 00378 UK made
5R4W613 Cenon USA
6%4
Ins

2201
1060005
220mf
220Ornf
47m1

63volt
63001
63000
6300,
0600m

f-NP.
f -Type
f - Type
f.type
16.1me

100,11

060010

fs-Type

22,1

I6volt

FO -loo,

079001
2205100
000101
1000011
2200m1
210,1
103rnf
12mf

Type
double Mode
nwn amen supet lovs no,se
super Io* noese low mwrophony and. verpon of WA
daube Mode low gren ECC83 type exception,
saune, used In ONGAKU M7Tube Save 00606
probably Oeil soondIng ECU]
double Mode
Pentode
doude mode mn spec
double Mode LM% base
doude mode anomal US ,made M'y meci0Onany
super soundeng
double mode 08/1 base
cloude Mode
double Mode power'', (nover u. on
ONGAKU KEGON etc
doude Mode very pooverful drever
Pn -eguivalent or 5687W8
mode Penne.
small power pentode
small power pemode nul spec verseon
small powee terme
Medeum power penlode
nvecbum power tette»
mednom power tetrode standard base
00501 tette,.
Dosel pente.
power Mode Aude Note brande and
lested to our specetwabon
Meer mode Aodio Note brande, and
tester] Io ouf specirication
power Mode Aude Note branded teste, and tred
power regulator orefirectly teated mode
stoong regulator ondirectly hemad mode
direct", neated small power Mode

HT•rechfier
HT rectifier
HT.rechter
HT.reater
HT mythe
',rectifie
on-rectefeer eguevalent to 6.232 34 NA bene sounong
very pondu HT rechter 2500 von et tOoDenAe
HT.reckluer very goal lof pre.ampkbers 7on base
HT ombrer Ber Ne modales and Mme , amohlwo
front.enels 1/84

Nam Fa. 1/11 Vat
295
395
285
945

595
325
675
875
14 75
265
I55
451
245
275
451
555
885
645
56 45
29 45
33 45
24 65
6.5
17 95

325
225
395
225
875
4465
955
24 55
265
265

no rope
fK-Tme
FI,Type
1K type
FK.Type
1.-Ime
f0 Type
C type

47mf

50vor,

C•Type

6800

600511

Opole

'Orne
22m5
47rni
047mi
220,01
100mf
0701100
4700mf
Imf
47rni
100100
17rd
100m1
1000051
2200m1

500010
50von
500010
5000010
63von
06000
05000
35000
000011
500010
Muon
50001
50volt
50vo5
01)(1you

&pour
810014,
0 .1mle
BG Na Type
13G N. Type
86 N'y.
BC. 6 Type
116.6 type
136.6 Type
BG N type
8G.N Type
136-11 Type
16-N Type
8G N Type
EIG-6 Type

18 95
4? 23
, II
I22
I56
21t
476
715
13 71
19 %
14 28
21 43
15 / 1
58 71
55 71
101 43
32 85
107
335
12 65
16 85
23 95
36 95
12 35
Il 85
24 65
28 95
210 45
5A5
665
755
13 75
20 35
99 95
423 35

Ae

vuoves

ear, ,

11, 10,1 components sfill goal poafity 000 mo 0e Indus -

MARNE Powdered Leone Electrolyfic Capamlors
yVe . eye at o,g 149 0,100 a re1.05,e 0.1, 10 Me, fine power supply liner capacnors a must on any
une-enfla orant ol NOIE. We wilt stan «II hvo values al 350 and 500 vol

100 . 100mf each as

these cove, Black Gates where the puces Io the BG's are proh.b.tove We have Increased the range rat
Cendres we stOCk gode recently and stoong6 recommend all the Ceratines as afar steen0 1 replacement
or subslaute loo ordenary eleCtrolybcs and al the anCes onered the should be vothin most budgets
8584.
100.006000
006.10600
2200mi NEW'
4700mf NEW
100m5 NEW
000.°0 NEW'
22,0 NEW'
0005001 NEW'
470m1 NEW ,
22m1 NEW.

Pd« Er III Val
19 95
29 95
34 95
495
95
195
895
295
895
I15

Smesleed Use
Paver supply te ,m,n0
Power da 0000 m'en
Power supishe finenng
Heater tWenng
Bvpass anywhere
Bypass anywhere
Bypass anywhere
Bypass Homme
Anywhefe
Anywhere

350voll
50001
0200000
63.0
1005010
50000
10(601
50.0.1
500011
505011

We Vlan cOntenue to expand the range of Cerafine electoolyncs over the nekt teve months so keep an eye on
01115 spaceo
POTENTIOMETERS
Best avaelable trom soue guafily

onduChve plasbc

puce voewpoont made by Noble on Japan Np g

film
Golem Calmés.
Impedeme
100KOnm Stereo
IOOKOnm Stereo

Ceaslandlee
Trame ryPe PCB mouron",
Encapsulated ryPe PCB mounted

Nee El Ull
495
18 65

nd ol a mons ve,SiOn on Me hPul On the NEIRO KASSAI KEGON and GAKU.ON these are very good
ounrfing pots by any standard
lalpedallee
006005m Stereo
100KONn Mono
100KOhm Stem°

CeeslmeIlde
Encapsulated
Large encapsulated
Large encaosulated net puakh

32 25
7010
10745

bleue Ceelyels.
1001(Ohm Stereo
0206000 Stereo

{lame type PCI3 mounled
Incapsulated type PCE1 mounted

545
19 25

K0.011 also rnakes avery gond 00400 100001m balance control soma, Io the encapsulated 1001( pot thes
costs C32 75
STANDARD TYPE SWITCHES.
Ilus sent,' os adoustable - 6 . way. II l'as gag plated contacts and astamless steel hall for best possoble
coroosoon pootecteon and contact once ex UK Bat 05 60
Ag, DOON °Pers avery noce bualory sealed swrtch 6 way 1channel al Ce 65 each

Goad quellly Medan' ladatrIal types
Ede
ITON. awal 11.750m tette,.
0516111m aseal
11.8mm relu.
1341Ornm rad.,
13.10mm radul
00.180m rectal
050080m radul 41.16norn
15.10rom rachat
25.0 20m radial
41016rnm anal
25e21mm tee
30e2Irnm radve
30.22mm radul
30.15mm rader
52.30mm radie can
40.30mm cube can
111.35rom me» soma, termenes
50,051000 .11 can

OMM*
10eolt
16volt
16volt
405011
630000
16volt
500010
150•00
35Chrolt
050501
385von
0005011
400von
401601
085000
4500011
550.05
385von

00001
100mf
22Orrof
220005
100nif
070605
120Orni
tOrrof
22mf
22e
17e
56m,
68mf
100ra
22,1
2201100
200010
470roF

Prim En, MI VIL
023
029
031
000
047
082
087
056
145
199
246
287
298
376
545
685
27 65
556

process takes longer ho hume
We are about to stocle the enbre range ot values on the enclosed fist 50 separate orwebst os anached lo
to oncorporate en our standard component fist wherefore O os not Included on full Agam as always we
apprmate astamoed sen addressed envelope .1greatly onfluences the expedency Oils ere
The h,oh voltage power sUpply caPa“orS type SKI have been replaced by an even bene , vers.on the W01.
Tope. unfonunately the puce has inceeased substanhally as well, we have purchased adoge back-up stock
d the Sivs bIn tact mosl 00 vaut 6,ack Gate on Japan had left In 510001 Stlam eavong the SK,Type or
oncefist 011.1 we run oul al stock ot each 560 dem Meantime we have

395
645
595
275

250011
25,05
WM41
&Ivan
35001
630511
03050e
Sadd

65
35
35
85
65
74
95

STANDARD ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS

RACE GATE ELECTRON 0000515M BONN Perionemene. Graphite tell mullas
fustly Iwould Ide Io categoncaIN state Mat My monCers + hW Black Gate caPaotors beong uloaaallaso Il

pan. but MW es whal ill. KAMI GATE capacelors actualry do Exchanano any electrolybc copient anywhere In the amont of an empaler or on the crossover of aspeakeg «III greatty mprove sound m'alto,. We

AUDIO NOTE SFLEPTE 0 80010 VALVES

(0,
T;pe
5-0008

92
75
195
159
144
151
181

Deller alternative is the KOON yotugne conlrols «NO age used on preamddoers like the 1.17Tube 8470152

st 0043 euh
AUDIO NOTE CERAMIC STANDMFFS.
nmost hardmeed valve powee ampleters dis ',musent', d'Hemel, ro gel the ml and heater fels oroperly sus-

AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
AN
60
AN
AN

050000
50000

PS010501 Papen.,
Pou [Mer canarde
0511!Mer capacaor
PSU hner Cafroutor
PSOfew calameto
PSU boer cloaCila
PSU taler capa...
Decoudong or
'mer capacdoe
PSU ter cap....
050 ton ompedance
use env...
As above
As above
As above
As above
Ulna love ESR versen
comparade to film CaPs
Ultra low ESR versen
tomparible to taon caos
ultra ew fSR versen
comparable ta 'Mc.,
As above
As above
As above
As above use anywhere
As above use anmeheoe
As above use arrywnere
As atome use anywhere
/ or casuels weln PC
potenhal Mflefence
foc conte° yen DC
votent., ddlerence
foc ootelsPeake 1
crossover networks
As aboye
a. aboya
As 000ve
for PSU decouPlon9
for supee mot none PSUs
for super love none P5Us
As above
As aoove
As above
As above
As above
As .pwve
As ateve
As above
a, ,,,,,,

In our component fist you wal fond afigue Dl ail molette Black Gate value, logette thea sues. besl usage

1111010 NOTE IR WATT TANTALUM RESISTORS.
With Our 10- house usage ol tantalum resrslors oncreasong all the fine and ShInkon becomeng less and ieso.
able Io supply we have found O necessary lo second- source the I/2 valt value en addetion Io the I'val

values sootable for proomts Me the WE91 on 12 and twatt values these res.stors are made esPeCeTy
us by amate manutacturee

Type
8., for 1034 6550 4166 61.66
9on for 00083 10088 5687 6350

150mf
047rni

SK7-lype
060•Type
WItz-type
kYKZ -Type
POU .TYPe
B(Kz -TYPe
WIG-lype
1/8• Type

The I2 wan Shonkon tantaluno oesimors are nonmadnete and costC2 26 each

CarbOntam reSeStOrs In many cases the cartmnfelm reSeStor es preferable .1you are bolding an amplder

TOPCAPS
Toocaos

350voll o40:6 stage
350001 . 400v surge
500005 - 550v surge
500.olf - 550.mrge
000.00 . 5500 sage
950(09 • 400Ysurfe
3500011 - 0000 surge
350.08

1
, Las,.

AUDIO NOTE SIGH OUM ItY CERAMIC VALVE BASES
e
made Itom Meade and usong the bes, melal part
•
••• y valve pin lof longer ICen are recommended a

4 p.' 544e
3.2. va, BO,
400 064 WE hm koo 3008 203 8014
4pen U1.4 WE.type woM bayante mounfing
Jumbo 4Ion 211 VT.C.845
5- en 005 no 807
7on B7 Io, 6.4 002
Ne 87 for 6%4 042
7- en 87 loe 654 04.2
pon 8710 Osa 042
8 Inn U8% Mo 11.3.1 6550 SU.S
6234 6056
13.Nnt18% fol 1134 6550 5046
6234 61.66 etc
0es Elg ro. ECC83 00088 5687 6350 etc
9pon139 M. 10083 10088 5687 6350 etc
9 pn 119A le ECC83 ECC813
5687 6350 elc etc
9.en1394. lof 10083 00088
5687 6350 etc etc
9pen BOA Ion ECCI33 ECC88
5687 6350 etc tic
B9A for ECC83 ECC88
5687 6350 etc etc

DIIINKOH Teelalum Flies Realslon.
Thes
definitery the Des, SOundeng reSestOrS avallable torget the VISHAY *Mon may . 0. in Mon leedback

CM.
220,00 . 220m1
Icone . 100mi
100. 100.111
47 . 47mi
100nd
100. 100mf
220 • 22,1
22rnf

nd the Cerafine T , gh voll

age capacdots as acheaper altemalove
LMEIMAKIJMICE!
RUSE NOTE. THE PRICELIST FOR RACK GATE CAPACITORS IS A GUIDELINE ONLY. DUE TO tHE CONTINUOUS STRENGTHENING OF THE JAPANESE YEN, IT 16 IMPOSSIBLE TO PRINT UP.TO-DATE PRICES
MONTHEY. SO ASA FOR PRICE WHEN YOU ORDER
Ilehe
47mf
0005
047m1
Imi
12m1
33mf
4Imf
00.10
2201
2201
33mf
47m1
00005
lOmf
47mf
100mf
100mf
220m1
tOnof
77m1
47r,
100mF
22054
1000mf
009000e
Mme
010505
2200e
00 OCIOrne
4700mf
47m1 47mf
11:10re • 100nof
10001

Veltepe
250000
35001
50001
50volt
50000
50.05
50005
50000
505011
1600m
16001
16v,
16von
50046
50004
165011
50001
50090
10(601
7500015
100000
101)4en
1905501
16von
50005
160010
160010
16von
80000
16von
500volt . 550v muge
030,010-0500 surge
5000011 5500 s'orge

IG-Type
Pl
Ph
PO
PK
PK

PK
Pl
$tandaod
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standed
Standard
Standaod
Standard
Standaed
Standard
Standald
Standaod
Standard
Standard
Standatol
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
SKt Type
SOU Inpe
560- InI.

Magemeed Mt
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywore
Anywnere
Anywnem
Anywhere
Anywnere
Anywnere
Ananhowe
AnYwhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Arhnvhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
AnYwtere
Anyvmere
Anywnere
Anywhere
Annyhere
Anyvmere
Anywhere
Anywnere
Anywhere
Anywhere
PSU smoothong
Anywhere
PSU follet capacnor
PSU fener capautor
PSU rater nouer

Nec Fe. UR VI.
' 65
175
1P5
• 12
' 23
loo

e87
268
282
142
all
468
097
141
173
à47
13 41
37t
531
8Se
775
22 18
la 22
24 55
a35
635
13 45
274 65
14 25
85 85
101 95
00 75

RCA

BNC

BANANA

Pl UGS

RCA SOCKETS

SPEAKER 6 GROUND IMAINATS & LOUDSPEAKER

SPADES
RCA PIllea.
I55
365
851
25 53

Standard Gold PMU
ONO gold
0661 89050 NOIE pet Pneg
AN- PAUDIO NOTE Sliver plug tenon msutated non magne,

RCA Seenete
Type
OCA sockel nekel plated
RCA socket 9010 dated
844- 05 AODIO NOTE
magnet ,C tenon ensweed
sockel goba Nat»

INC

Memnon
ChaSSés mounled
Crtass's mont.
Chasses mountel

Male URINÉ
000
065
365

Sonnet..

Typa
$tandard INC piso
INC Sll,cl oloOedsocle00110SslsmOuored

PrHeEe.111411.1.
145
205

Deum MaoI, Londepenker Gable Spadas ChassIs lourât, eeeee lanunal
Type
AU» Non Loud,yeaker
sp.We 5.er pieen men magnent
»po mon AN Sr Speaker rerm.nal chassn mouds nweel plated red or Nark
AUOM NOTE AN St G Speaker terme. ores. mounts polo oued red oo ma.
AUOM NOTE AN STR Speaker Terrohnw chas. moues top, gold piated
nommagnefic
or dace
Ground Termonal chasses mOunl and mckel dated

Prim Es. UR PM.
245
465
185
275
475
I45

Our range of components Is constanny expandong as ve find new or bener Perdes so stay on touCh by
readeng our a./venin, 11111World and HM News
FERRITE RINGS
In many systems especially ones usong transntor based annoldwalen Mme Is onen aproblem
Of mana 1000 the teedback I0Op eSpeCially loom connected CO.dayers clarrentg

00

oncommg

lerrote 'n'Os around the

cade between the CO transpon and Me DAC or ne output ot 01m DAC or CD- player and the preemdder
Input weods surdos., resuns
A set (4two fende rues costs

0050

Iin
CB Mee
Ini'
sers
mguests for too.
ytranstormers. and since we already
.ral sale Common to all of these small
Ear. Payst.m.ers is Mat they come ir 4mumela, weeung ..an with athreaded Sainte mth anut tar
mounhng
1176S,
017688
117689
TT7690
77691

Colour cede
Br ' di
Red
Orange
Yet.,
Green

TT 7692

Blue

TT7693
117694
T17695
r776%

VIM,
While
Sdver
(
111,4

Primaremenderg Ineeedmees4leln Use
PrIce Mau. UK VoL
38 0200, 1001,000 topper ern, MC manning
51 50
15 86000m . 100000m copper wned MC matching
SI 54
15C 8600nm 255 8. 10500m 00550 ode On. matnn ,na
51 50
3II 1000m , 00600m copper wired One matching
78 20
15 8. 600nm 100500m centre tapped
78 20
copper wired Soh Quality MC•matclung
150 8600001m 245 6 1050nm con. , wired
78 20
sign Quality iine matshing
25 A 19006m , 246 copper wired Moe Oualely line matching
78 20
101 50
150 II 15005rn cooper mu. High OuelitY line nuke.°
150 8 1500nrn silver eared mon Gunny kne manning
370 60
3A 10000m- 255 copper.. mOn Ou 0 iN line nutIhln
378 60

Ian Harrison Hifi

Tel: 01283 702875
9ano-9pm

1

* O . trtridgcs

* Tonearms * Turntables * CD l'Itt cis * 1/ 11

*0 . 10,000 Decks * Mink'', * IXIC * Ainpliliers *

Iiincil

* IIcadplii noes * Micn 'phones * Ilifi Furniture * Cattle.
*

Iimsformers * FM & 1-1* Aerials * 151ank Tapes

* lust Cassettes El CD's * Mini systems * Video Recorders
* 0. 1
inct irders

K ,ietsti, Sumiko. Alphamin, Ortofon. Audio Technica.
11enon. Shure. Cuildring.Van den 11111. C;rado, Roksan.
The moven9 cod malchm9 transformers are sulable for all moveng
cartndpes the low 4npedance ver.
Eons are % Sable for cartridges Slte the Audio Note loov most better Oncfons the Goldhug 'Cur.'5 and
some Noeso O the fle vesions are mean, lor Goldfing &ones. most Dennis. Cearedlios Van den Hul
carIndges. Me Ikeda and afew sou Pool Noetsus
The line matchog transformers can be used in anumber of applications inter.component isolemn and
matching las we recommend between CD- Prayer and preamplifiers, to .Parate « do Man. and RF Pans.
el/au 'Remold,e, énpul or outpol translormers or ematene• else you can MI,* of

IAindon ( Derr:it. Transfiguration. Audiciquest. Arcam.
yitid, Sony. l'y sneer, Technics, Teat', Marantz, Panason,
lascam. Nakamichi. Sennheiser, Beyer. Spendor. AKt I.
\LtlItIlallfl. Ltunley Reference, Stratosphere, Convergent
Audio Technolow, Graham. Moth, Sowter, Sonic Link,

We shall expand Mrs range to mclude more types as ode go

Silversounds, QED, Nlaxvie, -, Labgear. Antiference.

AUDIO NOTE Cheats Sate

Ihscwasher, Cogan Hall. 11)K, Maze BASF. 153. Fuji.

We have decided to otter tor sale the two standard Cass.' Mat we use tor prOduCtOrl Of the
000 SORO DAC range at UK- lade AUDt0 NOTE products Chassis sare notoriously difficult to gel on a

st idyl), JVC., Ampex. Konica. Akai. Philips. Ferguson.

one oft bases so here you are We will only sell the chassis Mal we have relented log production, due to
minor 111161es in Me finish they sol look alInght but are not strictly or aflawless 111151.1 product guality

Erne
'

IAluminum
Chassis 2Aloe/lemon
Chassfs 1Cooper
Chess's 2Copper
MT ONEACIT THREE Chests me steel grey paint
MI ONE Nr , 100E5 Chassis mdd steel poosned chrome

Sin
Inerhoremeem III139611Mme
294.3991125mm
437.396.125mm
294.396.125mm
400.300.50mm
000,300,001,0

Prke Ex. UK Vet
84 50
69 50
198 50
165 00
78 90
116 70

Apollo. Sound ()realisation. Sound Factory Tripod,
Project. Si gindstyle. ATC.
*

All goods are brand

ness .with

full U.K. guarantees

No ex -dent equipment. No grey snips ros, Please phone tor
details. reviews, advice. brochures. Sorry. no price lists;
please phone to outfit-in ¡Rice & availability pi-jig- li i

Mail ,, rder from: Ian Ilarrison ' lift ' 51111
Itcpti Ill.
Tel:

from tone lo teme we wen have more dabbed 01 Melee chess's's dyou are not bothered al'- 0
ffnish or general appearance Or yOu intend to retnish the chassis anyway you can nave 008 0,• iei ,

0

l),• 11)\•,
1

I>11,5 ig.

Xf/Wardiff (aaefpfieffd

cable

excellent

choices
system.

database,

can

strangle

The

based

Cable

on

feed-

back from thousands of US home cable
trials, can tell you what cables will work
best

in

your

system.

al FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 50.

11111

t‘1

• 48 brands, 238 cable products.

283 702875

MiVOOP

50 1.ot Ole above prices mst thought you should lour so mom. if Ms es 01 interest
AUDIO NOTE COMPUTE MIS
As mentioned earlier we are deveroptng arange or complete kits. Is give those of you who nave Meal/MN. but do not have the hone to develop aprotect from Me wound so to speak Inorder to be able to offer

your

Company

ordering. Cs sgis are mg sold on apprin Al
You nave to specify when you order whether you rant chess's 2for pre.amptef or or power amplifier use
Me prearnphlier has inputs on the Side 01 Me top cover. If' power amplifier has many more ventilation
holes 10p and side II you want aPCB with the Input sockets included voth Ill. pre-amphfor cover add
£19 75 to fe cost of the chassis and remember to specify this 'eon you order Please note that no"topper
prearnpober lid is currently available for ChaSS1S 2

Careless

IR FREE of all US taxes.

DESIGN 8
DEVELOPMENT STUDIO
Ti PENFOLD COTTAGES
PENFOLD LANE, ULMER
GREEN. BUCKS

HP15 8X11

011494) 714058 8 FAX

the best possibe duality • price relationsh.p Ile lots we offer wiI1 be good bas,S circuits won no-trals power
supplie, and mrnponent. 811 ts ha . e 0.0so,unle control to allow use of aLngle sOurce libut CO- play'
er duff, in
the AUDIO NOTE KIT ONE
Casa around the msrly lairiuds 30013 directly healed triode we see filS lot as loe anuoducton lo real Audio
Ampldualeon as it coves all the important akpects or lesion necessary Single- Ended No•Feedback Class
A. Directly Healed Irtode to become amernber of this eeusive club ol amplifiers
I% One has one 3008 per channel running al 420 volts vnth / 5rnA current giving 9/10 watts ol the clean'
est power you well ever hear Me inputstage urns's,. or Id 691/01 with a5687 dote! Mote driver stage
fanning in SRPP The poksersupply 9acapacitor.choke capacitor ynth a51.140 HT recutier Ile neater, are
AC heated Component quality is suloa, to our Level 1finished prOdocls AUDIO NOTE papel mol
smpnel
capacdors Beyschlag 1wan t % rnealrilm resistors good quality electrolytos ' sorry NO Black Gates , and
asimple attracts , stereI t'hassrs in grey paintwork Protecting cover is egra We have several upgrattleIrds
available 10, Nit One ask tor details
Pnce £ 199 00 end Val whIch mcludes all valves loes also the 2 . 300B needed) but not postage/packing

-ant
CANDOR DRIVERS
• All ALUMINIUM ANODISED CONES

which to UN customers is £ 12 00 topcover is 099 00 extra Nil One is also available with apeeled chrome
ChaSsiS and chromed hanslorrner bell-ends this makes the Kit One areal " stunner.' Add 0200 00 to rotai
£999 00 The 100 One is available now
The KO One has recently been awarded Pm tote ' The Greatest Audp Bargain of the Twentieth Century by

• Any one loudspeaker covers 'reds Al musical spectrum

0,00osher le. Stereophile in aresew on the Internet no bade

• HUMIDITY PROOF

• Exceptenal TRANSIENT RESPONSE,
• Power handling - 35 watts/100 watts ( RIOS)
• PASSIVE & ACTIVE CROSSOVERS.

• AUDIO VISUAL DRIVERS NOW AVAILABLE (Shielded)

The AUDIO MOTE KIT TWO
Nit Two features asople 6550 tetrorle running in SmgleEnded Mode. yielding some 17 watts of pute Class
A. valve mobbed HT to' Ihe output stage, stereo chess's and 6SNIGT Input and 5814a/ECC82 SEIPP ever

• 35 YEARS EXPERIENCE • INC. 47p STAMP

stage componentry and chassis as Kit One 011 Two is currentry on,' available orthour valves for £ 570 00
ocl UN Vat II used wIth Chinese 6550 sno maims for fauns in powersuppty or con. transtarmers
accented".
Pnce £ 599 00 mot Vat includes valves but not postagebacking cover is enra at £99 00 Will polished
chrome chassis and chrnmed Dell•MIS On the Irene ormers£7%00

rÂuDIo
ILLUSION

01.1010 NOTE KIT THREE.
Nit Three levees 2.3006 per channel running in preened parapet voiding 1617 watts in pure cuts
A, this bul 0 on two mono chassis' vérth valve melded HT supplies, no signal leedback. II uses a680/UT
double triode as trout valve and apan 01 5687 double triodes runn.ng n SOIF as drivers The NIT THREE
is essentially amono person of the 011 ONE with doubie the power the same component chouus and on

TM AUDIO NOTE KIT FOUR.
TI,doll FOUR Is really our introduction to valve amplifier. building circuit and power supply mounted on
one single printed corned beard with two OM lype pushaull output transtormers all mounted in asmall
PISE type chassis covenng everything 5000b0010llibeabln to s. Mal you have succumb to the lure of
Mt salve amplifier whin'', sweeping 1st voOrld lhe cfrcist consists of two 606GT 'erodes running In

Langlr>
Berk. SL) % NB

The AUDIO NOIE PrerArepIllter SIL
Akit loosely based on Inc AUDIO MOTE H7Tute pre- amplifier circuit is now available initially we offer lIn
3versions. with Ille Paso verso, Verson One consisteng of only he instruction manual. the trackless PC
beards fOr hardwiring the 0,011 the mains translorrner and the choke costog £99 00 . ncluswe of UN Val
The trackless PC Boards are ayarlabie at 044 95
Verson Iwo. InSludeS person one with Me adchlion 01 aset 01 Paw components Beyschlag resistors.
Roederstein PoNester spnal caps, standard electroNtics standard cals. tuses but no yews Noble llama
volume and balance cOntfols wth PCB input SOCkelS w.th PCB output 000.15 wen PCB but no chassis
al acost of £ 19900

NEW RIBBON
TECHNOLOGY

12 mono lunc 5off the M4

49

TEL 101753) 542761 FAX W53,77253:
oPENING FlOPIts
1.7,

dm0,1

11 -4,1 t
,

'

131

(AC-3 Ready)

trrs 1141111,,,

Provides openness, trans-

MaJOR CREDITGAR$II
I.XPORT AND MAIL MOIR
01 111 SIONs1

Ile

0,5090
Oevi.
%wearer, sP ,4Mee,
11.8.000 eel, Pei. 00.'1026SM
. et000 Rees% Pssérno tr, MO,
'1 uuwer env 1[1 40e
ono Beat warp.. Amearter tre001
• belie ' ogee Amok'. 7ow irt 300 ,
',sou
lUthMG
Pena
Aeon. Monsort£2991
It 290 Autioceee musks 00,991
0135 litodei Sareeet Sres • Slane ie450,
00 Rateireeve OrIol.. Lot9apaakees lee OM
le

sHene
E• ffeemo
Sesa.
nand
SHand
E Demo
Swans
E. Demo
E. Demo
E. Demo
Swam
Sliand
siess

Mint
Kra
Mery
Mint
mint
mint

CI ass
El iss
0,81
ses,
[79,
.75
rebi
.5(
016,

mint
[us

Version Three adds Me valves 14 oECC83 1264719kt 2 eECC82 and 1o65401 and Ile chassis and

Write le.
AUDIO NOTE IUKI Ild. Und Cdr.,
tSG Fast Susse. England '
770778

• '- , Estate 0001 Close 125-127 Davigdor Road Hove ONO
61116 finest. la 01273 731498 Dow line to sales 01223

RUSSIAN Federal., uo."
• • F00110100 LOO Tel 095 917 4385 Fax 095 917 8762
HUNGARY please • • • Meriin Audio .
Radar 1610 2. H-1092 Budapest HUNGARY TeLfax 01
2152612
HOLLAND please • • •
ne sins Components. langdonkenstraat II NI - 5605 LV Eindhoven Holland.
Tel 040 757 4744 1..
USA please contact Angela Instruments, 10830 Godard Road Suite 309 Annapolis Junction. 00 20700
Tel 30 t105 0451 ..
—
ITALY please COuti • 0111,0 NOTE lUi IA So 7AVia F Casa 20014 Nerviano 11.111 Tel 0331 415 430
Fax 0331 587 661
FRANCE please cm te • Triode 8 CM 23 • 25 Boulevard de l'Yser 0-75017 Pars Tel 14574 6930 Fax
I4574 6940
SELGIUM please contact. Ulm Wig Philosophy RNA, Itontichsesteenweg t01. 2630 Aartselaar.
Belgium ter 03458 4848 lam 03 457 8520

P001 03 1996

ModuM is
'Cover not Norm'

FACTORY DIRECT PRICES.

Internationally acclaimed by experts who say:
' treble...extremely smooth, transparent, quick and clean.
.soundstage illusion is near state-of-the-art, period.'
Bob Bottman, Bound For Sound. 4A 1994
"beautiftilly clear midrange and an uncanny tonal balance.
these speakers exceptional"...high end (not high price)
Ernie Fisher, The Inner Ear, Vol 6, #2

upgrades the volume and balance pots to Noble encapsulated types A complete preampléher lut al the
hphest gully al 1799 00 ocluswe ift UR Val at 17 5..
Versions offering more sophisticated components Will be introduced when we have enough pans In stock
to support then the most ohwous upgrade wnidd be to replace the Roederstein polyester voth Amen Kole
paper.in•cel caps ebbei aluniinivre roil or copper tol ano corr.% mat with Milo Note tantalum film resistors. Pule Mole silver wrong vvire. rhange the R1AA valves to 61372A/12AYIS or use 6SN7WGTA Sylvania
tfteplopsfECGI instead al the EC082S I
please note that you need adifferent line board for this) further
improvements fan le mtro0oced veils Ceratines or Black Gates sever signal Ups COpPer 0,4%1S etS

parency and smoothness over
a wide bandwidth. Mid and
high modules, custom Ribbon
kits for subwoofers, full range
speakers and subs at

sll

Push Pall class A. yoldop about ' Owen driven by a6SN7G1 and aECC83 Input stage Easy to build even
for the beginner
The 611 FOUR costs £249 00 as of March 1 1996

HIGH END AUDIO
&HOME THEATRE

23 Langley Broom

Iwo chassés' Instead of one
The All THREE costs £ 1550 00 and is available now Cover is £99 00 extra per chassis (£ 198 00 tor twat
Pohshed chrome chassis and Pet- ends is also available at 0400 00 ear., Several upgrade kits are available
lor Nit Three as well. ash tor details

The 13c ,,t of .Both 11 .01 -1(1,"
-'

make

AUDIO r, 1

- LINKS

1996
CATALOGUE
£2 PER COPY
SPECIALIST COMPONENTS
AT REALISTIC PRICES
7FAIRMONT CRESCENT SCUNTHORPE
NORTH LINCOLNSHIRE DN I
6I
EL

"Seldom have Iencountered speakers that do as well as
the R8- 1s at crafting alarge soundspace Or at tilling that
space with images placed with specificity and focus.'
Aaron Shotzman, The Absolute Sound, 0102
clarity of the ribbons was immediately noticeable... "
imaged superbly, both with audio and video sources..."
Tim Parker, The Sensible Sound. Summer 1995

The

.great openness and immense dynamics...""...with no
coloration whatsoever...*
Andrew Marshall, Audio Ideas Guide, Fall 1995
For complete details and expert reviews, call or write .

NEWFORM RESEARCH
P 0

Box 475. Midland, Ontario L4R 4L3

Callada

(705) S35-9000 • Fax (705) 835-0081
http://www.barint.on.ca/newtorm/
Sold factory direct with 30 day Mal. money back
5year manufacturers warranty.

guaranty.

TEL/FAX 01724-870432
AUGUST 1996

111-F1 NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW

classified
PRIVATE CLASSIFIED LINEAGE

arnics

HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED

SALE
OXFORD CRYSTAL REFERENCE WALL MOUNT VARIOUS ARMBOARDS
VERY RARE BLACK ASH. Neff
ir 495
SOTA COSMOS TURNTABLE VACUUM PLATTER MINT
£ 995
SONY 337 ESO CD PLAYER. MINT
£ 95
CAIABRCGE Ca PLAYER HEACLY MODIFIED HINT
£ 1.250
MERIDIAN 5C6 CD PLAYER HIM
MO
CRAM« 18 TUNER AMERICAN ORIGINM. HOC
£ 195
RESTELL CHALLENGER INTEGRATED AMP MINT
£799
GRYFMON LTD EDMON PREAlf BALANCED MINT
£.995
IMF« LEVINSON 1/1.12A MEW? dPLS124 SUPPLY
£995
PINK TRIANGLE PIP MK2 PREAAH VISHAY 3BOX MINT
£ 1.795
SUGDEN MJSIC 2BOX PREMAP AVONDALE MODIFIED £ 195
KRELL KI1S8P PREAMP BALANCED MINT
£4.995
CAT SU SIGNATURE VALVE PREAMP SINT
£2.995
EXPOSURE 7PRE 9PIRO SUPPLY .14REG AMP MINT
£ 1250
lee DEFY 7AIK3 VALVE POWER AMP MINT
£3495
Gamete MESS 3POWER ANIP BALANCED MINT £ 1.995
UDC RESEARCH 670 VALVE AMP BALANCED MINT
£2.495
wag LEVINSON ML3 DUAL RON POWER MAPS MINT £3,995
MARK LEVINSON M1.11 POWER MAP MINT
£ 95
TANDBERG TRA3009A MK2 MONO POHER MAPS MINT
£ 095
ARAGON 2004 POWER AMP MINT
£695
LUILEY REFERENCE M128 VALVE MONO NAPS MINT
£ 795
ADCONI GFA 565 MONO POWER AMPS BALANCED MINT
£ 1290
NYSE IA ACTIVE SUBWOOFER WALNUT IANT
£ 1995
IAERICKAN ARGENT 3SPEAKERS ROSEWOCO HINT
£995
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE3 SPEAKERS & STANDS BLACK MINT £995
CELLO MAC SPEAKERS ONE TWIN MOUNTED PAIRS ON GRANITE STANDS
MY MARK LEVINSON SUPERB VGC
C6503
DARAKRF HOSE MC SPEAKERS CREAM/MCC HINT
018E5
CONRAD JOHNSON SYNTHESIS REFERENCE 4TOWER SPEAKER SYSTEM
SUPERB FINISHED IN LT OAK MINT
£
3.995
SNELL A3 SPEAKERS WAUKUT MINT
£4.495
GENESIS B303 SPEAKERS PIANO BLACK 1/ GRANITE STANDS £995
SUMO ARIA RUSSEL SPEAKERS OAK HOC
£795
APOGEE STAGE SPEAKERS & STAND. MINT
£1.&35
REF 1022 SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD KUBE & KUDOS STANDS£595
BATHTUB &SPONGES SIMILAR TO WATTS dPUPPIES BUT BIGGER
VERY SENSITIVE SYSTEM REQUIRES BY MAPING AMERCAN WALNUT £2.495
COUNTERPOINT SA X013 VkVE PREIMP
0935
MERCIAN 06506 ACTIVE SPEAKERS BLACK HINT
£ 1.795
JHAKIIILE orncrr 14 WAY ACTIVE SPEAKERS GREY dWHITE 1OF
ONLY 5SPARES MADRE SUPERB VCG
£ 1.995
CARVER AMADNG LOUDSPEAKERS PIANO BLACK
DM
INFINITY IRS BETA 4TOWER SPEAKERS ROSEWOCO MINT £4.995
ARAGON 24 KIPS PREIJAP MINT
995
HALES SIGNATURE 2SPEAKERS HOSB6000 SINT
£ 435
AUDIO RESEARCH COT 1CD TRANSPORT. MINT
£ 1.995
PIERRE LURNE I.6Q TURNTABLE & SL5 ARM HINT
£ 1995
ORACLE DELPHI 1/K3 TURNTABLE SUMIKO MCC600 MINT
01.795
FORSFI 1AIR REFERENCE CID EDMON TURNTABLE dARM AIR BEARINGS
SUPERB INC. CARTRIDGE ETC MINT
£5.995
ACCUPHASE DP70 CD PLAYER BALANCED MINT
f2 250
MUSICAL FIOFIRY MVX 6102 PREAMP MINT
£ 095
PRO RUSION BALANCED PASSIVE PREAMP MKT
£395
PASSION PASSIVE AREA', MINT
£ 95
MARX LF/ISON 94029E FULLY BALANCED PREAMP MINT £.995
MUSICAL FIDELITY A370 liK2 PONER NAP MKT
£ 1.335
A0D10 RESEARCH D115 &IQ VALVE AMP MKT
£ 1,250
PIIIIIIARE 201P PHONE UNE PREAMP .1PAIR OF 202 MONO PONER AMPS
ALL IN STAINLESS SUPERB RARE OPPORTUNITY INCLUDING FULL
WARRANTY MINT
£7.500
dIARANTZ CD 65 MN 2SE CO PLAYER IAINT
LITE
THIEL C8 51 SPEAKERS PM /BACK MINT
f7,935
GRYPHON XT PREAMP PLU MC
£
1.495
ELECTROCOIAPANIET AW1003Je BAL ASP
£ 1299
MERCIAN 0SP 5020 DIGITAL ACTIVE SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD MW
22250
ALPHASON SYPHONY TURNTABLE .1ARM SUPPLY MINT
£ 1295
MERIDIAN 505 KG 2CO PLAYER MINT
0725
MERCIAN 509 IMO CD PLAYER 20 BIT MINT
£ 1.395
MERIDIAN 503 TRANSPORT 563 DAC BALANCED. MINT
£ 1,595
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 PALM» SILVER MINT
£895
MERIDIAN 501 PREAMP ersu REMOTE. MINT
L
575
SERI/MAN 551 INTERGFLATED NIP /
ANT
£595
MERIDIAN 655 PONER AMP HINT
£550
MARK LEVItISON NO 205 1040 MAPS BAL. MINT
3,995
AUCC KAN KONCEPT SPEAKERS BLACK ASH MINT
£795
ATC SCSI 20 SPEAKERS .1STANDS ROSEWOCO MINT
£ 1296
APOSEE CALIPER SIGNATURE SPEAKERS ANTHRACITE SAINT £ 1.595
MAIM LOGAN SEQUEL 2SPEAKERS OAK MINT
£ 1.495
THRESHOLD PET 10E LINE & PET 10 PIICNO BALANCED MINT
22.495
MICIO RESEARCH SPH PPEMAP MINT
£ 1,595
STAX LAMBDA PRO HEADPHONES &SRO% PRO SUPPLY MINT £450
ENSEMBLE K1 SPEAKERS TEAK MINT
£ 1795
PROAC RESPONSE 2SPEAKERS VARIOUS WOCOS IHNT
£935
AERIAL I
OT SPEAKERS & STANDS BLACK MINT
£ 500
ACCLPILASE DP65 IAMB CO PLAYER DIG VOLLME BAL
£
3.995
MISSION DAD 5CD PLAYER & DAC 5Hue
£325
DENSEN BEAT 100 INTEGRATED AMP MINT
£395
ALPO RESEARCH SP 15 MIQ PREAMP BALANCED. HINT
mes
RCM 32 5RC» 110MAP MINT
£ 065
APOGEE DAS ELECTRONCCROSSCNER MINT
£1,495
CALTEMPEST 2VALVE CD PLAYER Me
£ 1.500
war LEVINSON KA OA PREAMP mint
C1250
RD/RAND MCCEL 5POWER AMP BALANCED HOC
£
3.500
ern. LEVINSON 91020 REFERENCE MCNO AMPS BAL
£4,995
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 4VALVE AMP HINT
£ 1.795
APOGEE CENTAUR MINIOR SPEAKERS ANTHRACITE MINT £750
APOGEE MINI GRAND GS SPEAKERS PIANO BLACK 1. SUBS MINT
me
NEW longs MOWN
MERCIAN 602 MU OS MU 2TRANSPORT & DAC. MINT
£ 1,495
MERCIAN 603 MU 2PREAMP DAC REMOTE. MINT
£ 35
RADA 0250 CO TRANSPORT AT&T, IANT
£1195
REGA PLANAR 3RATH ARM GOLDRING CARTRIDGE
0165
VENDETTA SCP2C PHONO STAGE BY JOHN CURL. VGC
01995
THRESHM PET 10 UNE EPHONO ESUPPLIES, MINT
01895
AUDIO RESEARCH SPA NIK2 VALUE FRESAR MINT
0995
PRIMARE 928 SERIES PREAMPS & tare AMPS, MINT
03995
MCCOSIOE RADFORD 1Ak50 CLASS AVALVE MONOS. MINT
EBBS
NARK LEVINSON eAL.9 POWER Amp HINT
£1995
MAGNEPLANAR 25RSPEAKERS FOUNDATION STANDS. terrr
£95
ATO SCR 506 ACTIVE SPEAKERS dSTA/IDS. WALNUT. MINT £
3795
MERIDIAN C6030 DIGITAL ACTIVE SPEAKERS MINT
3995
CELLO STRINGS 4s7METRE LENGHTS INAVIRE SPEAKER CABLE
GODO SAVING FOR Awn OR STRATS OR OTHER
0151E

UST
slam 3£ SOO
shan £4.400
stand MO
stand PHONE
exam £875
stand £650
rev
399
stan3 rsoro
stand 3.400
shard £4.500
stird 01.800
stud £ 1.500
stand MOOD
stand 3750
stud E5290
stand 3.030
stud £4.480
shan.1 f1.5C0
stand 22.700
stand 3195
£
stand £1295
edam 2
£200
stand 3.000
stand ROM
w £1495
sudemo 3,075
£
stand 330.030
seems 22,700
shard
stand
teem
stand
Mara
s'hul

03.000
£6.335
£ 1,895
£3.000
£3454
£ 1.158

eAurd PHONE
Vhand 3169
edam 3995
stand
stand
stand
shwa
Shand
stand
stand
stand

PHONE
02.3/10
£1
0.030
f
1650
06E03
03290
£ 903
£ 400

shand £ 13262
shad 06.003
Shard 3.500
stand £ 95
stand MO
stud f6,500
stand 22.503
stand £ 200
ekes 013.630
stand f350
stand £ 2330
Nara 348E
Mara 2,018
£
stand MAC
stand 22,703
stara £950
nadent f1.685
Memo 01.990
stand £ 1.700
salon 375
exaerns 395
seam £650
Shand £ 12.650
s/nand 01750
Stand 02.000
shend £3998
stand £.277
stand £4.923
Vhand £298
shard £750
stand 02.950
mare £ 1.650
mire 06300
stand £ 303
shim £603
Stand £600
shan3 3.608
Card f1350
stand £4.403
stand 3901
stand £3.803
shwa 05250
Oat 01E030
stand f5.000
Hand £ 1,345
she 3398
stand 1.300
£
selderto £1.750
stand £2026
stard
stand 3850
stand 04260
shard mom
stand 23750
slum £2448
s/nand £3903
stand £2203
stand £6497
sudens £3250
stand £7000

OODLES OF HIGH END CARTRIDGES AVAILABLE. • RING FOR DETAILS

ALL ITEMS GUARANTEED
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

Naha Audio 1131. issust,peakers. cut wilt spot £.150, ION
Systems Obelisk 300 pre and power amps 150 WPC,
superb condition. £350 Tel: 01829 733756 ( H0061)
Improve your speakers with speaker notes £4.95; A new
spiking system with I0.5mm spike and damping ring set
of eight £39.95; Silver plated mains leads from £34.95
Tel: 01670 354726 ( H0071)
Michaelsons Chronos valve power amps, immaculate
E2250 ( E600) Master Audio Monitor One speakers
(Chinese) in Rosewood E450, may p/ex Tel: 01386
446756 ( H0066)
Audio Research Classic 30 Triode mode valve power
amplifier, excellent condition, first class sound quality,
new output valves, reluctant sale £ 1,500 Tel: Martin, 0171
727 3690 ( H0084)
Audion Silver Night export monoblocks 300b £ 1,350;
Lumley reference 120 monoblocks £ 1,500; Quad electrostatics £350; Kelvin labs Class A monoblocks £375; Alon
1loudspeakers £800; Rogers LS35A new boxed walnut
£395; Elite rock £300; part exchange welcome Tel:
Elmdon Audio 0121 784 8765 ( H0093) T
Krell KSA 1005 (1996), mint £3,950ono; Musical
Fidelity MVx pre-amplifier ( M. Colloms recommended)
£950ono; ProAc EBs ( black) £ 1,295ono; Sony
CDP333ES ( Hi Fi Choice) £295 (£600); Thorens TD1605.
Basic+, Koetsu black, £595ono; Sony STS700E tuner,
£150ono Tel: 0181 224 2344 ( H0097)
Linn Sondek LPI2 with SME arm, pair Spendor BC I
speakers and Quad 22-303 amp/preamp with FM3 tuner,
all with original instruction manuals. Tel: 01592 64160 7
(H0099)
Matisse pre-amp, power supply, costs £3,500, £ 1,950;
Krell KSA 250B £3,500; Audio Research LS2 pre-amp
£1,500; siltech FrI2 4x1.5 meters speaker cable £600;
Marantz CD94Il player, CD94Il Dac £700; Audio
Innovations 2nd Audio Monoblock valve amps £ 1,950
Tel: Tim. 01274 666493 ( H0098)
Leak Stereo 20 Troughline 2 tuner and Varislope preamp tuner and pre-amp need attention. Stereo 20 has new
output valves and phono and speaker sockets fitted £200
no offers Tel: 01708 780360 ( H0100)
Classe DRIO power-amp £2,300) near mint, £990 delivered; Compatible Passion passive preamp £295; 2 x 12"
midnight speaker cable, terminated WBT's £ 130; Naim
HI-Cap £290 Tel: 00 3531 4591432 ( Dublin) ( H0105)

Micromega Ulu MK II C.D player, separate transport.
Dac and power supplier, boxed and in excellent condition,
can demonstrate, cost new £4,200 sell £2,395ono Tel:
01530 415317 ( H0110)
Acoustic Series 3312 monitors: 150 watts, 33hz to 22
khz, 95 DB per watt sensitivity; 12" Woofers, 5"
Midrange, 3" tweeters; protective metal grills, retail £800
each, as new, all offers considered, e-mail ram20@hermes.cam.ac.uk ( H0120)
Sony MDS 302 Minidisc player, brand new, boxed, under
guarantee, seller upgrading, cost £500, sell £325ono Tel:
Mr Phillips, 01633 814903 daytime ( H0122)
Martin Colloms Recommended Musical Fidelity A1000
amplifier as new £950; Arcam Delta 270 CD player, mint
£600; Tel: 01386 792268 ( H0052)
Michell 150(mm) £275; Michell Iso/Hera ( MC) £385;
Audiolab 8000A £250; Acoustic Energy Aegis Ispeakers
£250; Slate Audio customised stands £ 150; all in mint
condition from our R&D department. Tel: Slate Audio
01525 384174 ( H0096) (T)
Jadis DA30 integrated amp, chrome finish, checked by
distributor with new set Sovtek power valves adn in good
condition, £ 1,300ovno Tel: Nick, days. 0171 481 0707
eves, 01276 21243 ( H0092)
I pair s/hand Quad ELS63 immaculate and boxed,
£1,500; Other s/hand Quad bits available, Surrey Hi Fi, 45
High Street, Godstone, Surrey, RH9 8LS, Tel: 01883
744755 (T)

WANTED
Two Leak Floorstanding sandwich speakers 2 or 3
way models will do, must be 8ohm. good working
order and condition, Tel: Bob, 01865 62554 ( Oxford)
(H0137)
Sage Audio Supermos poweramp modules or complete
amp considered, preferably Supermos 2or 500 but any up
to1000 would do. Tel: 0114 246 0340 ( H0165)
Quad 67CD player wanted. Tel: 01282 618221 ( business) 01282 613846 ( home) ( H0163)
Vintage amps/spks Lowthers, Pamphonic. Tannoy HF200
etc. Tel: Mr Hattane, 0171 591 0395 fax, 0171 460 6518
(H0171)

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM
Rates: £8.00 ( incl. VAT) per 30-word insertion for one issue.
For two months £14.00; three months £17.00. Additional words
50p each ( per section). Box numbers £3.00 extra.
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Note'

Please publish the above aduertisonem for

IEFOR SALE

telephone

or product reference numbers count as one word rep Pioneer A400 = two words)

insertions' under the heading:

WE ARE NOT AGENTS!

NON

DWAWTED

I Box number required

nyes

Address

0 no.

I Cheque i
postal order enclosed lot j

(pounds sterling) made payable to link House Magazines plc.

I OR Please charge my Access! Visa I
Diners I
Amex'Card Number
Dayttnie telephone number

01438 714038
10006m - 7.00pm MON - SAT • 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
NOTE: ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS

•

• Expires (date)
I Please indicate which

Cut out your advertisement (or photocopy) and
send to: Classified Advertising, 11: Fi News &

Signature

Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
'No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions

Croydon CR92TA.

I

Upgrade your equipment with superior wiring: Annealed > 99.99% Silver wire, PTFE insulated
0.25 mm at £ 12/m or 0.37 mm at £ 15/m
P&P @ £2per order
Cambridge Scientific Supplies, 12 Willow Walk
Cambridge C81 1LA Tel/Fax 01223 501 833

ProAduncatloiognuse;
CBS/ Sony
Mastersound; Mobile
Fidelity; Reference
Recording; Sheffield Lab,
Chesky; Proprius; East Wind;
three Blind Mice; Concord; RCA Living
Stereo (Classic Records); DMP; Delos
Decca Original & Reissues; CMP; M & K
Bainbridge; Telarc, Waterlily; EMI; Klavier; Hyperion
Ryko; American Gramaphone; European Pressings
Opus 3; Chandos; Blue Note: Audioquest: Cardas. °CC
Clarity: Columbia; Discovery; Fantasy; Hearts Of Space
Mercury Living Presence: OJC: Steeplechase. Super
Analogue Disc; Vanguard Classics; Vital; Wilson, Alligator
BIS; Capri; Delmark; Denon; Donan; ECM; Elektra, EMI
EPIC; Harmonia Mundi, In & Out; Island; London, Linn
Lynta; Mapleshade; MCA: North Star Records; Polygram
Polydor: Gemini; Quartet. GRP; Hungaroton; Jeton; Klima
MA Recordings; Albany; India Navigation; History Of
Recorded Sound; Blind Pig; Minor; Gecko; Gift Horse,
Catalogue $5.
Kamei; Rhino; Rounder...
Information/ Order:
(913) 825-8609
Fax: (913) 825-0156
Box 2043. Salina, KS 67402-2043, USA

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS re

Tonearm rewiring, turntable power supplies.
Amplifier repair of all makes, transistor and
valve, special expertise on Quad, Crimson, Myst,
Incatech, Mission, Musical Fidelity, Sony,
Quantum, Nytech, Legend.
CD upgrades from Trichord Research.
Amplifier upgrades from Russ Andrews.
Write or telephone for more details: 01767 318437
Access, Visa, Mastercard taken.
MAV Shareholders Ltd, Shortmead Street,
Biggleswade, Beds. SG18 OAP

WANTED & FOR SEE
EARLY VINTAGENALVE HIFI
TO INCLUDE:

Absolute `.sounds qualified engineers can now repair,
modity
rt..-4111gO any high-end equipment. Ue :an
undertake rebuilds rs it hseleded audiophile grad,.
components and : an also ollcr s
matching, •n•fl
011 I
Vthe best
0181/947 5047 Fax 0181-879 7962

SELECTED USED EOUIPMENT

REPAIR, SERVICE AND UPGRADE
of all HI-FI products
Turntable service of all makes, special expertise ois
Mantra, Logic, Thorens, Ariston, Townsend Rock,
AR, Rega, Oracle, Revolver, Input Design, JBE.

LEAN, QUAD, RADFORD, PYE, RCA VITAVOX, GARRARD,
THORENS, TANNOY, LOWTHER, AVANTIC, SME ETC.

Absolute Tune-ups

Absolute Sounds '

MULLARD, OSRAM, GEC, BRIMAR ETC.
CLASSIQUE SOUNDS

//"... •

CLASSIQUE HOUSE, 61 AYLESTONE DRIVE, AYLESTONE,

From interconnects to loudspeaker
cables. From Duc 'sto Headphone
Amps. Front equipment supports to
system enhancement we can advise, help
and supply all you need to get the most
out of your hi-fi system.

28 ST NICHOLAS ST DISS NORFOLK IP22 3LB
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(ex dem)
fen demi
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(used)
(used)
(ex deli)
(ex dem)
(ex dem)
(ex dent)
(used)
(used)

Mail Order Accessory Specialists!!

ES T Q UALITY PARTS AND ADVICE.

Sole. Warier,

(en & MI

299.0f)
699.00
700.00
599.00
150.00
120.00
700.00
450.00
1700.00
350.00
600.00
(40.1X)
200.00
1500.00
475.00
1300.00
749.00
1000.00
25000
449.00
549.00
699.00
495.00
120001
450.00
650.00
699.0()
319.00
32900
279.00
495.00
600.00

LEICESTER LE2 NE TEL/FAX: 0116 2835821

M ADISOUND PROVIDES

•

les demi
(ex dem)
(used)
(ex dem)
used
(used)
(used)
(used)
(used)
(used)
(ex demi
(ex des)
(ex demi
(ex demi
(used)
(used)
(ex dem
I
used)
(used)

7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead
Tyne & Wear NE8 3JW
0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771

SPEAK ER BUILD ERS W I
TFI THE HIGH-

miffs

Arcam Delta 110 Pre-amp inc DAC.
Audio Innovations 7)50 Amplifier
Acoustic Energy AEI Speakers/Stands
Acoustic Energy Aegis 2Loudspeaker
Creek CAS4044)/2 Amplifier
Creek CAS 3040 Tuner
Grant P1(X/G1OOMC/G1(X)PV Valve Amps
Infinity Emit KSpeakers inc Stands ( white)
Krell KSTIO0 Power Amplifier
Linn Sara Speakers/Stands
Lumley Ref. 3.5 Loudspeakers
Lumley Ref LV IPre-Amplifier
Lumley Ref PP70 Passive Pre- Amplifier
Lumley Ref ST70 Power Amplifier
Meridian 501 Pre- Amplifier
Meridian 605 Mono Power Amplifiers
Meridian 506 CI) Player
Mark Levinson ML I
I. Power Amplifier
Marantz PM75 Amplifier
Micromega Stage One CD Player
Micromega Stage Two CD Player
Micromega Stage Three CD Player
Nairn NAC 72 Pre- Amplifier
Naim SBL Loudspeakers
Nairn 32/90 Pre-power Amplifier
Nairn Aro Tonearm
Quantum Minstel Amplifier
Quad 34 Pre- Amplifier
Quad FM4 Tuner
Quad 306 Power Amplifier
Sony MDS501 Mini Disc Recorder
Technics SLP21200 CD Player

ALSO W.INTED - AUDIO VALVES BY:
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WANTED ANY GOOD DUALITY SECOND.NAND OR VINTAGE NI Fl
Especially Tannoy, Lowther Leak 1112.1 Radford STA15 Ps,,,
Amps, RCA Beam Echo or anything really nice wanted good
used cartridges and anse, CD players and DACs

Russ Andrews Ltd
Edge Bank House, Skelsmergh,
Kendal, Westmorland,

If you like the Fe Fi equipment you have, but want abetter
performance, don't change itUPGRADE RI
YOU can build better than you can buy and we offer kits,
parts and instructions for anything from simple component
upgrades to complete rebuilds, plus kits to build high end
equipment from scratch.
UPGRADING SERVICE.

SEND $ 5.00 FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS AND PRICES. FAX US YOUR
ORDER WITH M ASTERCARD OR V ISA,
AND WE'LL SEND ri' THE SAME DAY.
Madisound Speaker Components
(8808 University Green)
Box 44283
Madison, WI 53744-4283 U.SA
Voice: 608-831-3433
Fax: 608-831-3771

\ •

Service & Repairs
Valve & transistor
amplifiers
../
• Vintage Valve
radios
ATV SERVICES
LEATHERHEAD • HiFi VCR's
01372 456921 . Valves tested

atv

If you are daunted at the prospect of taking the lid off your
prized possession, send it to us and we can do the upgrade
for you. We will advise on feasibility and cost before
starting work and upgrade to the level of performance you
require and can afford. We have asecure, low cost
collection and delivery service within the UK
Upgrades to: Audio Research, Celestion, KEF, Krell, Linn,
Marantz, Meridian, Naim, Nytech, Pioneer, Quad, Leak,
Radford, Rotel etc
To receive your copy of our 1995/96 catalogue, just mail,

phone or fax the address above.

AUGUST 1996

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

SLATE AUDIO
Esoteric Developments
ME SPEAKERSTAND®
The best speaker supports in the world.
State of the art in both performance and design. custom made to suit any loudspeaker, solid slate.
supremely rigid and totally stable.

44

"Immaculately finished, sublimely rigid, on apar with the best stands I've used." Ken Kessler, Hi Fi
News R/R. "
An astonishing degree of instrumental separation, stable and holographic, with great
precision and remarkable poise. The ultimate in high fidelity supports." David Prakel, Hi Fi Answers.
"Superbly finished, the sound quality was considered to be first rate." Martin Colloms, Hi Fi News Rif.
"The sound quality when using the Slate Audio stands proved to be arevelation, something special."
Paul Messenger, Hi Fi Choice. "
The finish is excellent, the sound quality magnificent and
breathtaking." Tom Bryant, The Telegraph. '
The Slate stand is unusual and expensive, but if you are
after an exceedingly neutral stand it's the leading contender. This stand offers an exceptionally neutral
platform for speakers; highly transparent sound leads to musical performances with real insight."
SOUND QUALITY:•Mann Malcolm Steward Hi Fi Choice.

SLATE .
4UDIO GARRARD 301 and 401
The most musical record players in the world.
Our researched Solid Marble Plinth System® advances the state of the art and brings the
Garrards into the 21St century. All wooden plinths produce unacceptable levels of coloration,
microphony and feedback, with poor signal to noise ratios. When dealing with athoroughbred
you must respond with afirm hand, as anybody who has heard the transformation will testify.
No other plinth system can claim to improve the performance of these superb players.
Dear Mr. Soper.
Thanks for sending me the plinth for my Garrard 401. Imust confrss, that Iwas abit
sceptical about it. when Iordered one - after all. Ibought it. without the possibility of
listening to it first. But the results Iget are really unbelievable. There is no rumbling.
instead deep, deep bass and an authority. Inever heard before from my records. And
believe Inc. Itried some of the best turntables around ( I.inn 1.1' 12. lloksan Xerxes).
Now I'm waiting for the forthcoming power-supply. The day Iplace my order fin- it. I
will do so without being abit sceptical. Thanks again for amarvellous piece of art.
;A
MR TEILLVGER - AI STRIA

Wadi«, distel

like a dectstaffle

THE GLASSMAT
The finest platter mat in the world.
The Glassmat was developed to improve the performance of the Garrard 301 and 401 record players.
However it also gives astonishing results when used on other turntables. So effective is its performance,
we have now made it available as auniversal replacement mat. In all cases other mats introduce
colorations of their own, robbing the music of large amounts of detail and ambience. In order to achieve
maximum information retrieval with optimum damping, ahard and unyielding material is required. Glass
is ideal in every respect, damping is complete, the playing surface being quite simply sublime. In terms
of detail resolution and sheer three dimensional ability, no other mat comes close. But then you still have
to consider the absolute clarity, precision and solidity of the presentation. This is the ultimate platter mat.

THE POWERHOUSE OUR GARRARD 3011401 TD124 AND UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY
PHONE .\' IF
I
VFOR A HOME TRIAL OF THE BEST TURNTABLE DRIVE SYSTEM EVER
THE GREEN MONSTER SOLID MARBLE PLINTH

SYSTEM®

FOR THE THORENS TD124

FOR DETAILS ON ALL OF OUR OTHER PLINTH UPGRADES, PLEASE PHONE,
SLATE AUDIO GARFARD 301 AND 401 AVAILABLE COMPLETE OR MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEM® ONLY.
SME GARRARD 301 AND 401 CELEBRATION ARMS WITH SPECIAL GRAPHICS "GARRARD 301 OR 401 CELEBRATION" 309 £656.50 • 312 £763.39 • IV £935.75 • V £ 1391 16
THE TONEARM OUR SPECIAL VERSION OF THE FAMOUS REGA RB300. FITTED WITH GOLD PHONOS £155.00 + £3.50 FREIGHT.
THE SPIKEKIT SPECIALLY DEVELOPED TO FIT DIRECTLY TO FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS OR ANY WOODEN SUPPORT ADJUSTABLE AND VERY SIMPLE TO FIT £25.00.
GOLD PHONOS ( PAIR) £9.50 • GOLD BANANA PLUGS ( FOUR) £8.00 • SORBOTHANE BIG FEET ( FOUR) £48.00 • SORBOTHANE CD FEET ( FOUR) £30.00 •
SORBOTHANE SHEET ( 6"x6") £15.00 • SHURE STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE £18.95 • GARRARD 301 SWITCH SUPPRESSOR £7.50 • TURNTABLE SERVICE £65.00.
GARRARD 301 LEVER SET £35.00 • GARRARD 301 FIXING BOLT SET £19.50 • GARRARD 401 CONTROL PANEL SET £35.00 • GARRARD 301 MOTOR PULLEY £19.50.
WE OFFER . 1/I I/ 110N1 1 BACK GI iIRANTEE IF NOT COMPLETELY DELIGHTED

FOR INFORMATION, SALES OR DEMONSTRATIONS, SPEAK TO PETER SOPER

47 GEMINI CLOSE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 8UD.
TEL: 01525 384174 or 0421 624429

Recommendations

AUDIOPHILE INTERNATIONAL
Audiophile International Ltd. the UKs leading special pressings and domestic vinyl
stockiest. P.O. Box 303, Chobham, Surrey, GU24 8RX.
Our large yearly catalogue and our latest sales lists are FREE
this summer, you will also join our world wide data base, keeping you informed of the latest developments. Simply send us
your name and address and we will forward you all the information you will ever need!

To Order Call: 01276 855578 / 855530
24 Hour Fax:
01276 855580

!We guarantee all the recordings we sell!
QUEEN - A Day At The Races
'A Day At The Races was the follow-up hit to ' A Night At The
Opera'. All of Queens glam/art
rock, majestic sound is captured
on this fantastic MFSL reworking
of the 70s classic. Recorded 1976
in England between July and
November this album features
the two 70's hit singles "Tie Your
Mother Down" and " Somebody
To Love" amongst others. £ 25

All 180gm LP and 24kt Gold CD reissues have one thing in
common, painstaking dedication to detail. Not only from sourcing the original master tapes for transfer, but custom made
state of the art mastering labs, original artwork, and pressing
quality that alows the listener an insight into the recording.

The Latest Magazines

The Latest Mobile Fidelity

We now have in stock the following U.S. Imported
Magazines.

the absolute sound
Although many believe that TAS is no longer with us
we have in stock the following exciting new issues.
TAS 105 The Future Of The High End in a home theatre world
£8
TAS 106 The latest and best for some time! £8

the tracking angle
TA 005/6

TA 007

Double Issue which includes:
Hendrix LP & CD survey, Interviews with
engineers Eddie Kramer & Shawn Murphy.
Sill only
£5
Eno Special + loads of reviews! £5

New Classic Records

CASSANDRA WILSON - New Moon Daughter
"Joni Mitchell may have written,
"The Circle Game", but it took
Cassandra Wilson to grab pop by
the throat and drag it around in
one of the widest, deepest
grooves of an unlikely circle
you'll ever hear, reconfiguring it
as simmering, steamy jazz/blues.
If you start this disc on the third
track, " Solomon Sang" - aWilson
original - you might even be
fooled into thinking it was Joni in
her most recent smoky incarnation." - Michael Fremer 'Tracking
Angle'. Now available exclusively
through Audiophile International
on two 180gm virgin vinyl discs
from the original master tapes.
Experience the staggering sound
and dynamics of this 90's classic.
Limited supply
£35

Accessories
MOBILE FIDELITY GEO-DISC
The high-fidelity pleasures of Original Master
Recordings, even conventional recordings cannot be completely realized if your phonographic
pickup apparatus ( stylus / catridge) is not accurately aligned. The Geo-Disc is the answer. It
features an easy to use, three-dimensional visual alignment system for rapid, uncomplicated
cartridge alignment. In just minutes you can
achieve critical alignment to within . 003 of an
inch.
P•ecise alignment has never been easier using
the Geo-Disc. It can literally result in sonic
improvement as significant as the addition of a
new hi-fi component at a fraction of the price.
£25

Classic Records 180gm HO LPs - our recommended
selection from the vast range covered in our catalogues.
JENNIFER WARNES - Famous Blue Raincoat
ART DAVIS - A Time Remembered
DAVE BRUBECK - Time Out
CHARLIE MINGUS - Ah Um
SONNY ROLLINS - Now's The Time

£25
£25
£25
£25
£25

Classic slide guitar from the recently discovered
SONNY LANDRETH - Outward Bound
SONNY LANDRETH - 1-10

£20

U2: Unforgettable Fire
£25
STAN GETZ & JOAO GILBERTO
£25
JOHN HIATT - Bring The Family
£25
QUEEN - The Game
£25
QUEEN - A Day At The Races
£25
JEAN MICHEL JARRE - Oxygene
£25
JEAN MICHEL JARRE - Equinoxe £25
MOODY BLUES - On The Threshold Of A Dream £25
COLLINS, CRAY AND COPELAND - Showdown! £25
ERIC CLAPTON - Eric Clapton
£25
BOB MARLEY & THE WAILERS - Exodus
£25
BOB MARLEY - Catch A Fire
£25
JOE COCKER - Sheffield Steel
£25
ALBERT COLLINS - Cold Snap
£25
SONNY TERRY & BROWNIE McGHEE
£25
JOAN BAEZ - Diamonds & Rust
£25
CAT STEVENS - Teaser & The Firecat
£25
BOSTON - Boston
£25
THE MOODY BLUES - To Our Childrens... £25
NIRVANA - Nevermind
£25
£25
SONIC YOUTH - Goo

Domestic Vinyl

£20

DCC Compact Classics
A small selection of these fine 24kt Gold & 180gm
Vinyl reissues that we distributed exclusively
RAY CHARLES & BETTY CARTER
HOPKINS. McGHEE & TERRY: Blues Hoot
SONNY ROLLINS: Saxophone Colossus
STAN GETZ & CHARLIE BYRD: Jazz Samba
RAY CHARLES: Country And Western Hits
ELTON JOHN: Greatest Hits
WES MONTGOMERY: Going Out Of My Head
CREAM - Fresh Cream

Mobile Fidelity the first company to pioneer the use of
24kt Gold in its tine reissues launched their 200gm
Anadisq range of LPs 2 years ago. Now over 50 titles
are available, here are a few available on both 24kt
Gold CD and 200gm LP!

£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
CREEDENCE CLEARWATER - Willy & The Poor £25
SONNY ROLLINS - Tenor Madness £25

Audiophile Internationals Recommended
TORI AMOS - Boys For Pele ( 2LP US Import) £ 15
BEATLES - Antholpgy Vol.2 ( 3LP)
£22
SAM COOKE - Night Beat
£ 12
CRANBERRIES - To Our Faithfull Departed £ 10
MILES DAVIS - Kind Of Blue
£ 10
EAGLES - Hell Freezes Over ( 2LP)
£ 17.75
RICKIE LEE JONES - The Magazine £ 10
k.d. LANG - All You Can Eat ( US Import) £ 12
DANIEL LANOIS - For The Beauty Of Wynona £ 12
PULP FICTION- The Soundtrack ( US Import) £ 12
STING - Mercury Falling
£ 12
THE THE - Dusk
£8
NEIL YOUNG - Dead Man Soundtrack ( 2LP) £ 15

XL0 REFERENCE RECORDINGS TEST & BURN-IN 24kt GOLD CD.
Just playing this CD will make your system sound better! It's true! The
all new XLO/Reference Recording Test & Burn- 1n CD really will make
the difference. XL0 technical tracks will burn- in new stereo and
home theater/AV components and demagnetize existing ones, to
ensure peak performance and freedom from electronic glare. Detailed
liner notes and the actual voices of XL0's Roger Skoff and Reference
Recordings guru Keith Johnson will guide you in quickly and easily
getting the most from your system and your acoustical environment including verifiable proof that you have got it right! Once your system
is dialed- in, six sensational Reference Recordings music tracks
will put your system through its paces so you can experience the
amazing realism of your system.This State-of-the-art audiophile 24kt
gold pressing is also HDCD and surround-sound compatible, and is
a essential tool for as long as you have your system.
Recommended Retail £29.95, Auiophile International Price

£25

AUDIOPHILE RECORD & LASER
DISC SLEEVES.
If you think you've done everything to
protect your favourite recordings - think
again. We are very proud to introduce
Audiophile International Ltd's very own;
anti-static and anti- abrasive 3- ply rice
paper LP/Laser disc sleeves. Superior
to all paper-only, plastic- lined paper and
heavy plastic album sleeves Audiophile
International Sleeves will offer the protection needed for your most prized
recordings. Each pack contains 30 high
quality sleeves, and is packaged in a
deluxe box for protection. £ 14.95

sidelines

H

aving recently acquired a
second-hand open-spool tape
recorder in order to assess
some ageing recordings with the
intention of making cassette copies,
Iturned first to a recording made
on abalmy summer's day in 1962.
This involved two musician friends,
guitarist and contralto, who sat sideby-side in my London garden and
improvised a recital comprising
several Spanish guitar pieces and a
group of songs by Falla.
A simple stereo microphone was
positioned to achieve only modest
separation of the performers, with
the soundstage beyond them hinting
at an arcadian setting via twittering
birds in the surrounding trees. I
recall being quite pleased with the
results, but the tape has lain
unplayed for so long that a rehearing was virtually a new
experience. It still sounds fine, and
while the guitar and voice are more
nearly coincident at stage- centre
than I'd remembered, the anechoic
setting facilitates avery believable
`in- the- room' replication ( birds
apart!), somehow bringing the
occasion back across the years with
especial immediacy.
But there was a snag: some lowlevel
hum
intruded
on
the
right-hand channel. Curiously, this
disappeared on switching to mono,
which suggested a hum- loop or
some similar anomaly within the
recorder. But I checked all the
obvious things to no avail, and
finally had to accept that in this
respect my recording was flawed.
But why did the hum evaporate
when the two channels were
summed? Well, having discussed the
stereo/mono paradigm in this
column on several occasions, and
also touched upon thresholds and
masking, Ishould have hit on the
explanation straight away.
My preferred replay loudness was
such that the hum was just audible.
However, the mechanism of mono
summing dictates that any signal
located solely in one channel will be
reduced by 3dB relative to central
sources. This I had foolishly
overlooked, but then conjectured
that in falling by this amount the
hum had simply gone below my
hearing threshold, a point easily
confirmed by listening at various
levels. Ialso listened in the dead of
night, when the background was
quiet enough to unmask the hum
even at the originally inaudible
mono setting.
Although it should be possible to
null asteady hum with an equivalent
anti-phase waveform, Idecided that
as the recording's only significant
non-central imagery concerned afew
bird-calls, it would be more practical
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for my immediate purpose simply to
make amono version from the lefthand channel. So my cassette of that
lovely Spanish idyll from 34 years
ago is in the event a very modest
affair. But the master tape is still
intact, so one day I'll probably have
another go.
At around this time, almost as if
seeking some interference loud
enough to mask rather than be
masked, I attended a flute/piano
recital. At this, everyone was
astonished and mystified for some
minutes by an inexplicably powerful
low-frequency sound coming from
outside the building. Being seated
near the players, Ifound the musicto-noise ratio high enough to permit
access to the actual notes, if not to
the drama inherent in pauses or
dying chords, but I'm told that the
situation was much worse at the
back of the hall. There, what turned
out to have been the sound of a
low flying helicopter came much
nearer to drowning the music.
Then, with the above episodes still
in mind, I came across a very
different type of sonic interference
at a concert in my local town hall,
when the strings of the Northern
Chamber Orchestra came up against
agroup of bell-ringers practising in
anearby church. Just as the leader
was poised to set things going, so
the bells started up — but gently, in
the distance, not with the alien
impact of those deep- throated
helicopter blades. The NCO team
paused, uncertain what to do,
perhaps hoping that the ringers
would stop after afew changes. But
the chimes continued, so the players
braced themselves to avoid being
steered
off
pitch
by
their
campanologist rivals, and away they
went, instantly masking the bells
with their bowings and plucicings.
Ilistened very hard to discover
whether any chimes could be
detected behind the strings, but
from where Isat it was not until the
ends of movements — as one
adjusted to the ' silence' — that my
ears could register the bells still
ringing in the background. Yet
they'd been present all the time, and
despite their inaudibility had
undoubtedly changed the shapes of
waveforms arriving at listeners' ears
much more radically than do the
imperfections in any half-decent hifi gear. Perhaps there's more to
masking than we'd like to think
when it comes to assessing what we
can or cannot hear. Indeed, some
pealing church bells recorded on a
test CD at low levels would soon
show that S/N ratios beyond the
capacity of 16-bit digital are
pointless for domestic purposes.
John Crabbe

compact disc service
Can't find the disc you want? The HFN/RR CD
Service can normally supply all titles reviewed in
the magazine, or indeed any CD or LP currently
available.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing ( up
to a maximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs). The CD
,service can also supply discs reviewed in previous issues, if
still current, and on enquiry can usually supply any record
generally available in the UK. Vinyl LPs and Musicassettes can
also be supplied for titles where these formats are available.
Telephone ( 01234) 741152 for details and prices Unless
listed here at a special price, multiples ( sets of 2 or more CDs)
are priced at the appropriate multiple of the single CD figure
PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 12.25 each

3 MID PRICE: £ 7.75 each

A BUDGET PRICE: £5.45 each • SPECIAL PRICE ( see below)

SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Re'

Classical - Opus 3 ( Beethoven) £ 12.25'
Everest reissues £9.95; Beethoven Symphonies £ 39.95
BBC Radio Classics £7.95
Rock/pop - The Kennedys £9.95; Lionel Richie £ 12.45
Blues update: John Lee Hooker £ 18.25
Jazz - David SWare £ 12.55; Anthony Braxton £ 25.25;
Mingus £7.95
Rock/pop reissues - Burrito Brothers ( 2CDs) £ 17.25;
Judy Garland £ 12.75; Elton John £ 12.45;
Frank Sinatra £ 14.95; Dusty Springfield £ 14.25;
Stephen Stills £9.25; Leslie West- Mountain £ 12.55
Audiophile - see page 85 for price table

ORDER FORM
Please supply the following items:
Catalogue number & title
CD/ LP

Price

Post and packing : £
(i) Cheque/postal order enclosed for £
(
pounds sterling)
Cheques should be made payable to HFN/RR CD Service
(ii) Please charge my Access / Visa / Diners / Amex' Card
Number
' Please indicate which

Expires

Signature

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms ( caps)
Address

Postcode:

Tel:

Cut out coupon or photocopy and send to: HFN/RR CD Service,
PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH.
CD Service hotline

Tel: (01234) 741152.
Fax: (01234) 742028.
Delivery subject to availability. Non- UK sales VAT-free but where
applicable subject to additional carriage charges.
E&OE

name to the Artist Who Wants to Be
Known As Robert Johnson for achuckle.
Text biographies? A few already exist, by
acknowledged experts like Sam Charters
and Peter Guralnick, but we're all waiting
for the long- rumoured definitive by
Stephen C Lavere. And then there was
the not-unsuccessful film, Crossroads.
OK, so Ralph ' Karate Kid' Macchio
was the most inappropriately cast actor
since John Wayne played an Asian, but
you couldn't have asked for a more
atmospheric and spiritually honest fantasy
about the search for alost Robert Johnson
Perhaps legendary
song. The Steve Vai guitar battle was a
bluesman Robert Johnson
doozy, and the Ry Cooder soundtrack as
appropriate as anything he's
didn't really strike adeal with
ever
scored
the devil, but he certainly
before.
And,
achieved immortality...
hey, it was fun.
Now we have
4 ivOvki
three text- based
SilE iviA
additions to the
tranger
things
have
happened, Isuppose, but
Johnson mythos —
who would ever have
one high- profile,
A IEXi
believed that — nearly 60 years
one an unexpected
l
'igu Es As ,
after his death — a blues singer
surprise and one
whose entire recorded output
which will have you
AND ri
meP
gy, 08 mElesç As
fits onto two CDs could figure
hating me for calling it
,
Essit E8,,7.
0,
i ANY
in
three
novels?
Not
to
your attention. But
sk,1 17.
4 ,
, Nsou 0
R
biographies, but novels.
let's start with the most
Maybe it's the built-in
accessible ( in terms of
romance of a life which ended at 26,
availability) and most
close in age and method of demise to
famous. And it could only
Rudolph Valentino a decade earlier,
have been written by Walter Mosley.
probably murdered by ajealous husband.
Mosley, one of the finest detective
It begs to be used by genre novelists. And
novelists to emerge this decade, won a
it has been.
slew of fans — including President
It's enough to know about Johnson that
Clinton — with his tales of Easy Rawlins,
he inspired more British bluesmen than
ablack detective working in the late 1940s
any two- LP ( prior to the CD box- set)
and early 1950s. (The success of the
legacy could expect to do. The mileage
series can be gauged by the casting
which Cream, the Rolling Stones and
of Denzil Washington as
others got out of songs like ' Crossroads'
the lead actor in Devil
and ' Love In Vain' is incalculable, and
In A Blue
Dress.)
blues fans will forever wonder what might
Mosley's trademark is
have happened had Johnson had better
the
atmosphere
he
control of his, er, Johnson. His recording
recreates, and it's used to
career involved only a five sessions in
brilliant effect in RL's
minimalist conditions. He died just before
Dream [
Serpent's Tail,
his career was about to explode, had he
0.99]. Johnson is almost
survived long enough to perform his spot
peripheral to the story, the
at John Hammond's ' Spirituals To Swing'
reminiscences of an ageing
concert at Carnegie Hall at the end of
bluesman who recalls working
1938. Only two photos exist which are
with Johnson (the ` RL' of the
certifiably of Johnson. And yet this oncetitle) ahalf-century earlier, but
obscure journeyman blues singer and
delicious little glimpses of
juke-joint habitue is now rightly regarded
African- American life in the
as one of the genre's main deities.
1930s and adeep appreciation of
Which is probably why Robert Johnson:
the Johnson saga suggest that Mosley
The Complete Recordings [
Columbia C2K
ought to write the script should a biopic
46222] ranks as one of the best-selling
ever happen. Like the protagonist's
box- sets in Columbia's catalogue, the
description of Johnson: ' His hands was
surprise hit of 1990 which transcended its
like angry spiders up and down them
cult potential to shift a rumoured fiveguitar strings. No two men could play
figure unit sales. And it answered alot of what RL, Bob Leroy, Robert Johnson
questions, and most of us thought that it
could play. He was afield nigger too lazy
was the final word in Johnsoniana.
to pull cotton. He was scarred and scared
We should have spotted the novels a and smallish. He loved his momma an'
mile off. There's still nothing definite
almost ev'ry other woman he ever met.'
about the long-mooted biopic, though I'm
RL's Blues is Mosley transcending the
praying they give the gig to Prince, who'd
limitations of a series of novels, however
be absolutely perfect; he could change his
brilliant that series may be. There's a
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rightness to it which will prevent any
purists objecting to it in the way that
Crossroads earned so much scorn.
Sherman Alexie's Reservation Blues
[Minerva, £ 6.99] avoids any such
problems by being so left-field that Robert
Johnson fans will be bowled over by the
sheer outrageousness of the main premise.
In this telling, Robert Johnson faked his
death and turns up in the 1990s an old
man wanting to renege on his deal with
the devil. So he arrives at a Native
American reservation in Washington
State, seeking out the assistance of what I
suppose would have once been called the
Medicine Person. The spin, though, is
very Alternative American Mainstream, or
Northern Exposure-like, if you're a fan of
that brilliantly offbeat program. But even
turning Robert Johnson into an elderly
member of the Spokane tribe pales in
comparison to Bone Music.
Alan Rodgers has spun agorgeous, epic
tale based on the premise that Johnson, as
he lay dying, sung a song called
`Judgement Day', a 'herald to the end of
the world'. This is real Terry Gilliam
stuff, best summed up in the fly- leaf
blurb: 'As legend has it, when the Angel
Gabriel blows his horn, the Hoodoo
Doctors shall answer his call with asong.
And the song will shatter the Eye of the
World, unleashing the Apocalypse.'
If you're aregular reader of grand-scale
fantasy, you can guess that Johnson is
beckoned from the grave to fight the
demons, aided by a young, recently
deceased girl. But this is no Lord
Dunsany/William Morris bore-fest.
Rodgers knows his fantasy and his
bluesmen, and the weird
afterlife he's created allows us
to enjoy again Stevie Ray
Vaughan, Furry Lewis.,
Washboard Sam and other
departed bluesmen. Johnson
lives and breathes in this
novel,
as
threedimensionally as in the
other two works, but with
an
even
more
tragic/heroic mien.
Now for the bad
news: I ordered my
copy of Bone Music
from a specialist in
the USA, Robert
s,.
Weinberg
Books.
If
I
remember correctly, the publisher —
Longmeadow Press — ceased trading
just after it was published. Which made
it an instant collector's item. If there's
any justice in life ( and Ifirmly believe
that there isn't), some bright publisher
with taste might reprint it, thus
preventing the loss of one of the finestever marriages of music and prose.
Weinberg might still have copies left, so
cross your fingers and FAX him on 001708-687-5791, during his business hours
six hours behind us. If he hasn't, well, it's
reason enough to sing the blues.
Ken Kessler
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600

SERIES

Don't believe all that
you read in the press...

just this bit:
B&VV has pulled the stops well and
truly out for these speakers, and boy
does the result sound good... the
601's sound like the voice coils of
God. Up-to-the-minute design, goldplated biwirable sockets: they're a
bargain - magnificent for £ 200.

*****
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LISTEN

AND
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For details and stockists of the 600 range of loudspeakers

SEE

phone B&W UK on 01903-750750

